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Abstract
An Amateur Barbarian: Tbe Life and Career o f
Sir Richard Francis Burton, 1821 1890

-

Doctor of Pbilosopby 1999
Donald Paul Nurse
Graduate Department of Eistory
University of Toronto
With numerous contributions to geography and literature, Sir Richard Burton is a major
Victorian figure. Burton's main importance to his age lies in the fact that he was one of the
premier imperial communicators of his time, disseminating nurnerous aspects of indigenous
societies - swial, political, economic, religious, sexual - to the Metropole, contnbuting not
only data but helping to define and reinforce Victorian perceptions of the "outside" world. As

one of the founders of the organisation which became the Royal Anthropological Institute,

Burton was instrumental in helping the fledgling science of anthropology gain respectability
as a discipline. Via his racial pronouncements, he was representative of the atrnosphere

which saw the rise of the race-consciousness we associate today with Social Daninism.
Burton was able to assume this role due to a number of personal factors which
contributed to his career: among these was an insatiable, obsessive curiousity, remarkable
talent for linguistics, and dark, exotic features which allowed him to disyise himself as a
native in India and Arabia. Just as important was the fact that dwing his formative years

Burton was reared primarily in an ever-changing European milieu, denying him the English
social conditioning he would othenvise have had, had he been raised in Britain. This

loosened his sense of national identity while at the same time expsing him to an experience
of non-British social systems far beyond that of an average contemporary. Thus, when
Burton later encountered the non-European indigenous world, he was able to immerse
himself in that world to a significant extent, and was able to structure detailed investigations
and conjectures regarding those societies.

The result was a mass of literary works which sought to aid in a better understanding of

the non-European world. It is apparent from passages in Burton's ~ritingsthat his own
feeI ings regarding indigenous peoples were, despite clear imperialist and racist sensibilites,

significantly ambivalent and uncertain, his early exposure to multiple cultures in Europe
instilling in him an appreciation of social relativity and complexity which colours his work
almost as much as his bellicose, Eurocentric perceptions.
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Introduction

It argues 'peculiarity,' 1 own, to enjoy such a life... . You must abandon your
prejudices, and for a time cast off ail European prepossessions in favour of
Indian politeness, Persian polish, Arab courtesy, or Turkish dignity... and he
who objects to having his head shaved in public, to seeing his friends combing
their locks in the sitting-room, to having his property unceremoniousiy
handled-.. had better avoid Somaliland.You will doubtless, dear L., convict me,
by rny own sentiments, of k i n g an "amateur barbarian"... .1

Any examination of the life and career of Captain Sir Richard Francis Burton must by

necessity be an exercise in extremes, if for no other reason than the wealth of heterogeneous
materials available. At various times of h s life Burton was a soldier, an explorer, a linguist
with upwards of thirty languages to his credit, a wrïter, p e t and translator, diplomat,

swordsman, intelligence agent, pioneering ethnologist, archaeologist, hoplologist - a student
of weaponry and combative systems

- and sexologist, as well as an amateur botanist,

geologist and inventor. His most famous exploits include undertaking the

or pilgrimage,

to the holy cities of Medina and Mecca in disguise as a native-born Muslim - a journey
forbidden to nonbelievers

- a second, no Iess hazardous journey to the forbidden city of

Harar in what is now present-day Ethiopia, and a pioneering expedition into Central Afnca in
search of the mysterious S e a of Ujiji" and the source of the Nile River. This latter excursion
embroiled him in a famously acrimonious dispute with his cornpanion and erstwhile fiend,
John Hanning Speke, dramatic enough to have k e n depicted on film twice in the past

hventy-five years.2 In his later years as British Consul at Trieste, Bunon won fame and some
profit as the translator or collaborator in translating various works of Indian and Muslim
erotica, including T
heKama P e r f ~ e dGarden,and an unexpurgated, sixteenvolume version of T
h
erisking fines and a possible jail tem
to publish these seminal pieces of Eastern ~iteranire.~

Burton's own muvrc exclusive of the three mentioned above, include twenty-eight
works on his explorations and travels, two volumes of original poetry, over one-hundred
articles and pamphlets, two technical treahses on weaponry, two xholarly works on the

sword, as well as k i n g the translater or editor o f four volumes of folklore fiom Hindi,
Neapolitan, and Afncan languages, six volumes of Portuguese literature, two volumes of
Latin poeûy, and two M e r volumes of erotica.'
That so protean a figure should have attracted a number of biographers - eighteen as of

this writing

- as well as feaîure prominentiy in numerous books, articles, mernoirs,

dissertations and bibliographies, and even serve as a character in a number of novels and one
feature film, cornes as no surprise when the general outline of his life is known? Part of this

fascination may be traced not only to Burton's exploits and abilities but to his physical
appearance and public

as well. Certainly in person Richard Burton looked the part of

the tough and intrepid explorer. Nearly six feet in height, with a broad, muscular physique

and a massive head, Burton's face seem to have conjured up images of a figure fiorn Byron:
dark, sinister, almost gypsyish in appearance, with long, black, Mandarin-style moustachios
hangmg down to his chin and the fiequent beard, which he would sometimes fork in the

middle to give himself a further satanic aura. Later portraits and photographs show evidence
of two great scars, one on either cheek, the result of a nighttime

near the East African

Coast in 1855.

The Earl of Dunraven recalled that in middle age "Burton prided himself on looking like

Algernon
~
Swinburne, a close fiend, told Arthur Symons that
Satan - as indeed he d i d . ~

Burton had "thejaw of a Devil and the brow of a GO&"' Frank Harris rernembered a
bronzed, scarred face which, when Burton wore a heavy moustache and no beard, made him
resernble a prizefighter,8 while Bram Stoker, author of Dracula thought that Burton had a

face of steel, remarking breathlessly to Sir Henry Irving that "he would go through you like a
s ~ o r d . Even
" ~ Gypsies thought he was a kindred spirit. " M a t are you doing in that black
coat?" they would ask. "Why don't you join us, and be our king?" I o Burton himself was
greatly arnused when a maid at a country-house party he was attending remarked, "Why,

Captain Burton looks like an old gypsy!"l l

His most mernorable feature was his eyes. Almost d l those who encountered him were
stnick by the mesmerising quaiity of his eyes, and were at pains to convey the impression
they felt. To Frank Harris they were "imperious, aggressive eyes, by no means friendly," to
Arthur Syrnons they appeared "the sullen eyes of a stinging serpent," while Harold Nicholson
remernbered the "questing panther eyes" which so terrified him as a child at Srübing. l 2
Wilfrid Scawen Blunt met Burton in Buenos Aires in 1868 and remembered the encounter
vividly :
His dress and appearance were those suggesting a released convict-.. . He wore,
habitually, a rusty black coat with a crumpled black silk stock, his throat destitute
of collar, a costume which his muscular fiame and immense chest made singuiarly
and incongruously hideous, above it a countenance the most sinister 1 have ever seen,
dark, cruel, treacherous, with eyes like a wild beast's. He reminded me by turns of a
black leopard, cageâ, but unforgiving.. . . 13
Burton's exploits, appearance, and general reputation for wickedness - a reputation he
actively promoted - had a haunting effect on his Victorian c o n t e r n p ~ ~ el4s .Many
memoirs and autobiographies devote some length to descriptions of encounters with Richard
Burton, and his image a s a bol4 capable, but somewhat sinister figure may have served as
the inspiration for several fictional characters in Victorian literature. Lady Burton was

convinced that her husband's expertise in disguise and knowledge of native customs in india
was the inspiration for Rudyard Kipling's recurring character Strickland, pamcularly in

Yoiighêl's S&. I s Certainly there is something evocative of the young Richard Burton in
Kipling's description of the character:
(Strickland) held the extraordinary theory that a Policeman in India should try to know
as much about the natives as the natives themselves... . Following out his absurd theory
he dabbled in unsavoury places no respectable man would think of exploring - al1
among the native riff-raff He educated himself in this peculiar way for seven years and
people could not appreciate it. He was perpetually "going Fantee" among natives,
which, of course, no man with any sense believes in. He was initiated into the &
Bahai at Allahabad.-.he knew the Linard Song of the Sansis, and the Halldance, which is a religious cancan of a startiing kind... . He has gone deeper than the
skin-.. . He had helped once, at Jagadhri, at the Painting of the Death Bull which no
Englishrnan must even iook upon; had mastered the thieves' patter of the changars...
and had s t d under the sounding board of a border moque and conducted services in

the manner of a Sunni MOIlah.

*

Strickland is further described as "a quiet, dark young fellow - spare, black-eyed

- an4

when he was not thinking of sotnething else, a very interesting cornpanion." l7 Although

there is some question as to whether Kipling based Strickland directly on Richard Burton,18
the w i t e r must have had Burton in mind at some point, for in the sarne story he alluded to a
nameless predecessor of Strickland's in Upper India whom the latter took as his model,
possibl y remernbering Burton's experiences in disguise in Sind during the 1840s.
Likewise, the popuiar novelist Ouida (Louise de la Ramée), wvho said that Burton
"lookedlike Othello and lived like the Three Mousquetaires blended into one,"20 seemed to

have had more than a few echoes o f Richard Burton in mind when describing her character
Strathmore in the novel of the same name:
His face was singularly striking and impressive, more by impression than by feature it was such a countenance as you see in old Italian portraits, and in some Vandykes
bearing in them power strangely blended with passion, and repose with
recklessness; his hair, moustache and beard were of a dark chestnut hue; his mouth
kvas very beautifùlly formed, with the smile generous but rare; the eyebrows were
dark, straight, and finely pencilled; the eyes grey. And it was in these, as they
lightened to steel-blue brilliance, o r darkened black as night with instanteous and
pitiless anger, that an acute physiognomist would have itûerred danger and evil to
himself and to others that would arise fiom a spring as yet, perhaps, unknown and
concealed.. . .21
Even in characten not based directly on Burton there is an evocation of his

After being introduced to Richard and Isabel Burton by Henry I ~ n ing 1878, Brarn Stoker
was

struck by Burton's long canine tooth, gleaming like a dagger's point.22 He rnay also have

been aware of Burton's translation into English of the Hindi
Tales of Hindu De-

a work conceming an Indian

Similady, when Sir Arthw

Conan Doyle resurrected Sherlock Hoimes in n
i
ehe had the Great Detective
remark to Dr. Watson that during his three-year

abroad he spent some time

passing through Persia and "looked in at Mecca," surely a nod to Burton's earlier pilgrimage
to Medina and Mecca in the 1 8 5 0 s . ~ ~

Contemporary opinions regarding Richard Burton were decidedly mixed. To the British
public he seemed the ernbodiment of an extraordinarily powerful imperial myth, Le. the
racially superior Briton who could deal with native peoples on their own level and emerge
triumphant, a testament to British supremacy over other races and cultures. "We cal1

ourselves insular," Richard Hannay remarks in John Buchan's Greenmantlie, "but the truth is
that we are the only race on earth that can produce men capable of getting inside the skin of

rernote peoples."25 Burton's immersions into indigenou ianguages and lifestyles, even to the
point of successfùl disguise in India and Arabia, and the celebrity which accompanied his
published accounts of these immersions, would seem to validate this understanding, part of a
theme of disguise and cross-cultural movement which occurs throughout British literature
from Scott's Waverley to A. E. W. Mason's Four Fe-

and Baroness Orczy's

Scarlet

Pirnpernel and beyond.26
With the publication of Burton's unexpurgated translation of The Book of the Thousand
and a Ni& (i-e.The &&ju~ N@tsl )E
-

in 1885-1 888 his fame as a

public figure and an acknowledged expert on the "Orient" and the peoples who inhabited
those regions reached its apotheosis. As one of its series of famous celebrity caricatures by
'Ape' (Carlo Pellegrini),

published a portrait of Richard Burton on October 24,

1 885. In part the accompaning text read:

As a bold astute traveller, courting danger, despite hardship, and compelling fortune,
Captain Burton has few equals; as a Master of Oriental languages, manners, and
customs he has none. He is still very Young, very vigorous, full of anecdote and playful
humour, and, what is remarkable in a linguist, he has not disdained even his own mother
tongue, which he handles with a precision and a power that few can approach... . He is
a wonderful man?'
To others, particuiarly his superiors in the Indian Army and later the Foreign Office,
Burton was a difficult man to control, someone who, like his contemporary Charles George
Gordon, could usually be relied on to go their own way with scant regard for instructions or
consequences. More than once he was reprimanded by either the Honourable East india
Company or the Foreign Office for his want of discretion or for blatantly disobeying

instructions; at one time his salary was actually stopped by Whitehall until an administrative
rnistake had been cleared up?

As a consul he was a perpetual thorn in the side of the

higher-ups in London, either absent without leave fiom his posts, circumventing - or

ignoring - established procedure, or dashing off memoranda to the newspapers on how
British policy should be conducted at home and abroad. In the early twentieth century
fonner Permanent Under-Secretary Sir Thomas Sanderson recalled how in official circles
Richard Burton had been considered an impossible man to deal with,seldorn at his consulate
at Trieste, aithough it was considered an

F. 0.s i n e ~ u r eLikewise,
.~~
a few years after

encountering Burton in Buenos Aires, Wilfrid Scawen BIunt was delighted to learn in Beirut
that Burton - then British Consul at Damascus - was so ill-thought of by his immediate
superior, S. Jackson Eldridge, that the latter had told the explorer point-blank that Syria was

not large enough to hold both of thernS3OBurton's later recall from Damascus in neardisgace would appear to confim this official perception.
Later opinions were similarly divided, especially among twentieth c e n t q figures who
may be considered to be Burton's peers among Arabists- T. E. Lawrence despised what he
saw as Burton's boastfulness and egoism, while at the same time admitting that his F e r s u
. arrative of a Pilto Al-Madi-d
Mec& was "absolutely correct in every detail,
and ... of the highest value to a geographer or to a student of the ~ a s t . " Lawrence's
~'
own

mentor, D. G. Hogarth, stated unequivocally that afler Burton had explored Midian in the late
1870s there was nothing lefi for any newcomer to fin4 wn'ting in

>P

m i o n of & a h

that in the first decade of the twentieth century Burton's works on Midian still contained the
most upto-date information a ~ a i l a b l eAmong
. ~ ~ later Arabian travellers H. St. John Philby
considered Richard Burton to be a kindred spirit as well as his personal hero, but Wilfied
Thesiger saw him only a s "a kind of academic," not really an explorer of Arabia in the truest
sense?
Contemporary observers have remarked that there is something unintegrated about
Richard Burton, a sense of perpetual tension between opposing facets of his character. Alan

Moorehead notes in The White Nile that there was almost too much contained here in one

man, speculating that Burton lived in a state of continual conflict within himself, the
scmpulous scholar at odds with the man of action.j4 Sirnilarly, in an article in the second
issue of Victori-

Jonathan Bishop postdates that Burton's quarrel with John

Hanning Speke over the Nile sources was essentially a quarrel with his own unresolved
identity, an inability to decide who he was which provided the motive-force in much of his

career. 35
Indeed, there is a pecuiiar dynamic at work here, more sa than with many - even most other eminent Victorian figures. Ofien categorised simply as either "explorer" or

"oriental scholar" - or occasionally both

- a study of Burton presents the researcher with a

particular set of challenges. Paramount among these is the question: What, in essence, was

he? An explorer-traveller of the first tank during the Golden Age of British exploration? A
scholar specialising in those regions usually designated as compnsing "the East," and thus
one of the group of European Onentalists disparaged by contemporary commentators like

Edward said?j6 An early advocate of sexual education and swom enerny of social prudery

kiâ his erotic translations? A perennial member of the "Victorian eccentric" stripe sometimes
referred to as "the desert English," and who counted arnong their numbers such diverse
figures as Lady Jane Digby, C. M. Doughty, Charles Gordon, and William Gifford Palgrave?
Should the scholar even attempt to define such a fragmented figure when anaiysing his
career? As individuals we are made interesting by our contradictions, and fascinating by the
number and breadth of our contradictions, but in Richard Burton there is a core of
contradictoriness - which will become apparent in the text - whictt stands as a major
stumbling-block to reasoned analysis and interpretation of his life as a Victonan figure.
Some enigmas have no ultimate answer, although that does not prevent the researcher from
arriving at some tentative conclusions.
The problem becomes heightened when it is determined that Burton's accornplishments
and attitudes tend to have few common threads. The fastidious translator and annotator of

L u c h fiom the Portuguese is just as at ease making his way into the Afican interior or
negotiating a path in disguise to the

in Mecca. As a linguist Burton glides effortlessly

from French to Arabic to Portuguese to Hindi to Latin, while unable to refrain fiom the

Ihe Book of

coarsest English expletives in his ,-

W.The seemingiy loving husband of a pious English Catholic aristocrat was a notonous
agnostic and sometime advocate of pol ygamy. The patriotic imperialist whose program for
Egypt consisted essentially of one word

- annex - nevenheless disapproved of some British

expansionist efforts in Afnca and felt that Islam was better suited to the task of "civilising"
Africans than ~ h r i s t i a n i t y ~ ~
Even within areas of Burton's assorted expertise there is a fragmentary sense of purpose.
Acknowledged as one of the finest swordsmen of his generation, Burton's appreciation of
weaponry extended in later life to an attempt to write an cornprehensive three-volume history
of the sword in al1 its aspects, synthesising a study of the weapon fiom its earliest times with

such diverse but related topics as Egyptology, metallurgy, ancient heraldry, epilepsy,
Hellenic statuary, Slavic caste systems, and Hindu military salaries, in dl of which he
demonstrates a considerable knowledge. The final resulf while not completed in its entirety,
is considered to be one of the outstanding works of hoplology (the science of weaponry and
related combative accoutrements and systerns) ever written by a single i n d i v i d ~ a l . ~ ~
Burton himself was acutely aware of an aspect of "split self' in his makeup. While
delirious with fever in Africa he confessai to "a q w e r conviction of divided identity, never
ceasing to be two persons who generally thwarted and opposed each ~ther."~'
Reduced in

middle age to wearing spectacles for reading, he was stnick to discover that his eyes
measured di fferently, the left eye requiring a number 14 convex lens and the right a nurnber
50. To his wife Isabel he remarked, "1 aiways told you that I was a dual man, and 1 believe

that that particular mania when 1 am delirious (with fevet) is perfeîtly correct.do Likewise,
in his posthurnous book of lectures on fencing,

deliberately divided his

Burton

into two chanicten: the narrator, Captain Burton, and the

"objecter-general" African traveller, John Shugtie, descn'bed in such a way that there can be

no doubt that Burton was descniing himself, d o m to the egotistical t n n ~ n i n ~ s . ~ ~
On another level Burton is ofien seen as the epitome of the Victorian rebel, a renegade
Renaissance Man who enters knuwledge through the side-door, off the mainstream; too
productive and welI-informed to be dismissed but distinctly not a member of the
Establishment. For ail of his talents and abilities he is an outsider by inclination if not
entireiy by choice, with desires and expectations of public and official recognition but
disinclined to participate in the social rituals encumbent on those =king acceptance. Here
Burton's open contempt for English conventions often robbed him of the esteern his
achievements might have earned hirn othenvise; his constant tweaking of authority suggests

a social immaturity which he doesn't appear to have realised went a long way to precluding
him from the regard he aspired to.
A contrast may be made here between Burton and his fnend Professor Edward Henry

Paimer of St. John's College, Cambridge. Like Burton, Palmer was a man of nearly
pretenatural taients and interests, not the least of which was a linguistic ability not far
removed fiom Burton's own. It is instructive to see how their paths both diverged and

connected as both became acknowledged authorities on the East during the High Victorian
period, with Palmer functioning within the formal academic community, passing
conventionally through the degree-structure where Burton was largely self-taught. It may be
seen that Palmer, as well as Burton's enemy Christopher Palmer Rigby, represents the
Establishment side of Richard Burton, the talented man who operates more or less within the
system and draws its rewards and gratitudes. During his years at Cambridge Professor Palmer
was employed repeatedly by officialdom, whether as a surveyor for the Palestine Exploration

Fund in 1869 - where he met Burton at Darnascus - an interpreter for visiting dignitaries
like the Shah of Persia in 1873, an examiner in Hindustani for the Civil Service Commission

in 1 88 1 - 1882, a conaibutor to the

-

onHafizandLegerdemain. or as

a Gcvernrnent agent during the Arabi Pasha revolt. His position at Cambridge, though

senously underpaid, as well as his relatively conventional character, gained him access to
' will be
opportunites which came onIy occasionally to iconailasts like Richard ~ u r t o n . ~As
stiown, part of this may be put down to simple bad luck on Burton's part, but the lion's share
must be amibuted to Burton's self-proclaimed - althougb, as we shall see, aspects of it were
very real - "outsider" image, encouraged by Burton and generally accepted by both the
public and the official agencies under whose auspices he operated
Richard Francis Burton's contributions as an explorer, scholar, translater ethave been

long recognised by his numerous biographers, but his interest in - in fact, near-obsession
wïth

- non-European societies and the accumulation of data relating to their respective

cultures is perhaps the most striking feature of the man's career. In the passage which begins

this study Burton, using a fnend in the Bombay Govemment as a farniliar, cornmented in his
first book on M i c a on his
typically facetious

for travelling among indigenous peoples and offered a
for this tendency. Superficially, his use of the term "amateur

barbarian" may be viewed as yet another in the string of nicknames which attached
themselves to Burton during his lifetime: "Ruffian Dick" at Oxford, "the White Niger" in
India, "Mecca Burton" after his initial journey to Arabia, "Arabian Nights" Burton following

his translation of 0
"that blackguard,
Burton" to
a segment of Victorian society which considered him a defiantly unrepentant social rebel.

Yet, in a vexy real sense, "an amateur barbarian" is the most evocative of Burton's many

sobriquets, for it is suggestive of a continuous theme throughout an othewise mercurïal life:
the intense interest in, involvement with, and the need to communicate, as many aspects of
the world and its peoples as he came into contact with, particularly the indigenous peoples he
encountered in his travels through every continent except for Australia and Antarctica. This
communication took the conventional form of writing: books, articles, written lectures and
reports for the leanied societies, the general reading public, or the various British
administrations Burton served under as consul, producing a staggering Iiterary output on
what can appear at first glance to be singularly uncomected subjects.

Lndeed, it may be seen that Burton's greatest contribution as a Victorian figure was his

role as what might be described as an "imperial communicator;" that is, an individual bound
to an imperial system who, by dint of his exposure to non-European societies and cultures,

seeks to communicate aspects of those cultures to his own community through accepted
means. Imperia1 communicators are, in fact, "presenting the world" to those who remain in
the Metrople, and by virtue of their experiences have a level of influence which can have an

impact

- direct or indirect - on metropditan perceptions of extra-territorial societies, and

which have the possibility of extending through multiple generations.
What makes Burton's activities particdarly interesting is that, unlike most other imperial
communicators, he did not confine himself to one or two spheres of interest or geography,
but in a career which spanned much of the Victorian Age travelled and wrote on a host of
nomBritish societies and cultures. Although during his own lifetime - and even today -

Burton was described chiefly as an "orientaiist" - that is, a writer or scholar who is
concemed primarily with "the ~ a s t " '- in fact he succeeded in communicating many aspects

of nearly al1 the societies he came into contact w
ith. both "eastern" and "western." It is
undeniable that the East held a primacy of importance in his travels, writings, and probably
in his

affection^?^ but many researchers have opted to concentrate on his works on India,

Arabia, and even East and Central Afiica as part of this designated a r a and have
undervalued his consideration of other localities in which he found himself, specifically the
United States of Amenca and the Mormon Territory, Brazil and other parts of South
America, Iceland, and, to a lesser extent, southern Europe. These deserve greater
assimilation into a full study of Burton's life and work, since, as we shall see, in many of his
books he was inclined to use comparative illustrations of different

u.

'The enortnity of Burton's travels presents some problems of designation. While aware of the
current pejorative connotations associated with the terni "the East,"1 will employ it in this
study in its traditional sense to denote specific regions Burton travelled through: India,
Arabia, and Egypt.

The imperial communicator, by virtue of his or her perceived status as an "expert" on the
societies and cultures he or she \vas describing, had no smalt measure of influence on those
in the Metrople who relied on them for their perceptions of extra-territorial localities, since

he or she was presenting what was often accepted as a "true"

- i. e. a witnessed - picture of

lands travelled through and peoples encountered. These perceptions of reality were
themselves reinforced by perceptions that the writer, by virtue of the fact that he or she had

in sorne manner "connected" with said lands and peoples in a physical way, had an expertise
and hence authonq lacking in the Metropole-bound recipient of the expert's descriptions.

The communicator became, then, the conduit for the Metropoie-based recipient of altemate
realities and world-views, carrying within his or herself an innate credibility as a "traveller;"
someone who had " k e n there," who had "seen things with their own eyes."
Burton's activities as a sotdier, explorer, and traveller qualified hirn eminently for this
role, especially as his outstanding linguistic ability provided the key to his investigations of
whatever culture he contacted and studied. His military seMce in the East India Company
army provided access to seven years of nearly unintempted study of the languages and
jxoples of the Subcontinent, while the sxpeditions he undertwk -the

auspices of the

Royal Geographical Society and the consular postings he held with the Foreign Office gained
him further opportunities to connect with and study indigenous peoples.
Nevertheless, Burton was not merely a travel writer in the strictest sense of the word, Le.
someone who is content to describe lands travelled through, peoples encountered, and
personaI experiences recounted. Instead, his encounters among the then-remoter regions of
the wortd and the peoples who resided there removed hirn fiom the commonplace

pronouncements of most writers and gave him an added credibility as k i n g either "the first,"
or at least one oFWthevery few," to have visited these areas. Any number of Victorian
travellers had been to Pans, BerIin, Vienna, St. Petersburg etand written of what they had
seen; few if any could h a s t of having jomeyed to Mecca, Lake Tanganyika, or even Salt

Lake City.

Furthemore, Burton's sincere interest in the embryonic science of ethnology - he was
one of the founding mernbers and first Vice-President of what eventually became the Royal
Anthropological Institute o f Great Bntain and Ireland

- gave his investigations an added

signi ficance as k i n g among the pioneering works of anthropology, and his pronouncements
on race and social customs, if not accepted by al1 and sundry, still had an impact on the
industnalised world, contributing to the social atmosphere which saw the flowenng of Social
Danvinism in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Finally, in Burton's later years, the
accumulation of experience and knowledge gleaned fiom his travels and studies resulted in
the production of a number of volumes of translated literature which, whatever their worth as
literary works, are treasure-troves of &ta which illuminate the text and are today considered
ciassics in their respective areas.
A detailed examination of Sir Richard Burton's life, and his role as an imperial

communicator, has not hitherto been attempted in thesis form. This thesis will demonstrate
that, by means of an unusual upbringing on the Continent during the crucial years of Burton's

childhood and adolescence, as well as an imate curiousity which ofien overrode his own
prejudices, he both lost and gained characteristics relevant to his later career as a
communicator. To wit: Burton lost aspects of the social conditioning thought necessary

- at

least by Burton - to advance in Victonan public life, resulting in an unstable or uncertain
sense of selfTu while at the same tirne, by having his sense of national identity ioosened by
his exposure to multiple European societies during his formative years, he was able to delve

into indigenous cultures with a depth and an intensity which might otherwise have been

denied him, had he been more of a "conventional" Englishman raised in a conventional
manner.
In fact, it may be more accurate to state that Burton had not so much an unstable identity

as he had a fluid or an elastic identity, which permitted him to consider with a significant
degree of objectivity al1 aspects of human life, including those regardai as objectionable by
his contemporaries. The result was that Burton, who felt himself to be "a blaze of light,

without a focus,"was able to assimilate and then relate the data, findings, beliefs, opinions.
prejudices etc. his expenences garnered him back to the Metropole with, perhaps, less of a
conventional Victorian filter than other contemporary c o r n m e n t a t o r ~His
. ~ ~interest in, and
extensive witings on, sex and the various fonns of sexuality found in indigenous society - at
the height of Victorian suppression of materials relating to the sex act

- is indicative of his

extensive investigations into al1 aspects of humanity.
Afier Burton's death in 1890 his friend J. S. Cotton wrote in the Acadeniy. "He wuas fond

of cailing himself an anthropologist, by which he meant that he t w k for his domain

eveqhing that concerns man and woman. Whatever humanity does he refused to consider
comrnon or unclean, and he d a r d to write... the results of his exceptional experience... .46
The culmination of this experience may be seen in the last decade of Burton's life, when his

literary transiations, especially those of India and Arabia and parhcularly what is generally
considered to be his magnum.onus, The Book of o

daa
n
d
akcame

effectua1 repositories of his accurnulated experiences and hnowledge, a final testament to his
career as an imperial communicator.
There are a numkr of research problems inherent in undertaking a study of Sir Richard
Burton, not the least of which is that while Burton's own published writings are extensive - a
stack of his travel books alone stands nearly eight feet high

- necessary primary materials

are spot@ and often biased. Lady Burton, who was the sole executrix of her husband's will,
was hyper-conscious of his posthumous reputation and driven to extreme measures to protect
it. In an act of both devotion and self-interest she wrote a two-volume biography of Burton

using a portion of dictated autobiography as well as Burton's forty-year collection of intimate
journals, fashioning a literary monument to her husband which is the very picture of
hagiography.
Moreover, to protect his reputation she burned a scnipulously-annotatedtranslation of
the Arabian erotic classic ThP -cS

her husband was working on at the time of his

death, as well as a number of his papers and several unpublished manuscripts. This loss,

while not insurmountable to the researcher, has ensured that Lady Burton's biography
rernains the single most important source for Burton's personal life, and, with his published
works, contains his most indispensible autobiographical writings. Lady Burton's own
romantic attitude to her husband and their marriage is apparent throughout - ofien
excruciatingly so

- and makes many of her pronouncements suspect in the extreme.

Likewise, biographies by Burton's niece, Georgiana Stisted, who disliked both Isabel Burton's
Roman Catholicism and fier biography intensely, and Thomas Wright, who adrnitted that he
only wrote his two-volume life of Burton to prove that Burton plagiarïsed his translation of

TheAom Wright's fiend John Payne, are necessary but heavily prejudiced.47
There is also the problem of dealing with an over-drarnatic life. Burton's exploits,
expertise, and peculia. charisma have proven attractive to any nuniber of biographers, but the
vast majority of these have been content merely to chronicle the events of their subject's life
without partxularly delving into the shaping of his character or the impact of his travels and
writings. Scholarship on various aspects of Burton's life has corne only relatively recently,
since the end of the Second World War, and has only accelerated within the last forty years.
Nevertheless, even here one cannot help but be stmck by the overreliance on psychoanalytic
techniques exhibited by two of Burton's best biographers, Fawn Brodie and Frank McLynn,
both trained academics, who spend ample time delving into Burton's sexuality - with
pnrrient but mixed results

- and not enough looking at him as a major Victorian imperial

figure. Psychofustory is a viable method of historical investigation and I have made limited
use of it in the tex&but it needs reasonable parameters if it is not to degenerate into pure
speculation.
Admittediy, there is a problem of "readingnBurton through his works because he is
hstratingly contradictory and ambivalent in his attitudes and opinions; even, at times,
downright mendacious regarding himself. As will become evident, Burton often seemed
unable to make up his mind regarding the peoples and societies he comected with, as if his
consciousness was in a continua1 state of flux regarding cultures. It is tme that some of his

- most apparently, his intense dislike of Atncans and his
conviction that the negroid was demonstrably infenor to the caucasoid - but even within
concems remained constant

these concems there is an inconnant or elastic sense of perception which points to a
comprehension of social complexity even as it related to those peoples Burton considered
inferior. M a t is as stnking, some of his sharpest criticisms were reserved for his own
countrymen.
Part of these racist sewibilites, of course, were dependent on Burton's own m i a l

perceptions as a Victorian Englishman - many of his attitudes are echoed in such
contemporary figures as Thomas Carlyle, Matthew Arnold, and William Moms

- but his

immersion and investigations into non-European societies gives the researcher the sense that
Burion was able to perceive the richness and complexity of non-Euopean cultures and to
present aspects of those complex cultures to the Metropole, whatever his personal beliefs and
feelings. If he was capable of racist utterances and belligerent opinions regarding nonEuropean peoples, he could be just as scathing on his own compatriots, and was not beyond

comparing the indigenous peoples he encountered with the British and finding the British
wanting. He was a political reactionary with a heavy dose of Victorian nostalgia for a
mythical "golden age" of former times, usually placed in the High Middle Ages, where
chivalry mled and personal power earned worthy men (i-e. Richard Burton) a secure place in
the scheme of things, but he was not an anti-industrialist like Morris and was in fact one of

the coterie of individuals whose faith in Science and knowledge at the expense of traditional
religion helped to define his age. This irregular outlook often styrnies the researcher intent on
analysing Burton's intent and motives. Instead, if there is a constant thread running through
Burton's career, it would appear to be this need to communiaite the miits of his experience
and laiowledge through the medium of writing, however heterogeneuus this knowledge may
appear at first sight, and which makes many of his actions çomewhat more comprehensible
to the contemporary observer.

A brief examination of the historiography surrounding Sir Richard Burton is now in

order. Although he figures prominently in a large number of general studies on exploration
and aspects of Victorianism, the following may be considered to be the standard studies; full

citations are to be found in the bibliography.
The first works dealing exclusively with Richard Francis Burton were published durinç
- .
his lifetime. The first, A Short S b h of the_Career of Sir Richard F. Burtm was a
compendium of materials collected fiom Sir Richard and Lady Burton's own works as well
as an article LW-ttenby an old university &end of Burton's, Alfred Bate Richards, for The

World. Updated fiom an 1 880 work attributed to 'An Old Oxonian' (Richards), Burton's
career is covered to 1876 by Richards, fiom 1876 - 1879 by Andrew Wilson, and fiom 1880 1886 by St. Clair Bradley. This is a short (96 pp.) general account, much of which was

reprinted in Lady Burton's biography.

The following year Francis Hitchman's two-volume
Early. P r i v a t m w
- e. With

F. Bu@&

A c c w t of His Travels a d E

K. C . M. G.: l-h
was

pub1ished. Hitchman had Sir Richard's cooperation in this venture, using Burton's partautobiography - simply changed fiom the first to the third-person

- and large extracts from a

number of his travel accounts. With Burton's loan of materials it might have remained a
standard source-book had not Isabel Burton written her own two-volume biography
following her husband's death.
Published in 1893, w

e of w

*

.

-

n Sir Rd-

F r a i s Ru-

K.C.M.G..F.R.G.S,

remains, for al1 its eccentncities and flaws, the single most indispensable biography written,
since Lady Burton had access to many p r i m w materials she subsequently had destroyed
afier her death in 1896. Furthemore, while nearly al1 o f the details surrounding their
marriage are by necessity filtered through her eyes, the work is particularly useful for an
"insideh" view o f Burton and his relationship with his wife, and Lady Burton unwittingly
allows many telling episodes to appear in print. Nevertheless, it is a massive hodge-podge of
materials through which the reader m u t tread with care: actual autobiographical fragments

written by Burton, extracts from his books, articles, letters and lectures, newspaper clippings
and journal entnes, as well as Lady Burton's own reminiscences scattered throughout as a

sort of mnning commentary. As Burton's first bibliographer, Norman M. Penzer, remark,

"Lady Burton was not a suitable person to write her husband's biography," refemng to her
work rightly as "a Bunonian scrap-bookFollowing Isabel Burton's death in 1 895 Burton's neice, Georgiana Stisted, wrote her
*

.

own popular account, pointedly entitled The Tnie Life of Capt. Sir Richard F. Rurtorl,
K. C. M. Cr.- F. R. G. S.-etc, This work, essentially a response by the Burton family to Lady

Burton's biography, is valuable not only for personal reminiscences of Richard Burton but
also useful for illurninating the family differences between the Catholic aristocrat Isabel

Anindel l and the Protestant Burtons. This in tum was answered in 1897 by W.H. Wilkins'
two-volume hagiographical -Romanceof
Told in Pan by He&

Bmon

- The Stow of Her

which, while it is foremost a biography o f Isabel Burton, using a

partial ly-wrïtten autobiography as its main sollrce material, is as biased as the former
citations but is useful for reminiscences and persona1 details about the Burton mamage not
found in Lady Burton's

m.
.

.

Thomas Wright's two-volume The Life of Sir R i c h d B u r t ~ appeared
a
in 1906 and

while it may be considered to be the first critical study of Burton, suffers from much the
same biased viewpoint which mars previous works. Thomas Wright was a personal Fnend o f
John Payne, Burton's chief rival as translater of me A&n

Niehts, and was more intent in

demonstrating that Burton plagiarised his translation from Payne's ten-volume unexpurgated
translation than in presenting a balanced study; one suspects that a major intention o f
Wright's was to pave the way for his later biography of Payne in 1919 by attacking Burton.
Neverthrless, his is the fint biography to examine seriously Burton's faults and shortcornings
and to reftain From a worshipful tone. While Wright relies overmuch on the anecdota1, his
research is surprisingly extensive for the time and he corrects a number of commonly-held
errors.

.

This in tum was followed by Walter Phelps Dodge's The Real Sir R
*
d

.

Burtm in

1907, a short, sketchy account of little value beyond that of a Burton "primer." In 1923,

however. came an indispensabIe contribution to the literature, Norman M. Penzer's Bn
. .
Annotated Bibliog&ly of Sir h . l w d Burton, K. C. M. G , An obvious labour of love for a
devoted admirer of the explorer, Penzer's work is one of the comerstones for a serious study
of Richard Burton; the scope of his inquiries is far-reaching and scmpulous, even given the
publication of James A. Casada's updated bibliography in 1990.
In the 1920s three more conventional biographies appeared: Fairfax Downey's
Arabian N i w d v e n t m ( 193 1), Hugh J. Schonfield's -ci
Ru-lors (1 936),
. and Seton Dearden's The A~~&EuJN u t : A Study of Sir R i c h d R(1 936). None of

these has much of note to contribute, k i n g little more than conventional rehashes of Burton's
career. In fact, on occasion Dearden seems to have inserted incidents which do not appear in
any other source and which sound suspiciously as if they were invented for ciramatic effect,

aithough he does quote from letters which now appear to have passed into private
collections.
What may be considered to be the first truiy scholarly article on an aspect of Sir Richard
Burton's career came in the January 1944 issue of T
heReview. J. N. L.

Baker's "Sir Richard Burton and the Nile Sources" is an overview of the controversy between
Burton and Speke conceming which African lake was the m e source of the White Nile: Lake
Tanganyika or Lake Victoria. Professor Baker is rightly critical of Burton for tooconveniently changing his mind regarding his theories concerning Lake Tanganyika

- he

first dismissed and then championed the lake as the major source of the river - thus
esacerbating the Nile controversy and confusing the issue longer than what it need have
been. From a rather narrow range of printed materials Baker provides the first scholarly
consideration of what was in many ways the watershed event of Burton's adult life.
Similarly, in the second issue of Vict-

(December, 1957), Jonathan Bishop

provides an important but curiously underappreciated article on "The Identities of Sir

Richard Burton: The Explorer as Actor." Seemingly unknown to Fawn Brodie, who does not
mention it in her bibliography, Bishop's article anticipates a major theme in The Devil
Drives. viewing Burton as an unintegrated personality whose inability to settle on a flrm
identity for himself was the key to his myriad activities as well as to many of his failures.
Here for the first time is an attempt to analyse Burton's actions and motives ria his writings,
and Bishop's conclusions, while providing only a part-answer, has the effect of removing
Burton frorn pure bio-narrative and into the realrn of motivational analysis.
The decade of the 1960s saw the production of four further contributions to the Burton

historiography, including what is generally counted as one of the finest book-length
biographies to date. The first is one of the best popular accounts of Burton's life to appear
thus far, Burtw ( 1963), by Byron Fanvell, a well-known writer of popular history
specialising in the Victorian empire. Fanvell generally employs only prïnted materials, but
appears to have read Burton's works with p a t e r care than previous biographers and from

this limited background produced a solid work with sorne very sound judgements- For the
general reader it stands as perhaps the best introduction to things BurtonesqueIn 1964 Thomas J. Assad published Three V i ç t d n Travelle~:BurtDoUghtV. While it concentrates mainly on the Arabian parts of Burton's career and therefore

is only a part-study, Assad's essay provides a brief but valuable overview into Burton's
passion for the desert, and juxtaposes him with two other of the Victorian "desert English,"
Wilfnd Scawen Blunt and Charles Moniagu Doughty. That same year Dennis D u w of the

University of Toronto produced a doctoral thesis entitled

*

.

J~teraria: Four Visions Q€

st 1855 - 1926, examining in turn the literary M t i n g s of Sir Richard Burton, Wilfnd
Scawen Blunt, Charles Montagu Doughty, and T. E. Lawrence as each viewed Arabia fiom
their individual perspectives. Duffy's section on Burton is well-researched and written but is
surprisingty thin on Burton's actual attitudes towards the East, focusing instead on a critical
appraisal of Burton himself through his vanous works. That k i n g said, Duffjl's essay is
perceptive in his treatment o f Burton's innate belligerence through the medium of his

published writings, especially in his reactionary political views and his yearning for an
idealised, chivalrous past as an outlet for his ambitions and aggressions.
One of the premier writers of popular psychobiography, Fawn M. Brodie, published
Devii Drives - A J-ife of Sir RI-urt*

.

in 1967. As with her subsequent works on

Thomas Jefferson and Richard Milhous Nixon, Professor Brodie cannot resist pausing in her

narrative to &op her subject onto the psychoanalyst's couch. By itself this is fair enough, for
like many of the other Nile explorers of Burton's time or a figure like T. E. Lawrence in our

ow-n centwy, Burton's inscrutabiiity invites character analysis and, Iike Jonathan Bishop

before her, Brodie knew instinctively that any serious study of Burton must include an
esamination not merely of his actions but of his underlying motivations as well;
straightfonvard storytelling would no longer sufice in a major study. Nevertheless, her work
is marred - in some places seriously so

- by a tendency to read iarge conclusions into

esceedingly thin evidence, as well as a Denchant for sensationalising certain episodes far
more than is wananted.
That k i n g said, it cannot be denied that she produced the finest biography of Sir
Richard Burton to that time, researching more widely and completely than any previous
biographer and providing the reader with careful footnotes and sources which benefit the
student considerably. Her central thesis - that Burton grew up without a clear sense of
identity and spent his life searching for one

- is tenable and persuasive, and the text is

particularly well-written. The writer's first interest in Burton's career came fiom an initial
reading of The Devil Drives in 1970.
A collection of essays on a number of Afican explorers edited by Robert Rotberg,

Africa a n d i o r e r s : M

M appewed in 1970 and at first glance

would seem to be an excellent vehicle for an in-depth study of Sir Richard Burton as a
pioneering African explorer. Yet the essay on Burton by Caroline Oliver, "Richard Burton:
The Afncan Years," is a major disappointment in an otherwise valuable collection, k i n g
little more than a pedantic recitation of Burton's career in both East and West Africa and

offering little in the way of either motive or m e t h ~ dThis
. ~ ~is unfortunate, because even
with his intense dislike of Afncans it can be seen that Burton was drawn to Afnca and its
peoples time and again, and his books on the continent and its diverse cultures form a major
part of his Qeuvre. Much of Burton's contradictory nature can be seen in his fiilminations
against Amcans while at the same time providing intensive and sometimes sympathetic
anthropological studies of a nurnber of African societies, and his ambivalence towards Afnca
and her peoples deserves greater attention than it gets here. Oliver's essay must be regarded

as a wasted opportunity.
In 197 1, Alexander Maitland published SDeke. to date the only biography to appear of

Burton's cornpanion and rival, John Hanning Speke. Although the focus is naturally on
Speke, there is much information pertinent to the Nile controversy with Richard Burton, so

much so that it can be considered readily as part of the Burton historiography as well as a
study of the man generally regarded as the discoverer of the major source of the White Nile.
- .
Yet another popular account, Michael Hastings' S i r d Burton: A Bio-,

appeared in 1979. Perhaps the most eccentric of al! the Burton biographies, at times Hastings
is as ad hoc in his text as Burton was in his travel books. Occasionally the author is

reasonable and perceptive in his consideration of Burton's life, but more ofien than not falls
into the habit of careless inaccuracies and explanations as tenuous as some of Brodie's
speculations. Moreover, Hastings does not instil confidence in the reader by refemng to
Burton familiarïly throughout the text as "Dick," and focusing on Burton's alleged failings as
a diplomat and a husband at the expense of his travels and literary works. Of greatest interest
is the bibliography, where Hastings lists a small number of manuscripts previously unknown.

That same year B. J. A. Kirkpatrick of the Royal Anthropological institute of Great
. .
Britain and Ireland produced
of theof & Ric-C.M.Cra
e R o y a l A n t h r o w l o eEven
i c awith
l unannotated entries, this catalogue of the
extant 3,000-plus library Burton arnassed during his lifetirne is of immense value and interest
as i t is singularly indicative of his prodigious interests, as well as providing examples of the

in Burton's personal library which illuminate his thoughts and

innumerable

opinions on a variety of subjects as much as his published writings. Soon afier the
publication of this volume the Burton library was sold to the Christensen Fund for $500,000
U. S. and deposited on permanent loan at the Huntington Library at San Marino, California,

where it resides today.
A particularly important Mastef s thesis was produced in 1979 by Donald A. Young of
. .

the University of Nebraska. Entitled The Selected Correwndence of Sir Rt-urtrn

1 848 - 1 890, Young's collection of Burton's correspondence with famity, fnends,

collaborators and superiors over alrnost the entirety of his adult life is of immense value as it
presents many letters from both archival and private holdings such as the important Quentin
Keynes collection which are not available elsewhere. Not only is the information contained
therein pertinent to a study of Burton's career, but Young's insights into what Burton's letters

reveal about the man are particularly illuminating. Burton had a tendency to draw up his

defences w i t h people he didn't know, here, with people he did know, many facets of his

character are indicated as seldom before and a petsonal warmth and wit are emphasised.
Glenn S. Burne's P i c w F. Burton came next in 1985. A short examination of Burton as
a man of letters, Burne's work is more of an analysis of Burton's literary output than a

straightfonvard biographical study, and is limited to printed sources. Nevertheless, it is
useful as being the only detailed study to date of Burton as a literary fiyg~re,and i s
conveniently divided into chapters which examine the relevant literature as they address
specific parts of Burton's Life: India, Afnca, erotic translations &L
As might be expected, the centenary of Burton's death in 1890 produced a number of

. . works. 1990 saw the publication of two biographies, Edward Rice's 7
. Erançis Burton The Secret
o1
tMecocovered &

-

Korncr Sutru, & RrounhttheAra_hianNight.~to ~e West and Frank McLynn's Burton -

Snow Upon the Des-.

Rice's book was successfiil commercially, making the New Y&

Timesbestseller list, but as biography must stand as a disappointment, if not an actual

failure. Using chiefly printed matenals, the book is peculiarly lopsided, with almost a tbrd
devoted to Burton's tndian career while giving his explorations and translations particularly
short shnfl. Moreover, Rice seems intent on developing excessive conclusions and

speculations about Burton's activities from the merest mention of an interest or a peripheral
involvement, unnecessarily romanticising an already romantic figure. His attempts at
portraying Burton as a prototypical James Bond in India are particularl y strained, as is his

unsceptical acceptance of Burton's own utterances - never a wise move in a biographer or a
historian with any historical figure, but especialty dangerous with Burton - as gospel truth.
While postulating that Burton suffered from dnig addiction, alcoholism, depression and an
obsession with sex, Rice offers no explanation or underlying factors which might have
contributed to such behavior and thus produced a work of little or no intrinsic value to the
scholar.

Far better, although it sufTers from the same excesses as me Devil D r i v a is Frank
McLynn's Burton - Snow I J p n ?he Des= . Like Fawn Brodie, McLynn relies heavily on
psychobiography and in places echoes Brodie's conclusions regarding Burton's unstable sense
of self. Nevertheless, his is a more critical look at the explorer than Brodie's, examining

Burton's racial and social views in detail and concluding that they were crypto-fascist and
Nietzchean in nature. Where he breaks down is in the psychoanalytïc treatment of Burton's
personality and especially his sexuality, sinning with Brodie in attempting to read the most
intimate conclusions into a long-dead figure with little supporting evidence. Where Brodie
suspects Burton of impotence and McLynn contends that he was bisexual there is a singuiar
lack of c o r r ~ b o r a t i o nWhat
. ~ ~ evidence there is is fragmentary - albeit suggestive - and

conclusions in this vein c m only be speculative at best. Again, like Brodie, McLynn's
greatest asset lies in his careful annotations and use of the telling quotation, but unlike his
literary rival he appears to have no unifjmg thesis to bind his work together. Still, with
Brodie, McLynn's work stands as arnong the most carefùlly researched and best-vaitten

Burton biographies. That same year McLynn went on to publish an anthology of Burton's

-

therorks of Sir R i W d B u t a as well as a

witings, Of No C o - A n t e

second volume in 1991,

*

- theEpmpasd B~ïfpn'sTravels

to

Amencas, 1860 - 69, a valuable and much-needed examination of Burton's travels in the
New World following the end of his career as a professional explorer.
Although it appeared in 1993, I o c h of S i r R d d Burton - Papen fkom a
*

on -si

may be considered to be part o f the Burton centenary

publications as it is a collection o f papers read before a group of Burton scholars and

fic ci an& in 1990. These are, in sequence, Donald A. Young's paper on Burton's Ietters
regarding the Nile controversy, John Hyrnan on Burton as autobiographer, Stephen
Tabachnick's look at Burton's critical review of C. M. Doughty's -r)esert&

for which

Doughty enthusiasts have never forgiven him, M. Guy Bishop's consideration of Burton and
the Mormons, additions to the Burton Bibliography by Burke E. Casari, a paper on Burton's

library by Alan H. Jutzi, curator of rare books at the Huntington Library, and thoughts on
collecting Burton by Quentin Keynes, holder of one of the single most important private
collection of Burtoniana. While focusing on very specific aspects of Burton's life, this
volume of papas is a good composite examination of various facets of Burton's life and
work fiom senous scholars and collectors.

Likewise in 1993, in the November number of the

of the R

o

- .
m c Sociew

(Vol. 3, Part 3 ) , Jon S. Godsall published 'Tact and Fiction in Richard Burton's Personal

Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and Meccah ( 1855-6)." As it's title suggests,
Godsall's article is a critical look at the circumstances surrounding Burton's famous

pilgrimage to the Muslim holy cities, concentrating on evidence which he contends
demonstrates that Burton deliberately ignored, falsifie& or misrepresented the circumstances
and reasons which led him to undertake the b.
Godsall uncovers much new information and

reminds us again that Burton was not always the most veracious of men, but his is a too
critical examination of events relating to the pilgrimage and there is an aspect of debunking
which colours his presentation.

One of the most recent publications is a curious popular hybrid of illustrated personal
.
travelogue and histoncal consideration, Christopher Ondaatje's Sh&&wited
A Aou*

In

the Footsteps of C-

.

.

Sir

.

-Indian

-

Years. k i n g

an account of Ondaatje's retracing of Burton's travels in india and what is now present-day

Pakistan in the winter of 1994. Although the book is as much personal anecdote as it is an
examination of Burton's Indian career, Ondaatje's suppositions about Burton in India and its
impact are reasonable and fiequently perceptive; he is one of the few commentators who
notes the importance of Burton's Indian yean and is useful revealing to us conternporaxy

Indian and Pakistani attitudes to the British and Burton in particular, especially Burton's
works on Sind, of which at least one is k i n g employed today as a textbook on Sindian

rnanners and custorns in Pakistani s ~ h o o l s . Sirnilarly,
~
in late 1998 Ondaatje also published
Joumey to the S o u e t Nile, hiç account of travelling to the Nile's sources in East

Afiica following several explorers' routes, including Burton and Speke's.
As this thesis was k i n g completed in the autumn of 1998 a dual biography of Richard

and Isabel Burton was published by Mary S. Lovell, biographer of Beryl Maricham and Lady

Jane Digby. Although veering in places towards hagiography, Lovell's work, A

-

fo
f

to Live

is without question the most completely and

carefully-researched book on either Richard or Isabel Burton. Thanks to the discovery of new
materiais such as the Arundel1 Papen at the Wiltshire Record Office as well as her own
intensive research in existing repositories, Lovell has been able to correct many
misconceptions surrounding the Burtons and ad& greatly to the biographical record.
The trio of researchers who have delved deepest into Burton's character and motivations

- Jonathan Bishop, Fawn M. Brodie, and Frank McLynn - have al1 more or less advanced
the same theory: that Burton had an unbalanced sense of self which impacted significantly on
his life and career. Both Brodie and McLynn trace this crisis of identity to Burton's
wandering childhood on the Continent, which left him uncertain of who he was and prone to
search for an identity, accounting for his both his career successes and failures. This is

supportable both by the facts of Burton's career - its veenng highs and lows

- as well as by

certain of his own statements, and as far as it goes is a reasoned analysis of a cornplicated

individual.
Nevertheless, what Bishop, Brode and McLynn do not weigh properly is the fact that by
denyng Burton a single, stable formative environment, he was able, aided by what even his

detractors would admit was a formidable intelligence and an extroverted, aggressive
curiousity, to examine in massive detail and depth the many avenues of nineteenth century

non-European cultures, particularly those indigenous to the lands he travelled through. His
contributions as a pioneering anthropologist are a direct result of Burton's exposure to the
various European societies he grew up in, loosening his English self to the extent that when

he left Europe as a young adult he was able to study foreign, remote cultures with greater
intensity than most of his contemporaries. Whatever the worth of his social theories - and

again these range fiom the perceptive to the foolish, wrong-headeâ, and just plain bigoted his accumulation of minute data frorn the societies he connected with during his travels

-

helped pave the way for later travellen and researchers as well as the imperid machine so that by the end of his life, as he ventured m e r and further into annotated translation, he
had in many ways become akin to Odysseus, "the sum of dl he had corne into contact with;"
the major difference king that Burton comrnunicated back to the Metropole that sarne sum
of personal contact, illuminating what had hitherto been unknown, understudied, or

misunderstood, and in the process affecting Metropole perceptions and knowledge.
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Chapter One
A Child of Parts

When Richard Francis Burton was bom in the spring of 1821 his parents were a h

undergo one of those watershed events which tend to redirect the entire course of a familyfs
Iife. The Bunons were originally an old Westmoreland family ffom Shap. They were allied
with Sir Edward Burton "a desperate Yorkist" during the War of the Roses who had been

knighted by Edward IV afier the second battle of St. Albans. l A later descendent, Sir
Thomas Burton, had k e n created a baronet by James 1 in 1622. Thereafter the line continued
unbroken to 1712, when Sir Charles Burton was imprisoned for debt. But there is a break in
the lineage between 17 1S and 1750 as the baronetcy fell into abeyance, so it is nearly
impossible to determine whether Richard Burton's branch of the family had any daim to the
OM

title.7
His patemal grandfather, Edward Burton, was an English clergyman who had ernigrated

to Ireland in the latter half of the eighteenth century, became Rector of Tuam, and married a
girl of what may have k e n French-Irish descent. There was a legend in the Burton family to
the effect that Louis XIV of France fathered a son by the Huguenot Countess of
Montmorency whom he never acknowledged. This boy, named Louis le Jeune, was raised a
Protestant and smuggled out of France to Ireland, where he was adopted by the Jacobite Lady
Primrose. His name was translated as Louis Young, but he was called Drelincourt Young
afler his guardian and godfather, Dean Drelincourt of Armagh, where he was educated. Louis
Young eventually married one of the Dean's daughters and sired two chikiren, one of whom,
Sarah Young, was Richard Burton's paternal great-grandmother.
Burton knew the story well and seemed to have half-believed it. Once in Ireland he was
discussing the matter with Sir Bernard Burke. Sir Bernard was suprised that Burton, with
such good family connections in his own right, was so interested in "what can be only a

morganatic descent at best." Burton, arnused, laughed and said, "Why! 1 would rather be the
bastard of a King, than the son of an honest man."'
Burton's own father, Joseph Netterville Burton, grew up on the Irish estate of Newgarden
in County Galway as the second of three sons, but lefi at the age of seventeen to join the
British a m y . He saw active service in Sicily under Sir John Moore during 1806 - 1807 and
like many Engtish fell intensely in love with the lush Mediterranean region, regretting orders
r

- the 36th - to €ngland It was here that he either purchased or rose to
- the details are unclear - the rat&of Lieutenant-CoIonel. Richard Burton refened to his
recalling his regiment

father as a "highly moral man," but noted that he had a fearful temper and perhaps an
overdeveloped sense of h ~ n o wOnce,
. ~ quarrelling with a brother-oficer, he fought a duel
with the latter and shot him down. The other officer, king only woundeà, was nursed back

to health by Joseph Burton, but soon afterwards the two squabbled again and Joseph shot him
a second time, crippling him for life.5
While on leave in England in 1819 Joseph Burton met and rnarried Martha Beckwith

Baker, one of three well-to-do sisters living with their parents, Richard and Sarah Baker, in

Hertfordshire. Richard Baker was a businessman with a fortune of what must have been
close to E?OO,OOO. By this time Joseph Bunon had lost his share of the Irish property by a
series of bad invesûnents and had only his military pay to rely on. As it happeneci, each of the

Baker daughters was to receive a dowry ofz30,000 on the occasion of their marriage.
Although his wife was in favour of the match, Richard Baker might have been suspicious of
Joseph's motives. He may not have been aware that the Burtons were chronic spendthrifts Edward Burton, the eldest brother, lost every penny of his inheritance and was forced to
emigrate to Canada, while Joseph was a perpetual loser on the Stock Exchange

- but Baker

was, his grandson Richard recalled, "a sharp old man of business," and no one's fool.6

Perhaps as a matter of course he so tied up Martha's rnoney that his son-in-law couldn't lay a
speculative finger on her inheritance. "Happily he couldn't touch his wife's property," Richard
Burton wrote,"or it wouid have speedily melted away, yet it was one of his grievances to the

end of his life that he could not use his wife's rnoney to make a gigantic

There

may have k e n something to Richard Baker's suspicions; o d y a few years after Joseph's

mamage to Martha Baker his younger brother Francis, a military surgeon with the 60th
Regiment, married MaRha's sister Sarah, M e r cementing the monetary bond between
Burton and Baker.
There is little idonnation sunounding Martha Burton.Her granddaughter, Georgiana
Stisted, States that she was taII, with luxuriant brown haïr, grey eyes, and tiny hands and
feet. She had, it will be seen, strong ties to the Baken, especially to a wild ha1f-brother fiom

her father's first marriage, and these familial ties would have repercussions for her oldest
chi ld. Nevertheless, her character does not appear to have been particularly forceful. Phrases
like "gentle," "affectionate," "unselfish," and "hannless" are the most one fin& in her fmily's
description of her9

This may have k e n due to a weak constitution. Richard Burton described his mother as
"rather thin and delicate" in contrast to his hardy Scots grandmother Sarah Baker, "a
thorough old Macgregor, of the Helen, or the Rob Roy type."10 Although inclined, like her
husband, to hypochondria, Martha Burton could have suffered from a weak heart inherited

from her father. Richard Baker died of heart disease a few years afier his daughter's rnarriage

in 1820. Thirty years later Martha had herself become, in Georgiana Stisted's words, "quite
an invalid," dying at Bath in her early fifiies. l l

In the meantime Joseph Burton's military career came to a sudden and ignominious halt.

Some years before his marriage, he had k e n stationed with a contingent of British troops in
Genoa, Italy, when Caroline of Brunswick, the estmnged wife of the Prince-Regent, passed
through the town with her entourage. Caroline's reputation was as chequered as that of her
husband, but she was gracious to her countrymen in Genoa and won their devotion. Years
later, during her trial for adultery in the House of Lords, several of these officers, Joseph
Burton among them, were ordered to appear as witnesses for the prosecution. Believing her
to be innocent of the charges, he flatly refuse4 and as punishment was ordered to be put on

half-pay by the Duke of Wellington. Thereafier, his son wrote, "he lost al1 connection with
the amy," deciding in the mid-1820s to leave England altogether to live on the Continent. l 2

In time he might have made some attempt at repairïng the damage done to his career, but
it seems that Joseph Burton was either too weak or too lazy to swailow his pride and go back

on active seMce afier one disappointment. Indeed, it appears that the more time spent away
from his regiment the Iess he felt like retuning. Disliking the wet English climate which
aggravated an asthmatic condition, he yeamed for the happy days he had known in Italy
before his marriage, and may have used his punishment as an excuse for leaving England.

Before this occurred, however, Martha had given birth to their fint child, whom she named
Richard Francis, after her father and brother-in-law.
Richard Francis Burton was born at 9:30on the evening of March 19, 182 1. In his
unfinished autobiography Burton stated mistakenly that he had been born at Barham House,
his materna1 grandfathets home in Hertfordshire. However, the baptismal register at Elstree
States that he was born at Torquay, Devon, although for some time afterwards he and his
family did live with Richard Baker at the latter's home while Joseph Burton med to rethink
his future. l 3 Burton's earliest memory, he recorded at fifty-five - "and it is always

interesting to record a child's first mernories"

- was "being brought down d e r dinner to eat

white currants, seated upon the knee of a man with yellow hair and blue eyes;" his
mandfather Baker. l4

C

When Richard was four years old his parents moved to France, settling in Tours, the
ancient capita1 of Touraine, where the living was cheaper and Joseph Burton's military rank
carried a certain arnount of prestige among the Engiish colonists in the t o m . At ftequent
intervals, however, they retumed to Barham House with their infant son for lengthy visits.
Richard Baker, his grandson wrote, wanted whimsically to make him his heir because he had
red hair - a rare thing in the Burton family

- and also because he disapproved of his

wayward son fiom his first marriage, Richard Baker, Jr., who was due to inherit the lion's
share of the family fortune upon his father's death. By the time Richard Baker's grandson was

three he was detennined to disinherit his own son and make the little boy
now turned jet black

- whose hair had

- his legal heir. Ironically, this plan was scotched by Burton's mother,

and in his autobiography he wrote of the incident in what may have been bitter terms:
My mother had a wild half-brother - Richard Baker, junior, a barrister-at-law, who
refused a judgeship in Australia, and died a soapboiler. To him she was madly
attached, and deIayed the signing of my grandfather's will as much as possible to the
prejudjce of her own babe. My grandfather Baker &ove in his carriage to Messr.
Dandy, his lawyers, with the object of signing the will, and dropped dead, on getting
out of the carriage, of ossification of the heart; and the document bein unsigned, the
property was divided. Tt would now be worth half a million of money.

h

With his father's death Richard Baker, Jr. duly inherited his share of the family estate

and quickly lost j1ç60,000of it to the French swindler Baron Thierry. There is no other word
apart from his nephew's reference to his dying a "soapboiler," one of the lower occupations
open to those of marginal means, so it can be assurned that the remaining portion of young

Baker's inheritance must have been squandered.

Thanks to Martha's dowry and Joseph Burton's rnilitary pay the Burtons' finances abroad
were more than adequate. Burton's neice and biographer Georgiana Stisted recorded dutifulty

that the move to France was precipitated by her grandfather's chronic asthma, l6 "an
honourable and respectable kind of cornplaint," Richard noted in his autobiography, but there
is little doubt that Joseph Burton's pleasant memories of life on the Continent had instilled in
him a love of warm-weather travel which became more pronounced with the years. 17

The Burtons settled first in an old house, the Chateau Beausejour, hard by the banks of
the Loire River. By this time there were two additions to the household: Maria Catherine
Eliza was born in March 1823, while a second son, Edward Joseph Nettenilie, followed in

August of 1824. From al1 appearances the children were happy at the chateau, eating grapes,
picking snail-shells and cowslips, and playing with the family dogs. In maturiîy Burton
referred wistfully to the "pleasant life" of his early childhood,18 noting in his poem
.
of
Abu
that
*

Ah! gay the day with shine of sun, and bright
the breeze, and blithe the throng
Met on the river-bank to play, when 1 was
young, when 1 was young.

Such general joy could never fade;
And yet the chilling whisper came
One face had paled, one form had failed;
had fled the bank, had swum the Stream. l9
When Burton was six his family moved to a house on the Rue de I'Archeveche so
Richard and Edward couid attend a nearby schwl. Unfortunately, Joseph and Martha Burton
seem to have had little idea of how to raise their rambunctious chilàren; "it was like the old

tale of the hen who hatched ducklings,"Burton wrote.20 By way of a wholesorne moral
lesson Martha Burton once took her three children p s t the display window of Madame

Fisterre's pastry shop in Tours, bidding them look at al1 the delicacies inside, especially upon
a tray of apple puffs which the children stared at with rapt attention. She then said, "Now, my
dears, let us go away; it is so good for little children to restrain themselves." Upon this,

Burton wote,
... we three devilets turned flashing eyes and buming cheeks upon ow moralizing
mother, broke the window with ow fists, clawed out the tray of apple puffi, and
botted, leaving our poor mother a sadder and wiser woman, to pay the damages of
her lawless brood's proceedings.2

Outside of these questionable practices Burton's parents lefi their chldren monly in the
care of a long-suffering senes of servants, governesses, and Mors, typical of the age, but
perhaps resented by Richard, who seems to have felt deprived by a lack of affection. In one

of his earliest books he contrasted the closeness of Indian parents and children with that of
the English and wrote with a hint of melancholy that in Europe
... the parents are engrossed by other cares... during the infancy of the offspring. In the
troublesome days of childhood the boy is consigned to the nursery, or let louse to
pass his time with his fellows as best he can;then cornes youth accornpanied by an
exile, to school and college... there is little cornmunity of interests and opinions
between parent and child the absence of it is the want of a great he. 22

-

As a consequence Burton appears to have been somewhat anxious as a child, and in the

same work referred obliquely to the fact that during his childhood he suffered fiom

ni ghtmares, often a noctumal manifestation of anxiety:
Did you ever... when abandoned by your nurse to the honors of a big black bedroom,
see a griming face advancing toward you fiom the distant apex of the huge cone which
lay before your closed eyes - advance gradually, but unavoidably, till, in spite of your
stniggles, its monstrous features were so close to yours, that you could feel them; then,
almost suddeniy, start back fiom you, flit away, diminish till nothing but the da*
eyeballs remain in sight, and disappear presently to r e t m with al1 their terrer?*-'
This insecurity and craving for attention was translated into a phase of lying:

Like most boys of strong imagination and acute feeling I was a resolute and
unblushing liar; I use to ridicule the idea of my honour k i n g in any way attached
to telling the tnith, I considered it an impertinence the k i n g questioned, 1 never could
understand what moral turpitude there codd be in a lie, unless it
for &
of the COof telling the enith, or one that would attach blarne to another
person. That feeling continued for many a year, and at lm, as very often happens,
as soon as 1 realized that a lie was contemptible, it ran into quite the other extrerne
a disagreeable habit of scrupulously telling the truth whether it was timely or n ~ t - ~ '

This in itself may be constnied as a lie, or at least an untnith, for Burton seems to have
never entirely abandoned lying, even as an duit, and in fact confessed that he found it

brought a peculiar kind of satisfaction which he never o u t g r e ~ ?In~ middle age he wrote in

his intimate journal that
It is a very curious, and not altogether unpleasant sensation, that of not k i n g believed
when you are speaking the truth. 1 have had great dificulty in training my wife to
enjoy it, and fiequently for her instruction have told a true story to a party of people
and been jeered at... and irnmeàiately d e r 1 have told a most fantastic lie.. . they have
gaped, and said, "How wonderfid ! How interesting.,1126

Even as loyal a family biographer as Georgiana Stisted adrnits that her uncle was the
"least aimable" of the three Burton children, "rough in marner, mischievous as a monkey,
and subject to outbwsts of tempxw2' He certainly had some strange ideas regarding self-

denial:
1 was a boy of three ideas. Usually if a child is forbidden to eat the sugar or to lap up
the cream he simply either obeys or does the contrary; but 1 use to place myself before
the sugar and crearn and carefully study the question. "Have 1 the courage not to

touch them?" When 1 was quite sure of myself that 1 had the courage I instantly
rewarded resolution by emptying one o r b ~ t . h . * ~
Burton's mother is almost ignored in his memoir, as if her presence in his early life was
somehow peripheral to his existence. He tells us next to nothing about Martha Burton's
feelings or character, stating only that she was d e k a t e and considered plain to look at, and
generally relegates her to the status of the stereotypical long-sufféring matemal figure.29 Yet
there is reason to believe that this literary neglect stemmed more fiom embarrassrnent about
his feelings raiher than apathy. Georgiana Stisted tells us that Burton adored his mother,
"thinking nothing in heaven or earth too good for her;" one of the earliest tales she records
finds him rolling on the fioor of their h o w , "howling with mingled rage and anguish
because some women had camages to ride in whïle for a time his parent had to go on
footmw30
This apparent regard appears to have been recipcocated, for aAer he left the family

to go to University in England his mother was heard to remark that it was "just as if the sun
itsel f had disappeared. "3

As for his father, it is doubtful if Richard grew up having much respect for a man who
had given up a promising military career - at the time of Queen Caroline's

Lord William

Bentinck had been about to take him on as aide-decamr>- to live primarily on his wife's
r n ~ n e In
y ~his
~ autobiography Burton complained about the "usual paternal brutality" and

his fatheh continuai "scolding and t t ~ r e a t e n i n g As
" ~ ~he and his brother grew into their

teens and became too old to be beaten with the rod, they found that Joseph Burton "could
rnake himself very unpleasant with his t o n g ~ e . "The
~ ~result, Burton wrote dnly, was that
"we were not pieasant

in mate^."^^

Education for the Burton b r d began at home, leaming their prayers, the alphabet, and
multiplication table. Richard's precocity was noted and he became intended for what he
called "that wretched being, the infant phenornenon," begiming the study of Latin at three
and Greek at four.36 niese were mild distractions, however, compared to the change which

occurred in his li fe when he was six:

One morning saw the hateful schoolbooks fastened with a little strap, and we boys and
our bundle were conveyed in a small carriage to the town where we were introduced
into a room with a nurnber of English and French boys, who were sitting opposite
hacked and inkspotted desks, looking as demure as they could, though every now and
then they broke out into wicked gins and nudges. A lame lrish schoolmaster... smiled
most graciously at us as long as our father was in the room, but was not half so pleasant
when we were lefi alone. We wondered "what we were doin in that W...
and
97
presently we leamt the dread tnith that we were at school-...
The schoolmaster soon ran away to escape his debts and Richard and Edward were

transferred to the schooi of John Gilchrist, a Scots schoolmaster who, Burton remembered,

took an especiaI delight in caning his charges. Between whippings the boys were taught
drawing, dancing, French and music, and on one mernorable &y were taken to see the public

execution of a convicted murderess as a school-treat:
Talking of the guillotine, the schoolmaster unwisely allowed the boys... to see the
execution of a woman who had killed her small farnily by poisoning, on condition
that they would look away when the knife descended; but of course that was just the
time (with such an injunction) when every srnail neck was craned and eyes strained
to look, and the result was that the whole school played at guillotine for a week,
happily without serious accidents3

One notices in Burton's writing of this passage a distinct lightheartedness and
sophistication which belies the emotional shock he have felt at the time. We may safely
assume that even in the nineteenth cenntry few children of six or seven can witness an
execution, especially that of a woman and a mother, and be unaffected. it is evident,
however, that sometime early in his life Burton lemed that if he could hold hirnself
emotionally aloof fkorn a potentially threatening situation he would not have his sensibilities
h a ~ m e d . )So
~ one fin& him writing of the rnost intense or intimate acts with barely a trace
of feeling. This may have been a defense mechanism designed to protect a sensitive spirit. As

adults his sister Maria told him that he had been a "thin, dark little boy, with small features
and large dark eyes... proud, sensitive, shy, nervous, and of a melancholy, affectionate
disposition."40 Certainly there was a troublesome side to his nature. "AI1Anglo-French boys
generally were remarkable little nifians," he recalled, "who... cocked their hats and loved
the ladies."41 He, his brother, and iheir friends shot up the monuments in a local churchyard

with their father's purloined guns, broke the stained-glass windows in the town churches, and
even raided the shops and bazaars in Tours.
Happily, these weren't the only facets to his character. He had a certain amount of
stoicism in his makeup: his neice tells us that when he had a toothache it was known only the
next c h y by the swelling of his face. He adored pets of every lund, ofien spending hours
trying to revive sorne smcken bird or animal he found in distress; on one occasion he

actually managed to resusitate a bullfinch which had fallen into a watej u g and nearly

drowned?2 He was intensely curious about everything he saw around him, and even with his
sporadic schooling picked up knowledge at an astonishing rate. But, as will be shown, it was
a particularly haphazard f o m of education, with no systematic focus, and which put him at a
distinct disadvantage when it came time for him ta enter Oxford at nineteen, and which he
believed had a negative effect on his later career.

In 1830, when Burton was nine, several events conspired to force his family to quit
Tours and retum to England. Richard tells us little beyond the fact that "at 1st it became
apparent that T o m was no longer a place for us who were approaching the ticklish time of

teens." But he admitted that in that fatehl year "political matters... began to look queer."43
In the wake of the July Revolution a wave of nationalism swept France, and although there
were no outrages committed against the foreigners living in quiet Tours, large gatherings of
citizens began to congregate in the streets, shouting sentiments like "Vive m e ! " and 1

bas les ~

s

!

'440 'make
~ matten worse, a cholera epidemic had broken out in the slum

districts of the larger French towns and Joseph Burton realised that his young family was
suseptible if the disease spread to Tours. This would have been enough to send any farnily
fleeing for their lives, but there was a third, more personal reason which may have prompted

Burton's father to consider retuming to England.
As his sons began to grow older it must have become increasingly apparent to Joseph

Burton that a foreign education for English children had its drawbacks as well as its
advantages. True, al1 three of his children were bilingual before their teens, but if Burton's

mernoir is to be tnisted then he and his brother were turning into absolute hellions. Just nine
and six, respectively, they had begun to hang around the Street corners of Tours with some of

the local boys, ogling the women and hustling passersby. They ignored their lessons, fought
continually in the streets, and behaved so atrociously at home that their French governesses
screamed alrnost-daily predictions that they would end up on the guillotine.45 Afier a long
deliberation it was resolved to leave Tours and return to England for schooling.
Travelling was a complicated and arduous procedure. At final count the Burton
entour=

numbered two carriages, six people, three dogs, and six horses. At each im a hard

bargain had to be stnick with the rapacious landladies, one of whom, Burton recalled,

"roared at you with arms akimbo 'that if you were not nch enough to travel, you ought to stay
at

Sometirnes, when no inn was within reach, they navelled al1 night in the rickety

carriages over uneven roads bordered with parallel rows of trees.
The fatigues of the journey proved too much for Martha Burton. At Chartres she fell

dangerously ill, and her mother was sent for to look after the family. Deathly afiaid of her
grandchildren contracting cholera, Mrs. Baker nearly poisoned them every time they passed
through a town by stufEng their noses and mouths with carnphor. Eventually the little
caravan reached Dieppe, where the family remained for a short time to allow Burton's

mother to regain her strength.
AAer this, Burton wrote, it was "a cold plunge into English life" as Richard and his
siblings crossed the Channel and stepped ont0 English soi1 for the first rime in a number of
years. They were distinctly unimpressed. "Everything seemed so small, so prim, so m e m "

Burton recalled. The food seemed haif-cooked and the wine and beer tasted like strong
medicine. Furthemore, "the whole lower-class society seemed to be govemed by the fist,"
with men punching their wives, mothers punching their children, children punching each
other, and a knockdown fight between men in the streets not un~omrnon.~'
In England Burton's father at 1 s t began to look seriously at the question of his sons'

education and eventual careers. He decided to send the boys to Eton, preparatory to later

entrances to Oxford and Cambridge. In his autobiography Richard did not disagree with this
plan, writing that
To succeed in English life, boys rnust be brought up in a particular groove. First the
preparatory school then Eton and Oxford, with an occasionai excursion to France,
Italy, and Germany, to learn languages... and to find out that England is not the whole
world. 48
"Some blundering fkiend recommended to Joseph Burton a preparatory school in

Richmond nui by the Reverend Charles Delafosse, whom Richard described as "no more fit
to be a schoolrnaster than the Grand Cham of ~ a r t a r yBurton's
. ~ ~ father duly enrolled his

sons in the school and the entire farnily moved to Richmond, where the boys were to be
boarded at the school during the week.
Instead of leaming anythng usefid at their new school, Burton wrote, he and his brother
lost much of what they already knew, especially their French. "The principle acquisitions
were," he recalled, "a certain facility of using ow fists, and a general development of
nif'fiani~rn."~~
Prouci, sensitive, and desperately unhappy, Richard got himself into so much
trouble with the other boys that at one time he had no less than thirty-two affairs of honour to
settle among the chipped desks where the fights were held afler school. M e r a tirne he was

"beatenas thin as a shotten herring," prompting the servants who bathed him on Saturday
night to exclaim, "Drat the child! What has he k e n doing? He's al1 black and blue.,'151

Burton never lost his loathing for this schml. "In fact," he wrote, "that part of life, which
most boys dwell upon with the greatest pleasure... was ever a nightmare to us. It was like the
'Blackingshop of Charles Dickens."' But he was also perceptive enough to recognise that part

of the trouble came from a growing boy's first tentative steps towards manhood "Such is the
effect of a boys' schwl after a few months of trial," he wrote, "when the boys l e m to despise
rnother and sisters, and to affect as much rough as possible, and this not only in England, but
everywhere where the boy first escapes fiom petticoat govemment. He does not know what
to do to show his rnanliness."52

The boys weren't the only ones pining for Europe. Joseph Burton was finding life in
England no less tedious than his sons. "He was sighing for shooting and bar-hunting in the
French forests," Burton remembered, "and he felt that he had done enough for the education
of the boys, which was tuming out so b a ~ i l ~ Here
. " ~ fate
~ played a decisive hand.

Richard and Edward had been at the Richmond school less than a year when an
epidemic of measles broke out among the boys. Several of the pupils die4 and it was
decided to disperse the surviving students to other facilities and close the school down
ternporarily. Richard came down with the disease and was nursed by the ever-anxious
Grandmother Baker in London. Once he had recovered sufficiently he and his brother
worked successfully on their beloved Aunt Georgina Baker to get her to intercede on their
behalf and persuade their father to take them out of the school permanently. Aided by
Richard's cadaverous appearance, this was aII the persuasion Joseph Burton needed He
resolved immediately to take his family back to France as soon as possible and raise his
children abroad, employing tutors for the boys and a governess for Maria.

European Wanderings

"In our delight at getting away from school.. . we had no idea of the disadvantages which
the new lind of life would inflict on our htwe careers," Burton wrote in his autobiography.
"We were too Young to k n ~ w .Certainly
" ~ ~ Joseph Burton's decision to rnove the family back

to France was to have an impact on al1 of his children, but most especially so for Richard, for

this was the start of an almost continuous movement around the Continent during the crucial
years of Burton's adolescence, and the efYects were to mark him drarnatically for life.
Hitherto, he and his siblings had lived more or less geographically stable lives, much of
their early years spent in a single, beloved location

- Tours - only to find themselves

uprooted and taken to what for them was essentially a foreign country as they approached
their teens. For Richard and Edward this was undoubtedly a traumatic experience, but had

they stayed at the Richmond school for more than a year they may well have leamed to adapt

themselves and eventually been assimilated into the ranks of those young men who went on
to Eton and Oxbridge and then tmk their places in English society. Richard was just ten
when his family retumed to France, Edward oniy seven- Neither of them were t m old or tw

timid to adjust to unfamiliar surroundings; future events were to prove this beyond all

argumentBy removing his children from a cohesively English environment, however, Joseph

Burton put his own interests and inciinations first, ignoring - or perhaps was simply ignorant
of - the effects this decision would have on his offspring. As an adult Burton believed that

his father had made an enonnous mistake and wrote of it with an almost plaintive regret:
A man who brings up his family abroad, and who lives there for years, must expect to
lose al1 the fiends who could be usefid to him when he wishes to start them in life.
The conditions of society in England are so complicated, and so artificiaf, that those

who would make their way in the world, especiaI1y in public careers, must be broken
to it from their first day. The future soldiers and statesmen must be prepared by Eton
and Cambridge. The more English they are, even to the cut of their hair, the better. In
consequence of king brought up abroad, we never thoroughly understood English
society, nor did society understand us. And lastly, it is a
advantage to belong to
some parish. It is a great thing, when you have won a battle, or explored Central
Afnca, to be welcomed home by some little corner of the Great WorId, which takes a
pride in your exploits, because they reflect honour upon itself In the contrary condition
you are a waif, a stray; you are a blaze of light, without a focus. Nobody outside of
your own fireside cares.55
This is a highly suggestive passage, for while elsewhere Burton wrote that he always
acted upon the defiant Latin saying i-rt

paûÿb or, as he translated it,

"For any

region is a strong man's home," it is apparent by this poignant confession that there were

times when Burton felt alienated from the land of his birth?

As we shall see, the loss of a

single, strong national identity did have some positive effects on his later career, but in large

measure his heterodox views and general aura of "foreigness" served only to keep him
isolated fiom the affection and esteem of his countrymen

- as oppsed to, say, other

contemporary figures like David Livingstone or Samuet White Baker

- and it is evident that

there were times when Burton felt deprived. In the above passage Burton never came closer

to reflecting on just how much he did miss feeling a part of a single culture, or adrnitting that
he felt his Euopean upbringing put him at a social disadvantage in his adult years.

Certainly he seems to have felt himself to have k e n somewhat foreign, or at least "unEnglish." '"No man ever gets on in the worlQ or rises to the head of affairs, unless he is
representative of his nation," he mused,
Taking the marked characters of the last few years - Palmerston, Thiers, Cavour, and
Bismarck - what were they but simply the types of their various nationalities?... . Their
success in life was solely owin to their representing the failings, as well as the merits
of their several nationaiities.

SP

Although h e does not mention it specifically, the implication seems clear that Burton
saw himself as being essentidly unrepresentative of his nation, and therefore not particularly

marked for "success." Furthemore, coupled with other passages fiorn the same work, it is

apparent that he saw the source of this innate disadvantage in his expatriate rearing. At
another j uncture he complained expkitly about the mani fest disadvantages of hi s
upbringing, wrïting that
... if a father means his boy to succeed in an English career, he m u t put him to a
preparatory schml, Eton or Oxford, educate him for his coming profession, and
not drag his family about the Continent... to leam fencing, languages and becorne
tvild, and to belong to nowhere in particular as to parish or country.5'8

Even as hagiographical a family biographer as Georgiana Stisted admits that as far as
their future careers went "it would have been wiser to leave the sons at Rugby or

ton,"'^

but at the moment of their deparîure the only thing the Burton brothers were thinking of was

their euphoria at escaping what they calleci "the stuffy little island." On board the steamer
bound for Boulogne the boys scandalised the other English passengers with their behaviour:

We shrieked, we whooped, we danced for joy. We shook our fis& at the white clifEs,
and loudIy hoped we shouid never see them again. We hurrah'd for France, and hooted
for England, The Land on whic h the s w i ne'er sets - nor Rses,' till the sailor who was

hoisting the Jack, looked upon us as a pair of litîle monsters.60
The r e t m to France was one of the two or three most critical events in Burton's life, for
it ensured that whatever problems he had in adjusting to English conventions as a boy of nine

or ten, by the tirne he retumed to England as a youth of nineteen he had become both too old
and too cosmopolitan to fit comfortably into the social fabric of nineteenth centuy English
society. Almost certainly these moves laid the foundation for much of his later restlessness
and need for continual change and movement, what he wryly referred to as "the migratory
instinct," but in loosening his sense of national identity Burton did not assume entirely the
characteristics of another national type6 Although he once lamented to John Payne, his
rival translater of m e Ar-

Ng&

that "my misfortunes in life began with not k i n g a

Frenchman," he never completely took on the traits of a Frenchman, or for that matter an
Italian, although he lived in each of those countries for extended periods during his formative
years.62

Instead, the effect of a nomadic existence during Burton's adolescence - nearly fifieen
moves within the space of a decade

- was to fkee him fkom a conventional English identity

and make him cosmopolitan in the broadest sense of the word: English by birth and loyalty,

but expatriate by upbringing and evidently by inclination- Furthetmore, by denying him the
normal rwts of permuient setdement in one place and the establishment of long-term

relationships, these continual wanderings made him turn inwards, forcing hirn to develop
strong traits of self-reliance and a surface toughness which could absorb the brunt of constant
movement.
In one way this early, roving lifestyle would be of immense value to Burton in his later
caree. when design or circurnstance dictated that he adapt himself to another culiure. No
doubt the ease with which the adult Richard Burton could immerse himself in an alien
environment had its beginnings here, in the frequentiy-changing world of his childhood and
ado 1escence. Such a life-style reinforçed Burton's sense of adaptability, and his peripheral
adolescent relationship with England and the English ensured that his sense of national
identity would remain more or less fluid as the continental wanderings of his youth evolved
into the intercontinental travels and explorations of his adult years.

Yet it would be a mistake to assume that Burton's actual loyalty to Britain \vas also
peripheral. One commentator has written that expatriate children tend to develop an
excessive consciousness of their nationality, ofien From other children who fixate on
distinguishing characteristics and from parents acutely conscious of their expatriate
existence.63 During the course of Burton's childhood and adolescence his extemal sense and
acceptance of k i n g English would have provided one of his few major identity constants.

But his patriotism could not be expressed in such typical concepts as love of "home" or
nostalgia for lost scenes of childhood, since his actual experience of England tvas limited; in
fact, a rough estimate of the time he actually spent on English soi1 dunng his lifetime
amounts to something less than eight years out of a life-span of sixty-nine years and seven
months, or iess than one-tenth.
Instead, Burton's nationalism rnanifested itself imperially, within the Greater Britain of
the Empire, because it was only within the imperiai enterprise that he could find a personal
niche, a secure place for the misfit he felr himself to be.64 It was within the expanse of the

Empire that he kvas able to find the opportwiities which might have been restricted to him in
England due to his lack of understanding of the English character, as well as his own
rebellious nature. Time and again in the future Burton \vas to misjudge and misread English
reaction to his habits and actions, often taking unreasonable umbrage to those reactions,
which would in turn earn him a deserved reputation for belligerence.
Nevertheless, these crucial years between ten and nineteen were in many ways vital to
Burton's later career as a communicator of non-British cultures, for this p e n d would see an
unsystematic, erratic, but still discemible progression in Burton's development of this
persona, and would lay the foundation for what may possibly have k e n his greatest gift: his
estraordinary linguistic skiil, without which he would not have been able to deive into the
many facets of indigenous culture with anything like his later success.

Curiously, major biographers have noted the impact of Burton's continental rearing but
~ not the
have not assignd its specifically roving nature the importance it ~ o r n r n a n d sIt. ~was

mere fact of living outside of Britain which so marked the young Richard Burton. Most of
the cities and towns his farnily found themselves in had English colonies of one size or
another, and the respectable Burtons seem to have had Iittle difficulty in k i n g welcomed by
their compaîrioîs. Rather, it seems clear that it was the habitua1 uprootings which succeeded
in molding him in a particular way for life, instilling in hirn a need of change and movement
which, li ke his father, became more pronounced as he grew older. It is equally clear that
eventually Burton came to associate European civilisation in general, and the land of his
birth in particular, with feelings of confinement. "Little islands," he wrote in one of his travel
books, "are al1 large prisons: one cannot look at the sea without wishing for the wings of the
swal low."66In another work, more generally, " ï h e air of the cities will suffocate you, and
the care-wom and the cadaverous countenances of citizens si11 haunt you like a vision of
j udgement.""

Before leaving England Burton's father engaged a classics tutor for the boys, Mr. H. R.
Dupré of Exeter College, Oxford, later Rector of Shellingford, and a govemess for Maria.
DuPrC, Burton wrote, wanted to see life on the Continent "and was not unwilling to see it on
a salary. He was an awkward-looking John Bull article," with a narrow forehead and thick

lips.68 Within a week his charges were carkaturing his gross features at evety him; tutor and
students settled in for a long mutual siege.

With a stable govemment in Paris and the cholera epidemic under control in the
countryside, the Burtons could easily have returned to Tours. Joseph Burton, however,
superstitiously avoided the town, dragging his family through Orleans before settling in
Blois, like Tours hard by the banks of the Loire River. A house was found on the high ground
just outside the city, with a schoolroom set aside for the chikiren's lessow. To DuPré's six or
seven hours of daily instruction in Latin and Greek were added French, drawing and dancing
masters, as well as the boys' favourite, a fencing instructor who had lost a thumb in the wars
and found it awkward to hold his blade. Richard and Edward twk to the art with a passion,

sometimes taking upwards of three lessons a day. Burton himself becarne a celebrated
fencer; at fifieen he considered writing a rreatise on swordsmanship combining the best
features of the French and Neapolitan schools, and in later life produced a number of works
dealing with various aspects of the history and technique of the sword
On the surface al1 seemed stable in the Burton household. As he grew older, however,

Richard noticed that his parents were slipping into a kind of self-centered apathy about life
which he found difficult to stomach:
Our father and mother were imperceptibly lapsing into the category of professed
invalids, like people who have no other business in life, except to be sick. This was a
ciass exceptionally cornmon in the unoccupied little English colonies that studded
the country. It was a far robuster institution than the Parisian invalid, whose object
in life was to appear, W v e et s o m The British
consumed a
considerable quantity of butcher's meat, but although he or she always saw death
in the pot, they had not the moral courage to refuse what disagreed with them. They
tried every kind of dmg and n o s t m known, and answered every advertisement,
whether it agreed with their cornplaint or not. Their $&Jgde
covered with
botties and gallipots. They dressed themselves three or four times a day for the
change in climate, and insensibly acquired a horror of dining out, or passing the evening
away fkorn home. They had a kind of rivalry with other invalids; nothing offended them
more than to tell them that îhey were in strong health, and that if they had been hardworking professionals in England they would have been il1 o w e a year, instead of once
a month. Horneopahy was a great boon to them, and so was hydropathy. So was the
grape-cure and al1 the hum bug invented by non-professionals, such as hunger-cure and
al1 that nonsense.69
After a year of titis kind of life Joseph Burton's wanderlust began to assert itself once
more. He yeamed for the sunshine and happy days he had known in Sicily before his
mam-age, so he proposed to move the family south to Italy, ostensibly in search of a healthier
climate for his asthma. Burton doesn't mention what bis mother's reaction to this decision
was, but it provoked a fkious quarrel with his Grandmother Baker, visiting the family at the

time. She was instantly, fanatically hostile to m e r wanderings, reproaching Burton's father

for wanting to drag her fragile daughter half-way across Europe by snapping, "You'll kill
your w
ife, sir," and implying that he wanted to take up with a mistress of former d a p .

Beyond this Burton tells us nothing of what must have been an ugly domestic scene, but
his father was intractable. Grandmother Baker was sent packing back to England, and the

Burtons renewed their nomadic existence, moving south through France in stages, as if the

object of the move \vas secondary to the wandering. They stayed for short periods at Lyon,
Avignon, Marseilles and Leghom before finally settiing in Pisa, where Italian and violin

masters were added to the

of instructors. Edward took to the instrument and became a

gifted amateur; Richard's lessons, however, came to an abrupt end one day when, responding
to one of his

teachefs insults, he broke his violin over his mastefs head.'I

It was not long fier the family settled in Pisa that Joseph Burton felt the urge to move

again. And again. And again. The next few years saw the Burton troupe in Florence, Siena,

Rome,Capua, Sorrento, and Naples. The deeper effects these moves had on Burton's psyche
can only be imagined, but a few general speculations appear in order. There can be little
doubt that at a superficial level, at least, the kind of extreme Grand Tour taken during his
adolescence helped to loosen Burton's personal sense of national identity and left him more
open to the various cultures and environrnents he found himself in, than had he lived
continuously in England during his formative years. Being young and of a relatively
objective disposition, he appears to have carried with him few initial prejudices to fiesh
habitats and was thus able to delve more deeply into - and absorb various aspects of - the
cultures he came into contact with than, say, his parents, whose identities were already wellfonned as adults when they moved to the Continent.
Furthemore, and what is more significant, the fiequency of these moves only served to
keep Burton's identity fiom k i n g dominated or over-influenceci by one particular culture,

whether the English colonies in Tours, Blois

or the culture of the actual loçale.

Undoubtedly English habits and customs were kept at home, but outside of the house
Richard was exposed to various national types at an impressionable age: the French, the
Mians, the Neapolitans, and while his parents contented themselves with social life in the
little English colonies and lapsed into hypochondria, Burton was, in the nature of most
adolescents, eager for experience.

So during these years we find him at each new place of residence developing some kind
of expertise or ability, or engaging in some new kind o f enterprise as he explored his

surroundings, usually with his brother as chief accomplice. From long stays in Tours and
Blois he already knew French intimately. In Pisa and other parts of Italy he learned Italian,
while in Florence he became "a walking catalogue" of Florentine art and architecture."

Ln

Sorrento he crawled over the crumbling Natural Arch simply because he had been told that it

was impossible. In Naples he learned the Neapolitan dialect as well as the Neapolitan style
of swordsrnanship, and took up the game of chess with such a passion that he was eventually
able to play four garnes simultaneously while blindfolded and win them all. He visited
Vesuvius many times, taking twenty minutes to ascend the volcano and four to nin down its
slope.73
It was in Naples, as well, that Richard and Edward embarked on a particdarly hazardous

exploit, but one that deserves note because it is the first recorded instance of Burton
employing a disguise, a device he was to retum to time and again in the future, and which
was to becorne in many ways a way of ~ i f e . ' ~Cholera was then raging in Italy, with the

deathrate in Naples sometimes reaching 1300 a &y. A rumour started that the govemrnent of
the Neapolitan king, Frederick II, had somehow poisoned the town's provisions. Several
doctors were murdered as an armed mob gathered in the streets to threaten revolution. At
that moment, Burton wrote, the king himself &ove up in a ahaëton.demanded to be s h o w

where the poisoned provisions were, and proceeded to eat as much as his stomach could
hold. "Even the

were not prmf against this heroism," Richard remembered

admiringly, "and viv'd and cheered him to his heartls content."75
Impressed by the king's actions and determined to make a geshire himself against "King
Cholera," Burton enlisted his brother in a dangerous noctumal adventure. They knew that the
bodies of the poor were gathered in carts and hauled outside the city walls to be buried in
mass graves. They persuadeci an Italian manservant to procure the necessary dress for

- undertakers' mutes - and then, late one night, slipped out of their house

dressed in the appropiate garb and went the rounds with the undertakers as a pair of
assistants:
The visits to the pauper houses... were anythmg but pleasant, and still less the final
disposal of the bodies. Outside Naples was a large plain, pierced with pits, like the silos
or underground granaries of AIgeria or North Afriça They were lined with Stone, and
the mouths were covered with one big slab, just large enough to ailow a corpse to pas.
Into these flesh-pots were thrown the unfortunate M e s of the poor, afier k i n g
stripped of the rags which acted as their winding-sheets. Black and rigid, they were
thrown down the apertures like so much rubbish, into the festering heap below, and the
decay caused a kind of iambent blue flame about the sides of the pit, which lit up a mass
of hwnan corruption, worthy to be described by an te.

''

Unfortunately, it was also in Naples that Richard and Edward's escapades with a pair of
prostitutes precipitated yet another farnily move as Joseph Burton "resolved to repam to a
pure moral air," hauling his farnily back to France, first to Provence, then to Pau, at the foot

of the Py~enees."

From fragments in his unfinished autobiography, as well as passages in other writings, it
appears that Burton had misgivings regarding his parents' 1ifestyle; not merely the continental
wandering which deprived he and his brother of English social conditioning and potential

career contacts, but also the lethargic, hypochondriacal nature of their parents' existence
coupled with their ambitions for their sons. It may be for this and admittedly other reasons
that Richard developed a character which shows signs of what would be described today as a
classic case of "identity crisis," going in the exact opposite of his parents' expectations and
desires as he tried to preserve and integrate his own identjty. 78
If this is indeed the case, then it can be seen that the young Richard Burton may have

developed part of his rebellious tendencies in response to his parents' characters, as well as
their ambitions. Where both parents, but particularly his father, were personally unarnbitious,
Richard became an obsessive workaholic. Where his parents were respectable and placed
great emphasis on "correct" behaviour, Burton was in his youth wild and a notable carouser.
Later, as we shall see, his relations with authority, fiom his Oxford dons to his military and

govemental superiors, alço saw the workings of this reflexively rebellious identity, perhaps

an echo of his youthfùi defiance of his father, and his fatheh apparent ~ o n t e m ~ t . ' ~
Doubtless there is something to this, for while s e ~ n in
g india in his twenties Burton
translated the Hindi U V ' sF&&

- the Indian counterpart to Aesop - into English- This

manuscript in Burton's hanci, still unpublished as of this date, begins with a tale of a father
and his two sons who

- and here Burton underscored the passage - "stand disrespectfully in

his presence."80 If one combines this rebellion against parental expectations with the

continual exposure to a nurnber of European cultures during his formative years which led to
Burton growtng up without an absolute national identity, this could have resulted in the
development of an inegular sense of self, an inability to nail down who he was - or was
suppose to be - and act accordingly.
What differentiated Burton fiom other wild expatriate youths, however, was what would

prove to be an insatiable curiousity and a staggering linguistic ability given great scope
during his formative years- The prerequisite for entrance into another culture is to engage in
the language of the inhabitants, particularly if expatriate residents are to lead less than

circurnscribed lives. Burton appears to have known this instinctively, for in each place of
residence he delved into the local language or dialect with

m."The country folk were

delighted when addressed in their own lingo," he recalled. "Nothing goes to the h a r t of a

man so rnuch as to speak to him in his own

m."81
Frorn the French he leamed as a child

at Tours he added Italian fiom his stays in northem Italy, some spoken modem Greek in

Marseilles, and Bernais at Pau. During his farnily's long stay in Naples he became familiar
enough with the Neapoiitan dialect of Italian that in middle age he was able to make a fine
translation of Giovanni Batiste Basile's

m.
And there was the daily instruction

in Latin and Greek fiorn his tutor in preparation for University. Thus, by the time Burton

arrived at Oxford in 1840 he had varying degrees of howledge in eight different languages
and dialects, a solid linguistic foundation fiom which to study other, non-European tongues.

Afier two winten spent in Pau the Burtons retumed to M y , again settling in Pisa. By
this tirne the family was, in Burtonk words, "ripe for a break upwg2By now alrnost nineteen
and sixteen, respectively, Richard and Edward had become increasingly troublesome. In her
biography Isabel Burton refers to this period euphemistically as "The Boys get too Old for

of
Home," and even Burton admitted that he and his brother were "in the 'Sturmund*
their te en^.^^ By now they had thoroughly rnastered their tutor, and tossed their books out
the window if he trïed to give them a lesson. Their relations with their father were not much

better. "Our father," Burton wrote, "like an Irishman was perfectly happy as long as he was

the only man in the house, but the presence of younger males imtated him. His temper
becarne permanently ~ o u r e d . " ~ ~
Not that his sons were more sinned against than siming. Most of their time in Pisa was

spent in the Company of a group of Italian medical students, drinking, smoking and eating

opium, and chasing women. Although Richard had begun to go to the university in Pisa, it
was when Edward Burton Ianded in jail afler a dninken spree that Joseph Burton put tiis foot

down and dictated that his sons must retum to England for

Richard begged his

father to be allowed to go to the university in Toulouse, one of the oldest institutions of
higher learning in Europe, or barring that, to join the army or apply for the Swiss Guards, but

Joseph Burton was intractable: it was to be Odord for Richard and Cambridge for E d w N
wïth respectable careen as clergymen for h t h . Conespondence between the two while in

college was strictly forbidden, and in the summer of 1840 Burton fotlowed his brother and
father to England, to be matriculated at Trinity College, Oxford.

-
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Chapter Two
Burton at Oxford

Burton's tenue at Oxford - and his second extended stay in England - did not last much
beyond the year he and his brother spent at the Richmond school when he was nine; that is,
not quite hvo years before he was nisticated in the spring of 1842. Yet the months he spent as
an undergraduate at Trinity College were in some ways as significant as the nornadic
existence h e led as an adolescent on the Continent, for they pointed the way at least partly to
his future career and saw the fim known instance of his interest in non-European studies, As
such, his abortive academic career deserves some attention here as a bridge or liason
between Burton's expatriate upbringing and his later development as a scholar and
communicator of indigenous cultures.

Burton was due to enter Tnnity College, Oxford, in the autumn of 1840. As it \vas still
Long Vacation Edward Burton was placed under the care of a country vicar before
matriculating at Cambridge while Richard was put through his paces in Oxford by a
Professor Scholefield, who was appalled by Burton's confessed lack of preparation. Not only
was the young man deficient in the classics - apparently he did not even know who Isis was

- but he had only the most superficial acquaintanceship with Anglican Christianity. He
barely knew the Lord's Prayer, broke down badly during his recital of the Apostie's Creed,

and had never heard of the Thirty-Nine Articles, "atemble revelation!"

'

Intense cramming in the weeks before term began with a pair of medical dons, Drs. Ogle
and William Alexander GreenhiII, lefi Burton sufficiently prepared to be adrnitted to Trinity

College in the autumn. However, several weeks of living in Oxford while he was k i n g
tutored over the summer had done nothing to ease his comding dislike of town and gown.
Having been exposed to multiple European climates, geographies and cultures far earlier

than most of his peers, Burton was not impressed by English weather or architecture. He

adrnired the graceful old buildings of the colleges, but thought that the "mean little houses"
cl ustered around them looked as if they were constnicted of cardboard, and in his
autobiography he listed a catalogue of complaints: the chief hotel, the Mitre, looked like a
pothouse, the Isis River was a mere moat, the Chenvell a ditch. The countryside was duIl and
monotonous, and the smeil of coal smoke "a perpetual abomination." Nor was he any more
enarnoured of the incessant bell-ringing in Oxford You could not be sure of five minutes
without one giving tongue," he wrote, "and in no part of the world ... is there such a perpetual
tinkling of metal." The clean-shaven undergraduates reminded him of schooIboys; iikewise

"an indescribable appearance of donnishness pexvaded the entire scene."2
Certainly Burton rnust have set some sort of collegiate record for pugnaciousness, for no
sooner had he passed through the College gates to be rnatriculated when he challenged a
fellow undergraduate to a duel. On the Continent he had grown "a splendid moustache... the
envy of al1 the boys abroacî," and which he had refüsed to shave off despite the repeated

warnings of Drs. Ogle and Greenhill that facial hair was against the college mies. As he
walked through the entrance of Trinity, however, Burton passed a pair of clean-shaven
students, one of whom iaughed at his moustache. Accustomed to European déconim.Burton
handed hirn his card and called him out on the spot. The undergraduate, not surprisingly, was
nonplussed. Explanations ensued, and Burton went ôway, convinced, he said, that he had
falien among grocers.3

Once settled in his rooms, he continued to make a name for himsdf with his bellicose
behaviour. A kindly porter warned him against tricks played on "fiesh young gentlemen,"
advising him to bar and lock his outer door against intniders. lncensed, Burton thnist a poker
into the fire and left his door open wide, determined to give any unwelcome guests "the
wannest possible r e ~ e ~ t i o nIn
. "tirne,
~
however, he recognised that the hazing was nothing
more than a rite of passage, and that once he submitted with good grace he was soon
accepted by the other students. "This was part and parcel of that unhappy education abroad,"

he wrote. "In English public schools, boys leam first 'to take', and then 'to give.' They begin
by being tosse4 and then by tossing othen in the b~anket."~
In the begïnning he did unbend enough to partake in the normal horseplay of collegiate

life. He let himself down on a rope into the Master of Balliol's garden, dug up his prized
flowers, and planted marigolds in their place. Using forbidden air canes, he and his fiends
shot the rooks which circled over the heads of the dons as they played at bowls, then laughed

in hiding as the professon examined the dead birds and tned to formulate an explanation for
their sudden demise. His tolerance for alcohol won hirn some respect, and he stayed erect
long enough to put most of his fellows to bed, although he maintained that the Welsh gave
him the rnost trouble.

The Oxford day, Burton remembered, began with compulsory Chape1 at eight am.,

during which most of the undergraduates swatted up their logic. This k v a s followed by a
massive breakfast, after which the students attended a couple of lectures ("Time completely
thrown away," Burton thought). Each was then fiee for the rest of the day, either to study or

to amuse themselves with recreational activities. Although Burton's extracurricular activities
included rowing and walks in nearby Bagley Wcxxi, where a pretty gypsy girl narned Selina
"sat in state to receive the shillings and homage of the undergraduates,"6 "the main solace of

my life was the fencing-room," and it was in the ~ J l de ' w that he first began to make
sbong friendships among his countrymen, including the m
%
a
i-

Archibald McLaren,

and Alfred Bate Richards of Exeter College, later editor of the MPming ~ d ~ e r t i s e r . ~
Away from the gymnasium, most of Burton's fiee tirne was spent at Oriel College with a

Iittle knot of friends which included Tom Hughes of Tomrown's S & o o l w fame. They

took lessons in boxing from the occasional professional who passed through the t o m , or
spent an evening with a hypnotist who appeared periodically to enliven things with a little
mesmerism. Once at Dr. GreenhiIl's he met both John Hemy Newman and Thomas Arnold in
the same evening. Great things were expected fiom the conversation of the two eminent men,

but it proved disappointing, k i n g confined to a discussion about the size of the Apode's
statues in St. Peter's in Rome.
In one of his early Indian books (Falconrv Vthp of the)
Burton mentioned

that he began his university career in a conventional manner as a "reading man," working
regularly twelve hours a &y, but that he "failed in everything" because Latin hexameters and
Greek iambics had not entered his list of studies. Thereafier, he said, he threw up the classics
and returned to his old pursuits of fencing, boxing, and single stick until leaving Odord in

1842 for a commission in the Indian a m y 9

He elaborated on this in his partial-autobiography, writing that in his second term he
appIied for two prize fellowships in Latin and Greek at University College and was turned

down on account of his insistence on speaking Italianised Latin as opposed to the hglicised
variety then used in Britain, and Greek Rornaically by accent, and not by quantity, as they did
at Athens. The fact that he said that he was beaten by a man who "turned a chorus of

Aeschylus into doggerel verse" is indicative of the bittemess he must have felt at the time.
Yet he also remarked that during the examination "at times the devil palpably entered into

me," a suggestion that he knew what was expected of him

- surely Mr. Dupré and Drs. Ogle

and GreenhiIl must have told him - and perversely decided to parade his continental

knowledge before the dons anyway.

In the same passage he also acknowledged that he

may have had a wish to fail:

The fellows at Tnnity were nice gentlemady men, but I by no means wished to
become one of their number. My father had set his heart upon both sons k i n g
provided for by the Univenities, and very ofien 'when fathers propose, sons dispose."

'

At least one biographer has suggested that it was this failure to attain these fellowships

which prompted Burton to give up serious study for university honours and instead tum to a
more exotic tongue

- Arabie. l 2 But this ignores Burton's own staternent that during his first

term he had already begun to w e w of the etemal Greek and Latin

k e n studying them irregularly for sixteen years

- he had, &er all, now

- and had started to study Arabic on his

own. l 3 Although there was a Regius Professor of Arabic at Mord, when Burton applied for

instruction he was told that it was the duty of a professor to teach a class and not an
individual; as there were no classes in Arabic at Oxford at this time Burton was then forced
to txy to teach himself
He later wrote that at Dr. Greenhili's one evening he met the Spanish arabist Don
Pascual de Gayangos, who saw that Burton was writing Arabic letters the wrong way, from
lefi to right, and showed him how to copy the alphabet. Burton never stated what prompted
him to choose Arabic as an alternative language, but it may not be too much to presurne that
he was influenced in his choice by the example of Dr. GreenhiIl, who knew not only Latin
and Greek but Arabic as well, and was destined in a few years' time to publish an English

trénslation of an Arabic medical t e a on smallpox. l4
In any event, following the end of the autumn term and the 'short' Christmas vacation

spent in London with his brother, grandmother and aunts, Burton was re-established at

Tnnity and j ust as contemptuous of the university as before, although he appears to have

done some work over the hoiidays, for he wrote that he surpnsed Dr. GreenhiIl by leming
. .Adam's Anby heart. He recognised that Oxford was undergoing great changes, but
scomed the teaching methods of the dons, calling their philology "ridiculous"and bemoaning
the fact that England's greatest university did not teach the original languages of the island Cornish, Gaeiic and Welsh. l5 He felt that one could leam more Greek and Latin in a year at

Bonn and Heidelburg than in three at 0xford,16 and wrote that the supposed hotbed of
. .
British scholasticism was a -ver=

not in the same class as Paris, Berlin, or

Vienna. 17
Learning a language, Burton argue4 is mostly an act of pure memory, as a child l e m s

its own, but which can be aided in adulthood by every artificial means possible. Dismissing
the conventional schemes for transliterating foreign languages such as Arabic, Sanscrit, or

Hebrew into Latin characters, he devised his own system which he said could give him
competency in a language in two or three months:

i got a simple grammar and voçabulary, marked out the forms and words 1 knew
were absolutely necessary, and learnt them by heart by carrying them in my poçket
and looking over them at spare moments during the &y. 1 never worked more than a
quarter of an hour at a tirne, for d e r that the brain lost its freshness. Mer learning
some three hundred words, easily done in a week, 1 stumbled through some easy
book-work (one of the Gospels is the most corne-atable), and underlined every word
that 1 wished to rewllect, in order to read over my pencillings at l e s t once a &y.
Having finished my volume, 1 then carefully worked up the grammar minutiae, and 1
then chose some other book whose subject most interested me. The neck of the
language was now broken, and progress was rapid If 1 came across a new sound like
the Arabic GhaM. 1 trained my tongue to it by repeating it so many thousand times a
day.When 1 read, 1 invariably read out loua so that ear might aid memory. 1 was
deiighted witb the most dificuit characters, Chinese and Cuneifonn, because 1 felt that
they impressed themselves more strongly upon the eye than the eternal Roman letters...
whenever 1 conversed with anyone in a language that 1 was learning, 1 twk the trouble
to repeat their words inaudibly after them, and so to leam the trick of pronunciation
and ernphasis.

*

Burton could have reapplied for the failed fellowships at a later time, and it seems that
he was warned by Dr. Greenhill to correct his tinguistic eccentricities if he wanted to take a
First cl as^,^^ but in his autobiography Burton again alluded to the disadvantages of his
European upbringing, suggesting that his education in al1 senses had become too broad to

focus on the specific scholastic demands required for a Fellowship or a First Class at Oxford:
1 soon ascertained the fact that men who may rely upon first classes are bred to it
frorn their childhood, even as horses and dogs are trained. They must not waste time
and memory upon foreign tongues. They must not dissipate their powers of brain upon
anything like general education. They may know the -isms, but they must be utterly
ignorant of the -01ogies; but above al1 things, they must not indulge themselves with
what is popularly called 'the World.' They must confine themselves to one straight
line, a college cmiculum, and even then they can never be certain of success. At
the very moment of gaining the prize their health rnay break down, and compel them to
give up work.20

There is also some evidence that despite Burton's apparent brava& ("-

n u l l u was ever my motto," he ~ r o t e )his
, self-esteem was darnaged by the Oxford failure
and that it r a n k ~ e dl. ~
Wtiting "1 did not care to begin rny life with a failure" in explaining his

decision to give up formally reading for a First Class, Burton later indicated that upon his
return fiorn hdia in 1849 he went back to Oxford with half a mind to return to the university
and take his degree, even if he would have been thiriy or more upon cornpletion.** One rnay

surmise, then, that Burton's feelings regarding Oxford Trinity College, and academic life in
general were indicative of that ambivalence or uncertainty which marks so much of his later
career, and which characterises his analyses of indigenous peoples. in later life Burton did
make occasional visits to his old coilege and would never fail to cal1 on his tutor, the
Reverend Thomas Short, or breakfast or dine with the dons who had k e n bachelors or
undergraduates during his time there, actions which suggest that some kind of a positive
impression was made during his stay at Trinit..23
During the Christmas break in London Richard and Edward Burton had made the
acquaintanceship of three sons of a colonel who were planning on joining the Indian amy
and urged them to enlist. They declined at the time, but filed the idea away in the back of
their mincis for future consideration. When the Hilary tenn ended in the spring Burton
rendenoused with Edward in London and then bothjoined the rest of the fs~milyin Germany
for the Long Vacation. At Heidelberg Richard told his father about his loathing of Oxford

and begged for permission to join the army or, failing that, to emigrate to Canada or
Australia. Likewise, Edward Burton was deathly sick of k i n g tutored for his matriculation to
Cambridge, and swore that he would rather be an army private than a fellow of the
university. Joseph Burton, however, was "inexorable," Burton remernbered. "He was a1waq.s
thinking of that f e l l o ~ s h i ~In. "the
~ ~autumn Richard rehirned to Oxford "with no good
will," and since his father refùsed to withdraw him, "1 resolved to withdraw ~ n ~ s e l f ? " ' ~
His object, he wrote, was to get himself nisticated, or suspended, not actually expelled;
"The former may happen in consequence of the smaliest irregularity, the latter implies
He now increased his rebellion against the university authorities,
ungentlernanly condu~t."*~

throwing lavish wine parties, circulating parodies and epigrams about the dons, and passing

around caricatures of Head of Houses, knowing full well that sooner or later they wodd
reach the ears of the dons themselves. Nothing happened, however, and as the terni
progressed Burton began to grow desperate. British influence in India was extending

northwest into Sind and beyond the Khyber Pass into Afghanistan; "John Company" recruits
stood a good chance of going up to the frontier after enlisting.
An opportunity came when a ceiebrated steeplechaser, Oliver the trishrnan, came to

Oxford and Burton was determined to see him ride. The university authorities forbade the
students to attend the race and to ensure cornpliance scheduled a compulsory lecture at the
same hour as the race was to be m.Richard and several others defied the order and attended
the steeplechase anyway. The foHowing momïng they were hauled before the authorities for
punishment. Either through design or genuine anger, Burton began to deliver a Iecture to the

dons on the nature of trust, arguing that there was no moral turpitude at k i n g present at a

race, that they were king treated as children, not collegiate men, and dropping in the general
axioms "trust begets tmt" and "they who trust us elevate us." When it came time to mete out
punishment al1 concerned were nisticateâ, but Burton records that he was "singled out-.. by
an especial recommendation not to r e t m to Oxford fiorn a Rus(tication)-"He acidly told the

dons that he hoped his fathets caution-money to Trinity would be honestly returned At this
the authorities rose in a body, and he retreated?'

Rather than slink frorn the town in disgrace, Richard and a &end rented a tandem and

set off fiom Oxford at a canter, driving over the college flower beds and d o m High Street
while Burton blared on a tin trurnpet and blew kisses to the shopgirls. Inside, however, he
was weasonably seething with rage, confessing that at the moment of his departure he felt
the truth of the sentiment:
"1 leave thee, Oxford, and 1 loathe thee well

Thy saint, thy sinner, scholar, prig, and swel~."*~
In London came the delicate matter of telling his family. Burton's aunts were astonished

at seeing him on their doorstep before term was over. He covered himself temporady by
telling them that he had been given a special vacation for having achieved a Double First
with the very highest honours. A celebratory dinner was thrown, but a family fncnd who was

invited grinned at him over the dimer-table and said, "Rusticated, eh?" Inquiries were made,
and the inevitable resuit "was a tableau."

Asked what he intended to d o with the rest o f his life, Burton replied that he wished to
go into the army but preferred the Indian service since he would see more of the world and it
would give him a better chance of active service. Here events conspired to help him, for

the winter of 1842 had recently reached Britain and the

&
&
fo
news of the Afghan &

demand for recruits, especially in the indian regiments, soared- Burton later wrote, "As those

An&ans (sic) (how 1 blessed their name) had cut gaps in many a regiment, my fattier
provided me with a commission in the M a n army and started me as quickly as was feasible

for the 'land of the
sorry for hirn

un."'*^ Joseph Burton now capitulateci - it is hard not to feel a little

- and a commission was found for Richard in the private army of the

Honourable East India Company. It was arrangeci that he would sail for India in the early
summer of 1 842.30
In the meantirne Burton was determined to enjoy his remaining time in Lmdon and

prepare for what would be a minimum of ten years' s e ~ c on
e the Subcontinent before he
received the customary three-year fùrlough to be spent overseas- He had himself outfitted,

boxed and fenced, and for a time dabbled in the occult. Significantly, however, he appears to
have been thinking ah&

and whether fiom foresight that his seMce would be made easier

or concrete plans for advancement, he spent part of his spare time studying Hindustani under

the tutelage of Duncan Forbes, Professor of Oriental Languages at King's Coliege, London,
who encouraged him to keep up the little stock of Arabie he had begun at Oxford and to

continue in Oriental studies.
Eventually Burton went to be sworn in at the East India Company oflices in Leadenhall

Street, "a wonderhl duIl and srnoky old place.

The demand for recruits had brought in a

number of country boys with bad haircuts, heavy boots, and no gloves; as a gentleman
Burton was aghast to discover that it was possible to become an officer in the Indian army
without k i n g considerd as such, wtiich was distinctly not the position in the British army.

Looking askance at a fnend who was k i n g swom in on the same &y, he rernembered that
they felt as if they had fallen arnong Young ~ a h o o s . ~ ~

Burton had relatives in Calcutta and so was intended original1y for the Bengal
Presidency, but wanting as much fieedorn as possible, he opted instead for the Bombay
forces. On June 18,1842, accompanied by his kit, a pet bull-temer named Pepper, and
having shaved his head against the Indian heat

- a wig was brought along for social

occasions - he embarked from Greenwich aboard the sailing barque Johnbund for
Bombay.

On a superficial level Burton's academic career can be seen to have been little more than

a colossal waste of time. He went down fiom Oxford without a degree and little beyond a
deserved reputation as a troublemaker. But a reaàing of Burton's scattered references to the
university convey the impression that he lefl formai academia with mixed feelings. Both
Isabel Burton and Georgiana Stisted note that Burton would offen remark in later life how he

regretted having to leave the univenity, but he could not obey his father and thus was bent on
rustication. We have also seen how he conternplated completing his s ~ d i e swhen he retumed
fiom india in 1849; even his lie to his aunts in London that he had been given a vacation for

having achieved a Double First is indicative of a wish for acadernic achievement and a desire
for family pride.33

But he was critical of Oxford itself and remained so. The climate of the area, Burton
believed wrongly, was a contrïbuting factor to the general nervousness and insomnia of the
undergraduates, the effects of damp air imbued with local rnarsh gases.34 The teaching
system he believed to be particularly worthless, writing "in my day, men were compelled to
waste, notoriously to waste

- an hour ot two every moniing, for the purpose of puning a few

pounds sterling into the pocket of some droning donf135
Nevertheless, he must have left university with some masure of respect

- however

grudging - for forma1 scholarship and scholastic life. Although in his autobiography Burton

dismissed the Oxford of the early 1840s as a "hotbed of toadyism and flunkeyism," he was
careful to note the exceptions.36 Although only seven y-

older than Burton, William

Alexander Greenhill was possibly the first genuine scholar h e had ever met and perhaps was
more of an influence than is generally appreciated Dr. Greenhill helped him with the
classics as DuPré should have done, introduced him to many notables, and may have inspired
hirn to begin Arabic. He respect& the stout common sense of a certain Dr. Jenkins, and years

later remembered hirn in his translation of the Hindu folktales-V
which the don reappears as the only

Vamgkg, in

who objects to the tigeer k i n g res~rrected.~'

Likewise, he had great regard for the men of Balliol, then in its ascendancy, mentioning
Coleridge, Warà, Lake, and Jowett, and recalled with approval Dean Gaisford of Christ
Church, who kicked someone Burton descnid as Lord W-

out of the college and

compelled him to go to the lesser Tnnity for Iaxity.
Moreover, one notices that while Burton's linguistic endeavours in Europe had been
solely for the purpose of communication, a few years later, as a subaltern in India, he would
begi n to study indigenous languages and customs not merely fiom a communicative

perspective but increasingly fiom a scholarly one. It may alço be noted that later in life
Burton did return to the classics afier a fashion when he translated the works of Roman p e t s
such as Catullus, Apuleius and Ausonius, although it is clear that he only chose those pets

whose works were then considered i n d e ~ i c a t e . ~ ~
Thus, whatever his protestations to the çontrary, it is apparent that by the time he
attained his majority and lefi Europe for India in 1842 Burton had been affected to greater
and lesser degrees by two major influences: the nomadic, continental upbringing which gave
him a marked linguistic facility but deprived hirn of the English social conditioning he felt
\vas necessary to succeed in public life, and ari expsure, however tenuous, to higher

leaming. It was these two early influences, in fact, which laid the adrnittedly unsystematic
foundations for his later forays into serious scholarship in lndia and his immersion into
indigenous cultures.

-
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Cbapter Tbree

India and First Writings

Pre-raj India1 was to be the crucible of Richard Burton's early experiences as an
observer of and commentator on indigenous cultures, as well as the first instance of a
recurring theme in his life, Le. the presentation of opportunity and its forfeiture, whether

through circumstance or his own actions. Tt was in India that Burton loosened fiom his
English roots by his Continentai upbringing and possessing an immense innate curiousity,
first began systematically to consider the manners and customs of a non-European culture,
and to \Mite of those manners and customs for publication. We shall see in these years a
distinct progression in Burton's development fiom an ambitious but untried army subaltem to
an emerging scholar and irnperial agent with a singular

- possibly unique - perspective from

which to study foreign cultures. His return fiom tndia in 1849 after some professional
mis fortune marked as it were, the end of Burton's "apprenticeship" and the beginnings of his
reputation as an ethnologist and one of the foremost travellers and explorers of his
generation- Unti l recently Burton's career in India has been undervalued by researchers, who
appear to have the tendency to regard his later exploits as having corne into k i n g more or

less fully-grown.* Therefore Burton's tenure in India and his early writings on the
Subcontinent will be examined here in some detail, since they reveal much which prefigures
his later career.

In the &ys before the advent of stearn the voyage around Cape Hom to hdia was a fourmonth affair, the bulk of which Burton spent in pleasant boredom aboard the John.
"Normally on such voyages, al1 begin by miking together, and end by talking with
themselves," he wrote3 His record of shipboard life was wrinen lightly, with the usual
pranks and pastimes related in conversational mode. But he aiso mentioned that he spent
time preparing himself for service in the Bombay Presidency by reading Mill's ponderous

History of fiand continuing with his language studies, noting that as well as keeping up
with the dozen or so lessons in Hindustani begun by Duncan Forbes in London he read al1 the
Hindustani books on board and conversed ffequently with the ship's Indian servants, so much
so that upon arriva1 at Bombay he was able to astonish the throng of paiaquin bearers on the
pier head with the "vivacity and nervousness of rny phraseology.1'4

The J_ohn Knoxanded in Bombay Harbour on the evening of October 27, 1842. The
nest morning the Governrnent Pilot came on board and dashed the hopes of the twenty

recruits who demanded news of Afghanim. At his answer, Burton remembered dryly,
"al1 hopes fell to zero. Lord Ellenborough had succeeded Lord Auckland... . The campaign
was finished. Ghunzi had faIlen, the prisoners had been given up. Pollock, Sale, and Pratt had

been perfectly successful, and there was no chance of becorning Commanders-in-Chief
within the year."5
Bombay itself was a disappointment. Everything "lwked upon a pauper scale." In
language reminiscent of his cornplaints about Oxford he saw the harbour as a sewer, the

landscape bleached of colour, the sky dingy and gray, and even the single Catholic cathedra1
tower in the town "seerned to be splotched and corroded as if by gangerene (sic)." Burton's
and is the eariiest
first sight of a Sepoy, he wrote, "nearlydrove me back to the John1'
record of his life-Iong dislike of

in foreign dress:

1 saw an imitation European article... a shako, planted on top of a dingy face,

and hair as greasy as a Chinese's. The coat of faded scarlet seemed to contain
a murnmy with m s Iike dnrmstickç, and its legs, clad in blue dungaree, seemed
to fork from below its waist!

Mildly il1 fiom the climatic change - "seasonal sickness," he called it

- the garrison

surgeon transferred him ffom the British Hotel to a sanitorium for invalids by the sea, close
by the

(Hindu funeral pyres). Here the "invalids" led what Burton described as "the

most roystering and rackety life,"and introduced him to his first experiences with indian
prostitutes.7 At another time he wrote that he and his friends spent most evenings "in some
place of dissipation - to put it mildly - such as the Bhendi bazar (sic), whose attractions

consisted of dark young perçons in gaudy dress, moçk jewels, and hair japanned with
cocoanut (sic) oïl ... . 8
t*

This may be an overstatement for effect, for he also mentioned that his first evening in
Bombay w . s spent in the Company of a well-known munshi. or native language-instmctor, a

Parsee priest named Dosabhai Sohrabji, who had tutored generations of cadets in the
1anYmgesof the Subcontinent. During Burton's six weeks in Bombay waiting to be gazetted,
Sohrabji çuided him in Hindustani, started him on Gujarati, and began elementary lessons in
Persian.9
Burton wrote three autobiographical fiagrnents on his Indian career, parts of which - his

l
a
i
nHilk by
thumbnail sketches of Anglo-Indian life - presage Kipling's P
Particularly interesting are his comrnents regarding the English he

nearly for@years.

encountered in Bombay and elsewhere. Most of these, he wote, showed "the nanowest,
most fanatic, and the most intolerant spirit" towards the Indians. His personal attitudes, as we
shall see, were decidedly authontarian and imperialist, yet he recalled that the British in
India "looiced upon the heathen around them (very often far better than themselves), as
faggots ready for burning."'

'

Later, at Baroda, he wrote that "there was not one subaltern in

the 18th Bombay N. 1. who did not consider himself perfectly capable of goveming a million
Hindus."

'

This, h e wrote in 1876, was an administrative mistake. "The greatest danger in

British India is the ever-growing gulf that yawns behveen the governors and the governed;
they lose touch of one another, and such racial estrangement leads directly to racial

'

hostility."

After six weeks he was issued orders to join his regiment, the 18th Bombay Native

1n fantry, stationed in Baroda, Gujarat. Accompanied by numerous Goanese servants, he

sailed by

up the Coast to Tankaria-Bundar in the Bay of Cambay before marching

iniand to Baroda. Here he was assigned a bungalow and settled down to regimental life,
discovering that a "griffen's"
India less than a year

- the designation given to those subalterns who had been in

- life was not unpleasant. "He has a hone or two, pan of a house, a

pleasant mess, plenty of pale ale, as much shooting as he c m manage, and an occasional
invitation to a dance, where there are thirty-two cavaliers to three darnes.. . ."l4 "In those
days," he rernembered, "sens~hlemen who went out to India took one of two lines

- they

either shot, or they studied languages. " l5
At first he did participate in some of the local amusements - pigsticking, hunting tigers
from the backs of elephants, or watching the local prince's spectacles. "But some are vain
enough to want more," he wmote, "and of those fools was 1."16 Although Burton did not

mention a specific genesis, it seerns likely that sometime before arriving in Baroda he
formulated a plan to win hirnself a staff appointment as a regimental interpreter, knowing
that a transistor's position would directly benefit his military career:

In India two roads lead to preferment.. . getting a flesh wound, cutting down a
few of the enemy, and doing sornething eccentric, so that your narne may creep into a
despatch. The other path, study of languages, is a rugged and torturous one, still you
have only to plod steadity dong its path, and,sooner or later, you must corne to a
'staff appointment.'l

'

So he threw hirnself "with a kind of a fienzy"upon his studies, keeping up the Arabic he
had begun at university and spending the better part of twelve hours a &y in what he

described as a "desperate tussle with Hindustani," working with two munshiwho relieved

one another every two hours.

Barely six rnonths after arriving in india, Burton obtained

l a v e to travel to Bombay for the officia1 examination in Hindustani. l9 Twelve officers took
the examination at the town hall on 5 May 1843 before Chief Examiner Major-Generai

Vans-Kennedy, a fine scholar of Indian languages who, like William AIexander Greenhill,
was an influence on the young Richard Burton. Vans-Kennedy lived in a tumbledown

bungalow with a number of native servants and a massive collection of books and
manuscripts on al1 aspects of indian culture. Burton passed fint of the twelve, gaining VansKennedy's notice and encouragement. So far as can be detennined, this was the first time

Burton had ever won anything in formal cornpetition against others, and his confidence
soared. "1 had been humble enough before 1 passes" he recalled, "but, having once got
through 1 was ready to back my knowledge agai-nstthe worldn20

Emboldened by this success, Burton returned to Baroda with a stock of Gujarati books
and in the summer o f 1û43 was appointed regimental interpreter. At once he plunged into the

local language, Gujarati, and began elementary lessons in Sanskrit fiom the regimental
schoohaster. His fluency in Hindustani set him apart fiom his fellow-officers, most of
whom could speak only a kind of fiactured Anglo-Hindustani even afler years of service. On
parade they were reduced to using hybrid words such as "Tandelees" (Stand at ease) and
"Fiz-bag-net" (Fix bayonets). Working through the rainy season, he was suficiently prepared
to again travel to Bombay and in October of 1843
in Hindustani

- less than six months afier having passed

- he again finished fint, this time in ~ujarati?

Superficially, Burton's quest for fluency in Indian languages may be viewed simply as
the carefully-laid plans of an arnbitious young subaltern for advancement. But it also had the

effect of aiienating him fiom the club-like English society he found at Bombay and Baroda
and disliked h e a r t i ~To
~ .l ~e a~n the languages of even a partïallysccupied land is to grow

inevitably closer to its indigenous inhabitants and further away fiom one's monoglot fellows.
Burton's studies took up a great part of his day and put him in aimost continuous contact with
Indians who acted not only as servants but aIso as inscnictors and tutors. This his messmates
found incomprehensible; within a few months they started to gnunble about his unsoçiability
and growing interest in native society. Eventually they began to refer to him by what Burton

temed the "orninous sobriquet" of "the White ~ i ~ ~ e r . " ' '
Like many junior officers in Baroda he kept a native mistress called a &in his
quarten to seMce his needs and help him with the sptiut of the language. The few English
women in the area he ignored, refusing to conforrn to the custom of calling on the oficers'
and bureaucrats' wives during the moming hours. In one of his Indian memoirs Burton tells

us nothing about the actual Indian girl he lived with, limiting himself to a short discussion

about the advantages of the bubusystem in general:
The Bibi (white woman) was at that time rare in India; the result was the tnumph
of the Bubu (coloured sister). I found every officer in the corps more or less
provided with one of these helpmates. We boys naturally followed suit; but 1 had to

s a e r the protestations of the Portuguese g&g, who had taken upon himself the
cure and charge of my soul, and was like a hen who had hatched a duckiing. 1 had
and GQEI of the Bubu system... . The
a fine opportunity of studying the
"walking dictionary" is ail but indispensible to the Student, and she teaches
him not only Hindostani (sic) grammar, but the syntaxes of native life. She
keeps house for him, never allowing him to save money, or, if possible, to waste
it. She keeps the servants in order. She has an infallible recipe to prevent
maternity, especially if her tenue of office depends upon such compacts. She
looks after him in sickness, and is one of the best nurses, and, as it is not good
for man to live alone, she makes him a manner of home.24
In Baroda Burton continued to distance himself From his fellow-oficers by induiging in
sunciq aspects of native life and spumïng conventional English activities. He learned the
Indian system of riding (winning the regimental horserace), took lessons fiom a
snakechmer to cure his fear of serpents, and dabbled in the native style of wrestling. As a
partial extension of his language studies he also began to examine the beliefs and systems of
the many religions and philosophies around him, tndian and European alike. He caused
further comment by dispensing with seMces in the Anglican chape1 and attending Catholic
Mass conducted by a Goanese priest, as well as deIving deeply enough into Hinduism that
some years later a Brahmin teacher allowed him to Wear the Janeo(Brahrninicai Thread of
the Re-born). Later, he took up the serious shidy of Sufism and claimed to have become a
Master ~ u t i . ~ ~

From these activities it may be fair to assume that Burton was as intent on the pleasure
of discovery as he was on the accumulation of knowledge for personal advancement. He

once confessed that "Discovery is mostly my mania," and one can be sure that a large part of
his emotional life was concemed with the unlocking of closed doors and the ferreting out of

secrets.26 This sometimes went to bizarre lengths. For a time in India he decided to forego
the messhall entirely and as an experiment gathered a group of forty monkeys together and
made an attempt to decipher the secrets of sirnian speech. In a direct slap at regimental life
he called them by camp names: doctor, chaplain, secretary, aideae-camii.agent; a pretty
female monkey he called wife and put pearls in her ears. In time he said he was able to

distinguish sixty separate sounds which he wrote down and tried to imitate, but these were
destroyed in a warehouse fire short1y afier his rnarriage in 186 1.27
It is apparent that by this time Burton was not merely a junior oficer with a

for

languages. In temperament and habit he lived apart fiom other Europeans in India. His
upbnnging and exposure to a varïety of European cultures as a youth undoubtedly left hirn
Iess insular and more susceptible to foreign influences than his messmates, but in any event
he seems to have had an inclination to remain apart fiom conventional society and immerse
himsel f in what most of his peea would have considered outlandish or d.
Certainly part of Burton's character had the romantic's taste for the exotic which found
its first expression in learning Arabic at Oxford and saw its fullest flowering in India; in this

sense he was no different corn other romantic spirits who found novelty and a sense of
escape ând Fulfillrnent in what Europe thought of as the " ~ a s t . " ~What
*
is significant about

Burton, however, was the extent to which he was willing to become involved with the
cultures he came into contact with, whatever his personai attitudes were towards the
indigenous peoples. We shall see in coming pages examples of his imperialist and racist
views regarding native peoples, but an innate "need to know"appears to have k e n with hirn

always and dominated his prejudices to a significant extent, allowing him to make
dispassionate accumulations of data on d l facets of indigenous life, even if his analyses and
opinions often reflected the tenor of the times and his own bellicose nature.
The cosmopolitan

Burton developed as an expatriate child on the Continent

facilitated this tendency. If, as a reviewer in the

Review remarked, he grew up

"without the most elementary notions of discipline and obedience," his wandering childhood
and adolescence also enabled him to assimilate and mimic aspects of local life to a

rernarkable extent2' An upbringing outside England could not have done other than loosen
Burton's attitudes towards "alien" cultures and provide the background to his study of extraEuropean peoples. This seems to have begun without conscious thought in Baroda but
eventually became more pronounced later, in the newlyenquered province of Sind, in

present-day Pakistan. Burton's six years in Sind ( 1843 - 1849) produced not only a deeper
penetration into indian life but his tint attempts at serious scholarship following the Oxford
&bâcl& and as such will provide the nexus of this chapter.

Sind

Soon after returning to Baroda from Bombay following his second language

examination, Burton's regiment was ordered north as reinforcements to Karachi, in the
recently-conquered temtory of Sind In two great battles fought early in t û43 Sir Charles
Napier, called "the Devil's Brother" by the Sindians, annexed almost 50,000 square miles in
the valley of the Indus, pushing the East lndia Company's sphere of influence inexorably
closer to the Afghan frontier. Although reaction in England was mixed on news of the
a n n e ~ a t i o nand
~ ~Napier hirnself had rnisgivings about British rule in ~ n d i a , ~within a year
of its conquest his administration turned Sind into one of the safest Indian provinces.

Burton wrote approvingly of Napier's "enlightened despotism" and administrative skills,
but as with his views on the British in India in general he was critical of the General's lack of
insight into native s ~ c i e t ~Freed
. ) ~ slaves, he noted, were tumed out only to stawe, while by

not understanding the badli system of using proxies for executions Napier once scandalised
. ~ ~ Burton later wrote in
his Judge AdvocatGeneral by hanging the wrong p e r ~ o nNapier,

language rerniniscent of himself, "wasutterly deficient in prudence ... did not care a fig how

many enemies he made, and his tongue was like a scorpion's sting... . In fact, he declared war
to the l ~ n i f e . " ~ ~
Burton's continental upbringiog had more than merely the efiect of prompting him to
leam languages. En to Karaçhi, he stnick up a fnendship with Captain Walter Scott of
the Bombay Engineers, a nephew of the novelist. Scott had been appointed to head the

oficial survey of Lower Sind as well as s u p e ~ s the
e reconstruction of the Indus imgation
system. Delighted to discover that Burton could read the Italian books on canaiization he had

brought with him, Scott remembered Burton in Sind and later had him transferred to his
staff, a move which had a profound effect on Burton's later indian career.

During this p e n d Karachi was a settlement of about 6,000 souk, mostly Muslim with a
few Hindu and Goanese Christians, "a mass of low mud hovels... with flat mud roofs,

windowless mud walls... nurnerous mud ventilators... built upon a low platform of mudcovered rock."35 The cantonment was situated a mile outside the city, a sea of tents with no
barracks or bungalows; besides the 18th Bombay Native Infantxy there were regiments of the
regular m y , the 78th Highlanders and the 86th or "County Down Boys," altogether about
5000 British and lndian troops.

After a month the 18th Bombay N. 1. was transferred to Gharo (spelled "Gharra" by

Burton), forty miles southeast of Karachi, a "mild Miltonian hell where the world shines and
glistens, reeks and swelten, hl1 the face of the earth peels and flakes, cracks and blisters."36
Here Burton spent nine miserable months performing mostly routine translations of court-

martial proceedings for the Sepoys. He was immensely bored. He had begun Sindi
immediately upon arriving in Karachi but soon switched to Marathi, hoping for a transfer. In
the autumn examinations in Bombay he again passed first of six in Marathi and was

confident of being stationed outside Sind. Once he retumed to his regiment, however, he
found that he had been appointed to Walter Scott's survey team and thence retumed to Sindi

with a passion.
His appointment to the survey tearn was a boon to his career, since it removed him fiom
mundane duties and lefi him largely to his own devices while in the field. He ate in a small
Mess with the five other offlcers of the team, took up cockfighting and hawking, joined the
local Masonic lodge, and quickly learned the rudiments of surveying. At the begiming of
December 1844 he was dispatched with a small team to work on the canal system at Fulazli
and the Guni River. He took his work seriously, earning an officiai cornmendation for his

efforts, but more importantly for our purposes, it is evident that during these months Burton
found himself edging closer towards his fim serious attempts at scho~arshi~.~'

Like his language studies at Baroda and now in Sind, Burton's surveying assignments
had the effect of bringing him in close proximity with the indigenous population. Dependent

on them for society, he began to emulate Major-General Vans-Kennedy and other orientalists
he met in India, collecting books and manuscripts "and to gather around me those who could
make them of any use."38 By the end of his first year in Sind he claimed to have had "Persian

at my finger-ends, suficient Arabic to r a d , write, and converse fluently, and a superficial
knowiedge of.. Punjaubee (sic)," and thereafier began "the systematic study of the Sindian
people, their manners and their tongue.,139
There is evidence, however, that despite his burgeoning interest in ethnology Burton still

harboured resentment against formalised academia. Two incidents fiom 1845 attest to this. It
was a prevailing belief arnong antiquarians of the time that the famous "Ten Lost Tribes of

Israel" had rnigrated east and assimilated wi-th india's indigenous population. As the British
presence in the northwest fiontier expanded, early ethnologists came across a srna11 tribe in
Brahuistan thought to have "semitic" features. Speculation ran rife that these codd be
descendents of the lost Israeiites. Curious, Burton visited the tribe, dismissed the theory as
bosh, and decided to needle the theorists by copying a Hebrew grarnmar and vocabulary,
adding "barbarie tenninations," and presenting it as proof that "the lost was fomd at
Bombay, he wrote smugly, was electnfied by the news. "The Presidency rang for nine days
~ 4 t hthe discovery," and it was only with dificulty that Walter Scott prevented him from
canying the prank still M e r by publishing the proof and continuing the hoax4I

Likewise, when he watched a group of antiquarians digging at Sehwan - reputedly a
camp of Alexander the Great's

- he decided to show up their credulity by smashing a cheap

earthen jar adomed with replicas of Etniscan figures, aging it with fire and acid, and burying
it at the dig under cover of darkness. The archaeologists found the remnants and were

galvanised by the apparent evidence that the mystenous Etruscans had onginated in India's
northwest frontier$2 prornoting Burton to write sneeringly in his first book, "Antiq-ans
everywhere are a simple race.d3

He had the sense to admit k i n g the perpetrator of both hoaxes and in later life wrote
that he repented "in sackcloth and ashes" for what he described as "these ugly practical
jokes."4j In his fiflies he tumed to serious archaeological activities, digging on the Isîrian
Peninsula in the Austro-Hunga"an Empire and in Emiscan ruiw in

ta^^.^^ Eventually he

made a significant contribution to the fledgling science by examining and copying the socalled "Hamath nones" of Syria and postulating correctly that they were Hittite in ~ r i g i n . ~ ~
It is si@ ficant that even as he moçked academics Burton was still drawn, alrnost

inexorably, to serious scholarship. ln Karachi he befriended Dr. John Frederick Steinhaeuser,
a young army surgeon and linguist who shared Burton's interest in oriental studies and first
urged him to consider translating an unexpurgated version of

N

a

EntertainrnentseJ7Either actively encouraged by men like Vans-Kennedy, Walter Scott, and
John Steinhaeuser, or in emulation of them, Burton began to accumulate pieces of oriental
literature, kept detailed journals and records of what he saw, and continued with his language
studies. In Sind he hired two &to coach him in Sindi, Persian, and Arabic. When not
employed on Survey duties he studied fiorn 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily; his instmctors had
him read aloud for the first hour of the session while they corrected his pronunciation and
emphasis, then switched to conversation for the next sixty minutes.48
Gharo was the current home of the Agha Khan, leader of the Ismailia sect of Islam
which had originated in Persia in the 13th century. In this atmosphere Burton was much

taken with the Persians and Persian ways. The language itself he called "the richest and most
charming of Eastern languages,'*49 and referred warmly to "The gifted Iranian race,
physically the noblest and most beautifid of al1 known to me, has exercised upon the world's
history an arnount of influence which had not yet k e n fùlly recognized.ltS0At Gharo he
lived as a Persian, wearing Persian dress and keeping his hair and eyes groomed in the
Penian fishion.''

He becarne friendly with Husayn, the brother of the Agha Khan Mahallati,

and other Persian notables in the are* although probably not to the extent some speculative
wri ten have c~airned?~
Later, while on tour in northern Sind with Walter Scott, he becarne

briefly enamoured of a Persian gr1 he saw on the road, giving rise to a persistent legend that
the great love of his life was a beautifid Penian wornan he met and lost in ~ i n d . ~ ~
It was one thing to study the langages of the Subcontinent as a professional army

ofticer bent on self-advancement, but while serving on the Survey tearn Burton took a
momentous step. Knowing that as a European he couid see only what the natives would
allow him to see of their culture and imer lives, he resolved to submerge his identity as an

Englishman and go out arnong the people in disguise as a native:
The first di fficulty was to pass for an Oriental, and this was as necessary as
it \vas difficult. The European official in India seldom, if ever, sees anything in
its real light, so dense is the veil which the f h l n e s s , the duplicity, the prejudice,
and the superstitions of the natives hang before his eyes. And the white man lives
a life so distinct tiom the black, that hundreds of the former serve through what
they cal1 their "term of exile" without once k i n g present at a circumcision feast, a
wedding, or a funeral.54

Using his o w dark features and eyes as a starting-point, Burton stained his face, han&
and feet with heruia, clothed himself in native garb, and went out to mingle with the people:
After t ~ n several
g
characters, the easiest to be assumed W... that of a
half-Arab, half-Iranian, such as may be met with in thousands along the northem
shore of the Persian Gulf. The Sindians would have detected in a moment the
difference between my articulation and their own, had 1 attempted to speak their
vernacular dialect, but they attnbuted the accent to my strange country, as naturally
as a home-bred Englishman would account for the bad pronunciation of a foreigner
calling himself partly Spanish, partly ~orhguese.

*'

Burton called himself

(Mister) Abdullah of Bushire, and wïth one of his &in

tow opened three small shops in the Karachi bazaar selling dates, oil, cloth, tobacco and

ginger and travelling about the countryside disguised as a merchant:

With hair falling upon his shoulders, a long beard, face and hands, arms
and feet, stained with a thin coat of henna,
Abdullah of Bushire - your
humble servant - set out upon many and many a trip. He was a
a vendor
of fine linen, calicoes, and muslins - such chapmen are sometimes admitted
to display their wares, even in the sacred h m . . . . He secured nurnberless
invitations, was proposed to by several papas, and won, or had to think he
won, a few hearts; for he came as a rich man and he stayed with dignity, and
he departed exacting ail the honours?

As an acknowledged outsider

Abdullah could ask a host of questions on

practically any subject, the answers to which Richard Burton duly recorded in his notebooks
each night. He collected data on castes, folk magic, dress, weaponry, aphrodisiacs, moral
fables, and sexual ways. From playing chess with theology students he leamed rnuch of
Islamic religious practices; fiom drinking hemp and smoking opium wtth Sindian addicts he
was able to record his impressions, while fiom matchrnakers among the Faithful he gathered
a plethora of pnvate history and domestic s ~ a n d a l . ~"'M a t r e n e s he saw! what adventures

hc went through! But who would believe, even if he ventured to detail
Sometime during Burton's years in Sind - probably during the first year in the
cantonment outside Karachi, where Sir Charles Napier was staying t e m p o d l y with his wife
and daughters

- Napier became aware of Burton's linguistic abilities and began to use hm,

first as an interpreter, then later - the exact ongins are unknown - as an intelligence agent.

, ~ ~ autobiography contains
Although Napier does not mention him in his d i a ~ yBurton's
material indicating that the prickly General respected the younger man's abilities and began
to use him increasingly during these years.60

Isabel Burton wrote that her husband acted as an operative under General Napier for five
This
years, from 1844 to 1849, when Burton returned to England on sick-~ertificate.~'
cannot be, for Napier himself lef? Sind in July of 1847, while Burton was on sick-lave at
Ootacamund. Furthemore, for part of the time indicated by Lady Burton her husband worked
as an active field surveyor on Walter Scott's team, and would not have come into regdar
contact with Napier. Popuiar writers have made much of Burton's activities as an intelligence
agent, apparently trying to invoke the spirit of Ian Fleming in order to further burnish his

while still othen have asswned his role as a professional spy and imperial agent in
order to bernoan the fact of British occupation of the ~ubcontinent.6~
That Burton acted as an occasionai agent seems indisputable, both fiom his references to

his work under Napier and a later reference to his having access to Secret SeMce fiuids, but
as he was reporting directly to Napier he was clearly not part of a forma1 intelligence

department.@ Moreover, it must be indicated that British Secret Senice work at this time
was largely an ad h w affair, generally given to capable men with opportunities for

intel 1igence-gathering abroad, men whose talents were utilised by the authorities as the
occasion demanded but who did not otherwise act on a continuous espionage basis; an
analogous figure in o u own century would be T.E. Lawrence at Carchemish before the First
World ~ a rIt is
. probable
~ ~ that Burton's linguistic talents as an officer capable of effective
disguise somehow came to the attention of Sir Charles Napier and Burton was either ordered

or asked to bnng Napier information From the field as requested.
One of these episodes has k e n the cause of much speculation among researchers, for the
document involved now appears lost, if in fact it was ever written, as at least one observer

doubtso6 Burton himself only w o t e o f the subject for publication in his sixties, in his
Terminal Essay which concludes T h m e -

N i g h t s d a N-.

In 1845, when Sir Charles Napier had conquered and annexed Sind... the
veteran began to consider his conquest wïth a curious eye. It was reported to
him that Karachi.. . supported no less than three
or bordels, in which
not women but boys and eunuchs... lay for hire. Being then the only British
offrcer who could speak Sindi, 1 \vas asked indirectly to make enquines and to
report upon the subject and I undertook the task on express condition that my
report should not be fonvarded to the Bombay Governrnent, from whom
supporters of the Conquerets policy could expect x a n t favour, mercy, or
justice. Accompanied by a
Mi= Mohammed Hosayn of Shiraz, and
habited as a merchant, M i t a Abdullah the Bushiri p s e d many an evening in
the townlet, visited all the
and obtained the fullest details which were
duly despatched to Government ou se?'

Napier appears to have k e n shocked by the information Burton provided and moved ?O
act. A letter to Napier from one of his Collectors during this penod demonstrates that the
public morality of Sind was much improved "by putting down the infamous beasts who,
dressed as women, plied their trade in the Meers' (sic) time openly," while recording the
financial involvement of the Amirs themselves in the brothels, information which
conceivably could have corne from Burton's investigations.68
As to its actual existence, historiography surrounding this "Karachi Report" is mixed Ali

of Burton's early biographen who mention the report accept his statements in The-&

t
h
e
as NiehtsighNiehtosaaighdonuard f a ~ t ! ~ Convenely, in her research for
e Devi1 Driva Fawn Brodie made a concerted effort to locate this document, having
searches conducted in the India Office Records in London, the Bombay Record Office in
.~~
Del hi, and the Governrnent of Pakistan Records at Lahore. These proved f i ~ i t l e s sNorman
Penzer cites a work he found in a posthumous listing of Burton's unpublished works entitled
but thought that it was destroyed in Lady Burton's destruction o f her
husband's papers following his death. The original report he also believed lost."
A later bibliographer, James A. Casada, believes the report was probably never written,

but was used by Burton as a justification for what he considered to be a less-than-stellar
military career; Casada rightfully reminds us that Burton was not always the most veracious
of men.72 A recent biographer, Edward Rice, wonders why Burton's report to Napier on the

subject of homosexual brothels was written when his other reports to Napier were apparently
given orally, since no record of them in wwïtten fonn existsï3 Nevenheless, Christopher
Ondaatje, a serious amateur researcher into Burton's career, believes that Burton did in fact
write something unofficial for General Napier, later using the information fiom his notes for
the section on pederasty in the Terminal Essay of

Rook oftlile T h 0 4 N
-

u although Ondaatje also notes that the late Prime Minister of Pakistan, Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto, made repeated attempts to find the document but like Brodie had been
unsuccessful. 74
For rnysel f, 1 believe that the essential facts o f Burton's version are correct, i.e. that he
did obtain a detailed report on m d e brothels in Karachi at the request

- "indirectly," he

describes it in the Terminal Essay - o f Sir Charles Napier, set it down in some kind o f
manuscript f o m , and gave it to Napier, who then destroyed the brothels as noted in the

Collecter's letter. There is some evidence - albeit circumstancial

- for this. For one thing,

besides the information provided in his Terminal Essay, Burton makes an oblique reference
to his report in one of his autobiographical fragments written in 1 8 7 6 . Likewise,
~~
there is
the reference in Penzer to the posthumous existence of a work relating to Karachi, although

naturally it could be on any subject relating to the town or the surrounding area. More
signi ficantly, Burton's later writings show a knowledge of homosexual practices in the East
which he used in the section on pederasty in the Terminal Essay of the &g&

incIuding the

habit of charging double the price of an unçastrated boy in a bordel10 because "the scrotum
could be used as a kind of bridle in directing the movernents of the

anima^."'^ Conceivably

this and other details could have been taken directly fiom surviving notes or a copy of the
actual report.77 Lastly, as we shall see, in the same section of the Terminal Essay Burton
stated explicitly certain facts regarding the report's later history which points to his having
knowledge of its official path, suggesting that it was in fact some sort of a witten
memorandum.
Yet mystery continues to surround this document and its alleged impact on Burton's
military career, if for no other reason than it has not k e n found and the only source for this
episode is Burton himself, so bis statements cannot be corroborated His service record in the
India Office Library reveals nothing which could be construed as moral turpitude on his part.
Instead, for such a gadfly it is surpnsingly positive, with a number of cornmendations for
performance and continued recognition of his linguistic a c ~ o r n ~ l i s h m e n tUnless
s . ~ ~ some
enterprising researcher has a lucky accident in encountering the elusive Karachi Report or a
surviving copy of it, it is likely to stay lost and remain one more enigmatic incident in a life
full of inscrutable episodes. For the time being, however, Burton's report appears to have
been buried in Napier's files and forgotten by the parties involved, dthough according to its

-

author it would resurface later (see below, pp. 97 98).
In Novernber 1845 Burton was sent on an extended tour of northem Sind with Walter
Scott to inspect canal worlrings and watch for signs of rebellion. Wearing native garb but
travelling openly as British ofticers, they made their way up the right bank of the Indus to the
extreme western fiontier of the territory, ïnspecting the old Arnir forts enand visiting
the Amin themselves, receiving altemately gracious hospitality fiom the chieftains and
sullen resentment from the people. Burton kept detailed notes of this joumey and later

incorporated them into Scinde: or. & Uv-

Valley, writing that while one Arnir

entertained them lavishly, even taking Burton hawking (this resulted later in still another
book,

min Valley of -),

the majority of the population echoed the

sentiments of a woman in Sehwan who screamed at them "Infidel Franks! Ye blights upon
the land ... ye l o ~ u s t s ! Everywhere
"~~
they went they felt the hostility of a fieshly-conquered

people. Aithough secure in the knowledge that Napier's reputation as "the Devil's brother"
was enough to keep them safe from

h m , Burton recorded bitterly in his journal,

"Everythingin this place seems to hate us."*'
At the same time trouble was brewing in neighbouring Punjab. After the death of Ranjit

Singh in 1 839 rival Sikh chieftains warred with one other over the succession for several
years. Afiaid that the instability would boil over into Sind the British decided to invade and
rnassed an army for attack. At Larkana, some two-hundred miles from Karachi, Walter Scott
received a letter fiom headquarters stating that any of his assistants on the Survey team could

rejoin their regirnents and join the fighting if they were willing to resign their appointments.
Burton was wild to go, and after sorne persuasion Scott agreed to send in his resignation and
Burton applied for active service. For some reason this was refused, but presently an order
was issued from Calcutta stating that al1 members of the Sind Survey would have to p s t
bonds to remain on detached duty. Burton wrote oficially that no man wodd stand bail for
him and was promptly ordered to rejoin his regirnent.8' He caught up with the 18th Bombay
N. 1. at Rohri and on 23 Febniary 1846 began the long march to Moltan. By the time the

army reached Bahawalpur, however, the First Sikh War had been fought and won; the Punjab
was conquered and the army ordered back to Rohri.

The hvo-week retum march was a trial for the regiment as the fnrstrated soldiers began
to quarrel among themselves. Burton was particularly bitter. Not only had he not seen any
action

- what he had corne to India for in the first place - but he had lost his coveted spot on

the Sind Survey in the bargain. Depressed and irritable, and prone as always to tweak
authority in whatever fonn, he was ripe for trouble. One evening at Mess, in his own words,

"the wars began." As a joke he was making rhyrnes on the officers' names and deliberately

passed over his Commanding Oflïcer, Henry Corsellis, on account of the latter's legendq
touchiness. Corsellis, however, was angry and demanded a verse for himself Burton then
said, "Vety well, Colonel, I will write your epitaph," and moments later recited:
Here lieth the body of Colonel Corsellis;
The rest of the fellow, I fancy, in hell is.
Corsellis took it badly and the two men began to quanel. "1 shall say no more on the
subject," Bunon wrote, "it is, perhaps, the part of my life upon which my mind dwells with
least satisfaction."82
These years also brought illness. In J d y a cholera epidemic stnick Sind, killing
thousands of Sindians and hundreds of British troops. Burton escaped the cholera but was
struck down by fever in September and sent to a military hospital in Bombay to recuperateHis recovery was slow, but with a fhend's help he managed to obtain a two-year sick leave to

be spent in the army sanitorium at Ootocamund - "Old Ooty," to the British - in the
temperate Nilgiri Hills of southern Madras. "Sick and seedy, tired and testy," Burton set sail
h m Bombay for Ootocarnund riathe Portuguese colony of Goa on February 20, 1847.83

In Goa he rested and visited the places of interst: the tomb of St. Francis Xavier, ruined
churches and scenes of the Inquisition, spots visited by Vasco da Gama and the Pomguese
p e t ~ u f de
s Cam%s

Lusi&, i.e.

- often called Camoens - author of the epic poem Os L

PO-).

m (m

Burion greatly admired Camoens, with whorn he identitied,

calling the poet "my master," and in the 1 s t decade of his life published his o w English
translation of Carnoens' complete works, as well as a two-volume biography and commentary
on Camoens himself 84
It was while in Goa that yet another obscure incident occurred which has been attribut4

to Burton, although he does not confess to it himself In his fim book,
O
,-

he described a story told to him by his Goanese servant, Salvador, conceming a

British officer and his attempted abduction of a nun frorn the convent of Santa Monaco near

Pangim.Salvador's

- or rather, Burton's - description of the officer has led most

biographers to believe that the unnarned Englishrnan was in fact Burton himself, since it is
practically a mirmr-image. The officer - a young lieutenant like Burton - is portrayed as "a
very clever gentleman who knew everything," as well as a linguist "who could talk to each

man of a multitude in tus own language." Furthemore, since "his religion was every man's
faith," he ate his beef in private so as not to offend the Hindus and chanted the Koran aloud
until "the circumcised dogs considered hirn a kind of saint."85 The story concerns the
attempt of the English lieutenant and his Muslim servant to abduct a young, willing nun fiom
the convent. An intrigue is planned by the parties, but on the night of the plot the abductors
take a wrong turn in the convent's corridors and unwittingly enter the sub-pnoress' room.

Thinking she is the young nun, they bundle her up and make off, only to discover their
mistake later and flee.86
Once again, it is impossible to know if Burton was telling a story about himself - albeit
obliquely - or actually recording something he had heard fiom his servant. Or perhaps he
simply invented the tale in order to spice up his narrative. On the surface it would seem to be
in character, or at l e s t in character for the public

he liked to present, but again there

is a lack of corroborating evidence and it is significant that Burton himself did not admit to
being the oficer in question. Nevertheless, his habit of disguising himself in various ways,
whether by actual costume or by using pseudonyms and alter in some of his works,
leads one to believe that it is not beyond the realrn of possibility that in the writing of

Burton thought that this was a persona1 story too good to pass up, but decided to cloak
himself in the guise of another to cloud the real participants.87
At Ootacamund Burton rested and tried to shake off the effects of his illness, only to be
struck down in May 1847 by what he described as rheumatic ophthalrnia - probably some
form of conjunctivitis - which would linger after he lefi India two years later. At first he

tried to doctor himself with diet, dim rooms, blisters and various dmgs but his eyes healed
slowly. Unable to read for any length of time,he complained that "nothing could be duller or

more disagreeable" than the four months he spent at ~ o t a c a m u n dWhat
. ~ ~ little English

society there was he ignoreci; when he could work at al1he plunged back into languages,
strengthening his Arabic and Persian and beginning Telegu and Portuguese. This not only
increased his linguistic knowledge and relieved his boredom but made hm, he wrote,
"independent of society," a means of avoiding the "English prejudices, English formalities,

English stupidity, English ignorance" in India he cornplained of to Frank Harris in the
1 880s.89

What M e time he had lefi he spent exploring the region, filling his by-now ubiquitous

notebooks with material on the customs and history of the inhabitants Alhough he had been
ganted a two-year sick-leave, Burton lefi Ootacamund at the beginning of September 1847.

His eyes still bothered him at intervals, but afler only six months he felt either fit or bored
enough to r e t m to active service. After spending a few days sightseeing at Calicut he
stopped in Bombay long enough to take the official examination in Persian on October 15,
1847. Once again he passed fint of a tield of th*

applicants, eaming wami praise from the

examiners and an honourariurn of 1Oûû afiom the East India Company's Court of
Directors in recognition of his continued prowess. 90
While in Bombay word reached Burton that Walter Scott had managed to gain him
another staff appointment on the Sind Survey and he retunied to Karachi at once. His r e m
to the Survey team was not fortunate, however, and marked the beginning of the effective

end of his Indian career. "My return to the headquartea of the Survey was a misfortune to my
cornrades," he recalled, "my eyes forbade regular work, and my &ends had to bear my share
of the burden."'' To make rnatters worse, General Napier's wife Emily was greviously il1

-

as h e was fiom the stomach ulcen which would kill him by 1853 - and he had resigned in
early July so they might r e m to England Although Burton could not have known it at the

time, Napier's resignation and departure would cost him deariy within the year.
During periods of remission fiom his eye disease Burton continued with bs language
studies and delved fbrther into the local religions. He polished his Sindi and Arabic and

began a systematic study of Islam under a teacher named
of the

Hashim, l e m i n g a quarter

by hart and begiming to formuiate a fanciful plan to visit Mecca as an initiate

during the pilgrirnage ~ e a s o n . ~To
* this end he became imrnersed in Sufisrn, an esoteric
branch of Islam which seeks to attain enlightenrnent through ritual and meditation. He duly
underwent the forms o f study, prayer, and fasting and after some months claimed to have
become a Master Sufi. At other times, when over-taxed by the rigours of Islam, he refieshed
himself with a course of the Sikh hith, leaving India with a knowledge or expertise in five
religions: Anglican and Catholic Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and Sikhism, an experience
of comparative religion for a twenty-six year-old which, in his irnmodest word, was

"phenornenal.tt93
It rnight be argued fiom these religious studies that Burton was searching for some sort
of belief-system for himself, but that would ignore his other, concurrent interests, which he

kept adding ont0 one another like bricks to a wall. Rather, it would appear that Burton's
curiousity and restlessness precluded his finding any real satisfaction in merely one or two
fields of expertise, or personal satisfaction in any particular faith. As soon as he sucked one

subject dry he went on to other paths of learning, related or otherwise. It may be that part of
this nearly frantic activity was character-driven, that Burton was a depressive of the Winston

Churchill variety, and like Churchill and other depressives he sought escape fiom his darker
moods by constant, ever-changing activity. It was perhaps not merely whimsy that his

w o t e in her devotional book on the eve of their mamîage, "Keep everything going, and let
nothing be at a standstill: nothing would weary hirn like stagnation."94
Burton's eye problems had some effect on his literary and scholarly aspirations. Since his
vision precluded regular work on the Survey he tried to make up the hme by writing
ethnological reports for the Bombay Government on Sind and its inhabitants, his earliest
knowvn efforts at publication. The first paper, entitled "Notes relative to the Population of
Sind; and the customs, language, and literature of the people, etc.," was submitted to the
Government on the last &y of L 847. It consisted mainly of material taken from his

notebooks and reworked several years later into Sindh.the m e s t

m the Valla

QF the I n d u with comments on Sindian religion, education, costume, and gened character.
The second, "Bnef Notes relative to the Division of Time, and Articles of Cultivation in
Sind, to which are appended Remarks on the Modes of Intoxication in that Province," \vas
done in collaboration with Assistant-Surgeon John Ellerton Stocks and sent to Bombay on
March 2, 1848.95 This second report was probahly wrinen largely by Stocks but the
"appended remarks" on the different methods of intoxication

- alcoholic and narcotic - were

clearly done by Burton and bespoke an intirnate knowledge of the s u b j e ~ tBesides
. ~ ~ these
two official reports he also submitted two papers to the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society, "Notes on Remarks on Dr. Dom's Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Afghan Language,"
and "A Grammar of the Jataki or Belohcki (sic) Dialect." These were published in January
. .
1849 in the Bombay branch of the m a l yt~
o
d
~

That same year Burton also began his first forays into translation. While recuperating at
Ootacarnund he translated several stanzas of Camoens and had them published in the
Bombay Ti--

Around the same period he translated the fables of Pilpay, the Indian Aesop,

from a Hindu book of ethics. These he copied into a notebook and had bound, making a title. page which read -=ora Thon of the HindustanJ Versioasf P i w
by R. F. R u r t U L t 18th
.. R
-

Bombay N. 1.- with e-ory

n o t d

ndix bv the translater. The completed manuscript - just 100 pages long on ordinary
notepaper - remains unpublished, and at this date may be seen at the Huntington Library in
San Marino, Cal ifomia.98
By themselves the witing of these seminal works are important as indicators of Burton's

growing commitment to real scholarship and the serious study of indigenous culture, but they

had an added significance beyond his control. Doubtless they were written as a logical
exqension of Burton's language studies and with hopes that they might advance his career;
instead they had the opposite effect. By now General Napier had left India for England and

Burton's report on Karachi's male brothels remained behind in his files. This was found

-

~

~

probably by Henry Corsellis or the new Adrninistrator of Sind, R. K. Pringle - and
subsequently passed on to Bombay. Burton wrote of the sequel in
But the Devil's Brother presently quitîed Sind leaving in his ofice my
unfortunate officiai (report): this found its way with sundry other reports to
Bombay and produced the expected result. A fiend in the Secretariat informed
me that rny summary dismissal from the service had been forma11y proposed by
one of Sir Charles Napier's successors, whose decease compels me r>arcere
s~)uIto.But this excess of outraged rnodesty was not al~owved.~~
Nevertheless, Burton believed that his military career in India \vas irrevocably damaged.
At this juncture we must remind ourselves that this was a pen'od in English social history
when it was assumed that even a casual interest in homosexuality was taken by the majority
to denote active participation, and an acknowledged visit to a male brothel was as good as a
confession of involvement. Burton's scientific tone while discussing pederasty in I~&Q&

o
f
and the andcasional distaste he exhibited in his writings
on the subject of homosexuality did not mitigate this prejudice; even if the actual details
regarding Burton's alleged behaviour were not generally known, news that he had acted in an
ungentlemanly manner seem to have k e n circulated in England. 1O0
While the unconventional Napier does not appear to have harboured suspicions about
Burton - otherwise he would not have entnisted him to the tour of northern Sind with Walter
Scott and perhaps other assignments - enemies such as Henry Corsellis would have leaped at
the chance to brand him homosexual. Certainly Burton's reputation as "an oficer and a
gentleman" would remain suspect. Years after his death the popular novelist Ouida wrote
that the feeling that "something wrong was known" about Richard Burton dogged him long
after he lefl India. ' O 1 Closer to the point, Isabel Burton's fnend and biographer, W. H.
Wilkins, wrote delicately that Burton was passed over for advancement in India "on account
of a feeling against him in high quarten, on which it is unnecessary here to dwell. 102
I*

This "feeling" against Burton, whether on account of the Karachi Report or the fact that
he was one of Sir Charles Napier's avid supporters when Napier was embroiled in his

quarrels with the East India's Company Court of Directors, or a combination thereof, made

itwlf evident very quickly. in April 1848 the Second Sikh War broke out in the Punjab. This
time the British sustained heavy casualties and a long campaign was planned. Rumours
abounded that Sir Charles Napier would return fiom india to take command. Walter Scott
and others on the Sind Survey were ordered to be ready for the field, and again Burton was

inflamed with war-fever. Being one of only two Bntish officers who could speak Multani,
the language of the enemy, he applied officially for the post of interpreter. On Novernber 14

he wrote to his cousin Sarah Burton:

~tisted*is not out yet... but 1 shall do my best to see him as soon as possible.
Edward is still in Ceylon and the war has ceased there. 1 keep this letter open for
ten or twelve days longer, as that time will decide my fate. A funous flair has
broken out in Moolton and the Punjaub (sic) and 1 applied to the General
comrnanding to go up with him on his personal stafE A few days more will
decide the business - and 1 am not a liale anxious about it, for though still
suffering a littie ffom my old complaint - ophthalmia yet these opportunities
are too far between to be iost. O3

-

Eleven days later he still had not mailed the letter and added a postscript:
1 am not going up to the seige of Moolton (sic), as the General with whom 1 had
expected to be sent has been recalled. Pray be kind enough to send on the
enclosed to rny father... . Kindly give my best love to your sister, and believe me,
rny dear cousin your rnost affectionate R. Burton.

There k v a s more to this episode than Burton relayed to his cousin Sarah, however, for in
one of his autobiographical fragments he went into M e r detail:
1 applied in the most supplicant tems to accompany the force as interpreter. 1

had passed examinations in six native languages, besides studying othen,
Multani included, and yet General Auchrnuty's secretary wrote to me that this
could not be, as he had chosen for the post Lieutenant XYZ who had passed in
Hindustani. This last misfortme broke my hem 1 had been seven yean in India,
working like a hone, volunteering for every bit of service and quali@ng myself
for al1 contingencies. Rheumatic ophthalmia, which had almost left me when in
hopes of travelling northwards, came on with redoubled force, and no longer
had 1 any hope of curing it except by a change to Europe. Sick, sorry, and
alrnost in tears of rage, 1 bade adieu to rny fnends and cornrades in Sind
'~ieutenant-~eneral
Henry William Stisted ( 18 17 - 1875) bad married Burton's sister Maria
in 1845 and was knighted for valour at Lucknow. In 1867 he became Ontario's first
Lieutenant-Governor and that same year was a Visitor to the University of Toronto.

In Bombay to apply for sick-certificate, Burton grew even worse and had no trouble
convincinç the army medical board that in his condition a prolonged stay in India would
prove fatal. As it w u , they immediately p t e d him a three-year sick-Ieave to be spent in
Europe. His lndian Fnends were not optimistic about his chances of recovery, telling him, "it
is witten that your days are numkred, take Our advice and go home to die. 1O6
11

By now nearly prostrate, in the spring of 1849 Burton was bundled aboard the brig Elia
in Bombay Harbour by his Muslim servant Allahdad. Georgiana Stisted wites that by this
tims her unck was well-neigh insensible, and so certain of approaching death that he wote a
Ietter of farewell to his mother and sister before collapsing entirely. "My career in lndia had

been in my eyes a failure," Burton later wrote, "and by no fault of my own; the dwarfish
dernon called 'Interest' had fought against me and as mua1 had won the fight." 'O7 Later, in

his cryptic poern Stone Talk, he had one of the characters refer to India:
A fata1 land that was to me
It wrecked my hopes eternally. OS

'

He did not, of course, die, but thanks to the ministrations of his servant and the change
of climate began to improve markedly on the voyage home, so much so that by the time he

reached London in the late summer of 1849 the first thing he did was to visit his Aunt
Georçina Baker at 2:C)Oa-m. His parents and sister were in Italy with Mana's two daughters
Georgana and Maria; after tending to business rnatters in England Burton went south
himself to join them at Pisa. Edward Burton, who had followed his brother into the army by
getîing himself nisticated fiom Cambridge, had joined the 37th Regirnent as a surgeon and
was stationed in Ceylon, but came home on occasional leave.

Boulogne and First Books

Although Burton had recovered sornewhat fiom his ilinesses he tvas still too weak to
retum to active service

- a portrait of him with his sister Mana done in 1851 by the French

anist Francois Jacquand shows him looking wan and gaunt. At the end of 1849 he retmed to

England, still troubled by the after-effects of his fever and eye infection. Other ailments bronchitis, liver trouble and a bladder inflammation

- also appear to have been plaguing hirn

at this time. lo9 Most of the next year was spent travelling from one spa to another in
England: Learnington, Dover, and then Malvem to try the hydropathic treatment then in
vogue- We have alw seen how he thought bnefly of retuming to Oxford to complete his
degree before finally dismissing the idea. Now nearly thirty, Burton began to think seriously

about marriage and got as far as proposing to a cousin by mamiage, Elizabeth Stisted.
Although she was willing, her parents saw him as little more than an obscure indian officer
with little incorne and fewer prospects and blocked the match. Io
Late in 1850 or early in 1851 he lefi England and settled in the French purt-town of
Boulogne, a popular resort for English expatriates. So many lived there permanently
in fact, less than thirty miles by sea fiom England

- it is,

- that the town had developed a certain

English ambiance with a number of churches, stores, and boarding-rhools.

Here Burton

was soon joined by his mother and his sister and her two little girls, dl of whom had returned

to England with hirn from Pisa. Burton's father, it appears?rernained in Pisa for some time
longer, visiting the family at intervals until he and his wife senled permanently in Bath. l 2
At Boulogne Burton again considered matrimony. Isabel Burton confessed in her

biography that her husband would have mamied twice before he married hm,' l 3 while
Georgiana Stisted recalled that her uncle had a nmber of senous flirtations in Boulogne, but

'

sornething always happened to prevent a betrothal. l4 Part of the problem rnay have been
simply Burton's lack of prospects as an officer in the socially inferior East India Company
army. but a large measure must be laid at Burton's own doorstep. Rather than court the girls'
mothers as well as the young women he was interested in, he continued to act the rebel.
Once, when his fnend John Steinhaewr was visiting hirn from India, Burton was asked to

visit one of the matrons and had Steuihaeuser accompany him. When they amved at the
matron's home she said fiankly, "1 sent for you, Captain Burton, becaw 1 think it is rny
dooty (sic) to ask what your intentions are with regard my daughter?" Burton put on a face of

perplexed innocence and replied, "Your dooty, madarn? Alas, madam, strictly dishonourable.
1 regret to Say, strictly dishono~rable!~*
l l5

This is mildly amusing, but Burton does not seem to have realised that such an attitude
inevitably has repercussions, and so was unreasonably offended when his reptation suffered
If chatter bored him he would simply leave the room or pointedly pick up a book and start

reading, yet he wsis indignant when the rnost exclusive English

at Boulogne crossed

the Street whenever they saw him coming, and ruefblly surprised when one elderly dame
declared that "she would not and could not sit in the same room with that fellow Burton.111
16

His niece wrote that he \vas so sensitive "we use to Say of hirn, the meanest insect drew
blood."l l7
Still, he fell in love with one of his future wife's distant cousins, Louisa Buckley, who
later became Louisa Segrave. Thomas Wright wrote that in her youth she was considered a
great beauty and that Burton probably would have rnarried her but for his p m r prospects. l 1
Certainly he remembered her with a special fondness. Part of the supplies he and John
Haming Speke carried with them in Afnca was a sectionai boat - later abandoned because
of its weight - Burton christened the

ouisa sa",'

' and in

he included a stanza

describing a love who may or may not have been Louisa Segrave:
1 loved a maid: how deep that love
The long course of a life may prove.
What hours of happiness they were,
Passed in that dearest presence, ere
Harsh poverty and cursed pride
Combined to drive me from her side
And sent me forth to win a name
The trinket wealth, the bauble farne.,120

As his health improved Burton found his energies and ambitions retuming and decided
to continue with the wri ting he had started in India He also retumed to the fencing he had

begun as a boy on the Continent. Most days he spent the morning writing before going to
Constantine's, the local sallein the aftemoon. His invention of two new strokes, the

Bunon w & . ,and a manchette, an upward slash of the blade designed to disarrn the

opponent, earned him his brevet de

for swordsmanship and the title m,&g

m e s . l 7 l A fellow-officer remembered one match where Burton, disdaining a rnask and
fighting only in his shirtsleeves, fought seven successive bouts with a French sergeant of

hussars, disarming him each time and receiving only a single prod in the necL in return.
Eventually the sergeant r e f w d to go on, claiming that his wrist was nearly dislocated by the
force of the Englishman's strokes.

There can be no doubt that as the yean passed Burton's passion for the sword increased
until it ceased to be a mere recreation and instead took on the nature of an obsession. He
\cote four books on weaponry, three of them concerning swordsmanship. One of these,

a

Book of the Sword. was a seminal text on the history and development of the weapon fiom
its earliest days to the early Roman era. 123 As such it became - and rernains - one of the
standard texts of the new discipline of hoplology, the study of wraponry and related
combative accoutrements in al1 wcieties and throughout al1 aga. 124
Burton called the sword "the key to heaven and hell," "the symbol of justice and of
martyrdom," "a creator as well as a destroyer." 12' Indeed, at tirnes he seems to have alrnost
equated himself, with his expatriate upbringing and foreign mannen, as being at one with the
sword. "ln England swordsmanship is... an exotic; like the sentiment, as opposed to the

knowledge of Art; it is the property of the few, not of the many; and k i n g rare, it is
somewhat 'un-English. 126
1'9

Burton's flirtations in Boulogne may have corne to nothing, but it was while he was
living in the town that he met the woman who would eventually become his wife and the

single most important source for information on Burton's personal life. Isabel Arundell was
then just hventy and a scion of an old Eaglish Catholic family. On her father's side she was

descended fiom James Everarâ Arundell, the youngest son of Henry Anindell, Sixth Baron of
Wardour. Her mother was a sister of Lord Robert Gerarà of Garswood. Isabel's father Henry
had been a widower with a young son when he married his second wife in 1830. The

following year Isabel became the first-bom of what would eventually grow into a large
fàmily of eleven children, of whorn only a few lived to rnaturity. 12'
Although her father was a wine merchant in Mount Street in London and thus "in trade,"
Isabel's farnily was still considered part of the aristocracy and as such had considerable social
statm, particularly within the small English Catholic community. Extremely devout, she had
been educated at a convent at New Hall, Chelmsford, and grew into a romantic, almost
mystical young woman. Finishing school at sixteen, she returned home to Essex, where she
ofkn visited a gypsy encampment near her parents' home of Furze Hall, near Igiatestone.
- .
Here she wrote that an old divinamce named Hagar Burton took her under her wing, calling

her "Daisy" and on one occasion forecasting her horoscope:
You wiil cross the sea, and be in the same town as your Destiny, and know it
not Every obstacle will rise up against yoy and such a combination of
circumstances, that it will require al1 your courage and energy and intelligence
to meet them ... you will bear the narne of our Tribe, and be right proud of it.
You will be as we are, but far greater than we. Your life is al1 wandering,
change, and adventure. One sou1 in two bodies, in life or death; never long
apart. Show this to the man you take for your husband. 128
Although Isabel's father was too poor to provide a proper dowry for h s daughters, the
farnily moved to London for Isabel's d
&&
beau-

nonetheless. Although a woman of considerable

- it was said that when she was in a room you could look at no one e l ~ e ' ~her~ -own

autobiographical writings indicate that she had a keen eye for the intricacies of the mamage
market and a marked disdain for many of the young suitors who flocked around her, refemng
to them as tailors' dummies and brainless coxcombs. 'jO She complained in her diary that she
was not cut-out for "a jog-trot life," but longed "to rush around the world in

an express," l 3

confiding her wish to be "a great general or statesman, to have travelled everywhere, to have
seen and leamt eveiything, done everything; in fine, to be the Man of the

When the

London season ended in July with no engagement the farnily moved across the Channel to
Boulogne where the exchange rate was favourable and the Arundells' daughters could learn

French before taking another plunge into the English social whirl. Before they lefi Isabel
described her ideal man in her diary:

a woman of it, so do 1, out of a wild
chaos of thought, form a man unto mysel f... . My ideal is about six feet in height;
he has not an ounce of fat on him; he has broad and rnuscular shoulders, a
powerfid, deep chest; he is a Hercules of manly strength. He bas black hair, a
brown complexion, a clever forehead, sagacious eyebrows, large, black
wondrous eyes - those strange eyes you dare not take yours from off them (sic) with long lashes. He is a soldier and a man... and of course he is an Englishrn an... .
Such a man only will I w e d I love this myth o f my girlhood - for rnyth it is - next
to God; and 1 look t o the star that Hagar the gypsy said was to be the star of my
destiny.. . . But if 1 find such a man,and afierward discover he is not for me, then
1 \vil1 never marry... 1 will becorne a sister of charity of St Vincent de Paul. 133
As God took a ni out of Adam and made

Clearly this description of Isabel Arundetl's ideal man 1s so near the image of Richard
Burton that it is enough to make one believe that Isabel was guilty of a little retroactive
but it could also be that her fantasy hero was merely a penonification of
the Byronic ideal, still firmly fixed in the public consciousness, as weI1 as her own stated
desire not to be confined by the strictures of her sex. 13'
Certain1y in Boulogne and elsewhere Richard Burton appeared to contain within himseif
aspects of the Byronic hero: his wnchant for exotic experiences and rumours of disreputable
behaviour, a prowess with arms which in Byron's works borders on the supematural, and a
dark, forbidding derneanour which alternately repulsed and fascinated others. 136 Whatever
the actual genesis of Isabel AnindeIl's beaushe came face to face with it one day in
Boulogne:
One day, when we were on the Ramparis, the vision of my awakening brain
came towards us. He was five feet eleven inches in height, very broad, thin, and
rnuscular; he had very dark hair, black, clearly defined, sagacious eyebrows, a
b r o w weather-beaten complexion, straight Arab features, a determined-looking
mouth and chin, nearly covered by an enormous black moustache... . But the
most remarkable part of his appearance was, N o large black fiashing eyes with
long lashes, that pierced you through and through. He had a fierce, proud,
melancholy expression, and when he smiled, he smiled as though it hurt him,
and looked with impatient contempt at things generally... . He looked at me as
though he read me through and through in a moment, and started a little. 1 was

completely magnetized, and when we had got a Little distance away I turned to
rny sister, and whispered to her, "Thatman will marry me."137
Burton himself left no word regarding his courtship of his wife and Iittle regarding his
mamage, so it is not clear if he was ever aware of the immediate impact he had on Miss

AnindeIl. She remembered that the following &y they met again on the Rarnparts; this time
he wrote o n a wall with a piece of chalk, "May I speak to you?" and left the chalk on the top.

Isabel picked it up and wrote undemeath his message, "No, mother will be angry."She added
that her mother later found it and was angry, and aller that she and her sisters were more

strictly superviseci than before.'j8 But she did meet Burton again sornetime later, at a Party
like a star among rushiights," she

given by her cousin Louisa Buckley. "There was

remembered. "That was a Night of Nights; he waltzed with me once, and spoke to me several
times, and I kept my sash where he put his a m around my waist to waltz, and my gloves. 1
never wore them again. "139

Burton meanwhile was wrîting away for dear life. The joumals and notebooks he had
brought back with him fiom lndia were crammed with information on native habits and
customs. the histories of the lands he had passed through, his opinions, prejudices and
insights, as well as a host of other subjects gleaned fiom his years on the Subcontinent. With
these as source-material he began to write what eventually became five books on India, four

-

of them published within a MO-yearperiod, 1851 1852.

Burton later recalled that one of the first things he wrote was not meant for commercial
publication, but kvas an explosive memorandum submitted to the Court of Directors of the
East India Company on the subject of British misrule in India. The original of this document

now appears lost, but its sentiments could not have been much different fiom comments he

made a few years later in his book on his pilgrirnage to Medina and Mecca. In private, he
wote, the Indians thought that the English were not brave, clever, generous or civilised, but

"surpassing rogues" who took bribes as a matter of course and had offensive manners. 14*
Then he poured oil on the fire by claiming that most Indians prayed for "a St. Bartholomew's

Day in the East," when "the fou1 invader" would be driven fiom the land or destroyed within

it. In a footnote to this passage he alluded to a much stronger report he sent to the Directors
of the East India Company some y-

earlier, "for which 1 duly ~ u f f e r e d " ~Similarly,
~'
in

one of his earliest travel books he stated bluntly, "Everyone knows that if the people of hdia
codd be unanimous for a &y they might sweep us from their country as dust before a
whirlwind.1,142
Nevertheless, the four early works which survive are of immense interest because apart

from the articles he submitted to the Bombay Government while in India these were Burton's
first attempts at communicating aspects of indigenous culture to the British public. The first,

Goa ~ ~ ~ M o l u i t a i was
n san
_ experimental

a travel book based on his

experiences arnong the "black Christian" converts of Goa, the Hindus of Malabar, the
Muslims of Panjum, and the polyandrous Todas of the mountain regions. Like many of
Burton's eruly works the book is mercurial to a fault, careening from detached observation
coupled with a talent for explaining the unfamiliar to a

for addressing the reader

familiarly and a marked tendency to emit more than a hint of condescenion.
Still, amid the hybrid pages of travelogue and personal anecdote the reader is able to
perceive many of Burton's more attractive characteristics aç a writer: his wry and
occasionally sardonic view of the English in India aying to mold an Asian culture into an
approximation of European mannets and mores, as weil as his insistence on providing his
readers with as complete a picnire of the customs and Iifestyles of the peoples he had corne
into contact with as was possible within the confines of the printed page.

His best passages are witty and ironical. Of the Euopean habit of converthg Indians to
Chnstianity he remarked, "These Hindoos (sic) very rarely become Christians, now that fire

and steel, the dungeon and the rack, the rice-pot and the

are not allowed to play the

persuasive part in the good work formally assigned to them.w143 When a conversion did take
place, he noted, it usually had the effect of twning good Hindus and Muslims into bad
Christians, lazy and licentious. He was especiaily good at recording the incomprehension of
English and native alike at each others' habits. "It is the custom for modest women of the

Tiyar family to expose the whole of the person above the waist, whereas females of Imse

character are cornpelled by custom to cover the body." British women in India who hired the
Tiyar as nurses and domestics understandably tried to convince h e m to adopt a less natwal

costume, but, "the proposal ... has generally been met pretty much in the same spirit which
would be displayed were the converse suggested to an Englishwoman. 144
O

Burton's second book, Scinde:U-

VaUey, was sirnilarly a travel narrative

based on his journey through northem Sind with Captain Scott in late 1845 and early 1846.
Here he again assumed the mantle of a guide, addressing his audience collectively as "Mr.

John Bull" - "my dear, fat, old, testy, but very unbloodthirsty pnipe de h

n . ~ k . In" this
~~~

work Burton supplied this mytiucal tourist with a grab-bag of details on Sind's history,
ethnology, linguistics and folklore, with matenal on irrigation, govemment corruption,
education, and dmgs thrown in for good measure. But here he a h emerged as a scathing
public critic of British d e in India, railing against the piety and ignorance of English
oficials in their dealings with the Sindians, and by implication other conquered peoples:
Whenever good Madam Britannia is about to break the eighth commandment,
she simultaneously displays a lot of piety, much rhapsodising about the bright
dawn of Christianity, the finger of Providence, the spread o f civilization, and the
infinite benefits conferred upon the barbarians by pennitting them to become
her subjects, and pay their rents to her.'41
Likewise, he found occasion to compare aspects of English and Sindian life which were

not always favourable to his countrymen:
To the Hindoo mother her child is everything. From the hour of his birth she
never leaves hirn day or night ... . When he is in health she passes her time in
kneading and strengthening his limbs. When he is sick, she fasts and watches,
and endures every self-imposed penance she can devise. She never speaks to
or of him without imploring the blessing of Heaven upon his head... . No wonder
that in the East an unaffêctionate son is a rare phenornenon: and no wonder that
this people when offensively inclined albegin by abusing one anothefs
mothers. Own to me, Mr. Bull, if you have candor enough, that in this point at
least civilization gains nothing by contrast with barbarians. 147

Despite his roasting of British policies in India Burton was never anti-imperialist along
the Iines of a Wilfrid Blunt. His idea of a well-govemed Sind was one in which the amiy had

carte blanche. "free leave to modiQ and proportion punishment to the wants of a newlyconquered people."148 This very Victorian "worship of force" is a continual theme in
Burton's writings, and was echoed again in one of his Atncan books- (
Carneroons M O ~ )where
, he t w k on the guise of a pontifical member of the "higher
races:" " M e n children require the stick, we apply it; when adults misbehave themselves. we
put them in irons; and if Afnca, Western or Eastern, requires the twenty-four pounder and
the gun-boat, we ought not to withold them From her."149
Nevertheless, whilr these and similar passages in other works appear to be typically
Victorian imperialist cant, Burton was also sensitive enough to understand the implications
of conquest on an indigenous population. In G

a

a

e tbe_Blue he remarked on the

small difference in the status of an Indian tribe under the Moguls with that of the Honourable
East India Company: "And what can he (a tnksman) show in return for the loss of his

innocence and happiness? True, he is no longer pursued by Tippoo (sic), or the neighbouring
Polygars: but he is persecuted by growing wants, and a covetousness which knows no
bounds. tt 1SO
It may be fair to assume that what annoyed Burton was not the fact of imperialism itseif,

with which he was in full accord, but the methodology of the system, the hypocrisy of

melding Crank commercial goals with European spiritual piety which accompanied
implernentation. l

' In another early work he messed the strategic need to

keep the Muslirn

and Hindu Sindians divided to facilitate administration, but almost imrnediately aflerwards

emphasised the need for improved agriculture, commerce and education, laying particular
stress on the need for British offkials to Iearn the dialect of whatever area they were
assigned, and not hold thernselves aloof from the people. 52

In fact, anyone reading Burton's books must at times wonder what his tme feelings on a
subject were. In Goa a n d e Bluehe was vehement in his denunciation of
r n i s ~ e ~ e n a t i owhile
n ~ ~in~ the same work he treated mmpassionately a story he heard in
Goa about an Englishman who sold out his commission and turned native rather than give up

the ~ t c (dancing)-girl
h
he fell in love with. 154Afier his recall from Darnascus in 1871

Burton wote a famously anti-semitic essay published posth.~ouslyin

Jew- the CrCr=

which rïghtfully embarrasses Burton biographers to this day, but his

& El

ons of theof R

d contains a footnote wherein he stated categorically

that if he had a choice of race there was none he would so willingly belong to than the
Hebrew. 55
Thus it is possible to discem even in Burton's earliest published works a significant
ambivalence and contradictory perspective regarding the alien peoples he encountered in his
travels. Two researchers have speculated that Burton's sense of uncertainty about himself
caused by his upbringing led to many of the contradictory passages in his works, while
.~~~
another has rernarked sirnply that in his writings he was arbitraxy and c ~ n t r a d i c t o r yEven

Edward Said., whose purpose in hîs celebrated Orientalism is not biography but cultural
analysis, argues that during his career Burton sought to fulfill a pair of mutually antagonistic
roles: one as a rebel against authority, and the other as a potential agent of that same
authority in the East.'51

Certainly there is a discernible tension in Burton's writings between his fascination with
nomBritish cultures and his consciousness about himself as an Englishrnan. For al1 his
legendary ability to mimic native habits and mannerisms Burton was surprisingly critical of
the European officia1 in India who attempted to deal with the Indians on a familiar level:

The Macnaughtens, the Burneses, and generally those who devoted their time
and energies, and who pnded themselves most upon their conversancy with
native dialects and native character, are precisely the perçons who have been the
rnost egregiously,the most fatall y, outwitted and deceived by the natives.

*

In the same work he gave a general appraisal of the British orientalist in India which

may contain a fragment of regretfil self-reflection, calling thern "diplornatic little children...
which try d l things. They had read too much; îhey were a trifle too clever, and much too
confident. Their vanity tempted hem to shift their nationality; from Briton to Greek, in order

to rneet Greek on the roguery field; and larnentably they always faileci."159 Even more
-

emphatically, in

.

to Al-

he stated:

1 am convinced that the natives of India cannot respect a European who mixes
with them familiarly, or especially who imitates theu customs, manners, and
dress. The tight pantaloons, the authoritative voice, the ptococurante manner,
and the broken Hindustani impose upon them - have a weight which learning
and honesty, which wit and courage, have not. This is to them the master's
attitude: they bend to it like those Scythian slaves that faced the sword but fled
frorn the horsewhip. 60

This ethnoIogica1 ambivalence could not have s p m g merely fiom a fiagmented identity

- although it is safe to speculate fiom eadierquoted passages that Burton certainly felt
himself to be a fragmented character

- but from a perception of cultural complexity and an

implicit recognition of social relativity which made it impossible for Burton to dismiss
totally non-Euopean sucieties as the Other, and instead forced upon him the task of
investigating multiple aspects of those societies as he attempted to reconcile his ambivalent
attitudes.
Burton's last two books on India were as eclectic as his first.
Inhabit the Valley of indus was a pioneering ethnological treatise detailing
extensively than Mn&; or, y-

V!dkg

- even more

- the history, topography, customs, mores,

linguistics, beliefs, and commercial and rnilitary aspects of the Sindian peoples. In addition
to such matters as birth, marriage, fimeral and circumcision rites, Burton included chapters
on "The Customs of Females: their Morals, Habits, Intrigues and Dress - The Dancing Girls,

Prostitütes, and Musicians," as well as a compassionate study of Sufism that was clearly
based on personal experience. 61 At this writing this book is employed today in Paliistan as
a standard school text on Sindian manners and culture. 162 In the same vein, F a l c - m
wthe

a short work describing the medieval sport of falconry in Sind, with

a running commentary on native life and customs. What makes it interesting beyond these

other early works is a brief autobiography Burton inserted in an appendix, in which he
described for the fim time his attempts to penetrate Indian life in d i s g u i ~ e . ' ~ ~

Sales of these works were poor, bringing Burton some notice in literary circles but little
in the way ofactual r e m . Of the five hundred copies printed of
a e 1-

Vallof

two hundred and fifty-seven were still procurable fiom the publishers twenty-five

years after it tirst appeared, although it has since been reprinted twice. 164 For this Burton

had only himself to blame. Seemingly undecided which segment of the public he was writing

for, he tried to make his Indian books so general as to include something for everyone. The
result was a semi-chaotic m a s of matenal which must have challenged the most sanguine

reader. His style, aheniately gracefid and pedantic, often veers into the proiix: in in&^.
the Un&~v

Val& swimming becomes "natation," a bird is a "biped feathery," and even

fishing is transformed into "piscatory pursuit."165 Foreign words in French, Portuguese,
Hindi, Arabic, Persian and Sanscrit abound, with little help by way of explanation.
Moreover, Burton's use of such obscure English terms as animadversions, prosers,
propinquity, confabulation, excoriation, and morsication - al1 found within

first

chapter - could not help but confuse general readers who did not have access to a dictionary
every few minutes. 166

For those readers who stuck it out, however, there were compensations. Along with his
heavy prose Burton had a gift of tuming a phrase which tempered his sometimes murky style.
In Sci&:

or The U

Valley, he mentioned of general thought in one area, "opinions

are heirlooms," sensitively referred to the fluidity of tmth among the Sindian people as "They
deceive because they fear to trust.They boast, because they have a hupe of effecting by
'sayings' what there are no 'doings' to do," and inserted a poignant passage about the
loneliness of foreign service:
Men are separated fiom family and friends, and made to feel that separation too.
LetteM...graduaily diminish in number, shrink in size, cease altogether... . Existence,
too, in India is precarious... who can tell how soon a fever or a bullet may senâ him
to the 'ackals? Consequeatly we are, perhaps, a litîle over anxious to "Iive whilst we
rnay . 167

Curïously, some of his best writing can be found in the ubiquitous fmmotes he scattered
along the bottom of his pages, or in the multiple appendixes he felt compelled to include at
the end of most of his books; by itself the two-volume Scinde.1J-y

Val@ has

five appendixes and almost 600 fmtnotes. It may be that Burton needed to affirm

to himself as to his audience

- as much

- that in wrïting of native peoples he was primarily a scholarly

observer and only secondarily a participant; a professional agent of the imperid machine, but
given the opportunity he was capable of out-precising the professional academic. 168

His presence remains a strong force in al1 of his works. He never hesitated to offer his

opinion on anything he had even a passing interest in, whether it was to praise Hindu women
in Sind at the expense of their men, defend the use of opium, endorse the use of sunglasses

on desert-crossings,or jeer at the European in india who would boil his rice and eat the husk
while throwing away the more nutritious gluten. 169
Critical reception was mixed. The -s

reviewer fo

thought it was "at once a very good and a very bad book," but was blunt in his criticism:
The book before us is a curious piece of patch-work made up of the most
heterogeneous matenals. Here and there the slang and the persiflage are
c h e d to an extreme which borders on the offensive... . It is to be regretted
that Lieut. Burton has acquired so much experience of the world that he did
not think it necessary to obtain some comptent opinion on the merits of the book
before he printed it. A judicious fiiend would ve likely have b m t one-third of the
manuscript, and ordered him to re-write the test.

%O

Regarding Scinde: o

V

w the Athenaeum commented patronisingly

about the book's "disregard of those well-established mies of moderation which no one can
trangress with irnpunity."l7
wn-tingin a postscript to

At this

- and not for the last time - Burton turned nasty,

in the
-V

of the-"

whch

besets the mind of the home-reader and his oracle the critic." 72 This incensed the

m

-s

reviewer still M e r . He replied coldly in his review of

of

"it would seem that Asiatic habits and a spomng vocabulary are not propitious

to the gowth of a iogical faculty

- at al1 events not in Mr. Burton," and made a sneering

comment on Burton's record of living with the Indians. 173
Even with his disdain of cntical opinion there was one Indian subject in these early
works which Burton was forced to describe with extreme delicacy, but to which he would
r e t m in mid-life: the role of sex in indigenous life. He returned fiom India convinced that
the West lagged sorely behind the East in the understanding and teaching of erotic
techniques, and as far as he was able in his first books he praised the enlightened attitudes of
the Indians in rnatters of love. Almost certainiy he was the fint English author to delve into

Indian sexual life in popular works. 1 74
He pointed out gingerly that Hindu males were adept at

the "retaining art" of

delaying climax during coition, prolonging the woman's enjoyment.'71

In cornmenting on

the di fferences between European and Indian physicians he noteci, "Our ignorance of
aphrodisiacs is considered the most remarkable phenornenon: there scarcely k i n g a single
oriental work of physic that does not devote the greater part of its pages to the consideration
of a question which the medical man in the East will hear a dozen times a day.

In the

s m e work he spent some time examining one of the many "mamiage books" fkely
distributai among engaged couples in Sind, Sayyid Hasan Ali's J awfulWornen. which delineated the proper method of selecting a wife and her duties as a
spouse. 177

In addition to his Indian books Burton also tried to advance his career by wÏting a short
(36 pages) pamphlet on bayonet training entitled A C

wS

y

s

s

which aspired to teach infantryrnen more than the current British system of k i n g and

unfixing their bayonets. With little knowledge of how to use the weapon, most British
soldiers of the period were reduced to using their rifle as a club in close combat. Burton's
system hoped to alleviate this tendency by offering an entirely new method of training with
eight sets of exercises.'71

Published in 1853, this work was suppose to have been bought in

large quantites by the Pnissians, but in Britain al1 Burton received for publishing it was a

rebuke from his friend and army superior, Colonel William Sykes, saying that it would make
the men unsteady in the ranks. 79

Some yzars later. following the Crimean War, Burton's system was adoptai with
modifications by the War Office, for which he received a letter from the Treasury allowing
him to withdraw one shilling for use of his material. Again not thinking or caring how it

would look, Burton actually went to the War Office in London and for forty-five minutes
went through the process of withdrawing his shilling, visiting the various departments,
signing fonns as required and dealing with sundry cierks until he received his ailotment. On
the street he tossed it to the tint begger he met.

Burton later descnid this period of his life as "four years of European effeminancy"
and grew restless. 81 In hiç next book he mused in general tems on the need of certain

individuals to wander. Clearly, however, he was thinking of himself in this regard:
The thorough-bred wanderef s idiosyncrasy 1 presume to be a composition of
what phrenologists cal1 'inhabitiveness' and 'locality' equally and largely
developed. AAer a long and toilsorne march, weary of the way, he drops into the
nearest place of rest to become the most domestic of men. For awhile he smokes
the 'pipe of permanence' with an infinite zest... . But soon the passive fit has
passed away; again a paroxysm of ennui...he walks about his room al1 night, he
yawns at conversations, and a book acts upon him as a narcotic. The man wants
to wander, and he must do so, or he shall die.lg2
Even before A-oC

of Ra-

was published Burton was

fomulating a scheme to alleviate his d.
We have seen how as part of his religious studies
in India he had fantasised about making the journey to Mecca during the pilgrimage

season.18' Now, with a growing reptation as a linguist and a writer to back him up, he
approached the Royal Geographical Society in the autumn of 1852 with a plan to undertake
the pilgrimage to the Islamic holy cities of Medina and Mecca in disguise as a native-born

Muslim, and then cross the Arabian peninsula fiom either Medina to Muscat or from Mecca
to Mukalla and remove "that opprobrium to modern adventure, the huge white blot which in
our maps still notes the Eastern and the Central regions of Arabia. 184
'1

Here he \vas in luck, for the Fimish explorer G. A. Wallin ( 18 1 1- 1852) had recently

been offered the opportunity of exploring the Arabian peninsula under the joint auspices of
the Royal Geographical Society and the Imperia1 Geographical Society of St. Petersburg, but
negotiations had broken down over the issue of money. 18' The Royal Geographical Society

had at its disposal a 0 0 given it by the Govemrnent and the East lndia Company in 1846 to
enable a British antiquarian to penetrate into the interior of the Hadramaut in southern
Arabia, but this too had corne to nothing, so the money was available to another traveller. 1 86
Burton's proposals - including a three-year leave of absence with &il-pay fiom the
Honourable East Irtdia Company - were supported by Sir Roderick Murchison, thenPresident of the Royal Geographical Society, the Society's Secretary, Dr. Norton Shaw, and
other Society notables. Murchison and Shaw accompanied hirn to an i n t e ~ e w
with Sir
James Hogg, one of the Directors of the East India Company. Within the Company itself

Burton was supported by General William Montieth, Colonel William Sykes, and Colonel P.
Yorke.
But Hogg, remembering, as Burton later put it, "my impolitic habit of telling political
truths," remarked that in recent years exploration in Arabia had resulted in nothing but "a

sm-ngof fatalities," and refused to sanction the expedition. As compensation, however, the

Court of Directors granted Burton an additional years' paid leave "to pursue his Arabic
studies in lands where the language is best learned. " 87 This rneant that Burton had no
official sponsorship tiom the East India Company and a shonened t i m e - h e . Still, he \vas
enthmiastic:
However, king liberally supplied with the means of travel by the Royal
Geographical Society; thoroughly tired of "progress" and of "civilization:"
curious to see with my eyes what others are content to "hear with their ears,"
narnely Moslem inner life in a really Mohammedan country; and longing, if
tmth be toici, to set foot on that mysterious spot which no vacation tourist has
yet described, measured, sketched, and photographeci, 1 resolved to resurne m
old character of a Persian wanderer, a "Danvaysh," and to make the attempt. 158

The curtailed scheduie dictated fast action. Not only did he have to settle bis affairs
before leaving but also had to refurbish his Arabic and condition his reflections to thi& feel,
move, and perfonn daily functions as an Arab. This would have included having hirnself
circumcised. lg9 Burton appean to have spent the winter of 1852 - 1853 with his fnend John
Steinhauser in Cairo and Aden, trying out his disguise before returning to London for final
preparations in the early spnng. 190
For the remainder of the decade, until his return fiom an expedition to uncover the
mystery of the Great Lakes of Centrai Afiica in 1859, Burton would be involved with

j o m e y s or explorations in some of the most uncharted or inaccessible regions on earth.

These wodd both make his reputation as well as embroil him in controversy and tragedy.
But they would dso result in a continuing accumulation of data on the peoples he
encountered and further attempts at communicating aspects of those soçieties to literate

segments of British society, a pattern begun in Boulogne and which would continue and
accelerate following his mamage and entrance into the consular service in 1861.

-
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Cbapter Four

The Explorations

Burton's reputation as an explorer rests on three journeys he made within a six-year
period during the 1850s: the pilgnmage to Medina and Mecca in 1853, a journey to the city

of Harar, in present-day Ethiopia, in late 1854 and eady 1855, and an expedition to the lake

regions of Central Afnca with John Hanning SpeKe between 1 856 and 1859. Each of these
journeys was undertaken while Burton was on leave fiom the Indian Army, and al1 were done

under the auspices o f the Royal Geographical Society. Each resulted in a notable book as
well as a number of detailed reports to the Society on the lands Burton travel Ied through and
thei r peoples.
Between the expedition to Harar and the journey ta unravel the mystery of the inland
lakes in Central Africa, Burton also served for a short p e r d in the Crimean campaign as

Chief-of-Staff to Colonel William F. Beatson, who had forrned a detachment of irregular
Turkish cavalry - &&-Rwo&

- comrnonly known as "Beatson's Horse." In 1860, afier

retuming fiom his second Afncan expedition, Burton visited North America, travelling to

Salt Lake City to see Mormonism first-hand before continuing to Carson City, Nevada, and
San Francisco. Upon his return to England he and Isabel Arundel1 were rnarried in January,
1861;a few months later Burton entered the consular corps, where he would remain for the

rest of his life.
Much of Burton's posthumous fàme rests on his African journey with Speke to uncover
the mystery of the inland lakes and the attendant controversy over the question of the Nile's

source, but in fact Burton's travels in Atnca, inclusive o f those taken during his period as a
consul in West Africa, is of limited interest in a thesis dealing with his development as a

communicator and commentator on indigenous cultures, and will be dealt with in broad
stokes only. His activities as a pioneering Afncan explorer have been examined in previous

studies and biographies, while the Nile controversy is of such complexity that it requires a

detailed study of i t s own. Instead, we will examine Burton's three great journeys as separate

components of a single period in which he established himself as one of the foremost
travellers and experts on indigenous peoples of his generation.

Medina and Mecca
Before leaving England for Alexandria Burton spent some time polishing his Arabic and
conditioning himself to move, act, and think as an Arab. Edward Said has remarked that one

of Burton's better attributes as an Orientalist was the fact that he was exceptionably
knowledgeable about the extent to which hurnan social life is governed by rules and codes,
giving his accounts of travel in the East the sense of a consciousness intensely awre of such
things and able to steer a narrative course through the*?

That is, Professor Said maintains,

to be a Muslim or a rnember of the "East" - or a part of any community, for that matter - is
to know certain things in a certain way, subject to the exigencies of history, geography, and a
society's development in the circumstances particular to it.) Burton acknowledged as much
in his work on his

.

.

to Mecca, P e r s m l Narrative of a Pilgnmage to A
-l

Meccah, in a passage detailing the differences between a European and an Arab drinking a

gIass of water:
With us the operation is simple enough, but his (the Arabfs)performance includes no
fewer than five novelties. In the first place he clutches the tumbler as though it were the
throat of a foe; secondly he ejacdates, "in the name of Allah, the Compassionate, the
Mercifd!" before wetting his lips; thirdly, h e imbibes the contents, swallowing thern,
not sipping them as h e ought to do, and ending with a satisfied grunt; fourthly, before
setting d o m the cup, he sighs forth, "Praise be to Allah!" - of which you will
understand the full meaning in the Desert; and fifihly, he replies, "May Allah make it
pleasant to thee!" in answer to his fiiend's polite "Pleasurably and h e a l t h ! ~ ~
Moreover, Burton also believed that apart fiom the operational differences between East
and West, there was a gulf between European and Arabian perceptions of existence, and t i e d
to express this difference in his description of the languid sensual state Arabs cal1 kavf.
And this is the Arab's
The savouring of animal existence; the passive enjoyment
of mere sense; the pleasant languor, the dreamy tranquillity, the airy castte-building,
which in Asia stand in lieu of the vigorous, intensive, passionate life of Europe. It is the

result of a lively, irnpressible (sic), excitable nature, and exquisite sensibility of nerve; it
argues a facility for voluptuousness unknown to northem regions, where happiness is
placed in the exertion of mental and physical powers... . In the East, man wants but rest
and shade: upon the banks of a bubbling Stream, or under the cool shelter of a perFumed
tree, he is perfectly happy, smoking a pipe, or sipping a cup of coffw, or dnnking a
jlass of sherbert, but above dl things deranging body and mind as little as possible; the
trouble of conversations, the displeasures of memory, and the vanity of thought k i n g
the most unpleasant interruptions to his

w.5

Said's contention that Burton's freedom in the East consisteci of shaking himself fiee of
his European origins enough to be able to live as an "Oriental" is correct, but ignores the

pertinent fact that Burton's ability to live as a native for p e n d of time was due chiefly to his
having grown up with no strong sense of national identity, or at least one strong enough to
act as an effective obstacle to his immersion in non-European ways of life. Free to fonn his
own character as a youth on the Continent, Burton's experiences in lndia further reinforced

what has been described previously in this study as a fluid identity, one which had a
prounding in nineteenth century British assumptions and values, but was of suficient
elasticity as to be more responsive to aspects of foreign behaviour than most of his
contemporaries. Burton's Indian service honed this tendency progressively through linguistic
and cultural studies until, when it became of paramount importance for hirn to look, act, and
be perceived as a native-born Muslim by co-religionists, he kvas already well-disposed to
study and assimilate the intricacies of a foreign mind.
Any attempt by a nonbeliever to penetrate the holy city of Mecca in disguise was tiaught

with peril. By decree in C.E. 629 Mohammed had forbidden infidels from entering the city.
By the mid-nineteenth century this nile was still in force, and over the centuries a number of

discovered intedopers had been executed by crucifixion or impalement. Although according
to the Islamic canon an infidel caught within the city could avoid execution by a three-times
offered choice between circumcision and death, Burton believed that if he was discovered as

an Englishman the Meccan authorities would simply expel him. The real danger was a
s u m a r y execution on the spot by outraged bystanders. In 1860

- only seven years fier

Burton's journey - a Jew found inside the city was crucified by the citizemy.'

Although Burton was not the first non-Muslim to make the & or even the first
Engl ishman, he wished to be the first unconverted Englishman to make the journey to h t h
Medina and Mecca, as well as the first to travel across the Arabian peninsula fiom west to
easte7He could

have travelled as a professed convert and not as a disguised pilgrim, but he

knew that a "Frank," converted or not, would be subject to continual suspicion and vigilance,
and in al1 1ikelihood greatly restricted in his activities by the ~ r a b s .

Therefore he chose to travel both as a hakim,or Muslim doctor, and a &rwaysh
(denish), knowing that a doctor in Egypt and Arabia, as in Europe, was perrnitted liberties

not accorded ordinary men. As with his role as an itinerant merchant in Sind, Burton's doctor
would be allowed questions on any number of intimate subjects without fear of offense. This,
he wTote, was the best method to "see people face to face, especially the fair sex, of which
Europeans, generally speaking, h w only the *ont ~~ecitnens."~

Medicine in the East, he noted, consisted mainly of magical incantations, charms, and
various nostrums. Since there \vas "something infinitely seducing in the character of a
magician, doctor, and & each admirable in itself," he carried in his baggage a varie9 of
harmless placebos as well as a magic mirror. Using hypnotism as his chief remedy, he
maintained that he was less likely to do h m than most of the recently-graduated young
surgeons who started to "finish" themselves on the fiame of the average Bntish soldier.

Similarly, a

was a special kind of pilgrim, "a chartered vagabond" who could

ignore proprieties and conventions without danger to himself
No character in the Moslem world is so proper for disguise as that of the Danvaysh.
It is assumed by al1 ranks, ages, and creeds... the Danvaysh is allowed to ignore
ceremony and politeness, as one who ceases to appear on the stage of life; he may
pray or not, rnarry or remain single as he pieases, be respectable in cloth of fiieze
as in cloth of gold, and no one a s k him ... Why he cornes here? or Wherefore he goes
there? ... . The more haughty and offensive he is to the people, the more they respect him;
a decided advantage to the traveller of choleric temperament In the hour of imminent
danger, he has only to become a maniac, and he is safe; a madrnan in the East, like a
notably eccentric character in the West, is allowed to say or do whatever the spirit
dictates. Add to this character a little knowledge of medicine, a "moderate ski11 in
magic, and a reputation for carin for nothing but study and books"... and you appear in
the East to peculiar advantage.

if

Accompanied by a fellow Indian o=cer who was in o n his plans, Burton lefi London on
the evening of April3, t 853, in disguise as a Persian narned Bismillah Shah: "King by the

Grace of God."The following day they embarked for Alexandria aboard the Peninsular and
Oriental steamer

u.
Also on board was John Larking, an Englishrnan living in

Alexandna who was priw to Burton's secret and offered him the use of his house in Egypt
while Burton made his final preparations for Arabia. M e r a thirteen-day voyage they
reached Alexandria and the first test of Burton's disguise. Upon disembarking a youth came

up to him and asked for bakshish(gratuity), only to receive a contemptuous retort of mafish
("1 have lefi my purse at home") in return. The youth went away, Burton recalled srnugIy,

"convinced that the sheep-skin covered a real sheep." IZ
Nevertheless, Burton won discovered that his Persian disguise - reasonable enough in
lndia and Sind - had k e n a mistake. Most Persians were of the Shiite branch of Islam and as
such were considered heretics by the Sunni Egyptians and Arabs. So he reverted to his old

Indian role of "MiraAbdullah," presenting himself as a Pathan doctor, h m in lndia of
Afghan parents and educated at Rangoon. For a month h e stayed at Larking's home in

Alexandria, polishing his Arabic and perfecting his disguise by delving deeper into tslamic
scnpture and theology with the aid of a local

while simultaneously advertising his

services as a physician. Within two weeks word of the indian doctor spread; Burton found
himself with a number of patients and declined an offer o f mariage. He also discovered that
in amvi ng in Alexandna he had neglected to provide himself with a passport, and after

several days of red tape was incensed to be charged the equivalent of five shiliings for the

privi lege of leaving Egypt. l 3
From Alexandria the counterfeit Pathan travetled to Cairo aboard the Nile steamer Little
Asthrriatiç, and was struck by the landscape's similarïty to Sind: "the same morning mist and
noon-tide glare; the sarne hot wind and heat clouds, and fiery sunset.. . the same pillars of
dust and 'devils' of sand sweeping like giants over the plain; the same turbid waters... .1114
Despite his preference for solitude he made several Muslim fnends on board he woutd see

again in Cairo, including

Wali Alioghlu Arslanoghlu, a Russian-born trader travelling to

Cairo to settle a lawsuit. Thus far Burton's disguise appeared to be holding, particutarly
among the few Europeans aboard; once he accidentally brushed against an English oficer
with the sleeves of his bwnous and was roundly c m d , but forgave the offlcer, he wrote
lightly, "in consideration of the compliment p i d to my d i ~ ~ u i s e . " ' ~
Burton arrived in Cairo during the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan. and left a striking
description of the amiosphere in the city. That year Ramadan fell in June, and for sixteen and
a quarter consecutive hours the Faithful were forbidden to eat, cirink, smoks, or even swallow

their saliva designedly during the crippling summer heat:
Like the Italian, the Angldlatholic, and the Greek fasts, the chief effect of the "blessed
month" is to darken their (the Muslims) tempers into positive gloom. Their voices, never
of the softest, acquire, especially after noon, a terrible h m h and creaking tone. The men
curse one another and beat the women. The women slap and abuse the children, and
these in their turn cruelly entreat, and use bad language to, the dogs and cats. You can
scarcely spend ten minutes in any popuIous part of the city without hearing some violent
dispute... . The Mosques are crowded with a sulky, grumbling population making
themseives offensive to one another whilst working their way to heaven. f6

At night, however, the scene changed dramatically. Then the inhabitants becarne livelier,
flowing out into the city streets to eat, drink, and converse. In Burton's passages the reader is
treated to a tableau of Egyptian street-life: beggars collecting alms for their pilgrimage to
Mecca, Europeans in Western dress contrasting with the various Eastern costumes, watercarriers and donkey-boys, prostitutes and grain vendors, and high above the tumult, the voice
of the mueuin calling from the balcony of a minaret. "Hie ye to devotion! Hie ye to
salvation!" When the ordeal finally ended, Burton wrote, the populace "rejoiced like Romans

finishing their Ouaresirna(sic)."17
Burton was struck by the contrast of Cairo during the daylight and evening hours. The
city, squalid and stinking during the day, took on an othenvorldly aspect at night:
In darkness you see nothing but a silhouette. When, however, the moon is high in the
heavens, and the summer stars min light upon Goà's world, there is something not of
earth in the view. A glimpse at the strip of pale blue sky above scarcely reveals three
ells of breadth: in many places the interval is less: here the copings rneet, and there the

outriggings of the houses seem to intertace. Now they are parted by a pencil of snowy
sheen, then by a flood of silvery splendeur, while under the projecting comices and
the huge hanging balcony-windows of fantastic wood-work, supported by gigantic
brackets and corbels, and under deep verandahs, and gateways... and in blind wynds
and long cul-de-sacs, lie patches of thïck darkness, made visible by the dimmest of oil
larnps... . Briefly, the whole view is so strange, so fantastic, so ghostly, that it seems
preposterous to imagine that in such places human beings like ourselves c m be bo
and live through life, and carry out the comrnand "increase and multiply," and die.

3

Cairo was safe enough should bis disguise lx penetrated for any reason, but slipups
could still bring trouble. With

Wali he obtained a room in a crowded -(hotel),

and,

as at Alexandria, soon established a respectable reputation as a physician when h e cured
some Abyssinian slave girls of the value-reducing habit of snonng. Around this time Burton
also met an eighteen year-old Meccan boy named Mohammed al-Basyuni who was visiting
Cairo after a journey to Constantinople, and who immediately ofiered to accompany him to
Mecca as a servant and cornpanion. At first Burton r e f d adrnitting that the youth, who
had been in India, had been around Englishmen too much and "showed signs of over-

wisdorn," but he was eventually forced to take hirn on when the lad followed hirn to suez l9
Thus far Burton had exhibited extreme prudence in his demeanour, but was still forced

to leave Cairo sooner than he had anticipated With Ramadan finished he met an Albanian
army captain and proceeded to spend a dninlien evening with him in defiance of the Muslim
stncnire against drinking. The spree got out of hand when the captain began to make a

shambles of the khanand Burton was forced to restrain him. The subsequent scandal, coming
so soon afier &m&n,
and the worldly

discredited the hitherto impeccable reputation of the Pathan doctor

Wali advised Burton to begin his pilgrimage at once. So with two

camels and several cornpanions he set out for Suez, eighty-four miles away across the desert.
Here the teenaged Mohammed caught up with them dunng the crossing and Burton hired
him, despite his misgivings.

The journey to Suez was Burton's first taste of the desert since his days in Sind, and after
four years in Europe he found the experience exhilarating. Later he mused on the curious

attraction of a desolate landscape:

It is strange how the mind can be amused by scenery that presents so few objects to
occupy it. But in such a country every slight modification of form o r colour rivets
observation: the senses are sharpened, and the perceptive faculties, prone to sieep
over a confbsed mass of natural objects, act vigorously when excited by the capability
of embracing each detail ... . Above, through a sky terrible in its stainless beauty ... the
S a m h carresses you like a lion with flaming breath. Around lie drifted sand-heaps.. over which he who rides is spurred by the idea that the bursting o f a water-skin, o r the
pricking o f a camel's hoof, would be a certain death of torture, - a haggard land infested
with wild beasts, and wilder men, - a region whose very fountains m m u r the warning
words "Drink and away 1 " What can be more exciting? what more sublime? Man's heart
bounds in his breast at the thought o f measuring his puny force with Nature's might,
and of emerging triumphant fiom the trial. This explains the Arab's proverb, "Voyaging
is victory." Ln the desert, even more than upon the ocean, there is present death:
hardship is there, and piracies, and shi wreck, solitary, not in crowds, where, as the
P
Persians say, "Death is a Festival" ... . -O

In Suez Burton's party procured passports and secured passage for Arabia on board a

f i - t o n pilgrim ship known as the S l k a l l a W . or "Golden Wire," without c o m p a s , log, o r
even an eiementary chart. On the afiernoon o f July 6, 1853, with nearly one-hundred
passengers crammed ont0 a vesse1 designed to hold si*,

the Silksailed out o f Suez

harbour bound for Yanbu across the Red Sea. The & had now begun in earnest, with no
chance of turning back; as the ship sailed out o f port Burton confessed that he could not help
"casting one wistful look" upon the British tlag fiuttering h m the consulate."

The voyage lasted twelve blistering days. Occasionally the crowded decks erupted in
violence as the pilgrims fought for room among the baggage-piles; while still anchored at

Suez a group of wild Maghrebis fiom North Afnca swarmed the poopdeck where Burion and
his cornpanions were encamped but were forced back in a general &.

The only other

event of note occurred one night when, wading ashore, Burton stepped on a poismous seaurchin, incurring a bad infection in his foot which would plague him for the r e n of his
journey.
At Yanbu Burton hired hvo carnels for the journey to Medina and an enclosed litter
called a shugduf, slung ont0 the back of a carne1 which affords the traveller some measure of
privacy and relief fiom the Sun. Although travelling in a shuedvf was considered by many
Arabs to be fit only for the weak and effete, it allowed Burton time to let his injured foot heal

and, more importantly, provided the concealment he needed for his voluminous note-taking,

a pastime he found to be dangerous in Alexandria when his elderly &&yh saw him
scn'bbling and exclaimed, "Thou art always writing, O my brave!... what evil habit is this?
Surely thou hast Ieamed it in the land of the Frank? ~ e ~ e n tSubsequently
! " ~ ~
Burton wrote
his observations in private, particularly after sunset, using a specia! notebook with a guidewire usually employed by the b l i t ~ d . ~ ~

By this point Burton had made a number of friends and employed two servants in his
Party: the youth Mohammed and an tndian Muslim named

Nur. One of his shipboard

ftiends, Shavkh Hamid al-Sarnrnan, invited him to stay at his house in Medina while others
fumished the Pathan "doctor" with a wealth of details on bedouin life, al1 of which he
Although he had brought several observational instruments with him,
recorded m.
Burton was forced to keep only his compass afler Mohammed found a sextant in his baggage
at Suez and immediately accused his master of k i n g an imposter and a spy in front of the
others. In full view of the accused they consulted among themselves, but deemed him a true
Muslim when one in the party recalled a theological discussion he had had with the tndian
pilgrim and had been irnpressed by the latter's knowiedgeZ4

Burton and his companions travelled the one-hundred and wenty miles between Yanbu
and Medina in the Company of a large caravan of nearly two-hundred drornedarïes. There

were dangers apart from the terrain: baqdits threatened them several times on the plain, and
at Pilgrimage Pass outside Medina the caravan was attacked by robbers firing down fiom the
hills, killing a nwnber of travellers and baggage animals. m e r traversing a steep ridge of
black basalt they entered Medina on 25th July to the accompaniment of many a pilgrim's
exultations: "O Allah! this is the Hanm (sanctuary) of Thy Apostle; make it to us a Protection
from Hel1 Fire, and a Refuge tiom Eternal Punishment! O open the Gates of Thy Mercy, and
let us pass through them to the Land of Joy!" Burton himself was moved by the spectacle of
the city. "lt was impossible not to enter into the spirit of my companions, and tnily 1 believe
that for some minutes my enthusiasm rose as high as theirs. But presently ... the traveller

returned strong upon me: 1 made a rough sketch of the tom, put questions about the
principle buildings, and.. collected materials... .,925
Burton spent several weelis in Medina, surreptitiously sketching the town and visiting
the sights, including the Prophet's Mosque where Mohammed is buried He was not, as usual,

easily impressed. The mosque, one of Islam's most sacred shn'nes, he dismissed as mean and
tawiry, "a rnuseum of second-rate art... full of ornaments that are not accessories, and

decorated with pauper splendor."26 "Altogether the coupd'oeil had nothing to recommend it
byday," he BTote, although at ni@, with dim light thrown on it by lamps, he admitted it was
more i ~ n ~ r e s s i vHe
e .visited
~ ~ the tomb of Mohammed's daughter, Fatirnah, studied lslamic

religious rites, visited the slave bazaar, and asked questions about the eunuchs who guarded
and maintained the mosques.
Near the end of August Medina filled with bedouin massing to join a tribal fight in the

hills. The local situation dashed Burton's plans to travel through Arabia to Muskat on the
Gulf of Oman, but his stay in the city had made him al1 the more eager to visit Mecca, so on
the Iast day of August he and his two servantsjoined the Damascus caravan bound for the
holy city. This procession consisted of more than seven-thousand people and was guarded by
close to a thousand inegular cavalry. Most of the marching was done at night, to avoid the
heat; still, they frequently passed the remains of carnels, hones, donkeys, and the occasional

After ten days they reached AI-7human that had died enroute.

the Mika&or

"appointed place," about forty-seven miles fiom Mecca where the

dons the

athe

pilgnrn-garb necessary for partaking in the various ntuals, as well as bathing and shaving the
head.

Travelling throughout the night, they reached Mecca at about one o'clock in the morning
of September 1 I th. Burton stayed as an honoured guest at his servant Mohammed's house
and the following day, September 12th, went to the Great Mosque to begin the first rituals.
Until now he had observed most of the proceedings with his characteristic detachment, but

here, within sight of the holy Kaaba, he lost his sophistication and for some moments was
greatly affecteci by the scene:
There at last it lay, the boum of my long and weary Pilgrimage, realising the plans and
hopes of many and many a year. The mirage medium of Fancy invested the huge
catafdque and its gioomy pal1 with peculiar chanm There were no giant fragments
of hoar antiquity as in Egypt, no remains of graceful and harmonious beauty as in
Greece and Italy, no barbarous gorgeoumess as in the buildings of India; yet the
view was strange, unique and how few have looked upon the celebrated shnne!
1 may truly say that, of d l the worshippers who clung weeping to the curtain, or who
pressed their beating hearts to the stone, none feft for the moment a deeper emotion
than did the
fiom the far-north It was as if the poetical legends of the Arab
s p k e truth, and that the waving wings of angels, not the sweet breeze of morning,
were agitating and swelling the black covering of the shrine. But, to confess humbling
truth, theirs was the high feeling of religious enthusiasm, mine was the ecstasy
of gratified pide. 28

-

As at Medina Burton the Observer soon shrugged off personal reflections and redonned

the role of the scientific adventurer. M e r performing the T a d the required seven

circumnaviagations of the K.raba Mohammed managed to clear a space for his master

around the fabled Biack Stone, in the south-east corner of the

a.
By pressing his face to

the stone Burton was able to monopolise the relic for nearly ten minutes. He came away, he

wote, convinced it was a cornmon aërolite (rnete~rite).'~
During the next few days he perforrned the duties of the pilgrim in Mecca, ending with
the prescribed cerernonies at Mount M a t , fifteen miles south-west of the city. These

consisted chiefly of iistening to a sennon fiom Arafat's hilltop, where it is believed that
Adam first learned to pray, as well as the symbolic stoning of Lucifer at a monument called

"the Devil's Pillar." This was the last ceremony of the @ and thereafter Burton was awarded
the title &- a Muslim who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca - and alIowed to Wear the
green turban denoting successfid completion of his journey.

Burton's servant Mohammed then bustled his master back to Mecca where, returning to
the Kaaba. he forced a path through the crowds by shouting, "Open a path for the

who

would enter the House." Burton was hoisted up the seven feet to the door of the & a b where
a number of oficials questioned him reprding his name, background, and religious faith.

Satisfied, they then showed him around the building as he secretly made a sketch of the
interior on the sleeve of his

with a pencil, knowing that in the eyes of the Faithful he

was polluting the Sanctuary by his very presence. "1 wil l not deny that, looking at the

windowiess walls, the oficials at the door, and the crowd of excited fanatics below - 'And
the place death, considering who 1 was,'

- my feelings were of the trapped-rat

description.
During his few remaining days in the city Burton visited the rest of the sights he wished
to record: the tomb of the Prophet's mother, the cernetary, and other sacred places in and
around the Meccan precincts; enough material to fil1 three volumes. The joumey from
Medina to Mecca had been relatively safe, but he still wished to continue the joumey

eastward, six hundred dangerous miles across the Bub al-Khali. or Empty Quarter. He was
dissuaded, however, by his horrified friends, who exclaimed "Wallah! Effendi. Thou art
surely mad," so he decided to r e m to Egypt

Jiddah and perhaps try again at a later

With the ever-present Mohammed and $Jl&h Nur in tow he left Mecca forever,
reaching the Coast within a &y..
Burton's journey was now almost over, but he was still not safe enough to throw off his
alias and return to his former identity. By now the money he had taken with him had run out,

forcing him to use a drafi from the Royal Geographical Society and cash it with the British
Vice-Consul at Jiddah, Charles Cole. Still in disguise, he passed Cole a note reading, "Don't
recognize me; I am Dick Bunon, but 1 am not safe yet. Give me some money which will be
returned from London and don't take any notice of me." Cole did as he was told but sent for
Burton laier that night and in the privacy of his home showed hirn "an abundance of
hospitality." the first English Company he had enjoyed in neariy six mon th^.^^
Ten days later Burton left Arabia for Suez aboard the English ship Dw&.

Stiil in

disguise, he was now so close to the end of his journey that he let some slip in décorum
reveal his tme identity to Mohammed, who said to

Nur, "Now 1 understand- Your

fiom India; he hath laughed at o u b e a r d ~ . "Shortly
~ ~ aftexwards he curtly

master is a

asked Burton for his wages and left before the ship sailed for Egypt

On board the D

e Burton washed off his colouring and re-emerged as an

Englishman, but whether because of an innate love of concealment or an inability to totally
renounce his

"mAbdullah"

he appears to have been reluctant to throw off his

disguise entirely, frequently strolling around Cairo in his Arabian robes. In disguise at
Shepherd's Hotel he repeatedly passed a group of army acquaintances fiom India with the
douin's swinging gait. The sleeves of his

bnrshed against one of the oficers who

exclaimed, "Damn that niggefs impudence! lf he does that again 1 shall kick him."
Whereupon Burton wheeled and said, "Well, damn it, Hawkins, that's a nice way to welcome
a fellow afier two years' absence." "By God, it's Rufian Dick," the oficer cried,
flabbqasted.

''

Burton and the Arabs

Much has been made of Richard Burton's af'fïnity for Arabs, particularly the bedouin.
and his general love of the desert?

One of the earliest stories recorded of Burton has him,

as a child of three, lying on his back under a broiling sun at Tours and exclaiming, "How 1

love a bright, burning s u ! " Burton later referred to this episode wryly as "Nature speaking in
early years," intimating that he always had a

for hot and desolate places.36 Arabia

he called ''the Iand of my predilection ... a region so familiar to me that... it seemed a
reminiscence of some bygone rnetempsychic (sic) life in the distant ~ a s t , " ~while
'
the desen

itself he found to have rejuvenating properties, offering an escape fiom the fetters of
civilisation he found so confining, and promising a return to a more primitive state:
At last! Once more it is my fate to escape the prison-life of civilized Europe, and
to refresh body and mind by studying Nature in her noblest and most admirable form
the Nude. Again 1 am to enjoy a glimpse of the "glorious Desert;" to inhale the sweet
pure breatb of translucent skies that show the red stars burning upon the very edge
and verge of the horizon; and to strengthen myself by a short visit to the Wild Man
and his old home.38

-

The tone is exaltant, even triumphant, the cry of an imprisoned man granted
unconditional release. Certainly at least part of this sense of fieedom is recognisable
romantic egoism in a tradition reaching back to Byron's ChU&hd& Shelley, and beyond:
the sense of persona1ised liberty to be achieved in wastelands where the traveller is not

diminished by the landscape, but instead attains an augmented sense of self.39 And like the
Romantics before him Burton was cognisant of his individual role within the desert and the
melding of himself and his surroundings:
The Desert... is pre-eminently the Land of Fancy, of Reverie; never ending, ever
renewing itself in the presence of the Indefinite and the Solitude, which are the
characteristics of this open world, The least accident, the smallest shifl of scenery,
gives rise to the longest trains of thought, in which the pst, the present, and the
future seem to blend4*
C

Those who lived in the desert becarne Burton's particular focus of attention. Like a
nurnber of previous European travelters, he believed that he detected a kind of rough chivalry
among the

which he felt Europe. and pamcularly Brïtain, had lost."

The bedouins.

in this view, had managed to preserve a crude form of honour in which extreme

individualism could flourish without the restraints of civilisation, ailowing the strong to rule
unchecked by the effete, confining dictates of egalitarianism. Bedourn life Burton called a
, .
societe l e o w a social organisation "in which the fiercest, the strongest, and the craftiest
.

I

I

obtains complete mastery over his f e l l o ~ s : ~ *
The h m and the file do not conserve courtesy and chivalry like the sword and
spear; 'manextends his tongue,' to use an Arab phrase, when a cuff and not a
stab is to be the consequence of an injurious expression. Even the ruffian becomes
polite in California, where his brother-ruffian carries his revolver, and those European
nations who were the most polished when every gentleman wore a rapier, have become
the rudest since Civilkition disarmed t l ~ e m . ~ ~
Even from this short excerpt the argument is clear: in harsh, uncivilised lands the
naturally strong rise to the surface of society and by virtue of their might extend their
dominion over the weak. This is innately good, Burton suggests, for martial valour,
expressed in warlike behaviour, will almost invariably be tempered by the nobler instincts of
the strong, who will inspire the weaker to forego common pettiness and cnielty by their

example of a higher morality. "Ln the presence of the Great Destroyer (war) petty feuds and
miserable envy, hatred, and malice stand hushed and awestruck.f*a And again, "Who can say
war is not one of the great improvers of mankind.yt45
The &do-

are prime examples of this, "a tnily noble cornpound of determination,

gentleness, and generosity,"46 who, unlike the civilised town Arab, inspire the cultivation of

martial, even knightly, virtues:
It is the existence of this chivalry among the "Children of Antar" which makes the
... so deiightful to the travel ter who... understands and is
society of the
understood by them.. . . Your guide will protect you wi th blade and spear, even against

his kindreci, and he expects you to do the same for him4'
. .
In a iater work (The G o l d - m e s of
which he regarded as a sequel to his

u)

to A-l

M d , Burton again remarked on the positive attributes of

the b e d a compared to the urbanised Arab, but added an imperialist agenda:

The
who becomes fawning and abject when corrupted by contact with the
town Arab, is still a gentleman in his native wilds. Easy and quiet, courteous and
mild-mamered, he expects you to respect him, and upon that condition he respects you
- sti II without a shade of obsequiousness or servility... . The man of the wilds has a
dignity of his own... never tells a lie and, when told one, never forgets it. His confidence
is gone for ever (sic), and ail the suspiciousness of his nature is aroused.
Should we find it necessary to raise regiments of these men, nothing would be easier.
Pay h e m regularly, ann them well, work them hard, and treat them with even-handed
justice - there is nothing else to do.48
For al1 his admiration of the

Burton was no mere hagiographer of the desert

wamor, at points contrasting their behaviour with that of Europe and finding them wanting.
While stressing that the

"are not cowards. The habit of danger... the presence of and

the practice of weapons, horsemanship, sharpshwting, and martial exercises, habituate them
to look death in the face like men, and powerfùl motives will make them her~es,"~'
The valour o f the
is fitful and uncertain. .. Arab ideas of bravery do not
prepossess us. Their romances, full of foolhardy feats and impossible exploits, might
charm for a time, but could not become the standard w r k s of a really fighting
people... .50

We may detect here, as has k e n suggested elsewhere, the indication that Burton's
admiration of the bedouinwas a double-edged f i a i r , tempered, particularly in his later years,
by his concerns as an imperial agent and the tension of simultaneously existing as a rebel
against EngIish authority who finds k d o d individualism persona11y satisvng, but is also
a n advocate of imperial policy, with loyalties to - if not much apparent affection for - the

~ e t r o ~ o l eTwenty-five
.~
yean afier his

Burton returned to the desert and laced his

usual cornmendations of the nomad with some sharp criticisms:

"Like the noble savage generally, (the )-

is a nuisance to be abated by

civil ization;" "they will eat bread and salt with the traveller they intend to murder,"
"destruction (is) more the &&a ~ine."'~The man who as

Abdullah lefi his host in

Cairo because the latter had become a "civilised man who ate with a fork and tatked
European politics53 now was concerned with the threat of

raids and extortion in

Midian (where, it will be noted, Burton was looking for gold concessions fiom the Egyptian
government), speculating that
The only hope for the COuntry... is... an extension of the strong-handed ruIe of Egypt.
This comparatively civilized form of government suits the conditions of the actual races.
Tt is the first step of pro ess, and it wil1 lead... to the conditions which the French have
introduced into Algeria

k

Clearly there is a dichotomy here in Burton's view of Arabian society and particularly
that of the k d o w . His appreciation of the "spare... square and well-knit" nomads and his
sense of personal freedom in the desert - "the pains and penalties of civilization, so terrible
to endure after the life of liberty in the desert" - âid not preclude his viewing them as
potential grist for the imperial mill, to be exploited or suppressed as required?

Unlike other

so-called "desert English" such as Blunt and Lawrence, Burton had few long-term qualms
about Britainfs imperial role, or the place of indigenou inhabitants within the expansionist
scherne of things. Bedouins may be glorious in their &dom,
nuisance who rnight impede "progress"as i t is defined by an
mut

- be dealt with firmly.

but they are a h a potential

and should

- even

Part of thjs may be explained by simple

- even simplistic - imperialist dogrna laced

with proto-Social Danvinism. Like other so-calleci ''fighting races" admired by the Victorians

- the Gurkhas and Sikhs to name but two - the -are
and possess many virtues which make their Company

seen as martial, therefore noble,

- for Burton at 1-t - congenial. But

they are still barbarians who must submit to the needs of the "higherl'races who have raised
themselves to a state of civilisation the

conspicuously lack. In this straightforwardly-

racist view it is a simple fact of existence that more advanced peoples will dominate lessadvanced ones, whatever their - agah, to Burton

- personally pleasing attributes. They must

submit because they cannot compete, and in submitting, be linked with the blessings of a

higher form of civilisation as exemplified by the Metropole.
Furthemore, Burton's appreciation of the

y ~the
,

European circurnstance has its

roots in his anthropological perspective, a sense that the human condition is a series of
mdations through which humanity either nses or declines:

C

Serfdom, like cannibalism and polygamy, are (sic) the steps by which human society
rose to its present statu: to abuse them ignorantly is to kick down the lad de^^^
In two other works, even more emphatically:
I look upon them (cannibalism, polygamy, slavery etc.) as so many steps, or rather
necessary conditions, by which civilùed society rose to its present advanced nate.''

Barbansm stunts, civilizaton favours, the growth of man physically as well as morally.
Rivations and nury are adverse to, comfort and luxury increase, the development of
human nature.

!8?

There is then a discemible pattern in Burton's considerations of Arabs which we have
first seen in his works on lndia and Indian peoples, and will see repeated to greater or lesser
degrees with other peoples, even with his particular bêteAAfricms. It is clear that

through his capacities as a soldier, an explorer, and later as a consul, Burton occasionally
saw himself as an agent of British imperial policy, but with a notable difference: as an

Englishman with closer ties to native cultures than most of his compatriots through his

immersions in indigenous languages, customs, and mannets, giving him what he believed

were greater insights into indigenous character. These insights were then presented in literary
form, usually in his travel books or through scattered references in other works, and
communicated to the Metropoie, which, as it accepted him as an experienced authority,
absorbed them and the prism through which Burton viewed respective nonoBritish peoples.
Burton was different from other navel writers of the tirne in one significant aspect: the
degree to which he studied indigenous societies and the extent to which he imrnersed hirnself
in their language and cultures, resulting in his gaining an acknowledged status as an authority

on those societies. What is striking about Burton's studies and references, aside front the
depth of material contained in his books, is the apparent ambivalence to be found in his
positions. The passages in his books dealing with the peoples of Gujarat, Sind, and Arabia
are notable for their mixed attitudes, a blend of criticism, mostly racially- or imperially-

biased, interspersed with detached, frequently sophisticated ethnological observations and
occasionally warm, even affectionate, appreciations.
From Burton's own words one may assume that he felt a sense of at least partialidentification with bedouins. but from the imperialist rhetoric espoused he does not ever
appear to have forgotten his primary role as a European amongst foreign peoples. His dislike
of European wciety was for European ennuiand conventionality, not Europeanism itself
Moreover, the "White Nigger" appellation his messmates gave him in India has connotations
beyond the racial ly pejorative tone; i.e. a sense of remaining "white" even as he was
immersed to a significant degree in indigenous habits. Burton's own mocking description of
himself as an "amateur barbarian" in the quotation which entitles this study denotes a
personal feeling that his immersion in "barbaric" cultures is of a transitory nature; of interest
in itself, even satisfjrinp to a large extent, but does not have the effect of supplanting his
primasr identity as a European and a Briton.

This is not merely a case of being "neither fish nor fowl," although earlier references
given in the text of Burton's autobiographical writings indicate that he did experience a sense
of alienation in his interactions with his countrymen. Instead, we may see

- what Burton

himself did not seem to be aware of - that his continental upbringing, while it almost
certainly played a role in helping him identi@ with the Greater Britain part of the imperial
enterprise rather than Great Britain itself, gave him the ability to examine non-European
peoples with fewer

- but not entirely devoid of - subjective considerations than many of his

c ~ r n ~ a t r i o tSo
s . his
~ ~English-reading public received information not just on indigenous
society, but on intirnate aspects of those societies: on sexuality, birth and fimeral rites, on
circumscision male and female, on cruelty and hurnan sacrifice, intoxication and dmg use,
on whatever had an impact on the society under c o n s i d e r a t i ~ nAs
. ~ ~Burton gained in

knowledge and experience, he increasingly employed comparative analysis in his studies,
pointing out the universality of many practices throughout humanity, or the singularity of
certain attitudes and customs in a particular culture.
At the same time, whatever his personal sense ofmarginality, it is clear that Burton did
identify with an expansionist Britain - perhaps desperately so - and found the association
with a powerfut, dominant society very much to his liking. His criticisms of England and
English society must not be taken as a rejection of England herseIf. Rather, his sympathy for
Asiatic despotisrns ("Eastern despotisms have arrived nearer the idea of equality and
fraternity than any republic yet invented")''

and dislike for the general prînciples of

egalitarianism proved a natural springboard for his personal affiliation with an imperial
power, clearly expressed in his first book on Afica:

The English of a fonner generation were celebrated for gaining ground in both
hemispheres: their broad lands were not won by a peace policy, which, however,
in this &y has on two distinct occasions well nigh lost for them 'the gem of the
British Empiref - India. The philanthropist and the political economist may fondly hope,
by outcry against 'temtorial aggrandizement,' by advocating a compact fiontier, by
abandoning colonies and by cultivating 'equilibrium,' to retain our rank arnong the
great nations of the world. Never! The facts of history prove nothing more conclusively
than this: a race either progresses or retrogrades, either increases or diminishes: the
children of Time, like their sire, cannot stand s t i 1 1 . ~ ~

Burton did not return to England following his pilgrimage in Arabia but chose instead to
remain in Cairo, writing up his notes for the inevitable book and resting for the remainder of
his leave; Le. until March 1854, when he had to rejoin his regiment o r forfeit his
commission. Had he r e t m e d to England immediately following his journey he might have
found a greater fame than his exploit gained him, although news o f the &and the
. subsequent publication of Per-ve
of a-P
to A
-l
Mecd
made his name famous alrnost overnight.63

But Burton did not return, and here we corne across one of the most visible
contradictions in Burton's character: his frank thirsting for fame and the seemingly cavalier
attitude with which he treated it once it was within his grasp. Before leaving for Atnca in
1856 on what we rnay designate here as the Great Lakes Expedition, Burton gave Isabel

Arundel1 - then his fian&

- a copy of a poem he had vvritten. In part it read:

1 wore thine image, Fame,
Within a heart well fit to be thy shnne;
Others a thousand boons may gain One wish was mine:

The hope to gain one smile,
To dwell one moment cradled on thy breast,
Then close my eyes, bid Iife farewell,
And take my rest!

She pointed to a grisly land,
Where al1 breathes death - earth, sea, and air;
Her glorious accents sound once more,
"Go meet me there."

Mine ear will hear no other sound,
No other thougtit my heart wvill know
1s this a sin? "0,pardon, Lord!
Thou rnadst me so! ' ' ~ 5 ~

Despite this ciear desire for recognition, time and again Burton was to successfully
undertake a hazardous journey or distinguish himself in some conspicuous manner, but just
as he was in a position to consolidate his success he ignored the requirements of

advancement and threw away his opportunity, or at least appeared to treat it with little
regard. Of his three great journeys to Medina and Mecca, Harar, and Lake Tanganyika, he
1ingered following the successtùl completion of two of them, in one catastrophically, while

admittedly the third was cut short by injury.
As it was, following the

he did not visit Engiand at ail, but returned to Bombay and

his regiment once his leave expired. It may be that for al1 his flair for theatricality and
professed love of renown Richard Francis Burton was frightened of the role of celebrity he
would have to play in Britain, perhaps fearing that the concessions he wouid have to make to

public opinion would sornehow bind him to the English conventions he despised. There is
also some evidence that he was prone to feelings of anti-climax and depression following
success, and that this may have played a role in his actions. Almost eighteen months later,
leaving the East African city of Harar, he reflected on his lack of enthusiasm for attaining a
goal:

1 had time, on the top of my mule for musing upon how melanchoiy a thing is
success. Whi 1st failure inspirits a man, attainment reads the sad prosy lesson that
ail our glories
"Are shadows, not substantial things. "
Tmly said the sayer, "disappointment is the salt of life" - a salutary bitter which
strengthens the mind for fresh exertion, and gives a double value to the prize.65
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he noted a "depression
Likwise, in the preface to Theof C

of spirits" following the Tanganyika expedition which delayed publication of the work until
~ ~ throughout his life Burton alternately sought fame but recoiled from
later in 1 8 6 0 . Thus,

its consequences. It may well be tme that he simply lacked the social maturity to

comprehend that both officia1 and societal acceptance is contingent on oficial and societal
expectations. "Man proves his valour by doing what he likes," he wrote once, disregarding
the coroltary that the man who does what he likes is not always held to be valourous, but

sirnply self-indulgent."

He craved glory, but hesitated to assume the responsibilities that

glory would inevitably have on his personal freedom. This hesitation would have major
consequences some years following the pilgrirnage, when his actions on his second African
jouniey helped to embroil him in the greatest controversy of his life.

First Footsteps in Africa

Almost immediately after retuming to Bombay, Burton began planning another, bolder
expedition, this time with the intention of penetrating the Afican interior i the Somali city
of Harar. During Burton's time Harar was a center of Islarnic religious learning and

missionary activity, as well as k i n g a hub of the East Afican slave trade. No European had
yet been allowed to enter the city, for local legend had it that the penetration of Harar by an
infidel would mark the beginning of the end of Somali independence, "some negro Merlin
having read Decline and Fall in the tirst footsteps of the ~ r a n k " ~ ~
Aware that the British were even more despised than the Turks k a u s e of their

intervention in the slave trade, Burton wrote that he "considered it a point of honour..- to
utilize my title as

in attempting to visit the city, see the ruler, and returning in safety,

" ~ ~he had been merely the latest of a nwnber of
aiter breaking the guardian ~ ~ 1 1 In. Arabia

Europeans to have Msited Mecca, and was not able to cross the peninsula as he had originally
intended; Harar would mean that he would stand for al1 time at the pinnacle of k i n g first.
"To be fint in these rnatters is everything, to be second nothing," he wrote in a later work.'l0

Given his success with the pilgrimage permission was not difficult. The Royal
Geographical Society had wanted an exploration of the Somali Coast for some years and had
in fact been casting about for permission from the East India Company

i t was - to undertake a detailed survey as early as 1849.'

- whose jurisdiction

While entto India Burton

befriended James Grant Lumsden, a rnember of the Bombay Council, staying with him in
Bombay and completing his Mecca book at Lumsden's house. Through Lumsden Burton was
able to win the support of Bombay's Govemor, Lord Elphinstone, whom he had met

previously at Cairo. Burton's main goal was to journey overland to Zanuiar Island

Harar,

exploring and mapping along the way; Harar was then to be a preparatory excursion in
advance of a later, larger expedition into the Afncan interi~r.'~
From Shepherd's Hotel in Cairo Burton wrote to Norton Shaw on 16 November, 1853, of
the arriva1 of the missionary-explorer Johann Ludwig Krapf and his own eagemess to meet
him:
Krapf just arrived fiom Zanzibar with discoveries about the sources of the White
Nile, Kilimonjaro (sic) & Mts. of the M w n which remind one of a "de Lunaticoff- 1
have not seen him but donft intend to miss the s tacle, especially to purnp what really
has been done & and what remains to be done.

Pi"

This is the tïrst recorded instance of Burton mentioning an interest in the source of the
Nile, but it is apparent that he saw an expedition Nilewards to be merely part of a p a t e r
whole, an ancillary goal relative to an extended exploration of the interior. In another letter
to Shaw fiorn Cairo dated December 15 he reiterated his desire to "get something like an

expedition to Zanzibar. I f time be only allo\ved me I will pass over to the Atlantic... .~ 7 4
Alrnost fifteen months later, fiom Aden in February 1855, following his j o m e y to l-hm,he
was expiicit about his designs:
My success at Harar has emboldened me & 1 have applied for a 2nd years leave.
The Court of Directors (of the East India Company) will not, I think, refuse it,
especially if it be backed up by the Roy. Geo. Soc. My plans (public) are to
march southward to the Webbe Shebelli and Gansna. Privately & "entre nous,"
I want to settle the question of h p f and (the) "eternal snows." There is Iittle doubt
the White Nile k i n g here abouts (sic). And you will hear with pleasure that there is an
open route throu& Afnca, to the Atlantic. 1 heard of it at Harar and will give the whde
account.

''

For the moment, however, he was content to head a preliminary expedition which would
not only allow him to travel to Harar but wouid explore Somaliland itself, still largely
uncharted in 1 8 ~ 4 . To
' ~ this end he employai three officers fiom the East hdia Company
forces to assist as surveyors while he made his way to Harar. These were Lieutenants G. E.

Herne of the 1st Bombay European Regiment of Fusiliers, William Stmyan of the Indian
Navy, and Assistant Surgeon John Ellerton Stocks, the CO-authorof one of Burton's first

published papers. Unfortunately, Stocks died of apopiexy before he could leave h d i a to join
Burton's party in Aden, leaving a vacancy to be filied before the expedition started. It was
here that another Indian oficer, in Aden on furlough and wishing to enter the African
interior himself, heard of the vacancy and appiied for the position. His name was John
Hanning Speke.
This is not the place to enter into a detailed exmination of the complex nature of

Burton and Speke's relationship and their respective daims to the Nile's source. However, it
is necessary to pay some attention to their interpersonal relations in light of the events which

follow. For Burton, at least, his relationship with Speke was certainly one of the most
important in his life and deserves some study beyond the cunory.
No records exist o f that tint, fateful meeting between the two men, but it is apparent that
Speke's youthful enthusiasrn and determination to join the expedition must have impressed
Burton initially, or he would not have taken him on as a member. Speke had k e n bom at the
farnily seat of Jordans, Somerset, in 1827. He was an officer of the 48th Regiment of Bengal

Native Infantry who had seen action during the First Sikh War at Ramnugger, Sadulapore,
Chilianwalah and Gujarat. An avid hunter who had self<onfessedly spent much of his
boyhood maintaining a "devotion to bird-nesting and... hatred of book-leaming" before
joining the army at the age of seventeen, he had spent long fùrloughs in h d i a hunting in
various parts of the Subcontinent and attaining what even Burton adrnitted was "an
uncornrnonly acute 'eye for

He was, Burton recalled in 1872,

A man of lithe, spare form, about six feet tall, 'blueeyed, tawny-maned; the old

Scandinavian type, fiil1 of energy and life,' with a highly nervous tempement, a
token of endurance, and long, wiry, but not muscular limbs, that could cover the
ground at a swinging pace, he became an excellent mo~ntineer.'~
Speke led a conspicuously ascetic life in India, eating little, seldom drinking, never

smoking, and swing his money for what would be a three-year furiough to be spent in
Europe once he had served his initial ten-year service with his regiment. He wrote later that it
was in 1849 that he first conceived the idea of spending part of his furlough hunting and

esploring in Africa and perhaps discovering the source of the White Nile, a statement hotly
disputed by ~ u r t o n . ' ~Once his l a v e came due in 1854 he lost no tirne in making his way to
Aden with El 20 worth of cheap trade goods for barter in the African interior. On amval,
however, Speke was nonplussed to discover that the Political Resident, Colonel James
Outram, would not sanction a journey inland by a solitary îraveller because of tribal hostility,

but Speke so showered k m with entreaties that Colonel Outram eventually relented enough
to advise him to apply for the open position on Burton's expedition.

Burton himself was appalled at Speke's ni&&

and lack of preparation before

attempting to enter Africa:
Making acquaintance with Lieut. Speke I found with astonishrnent that he could
speak no Eastern language but a little of the normal Anglo-Hindustani, and that,
without even knowing the names of the harbour-toms, he proposed to explore
one of the most dangerous parts of Afnca. Convinced that if he preceded me his life
would be lost, 1 applied officially to the Political Resident of Aden, the late Colonel,
afienvards Sir James, Outram ... (who) allowed me to enrol Lieut. Speke as a member
of the Expedition, and thus save his furlough by putting him on full service.''
There is something strange, moody, almost abnormal about Speke which strikes the
researcher immediately. Of al1 the Nile explorers - admittedly a group who in recent years
have become prime favourites of armchair pychoanalysts

- he is the most inscrutabie and

difficult to define, partly because of his short life and limited writings, but particularly due to
certain facets of his character and actions.

On the surface Speke seemed a paragon of conventional upper middleclass
characteristics - undoubtedly courageous, sure of himself and his place in the world,
fanatically fond of hunting, not overly intellectual

- but some aspects of his penonality point

to inner motivations of some complexity. There was talk in England of a "Speke madness"

which caused one family member to run away From home and another to be falsely arrested
for rnurder in

ond don.^' According to Burton, on his Indian treks in the rnountains John

Hanning acquired a taste for the embryos of pregnant game he had killed; once in AFnça he
vainly tried to persuade his bearers to expose the fetus of an expectant gazelle he hadjust

shot, presumably so he could eat it.82 Burton wrote afier Speke's death that before they
started separately for the interior he was startled to hear the younger man remark that "being
tired of life he had corne to be killed in Afnca."Burton later dismissed the sentiment as

being "a kind of whirnsical affectation," but he clearly never forgot it?
My cornpanion had a pecuiiarity more rarely noted in the Englishman than in the
Hibernian and in the Teuton a habit of secreting thoughts and rerniniscences
till brought to light by a sudden impulse. He would b r ~ ~perhaps
d,
for years, over
a chance word, which a single outspoken sentence of explanation could have
satisfactorily settled. The inevitable resutt was the exaggeration of fact into fiction,
the distortion of the mie into the f a l d 4

-

These l ines were written in 1872, nearly a decade after Speke's untimely death at the age
of thirty-seven, and reflect Burton's bittemess and melancholy surrounding his erstwhile
fnend's memory. Nevertheless, Speke's subsequent actions regarding three associates Burton, James Augustus Grant, and John Petherick - would indicate that there is a ring of
truth in Burton's assertion of "an immense and abnormal fund of selfssteem ... carefully
concealed..." which put his own interests far ahead of othen.

'*

Speke's duties on the expedition were to explore the Wady Nogal, a valley located in the
Dulbaharta temtory extending across the north-east tip of Somaliland, collect specirnens of
the local earth - reputed to contain gold dust - and buy as many carnels and baggage horses

as he could for the overland march to Zanzibar. While Speke was working in the Dulbaharta

district Burton would proceed alone and in disguise to Ham, Stroyan would survey the Gulf
area and Herne would buy more baggage animals at the coastal town of Berbera while

observing the annual Fair. They were al1 to rendezvous at Berbera by the spring of 1855.
Burton insisted that al1 lhree men Wear native garb on t h e expedition despite the
ridic~lousnessof the nordic-looking Speke appearing in Arab dress. On the evening of 18
October 1854, Speke set sail for the Somali Coast attired in "a huge turban, a long closefitting gown, baggy loose drawers, drawn in at the ankles, sandals on my naked feei, and a

~ ~ ~ left for Harar on 29 October in disguise
silk p d l r decorated with pistol and d i r k . Burton
as a Muslim merchant. AAer a month's preparation at the coastal town of Zayla, he leA for

the intenor with a group of nine porters and guides, but found himself the object of much
curiousity rn r o m because of his relatively light skin. Not bothering to dye his face and
hands as he had in Arabia, he was immediately suspected of k i n g a Turk, a fatal suspicion in
a land where the word "Turk"was synonymous with cruelty and treachery. More than one

passerby warned hirn, "They will s p i 1 that white skin of thine at ~ a r a r . . " ~So
' despite the

legend of Somali independence ending with the amval of the first European, Burton decided
"to rely upon what has made many a small man great, the good star," throw off his disguise,
and enter Harar boidly as an ~ n ~ l i s h m a n . ~ ~
For insurance he wrote, or rather forged, "an English letter fiom the Political Agent in
Aden to the Amir of Harar, proposing to deliver it in

Leaving most of his party at

the village of Sagharra, Burton entered Harar with two servants on 3 January, 1855. The city,
he wrote, was unremarkable, as "nothing conspicuous appeared but two grey minarets of
rude shape." Nevertheless, since no European had "ever succeeded in entenng that pile of

stones" alive, he counted himself well ~ a t i s f i e d . ~ ~
Afier waiting a ha1f-hour at the gate, he was ushered into the presence of the Amir,
Ahmad bin SultanAbu Bakr, "an etiolated youth twenty-four or hventy-five years 014plain
and thin bearded, with a yellow complexion, wrinkled brows, and protruding eyes."91
Wearing a red robe trimmed with fur, he was seated on a simple bench with a saber lying

hakoncealed beneath one of the pillows. On the joumey to the city Burton had heard that
the young Amir was ill, and suspected that he was tubercular.
The forged letter was passed over as Burton told the assembled that he had corne fiom

the Daulah. or Governor, of Aden "to see the light of H He'scountenance... ."92This was, he

w o t e later, the most delicate moment of his journey, for the Arnir could have had him killed
on the spot for his presumption at entenng the city. Insteaà, the d e r smiled graciously. "The

smile, 1 mun own... mas a relief We had been prepared for the worst, and the aspect of

" ~ ~ thereafier the Amir retired and
affairs in the palace was by no means r e a s s ~ r i n g Shonly

Burton was shown to his quarters, but he was by no means confident of his fuhire in the city.

"1 was under the roof of a bigoted prince whose least word was de&; amongst a people who

detest foreigners; the only European that had ever passed over their inhospitable threshold,
and the fated instrument of their mure downfa11."~~

He remained in Harar for ten days, continually under surveillance and unable to take
notes, but he still managed to observe local customs and history, and interviewed the Amir
and his chief adviser, the Grand Vizer. Burton's knowledge of Islamic theology smoothed his
way, impressing local scholars to the extent that they comended him to the Amir. "This is

one of the many axasions in which, during a long residence in the East," he wrote, "1 have
had reason to be grateful to the learned whose influence over the people when unbiased by
bigotry is decidedly for the good."9S
But as the days passed and he was denied permission to leave Burton became worried,
wondering if he \vas to remain in the city a prisoner persona.Playing on the Amifs
chronic illness, at one meeting he suggested that he could easily arrange to have medicine
sent fiorn Aden. Thaf and a repon that two Englishmen on the coast were anxiously awaiting
word of their brother in Harar, brought about a change in attitude, and Burton and his party
were finally allowed to leave the city unmolested on 13 January 1 855. Atop a hi11
overlooking Harar he reflected on the sense of disappointment alluded to previously in the
text, but in his relief at escaping alive, Burton soon shrugged off feelings of anti-climax.

"The moming was beautiful... the dew hung in large diamonds from the coffee trees, the

spur-fowl crew (sic) blithely in the bushes by the wayside: briefly, never did the face of
Nature appear to m e so mily ~ o v e l ~ . " ~ ~
At Sagarrah the rest of the Party w a s collecteci and they set off for the coast, stopping in

Welensi for a week to fatten the mules. Impatient to rejoin his friends at Berbera, Burton
decided to let most of his small caravan return to the coast at a slower pace while he and
three companions took a short cut across the desert. Their preparations were meager -

Burton took only a single water bottle with him while his companions gorged themselves on
enough milk to distend their stomachs - and nearly proved their undoing. The desert was

120~~ahrenheit
during the day; at one point the four men had not tasted water for twenty-

four hours. Burton wrote later that
... the demon of Thirst rode like Care behind us ... the sun parched our brains, the
mirage mocked at us at every turn, and the effect was a species of monomania As
I jogged along with eyes closed against the fiery air, no image uncomected with the
want suggested itself Water ever lay before me, water lying deep in the shady well,
water in streams bubbling icy fiom the rock, water in pellucid lakes inviting me to
plunge and revel in their treasures. Now an Indian cloud was showering upon
me fluid more precious than molten pearl, then an invisible hand offered a bowl
for which the mortal part would gladly have bartered years of life... . 1 tried to ta1k
- it was in vain; to sing - in vain; vainly to think; every idea was bowd up in one
subject - water.97

When they had k e n thirty-six hours \vithout water they could go no fiirther; as twlight
began to descend Burton and his companions stopped and readied themselves for death. But

as he looked skywarcîs he saw a k m (sand-grouse) making for the nearest hills. Burton
knew that

drank at least once a day,generally in the evening, when they felt it safe to

take water in their bills to their young. Shouting to his companions "See, the katta!." they
followed the bird to a small spring a hundred yards away and were revived. He never again
shot a katfa98

By riding only at night and pushing their mules to exhaution, Burton's party reached
Berbera fiom the Girki hills in less than a week. Stroyan and Herne, who had not heard word
of their chief since October of the previous year, were waiting anxiously; Speke was still in

the field and had not k e n heard fiom. While Herne remained on the coast Burton and
Stroyan crossed the Red Sea, arriving at Aden on Febniary 9, 1855. Speke arrived at Aden
two weeks later, laden with the skins and plumage of the animals and birds he had shot
during his journey, dong with new geographicd information on the regions he had passed

through.
But he had major problems with his

or protector-guide, Mohammed Sumunter,

who had proven so unreliable, cheating him and fnistrating his efforts at serious exploration,
that Speke had not been able to reach the Wady Nogal, his primary objective; consequently

he arrived in Aden nearly insensate with rage. Burton advised prosecution, not merely

because Surnunter deserved punishment but for the sake of future travellers in the region. At
once Speke brought charges against his former abban. As a result Sumunter was trie4 found

guilty, and sentenced to two years in prison, plus a fine of two-hundred W.

Following

completion of his sentence he and his family were to be banished fiom Aden forever. It was
only later that Burton iearned that Sumunter's sentence caused great resentment among the

chieflains of the northern Somali, who already viewed the English presence in Aden with
suspicion, and would end in disaster for Burton's par@
For his part Burton was disappointed with Speke. He had failed to reach the Wady
Nogal, and although the younger man had brought back a great deal of valuable data about
the regions he had traverse4 his main objective had not been reached. From Burton's

perspective he had taken an untried lieutenant without proper credentials on an important
expedition, given him a responsible position, and had seen him fail. That Speke had k e n
cheated and thwarted by the very man who was suppose to aid him on his travels did not
appear to enter into Burton's thinking overmuch: Speke had been given a chance and had not

proven his worth.99
Burton was k i n g severe, but his impatience appears to have been as much a result of the
younger man's language deficiences as his inexpenence. After ten years' seMce in India the
only language Speke could understand was a kind of broken Anglo-Hindustani and, as
Burton wrote harshly but accurately, since he knew neither Arabic or Somali, Speke "was

forced to communicate with the people through the medium of his dishonest interpreter and

Abban."'** This, to a linguist of Burton's skill, was anathema. Eotto Harar, he had
leamed as much Somali as he could in the course of less than three months; in his book on
the expedition he appended a glossary of nearly a thousand Harari words for the benefit of
future travellers, as well as a brief Harari gramrnar. Io' The only language bridge Speke had
had in Somaliland was bad Hindustani, and it had proven woefûlly inadequate.
This condescension was apparent in Burton's handling of Speke's journal. While writing

, &t
- F
up his notes for the book which would eventuaily appear as

Burton used Speke's travel diary and published it as an appendix to his book. By itself this
was understandable, for as leader of the expedition Burton was entitled to

use any of the

notes or observations his subordinates gathered. The manner in which he treated Speke's
work, however, was thought Iess and cavalier, apparent1y Speke's l iterary style so incensed
Burton that he rephrased the diary entirely in the third person, making it appear - at least to
Speke

- as if the younger man was incapable of writing simple diary entries without help.

Furthemore, the title, "Diary and Observations made by Lieutenant Speke, when
Attempting to Reach the Wady NogaI," may have been technically accurate but brought
Speke's failure to the forefiont. It did not help matters that at one point Burton wrote blithely
that while Speke had been "delayed, penecuted by his 'protector,' and threatened with war,
Speke was livid when he saw the

danger, and destruction, his life was never in real
resulrs published in E k t Fm-

in Fa-

in 1856, but appears to have said nothing

about the matter at the time.'03 It was not until years later, again in Afnca, tbat Burton
inadvertently learned how much he had offended the younger man, o r how far back Speke's
grievances went.
That winter in Aden Burton made preparations for the second, extended Afncan
expedition alluded to previously. The Crimean War was then raging in Europe and many
lndian officers were taking leave to fight with the regular army against the Russians. Burton,
however, refused to be budged from his plans to initiate a new expedition and was given
extended leave to penetrate h c a .

This undertaking would start frorn Berbera and rnove

overland to Zanztbar Island, mapping and exploring enwith the discovery of the
source of the White Nile one of the subsidary objectives. M e r Speke's experiences with
Mohammed Surnunter, Burton adamantly refùsed to hire an

under any circumstances.

This might appear to have been a foolhardy nsk in a region notably hostile to the British,but
as no Englishman had been molested at Berbera in the past thirty yean Burton felt there was

no reason for undue concern. 105

By mid-April 1855 Burton, Heme, Stroyan, and Speke were camped outside Berbera,

awaiting the delivery of some surveying instruments from England. The delay of these
instruments meant that they missed a projected start inland with a caravan to Ogaden,
depriving Burton's party of a fnendly escort into the interior- This left them open to the

anirnosity of the local chiefs, still angry over Sumunter's irnprisonrnent in Aden and fearfûl
that the Englishmen at Berbera were govemment spies corne to report on the slave trade.
Nevertheless, Burton wrote,
1 had liale reason to cornplain of my reception at Berberah (sic). The chiefs appeared
dissatisfied with the confinement of... Mohammed Sumunter... they listened, however,
with respectfûi attention to a letter in which the Political Resident at Aden enjoined
thern to treat us with consideration and hospitality. 'O6

It was a tragic miscalculation. On April 18 three Somalis appeared outside the camp and

were angered when guards fired waming shots over their heads. Burton suspected them of
being scouts of an advance raiding-party and questioned them minutely. The Somalis'

explanation was plausible: they had corne to investigate the appearance of an Arab ship in
the harbour, unusual for that time of year now that the Fair had ended and the area was

practically deserted. Burton was suspicious but thought their explanation "so plausible that
even the ~alviip*
with al1 h s acutewss, was deceiveQuand let hem go. 'O7 That night he

felt so confident of safety that he posted only the usual two sentries around the camp before
retiring.
At about h o o'clock on the morning of the 19th the camp was aroused by sounds of

shouting outside the tents. These were fixed in a line, with Burton and Heme sharing a large
"Rowtiet'in the middle while Speke and Stroyan slept in smaller, individual tents on the lefi
and right. Speke, hearïng noises, ran to the main tent, where he was told the Somali were

attacking the camp. According to Speke's account he found Burton busy ûying to load a
revolver; he told Speke to "be sharp, and ami to defend the camp."108With t h i s Speke

'a nickname meaning "ambassador" or "representative," given to the Chief of the cacavan,
Mahrnoud Guled.

immediately stepped to the fiont of the tent but found he couldn't fire because it was too dark
to distinguish fkiend fiom foe. Stroyan was nowhere to be seen.
At this juncture the attackers began to hurl nones at Speke's figure, silhouetted against the

lamplight. He ducked back under the lee of the tent to get a better look but said he was told
by Burton, "Dont step back, or they %il1 think we are retiring." This hasty comment, thrown

out in the heat of danger, wounded Speke immensely. "Chagrined by this rebuke at my
management in fighting," he later wrote defensively, "and imagining by the remark that 1 was
espected to defend the camp, I stepped boldly to the front, and fired at close quarters into the
first man before

He continued to fire until his gun jammed and he was knocked

senseless to the ground and captured.
Burton's version of the &diffen somewhat fiom Speke's, although it may be
açsumed that in the confusion and violence of the h y each man would remember only parts

of specific incidents:
The enemy swarrned like hornets with shouts and screams intending to temi@, and
proving that ovenvhelming odds were against us: it was by no means easy to avoid in
the shades of the night the jobbing of javelins ... . We three remained together: Lieut.
Heme knelt by my right, on my lefi was Lieut. Speke guarding the entrance, 1stood
in the centre, having nothing but a sabre. The revolvers were used by my companions
with deadly effect: unfortunately there was but one pair... .
At this time, about five minutes after the beginning of the a f h y , the tent had been
alrnost beaten down, an Arab custom with which we were al1 farniliar, and had we been
entangled in its folds we should have k e n speared with unpleasant facility. 1gave the
word for escape, and sallied out, closely followed by Lieut. Herne, with Lieut. Speke
in the rear. The prospect was not agreeable. About twenty men were kneeling and
crouching at the tent entrance, wbilst many dusk (sic) figures stood M e r off, or ran
about shouting the war-cqr, or with shouts and blows &ove away our camels. l u

'

Burton, Heme, and Speke began to fight their way through the camp; it was probably

around this time that Speke was knocked to the ground and capturd Meanwhile, Burton,
fancying that he saw the body of Stroyan lying on the sand, cut his way towards it with his
saber. One of the camp guards who had not fled with the rest of the porters tried to help him:
His efforts (Burton wrote), however, only illustrated the venerable adage, Defend me
from my friends.' 1 mistook him in îhe dark and turned to cut him down; he cried out
in alann. The well-known voice stopped me, and that instant's hesitation allowed a

spearman to step forward, and l a v e his javelin in my mouth, and retire before he
could be punished. l I

'

The javelin went in just below Burton's left cheekbone and came out the nght cheek,

shearing off four back teeth and part of the mate. l l 2 Judging from the scar depicted on the
famous Frederick Leighton portrait of Burton which hangs in the N a t i o d Portrait Gallery, it
was a mere inch away from entering his temple. He managed to break away from the fray
and ran off into the night, the javelin still promding from his mouth. Eventually he made his
way d o m to the sea, where he dispatched a fkiendly local to the Arab ship still anchored in

the harbour for help; the javel in was not extracteci until he was taken aboard. In the

meantirne, nearly fainting fiorn pain and loss of blood, he searched up and down the
shoreline for his rnissing fkiends. l3
Except for bruising fiom warclub blows Herne was unhurt, and eventually joined

Burton on the beach. Speke, however, had been carried off into the darkness with his han&
bound tightly. At one point the party stopped and Speke lay prone on the sand while various
members of the raiding party came up to hirn and made slashing motions with swords and
spears above his face, evidently trying to break his nerve. Their efforts were futile, however,

as the Englishman merely lay on the ground without tlinching or saying a word.

Near dawn the raiders received word that another tribe had heard of the attack and were
coming to steal the plunder. At once the impromptu camp started to disperse, but the guard
remaining with Speke began to torture him in earnest, jabbing his spear into the Englishrnan's
legs, shoulden, and hands, causing in al1 eleven wounds, two of which pierced his thighs to
the bone. I4 Despite his agony, when his torrnenter dropped the ropeend for a moment

Speke saw a chance for escape. "Smelling death," as Burton later wrote, Speke sprang to his

feet and backhanded the guard hard across the face with his bound hands, knocking him
down, then ran off into the night, dodging spears and Stones hurled at his back by the raiders.
With his han& still tied and bleeding profüsely, Speke ran two miles to the sea, where he
was found and taken to the ship where Burton and Herne waited. lS

Stroyan had k e n killed and his body mutilated. "This was the severest affliction that
befell us," Burton wrote later. "We had lived together like brothers. Stroyan was a universal
favourite.. . Tmly meIancholy... was the con-

between the evening when he sat with us

full of iife and spirits, and the moming when we saw arnongst us a livid corpse..Il6

ne

survivors lefi for Aden immediately, where their wounds were tended. The Acting Civil
Surgeon at Aden - John Steinhaeuser - recommended that since Burton was suffering fiom
syphilis which had progressed to the second;uy stage, he should proceed to Europe without

'

delay. l 7

Burton's official report, written on ApRl22, stated that "the Melancholy occurrence \:as
the act of a troop of

brigands" intent on plunder

* He defended himself in the

report by stating that
1 cannot refiain fiom remarking, that as I took upon myself the responsibility of the
expedition, so 1 have discharged it to the utmost of my ability. Our arrangements were

hurriedy made; we could not draw fiom Aden the nurnber of well-trained Somaii
policemen, upon which 1 had originally intended, and had to depend on raw recruits
who fled at the first charge. But we had been ever led by ail to believe that by the coast
about Berbera was safe as Bombay itseif.. . Political events at Aden also preventeâ
our detaining the H. E. 1. Co.'s Schooner M a h ~whose presence would have rendered
the start safe, and once in the interior we were secure from the Bedouins who have a
honor of fire-atms. Had our letters, sent from Aden, arrived within a moderate time,
we should have been enabled to l a v e Berbera with the Ogadayn
Such
and a multitude of similar little combinations have given rise to our late disaster f i 9
Nevertheless, Burton found to his chagrin that he came under attack fiom his superion
in Aden, in pattïcular the new Political Agent, Colonel William Coghlan. In his repon, dated
23 April, Coghlan wrote that

The rasons adduced by Lieut Burton for the failure of the expedition are
inconsistent; the surprise obviously occurred, less by the fault of his own raw
recruits, than by the false security in which the Expedition indulgd.. . Had the surprise
occurred fùrther inland it is probable that not a single member o f the expedition would
have returned to tell the tale, and it is beyond belief that if plunder were the only object,
that motive would not have operateci as forcibly inland as on the coast... . 1cannot refrain
fiom o b s e ~ n that
g their whole proceeding is marked by a want of that caution and

vigilance, which the character of the people amongst whom they dwell, ought to have
suggested. O'

'

In conclusion, Coghlan noted,
From inquiries 1 have instituted elsewhere, 1 am Mly convinced that Lieut. Burton's
favourite theory (of robbery)... is a fallacy, and that they were urged to attaçk...
by jealousy of our interference in their country; ignorance of our reai designs, and
fearing my determination-..to put a stop to the slave trade, one of their principal
sources of revenue.
After Burton lefi for England the Court of Directors of the East India Company held an
inqujry and found the Somali expedition

- and in particuiar Burton - at fault for laxity

Burton's application for compensation for the loss of his and his companions' equipment and
kits was rejected, atthough his appeal for a blockade of the Somali coast was granted until
Stroyan's murderer was aven up. b r d Elphinstone, one of Burton's sponsors in Bombay,
agreeci with the Court of Directors, as did Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-General of British
India, that Burton had been lax; for this, as well as for his comments on the political
mesures of the Indian Govemment in Somaliland, he was given an officiai reprimand in
July 1857. lZ2
In England Burton had his wounds tended and spent a month recovering fiom the

disaster at Berbera. On June I 1, 1855 he read a paper on his jomey to Harar before the
Royal Geographical Society, making light of the difficulties he had encountered. lt3 At the
same time he appean to have experienced feelings of guilt over the &let Berbera and
Stroyan's death. "If I had let 'well enough done' 1 should have done well," he wrote later, "but
1 wanted to make a new expedition Nile-wards, riî Harar... .124 Likewise, he noted in a

lecture given before an audience in Brazil in 1866 that "the authorities held a Court of
Inquiry in my absence, and facetiously found that we and not they were at fault. Lord
Dalhousie, the admirable statesman then Governing (sic) in GeneraI British India, declared
that they were quite right. 1 begin to think that they were."125 Depressed over the Ahican
failure and its officiai aftemath, he resolved to foilow the example of others in the Indian
service and eniist for the Crimea as smn as possible. "The... War seemed to me some

opportunity of recovering my spirits, and as soon as my health permitted, I applied myself to
the ungrateful task of volunteering. 126
l*

Here Burton was refemng to the prevailing prejudice against "Indians," as they were

known in the regular army; those officers who were employed by the East Lndia Company or
even had served in Cndia in a Queen's regiment. These soldiers, often the only ones with

combat or extensive command experience, were discouraged from joining the forces fighting
in Russia by order of the Commander-in-Chief, Lord Raglan, leaving the British forces in the

hands of purchase commanders like Raglan

- who had never himself led troops into battle -

and the notorious Lord Cardigan, whose £35,000-plus purchase of his lieutenant-colonelcy
had the effect o f placing him at the head of the Light Brigade at Balaclava.

One of Burton's fiends from Lndia, Colonel William F. Beatson, had served in the
Bengal cavalry for thirty-fve years and had received the thanks of the Government fourteen
times, but had k e n refused a position by both Lord Raglan and Lord Lucan before finally
gaining a spot on the staff o f General James Scarlett, Commander of the Heavy Brigade.
Eventually Beatson was able to win the patronage of the then-War Minister, the Duke of
Newcastle, and was able to f o m a separate detachment of irregular Turkish cavairy
comrnonly known as Bashi-Bazouks: Muslim Turks who hated the Russians but had a
reputation for wildness and torture. This detachement, nicknamed "Beatson's Horse," was

training at the Dardenelles when Burton amved at the fiont in June o f 1855.

Crimean Interlude

Bunon's role in the Crimean carnpaign has been overvalued by his biographen, who
have used an admittedly vivacious memoir he wrote about his experiences, "With Beatson's

Horse," to a m p l i e his involvement. 12' in fact, Burton spent only four months in the
Cnmean theatre and a mere week at the front soon &er amving. Lord Raglan had died in

June, a few days d e r sending thousands of inexpenenced troops against the Russian
stronghold of Sevastopol. T h d e r he was succeeded by General James Simpson, ironically

a veteran of Indian sewice. Burton had served under Simpson for a short p e n d at Sakhar in

Sind and applied for a position, but nothing suitable was available and he subsequently
applied to Beatson's Hone. Colonel Beatson was impressed by Burton's ability to spe&
Turkish and immediately made hirn his Chief of Staff, but was unable to gant him a
campaign promotion because of his East India Company empioyment (by this time Burton
had been promoted to Captain in the East India Company forces, as high in rank as he was

ever to rise).

Burton soon found that hs had his han& hl1 contralling both the &&&E&a&

and his

commanding officer. When Burton amved there was no drilling or parade, desertions were
endemic and duelling among the Albanian recniits was cornmonplace. The local people were
temfied of Beatson's troops; every theft and outrage in the district was blamed on the EWE

Bazouk although Burton later argwd that much of their reputation was exaggerated. 12*
As Chief of Staff he initiated daily drill, schools of arms and riding, and did what he

could to stop the fighting among the men, but had less success with Colonel Beatson,
notorious for his hot temper and indiscreet tongue. Once installed on Beatson's staff, Burton
found to his horror that his C. O.'s dispatches to Constantinople were peppered with insults
and even challenges

- "pistols for two and coffee for one" was a spical example. Burton

eliminated much of Beatson's vitriol under pretex? of copying ("My Colonel did not thank me
for it," he w o t e later) but could do nothing about Beatson's pubiic quarrels with British
Consul J. H. Skene and Brigadier-General T. G. Neil when they were sent to the Dardenelles
Instead of conciliating them
to investigate alleged local outrages by the ~ashi-~au>uks.'~'
as he ought to have done, Beatson went out of his way to antagonise both men
after all, official representatives of his superiors in Constantinople

- who were,

- and in late September

he \vas replaced by Major-General Richard Smith.
Meanwhile, at the end of July, Burton had gone to the British Ambassador in
Constantinople, Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, with a plan to employ the Bashi-B=lzou)isfor the
relief of Kars, an Armenian fortress beseiged by the Russians since June and now confronteci

with starvation. Fifieen thousand Turkish troops and a handful of French and British oficers

were trapped within a medieval stronghold eighty miles tiom Tiflis. Burton later believed
that the Arnbassador had k e n told by the Foreign Office to oppose any plan to relieve Kars
as a face-swing sop for the Russians, who thernselves had given up half of Sevastopol.
Lord Stratford snapped at Burton, "You are the most impudent man in the Bombay Amy,
Sir!" before regaining his composure and ending the interview with "Of course you'll dine
with u s tonight?"l 3
Two rnonths later the Ambassador did send for Burton with a proposal to undertake a

mission behind Russian lines to contact Schamyl, leader of the Dagestan tibes in the
Caucasus fighting for their independence fiom the Russian Empire. Lord Stratford
envisioned the mission as no more than a preliminary "sounding-out" expedition and gave

Burton no promises of money, men, or arms to take with him to the Caucasus. "Without
them," Burton wote he told de Radcliffe, "Schamyl will infallibly set me down as a spy (for
the Russians), and my chance of retuming to Constantinople will be uncommonly small.11132
Though at first disposed to renew the cloak-and-dagger activities he loved so well, in the end
h e declined the offer.

When he returned to the Dardenelles, Burton f o n d that several of the Bashi-Bazouks

had fought with the French regulars and a general panic was in force. The camp was
surrounded with Turkish artillery white several war-steamcrs in the harbour had their guns
trained directly on the encampment. Eventually the situation cooled without bloodshed and
the Turks were withdrawn, but as far as Beatson's enemies were concemed this was the final
straw; in the ensuing enquisr his reputation was eviscerated and his command cancelled.
"The rnilitary worid declared us to be a band of

m"
Burton later wrote, "an

i rreclaimable savagery." 133

In London, Beatson brought a civil action for libel against Consul Skene, the most vocal
of his critics. Burton, who had followed Beatson to England in October of 1855, defended his
commander in the press and testified for the defense at the subsequent

Although

Skene was awarded the verdict on a technicality, the jwy declared that his charges against
Beatson were without foundation, vindicating him in the eyes of the public. 13'

The Crimean War was Burton's last active service as a soldier. Although he was to

remain on the East India Company lists for another six years, hereafier he oçcupied himself
with exploration, travel and employment with the Foreign Office. Thus far 1855 had brought
him two failures: the

at Berbera, cancelling his plans for an extensive expedition into

the Af?ican interior, and his involvement with the Bashi-BazouC;s. In London he reactivated
his old plans to explore Afnca, this time with a view to settling the question of the so-called

"Sea of Ujiji," a purportedly large inland lake reported by natives and Arab traders. Based on
this information, the missionary-explorers J. J. Erhardt and Johann Rebmann had constnicted

a map compiled fiom their own discoveiies and native information heard at Mombasa and
passed on to the Royal Geographical Society in 1855, depicting the separate Lakes
Tanganyika, Nyassa (now Lake Malawi), and Ukerwere (now Lake Victoria) as one vast
interior lake eight hundred miles long and three hundred in breadth, shaped like a giant
slug. 136
Likewise, Rebmann and J. Ludwig Krapfs discovery of the snow-covered peaks of Mts.
Kilimanjaro and Kenya in 1848 and 1849 revived interest in the old Second Century C. E.
Ptolemaic map depicting the legendary

Montes. or the "Mountains of the Moon," a

range of snow-covered mountains lying practically astride the Equator. Nile exploration fiom
the north had stopped at the rapids south of Gondokoro in 1851, and thereafter alternate
routes h m the east coast began to be considered. 13'

In the winter of 1855 - 1856 Burton applied to the Royal Geographical Society for
sponsorship to enable him to return to Africa and initiate a new expedition, this time starting
frorn the island of Zanzibar. Contraxy to popular behef, the discovery of the Nile's source was

not Burton's primary objective, although it was dmost certainly one of his foremost goals.
Acting on the advice of the German explorer H e i ~ c Barth,
h
he stated officially on his

application that his intention was to search for the "Sea of Ujiji," also h o w n as

"Tanganyika," lying somewhere within the heart of Africa. This was perhaps to maintain a
safeguard against excessive expectations by all concerne& in those days, Burton wrote in

e Lake Regons of CefltraI

"every explorer of Central Africa is supposed to have

set out in quest o f the coy fountains o f the White Nile, and when he returns without them, his
exploration, whatever may have been its value, is determined to be a failure. 138
g'

A cornmittee made up of Sir Roderick Murchison, President o f the Royal Geographical

Society, Francis Galton, Moncbon Milnes - later Lord Houghton

- and several other

distinçuished members considered his proposal and eventuafly approved his plan, persuading
the Foreign Secretary, the Earl o f Clarendon, to donate a government grant of r l 0 0 0 to
defray costs. The East India Company was original1y supposed to donate a sirnilar amount,
but in the end contented itself with granting Burton two years' leave with full pay. On
October 1, 1856, the Royal Geographical Society sent Burton a letter outlining the purpose of
the expedition and appointing him i t s commander:

Sir, - The Royal Geographical Society having determined to send an expedition
to Eastern Afnca for the purposes hereinafier mentioned, and the Council having
recommended you as a fit and proper person to undertake the conduct of the said
expedition, you are hereby appointed to the charge of this service... .
The great object of the expedition is to penetrate inland fiom Kilwa, or from some
other place on the East Coast of Afnca, and make the best of your way to the
reputed Lake of Nyassa; to determine the position and limits of that lake; to
ascertain the depth and nature o f its waters and its tributaries; to explore the
country around it; to acquaint yourself with the towns and tribes on its borders;
their minerals and other products and commerce... .
Having obtained al1 the information you require in this quarter, you are to
proceed northward towards the range of mountains marked upon our maps as
rnaintaining the probable source o f the W el Ablad. which it will be your
next great object to discover. 139
It wdl be noticed in this letter that the Committee considered the expedition's primary

object to be exploration of the "reputed Lake of Nyassa," not the "Sea of Ujiji," as Burton had
stated on his application. Nevertheless, it may be postulated that "Lake Nyassa" and the "Sea
of Ujiji" were merely different designations for what was speculated to be the sarne thing: the
great inland lake reported by Krapf and Rebmann. There was, however, little doubt as to

where one of the Society's - and doubtless Burton's - great hopes lay. In his annual address
to the Geographical Society at the end of 1856, then-President Rear-Admiral F. W. Beechey
stated categorically that

The source of the Nile, yet undiscovered, lies mysteriously hidden in this
vast unexplored region (of Afica), and... asks who shall unlock its mysteries?
We trust that this question d l not long remain unanswered, nor this vast inland
region continue almost a b l d upon our maps... . The gallant Commander of
the expedition h m Zayla to Harar, Captain Burton, has volunteered to
proceed fiom Zanzibar inland towards the farned Sea of Niassa (sic), and
after exploring its locality, to tum northward towards the Bahr el Abiad... .140
John Hanning Speke, who had aiso served in the Crimea, was in London at the same
time as the new expedition was k i n g planned and despite his weak performance in
Somaliland Burton decided to include him on the new expedition. He wrote aflerwards, "As
he had suffered with me in purse and person at Berberah... 1thought it but just to offer him
the opportunity of renewing an attempt to penetrate into Afnca." 141 Burton also wanted

several others on the expedition: Erhardt and Rebmann, his old fiend fiom India and Aden,

Dr. John Steinhaeuser, as well as a Corporal Church fiom West Afica, but for various
reasons each of these individuals was either unable or unwilling to join the expedition and
Burton and Speke were left in each other's Company for the duration of the joumey.
That sarne surnmer in London Burton met Isabel Arundel1 again. Still sing!e and still
pining for her

i d e d in the years since Boulogne she had refused to consider other

suitors and was now a Victorianishly ripe twenty-five. One day, while Burton was walking in
the Botanical Gardens kvith his old love from Boulogne, Isabel's cousin Louisa Segrave, they
came across Isabel reading with her mamed sister Blanche Pigott. Chatting with the
Arundells, Burton asked Isabel what she was reading. Perhaps fortunately for her, it was
Disraeli's b c r e & that curious, mystical tale of a young parliamentarian who gives up his
seat in the House of Commons to travel to the East, where he has a vision and looks for
phi losophical answers to the mysteries of existence in the desert's vastness. Isabel gushingly

called it "the book of my heart and tastes," no doubt implying that she had a passionate love
of the exotic East and ail things Eastern. 142

Her maturity must have interested Burton, for he asked her the classic question if she
came to the Botanical Gardens often. She just as obviously replied that as it was too hot to
remain indoors she came every &y fiom eleven to one. When he walked away wit'i Mrs.
Segrave he was overheard to remark, "Do you Lnow that your cousin has grown charming? 1
wouId not have believed that the littte schoolgirl of Boulogne would have become such a
sweet girl. 11 143

After that things proceeded with almost comic rapidity. The following day Isabel found
Burton seated alone in the Gardens writing poetry. Daily meetings followed for a fortnight,
unti l one day, she remernbered, he slipped his arm around her waist and proposed, asking her

if she could give up her way of life and live with him at Damascus if he could obtain the

consulate there:
He said, "Don't give me an answer n ~ w because
,
it w111 mean a very serious step
for you - no less than giving up yow own people, and al1 that you are used to, and
living the sort of 11fe that Lad Hester Stanhope led. I see the capabilities in you,
but you must think it over.

1d

At last, Isabel wrote later, "1 found my voice, and said... 1would rather have a crut and a

tem with

than be Queen of d l the world. And so 1 Say now, Yes! Yes!

Because Isabel's mother was firmly opposed to any match with Burton on the grounds
that he was not only not Catholic but in fact didn't appear to be even a practicing Christian,
the engagement was kept secret until Richard retmed fiom Africa. Isabel did not yet know,

however, of his dislike of goodbyes and habit of leaving suddenly. One day late in October
he promised to join her at the theatre if he could, but in any event would see her the
foilowing day. That night she ttiought she spied him in the audience but he disappeared
before she could speak to hirn. Later she had a dream - the first of rnany she recorded in her
biography - that he embraced her and said g d b y e , leaving a letter on her table saying,
"That is for your sister

- not for you."

The next day, she recalled in High Victorian di,&, a letter did arrive fiom Burton for
her sister Blanche asking her to break the news to Isabel that he had lefi for Afnca but woüld
be back in three years. There was also a letter for Isabel enclosed, which she wore in a locket
around her neck. In her journal she wrote presciently, "1 must meet this uncertainty with
confidence, and not let my love be dependent on any action of his, because he is a strange
man and not as other men. 146
91

For Burton, leaving Europe again inspired feelings of exhilaration:

Of the gladdest moments, methinks, in human life, is the departing upon a distant
journey into w w n lands. Shaking off with one effort the fetters of habit, the
leaden weight of routine, the cloak o f carking care, and the slavery of Civilization.
Man feels once more happy. The blood flows with the fast circulation of youth,
excitement gives a new vigour to the muscles, and a sense of sudden freedom
adds an inch to the stature. Afresh dathe morn of life, again the bright world
is beautiful to the eye, and the glorious face of Nature gladdens the soul. A journey,
in fact, appeals to Imagination, to Memory, to Hope the sister Graces of our
mortal being. 147

-

The Great Lakes Expedition

Burton and Speke lefi London for Bombay late in October 1856. The expedition
would stan From Bombay, since special permission had to be secured for Speke to

'

accornpany Bunon's expedition. 48 F

m Burton hirnsel f was ordered to retum to London

immediately to stand witness at a court-martial, but rightly considered that he \vas under
official protection and ignored the order. 149 In Bombay the two men appealed in person to
Lord Elphinstone, who recognised the expedition's importance and personaliy petitioned the
Indian Govemment for Speke's release from duty.
Their appeal was successful; the explorers sailed from India to Zanzibar Island on
December 3rd aboard an East India Company sloop. On the 20th they landed on Zanzibar,
and irnmediately called on the British Political Resident, Lieutenant-Colonel Atkins
Hamerton, a well-loved Irishman who had been Consul at Zanzibar for fifteen years.
Hamerton was a fine oriental scholar and Iinguist, but his stay at pestilential Zanzibar had

lefl hirn a sick and dying man: although he was barely fi@ years old, his face was blanched
and his haïr stark white. Nevertheless, he refised to retm to England but remained on the

island, patiently waiting for the end and by dint of what Speke called his " m e mes.
hospitalityu making social life tolerable for the European residents.
Hamerton warned Burton and Speke that exploration was particularly hazardous at the
present time because drought had brought famine to East Afîica and the tribes were raiding
the temtones for food.To make his point clear, he took Burton to the local prison and there
showed hirn one of the inmates, heavily fettered and chained to a gun in sucb a manner that
he could not stand, sit, or lie down. He had been chained in that position for almost a decade.
His crime, Harnerton told Burton, was that he had k e n the dnim-beater at the murder of a

young French explorer, M. Maizan, who had attempted to discover the Central Afncan lakes
in 1845, but had k e n captured by the Mazungera a hundred miles fiom the coast and

tortured before k i n g beheaded. The actual executioner had never been apprehended, so the
drum-beater was seMng his sentence. The point of this demonstration was not lost on
Burton. "Briefly," he wrote, "the gist of the whole was that I had better return to Bombay. But

rather than r e m to Bombay 1 wodd have gone to Hades... ."l5
While at Zanzibar Burton and Speke prepared themselves for what they expected to be a
MO-year expedition. Among other items their equipment included a Rowtie tent, a portable

table, scientific books, fishing tackle, tea, coffee, sugar, and "one dozen brandy (to be
followed by 4 dozen more)." They took with them enough ammunition and bullet moulds to
last two yean, and a chest of instruments which included a lever watch, two prismatic
compasses, a bath thennometer, a sundial, rain gauge, two sextants, a pedemeter, barometers,
chronometers, and a pair of boiling thermometers. 152
By the time they reached Lake Tanganyika al1 these instruments had either been lost or

destroyed except for the bath thermometer, and they had to calculate altitude as best they
could by measuring the boiling point of water. As a result most of their topographical
measurements were off, some grossly so. Accidents while fording streams lost them much of

their sugar, tea, coffee, and tools, as well as many of their zoological and botanical
specirnens, as well as one of their elephant guns and the bullet rnoulds. The srnaIl library
. .
included, besides the scientific works, Francis Galton's Art of Travel.Krapf s &u&&&cJ

Grammar. and some of Shakespeare and Euclid.
Before leaving for the interior Burton and Speke made several preliminary journeys
along the Coast, searching for the best route inland On one of these excursions they visited
Mombasa and interviewed the German missionary-explorer Johann Rebmann, in the employ
of the Church Missionary Society of London. Burton carried with him a letter fkom the

Society granting Rebmann permission to accornpany the expedition if he so wisheci, since it
was thought that his command of Swahili would be useful. In addition, Rebmam was

expected to carry on with his missionary activities vhile in the intenor. He declined,
however, perhaps realising that there would be little chance of proselytising while a member
of Richard Burton's Party. In tus t m , Burton respected Rebmann but wasn't disheartened by
his refusal. "An able and conscientious man," he remembered, "he had yet al1 the qualities

which secure unsuccess." l 53
Rebrnann echoed Colonel Hamerton's warnings by telling the explorers that it was

dangerous taking the overland route fiom Mombasa into the interior as the Masai were
pillagmg the area. This was unfortunate, since if the expedition had proceeded safely

weshvard fiom Mombasa Burton and Speke might well have discovered Lake Victoria

together, and both lives would have been altered drarnatically. As it was, they heeded
Rebmann's warnings and moved southwards to the mouth of the Pangani River, hoping to
reach a point fiom which it \vas d e to travel inland, but here both men contracteci malaria
and were forced to retum to Zanzibar.

Whi le recuperating Burton spent his time learning Swahili and col lecting enough

material to eventually bring out a rnemorable two-volume work on the region entitled
City. Island.C m . The Zanzibar he described at that time \*as a receptacle of
everything loathsorne in East Afnca, Although the Sultan, under British pressure, had

forbidden slave exports from his domains in 1W5,the trade within his dominions was still
permitted and was flourishing. Every year 20,000 to 40,000 slaves corn the maidand were
crow-dedonto

bound for the Zanziban markets with, Burton noted, eighteen inches

between the dech for each slave and only one pint of water

diem for every one of the

unfortunates. A third of the slaves were kept on the island to replace those who died each
year fiom disease and malnutrition; the others were exported illegally to the markets of the
Middle East.'51
Burton later wote that Zanzibar was filth incarnate. Disease was eve~uhere:Burton
estimated that genital and urinary diseases alone afflicted almost threequarters of the
population, along with malaria, dysentery, yellow fever, venereal disease (so common, he
wote, that it \vas hardly considered a disease) and elephantiasis; often with this last the
scrotum reached the knees. 155 Public wells were thick with slime; piles of copra drying in
the Sun spread a nauseous odour. The port was so foui that ofien human corpses could be
seen floating on the surface, and the native t o m was a "filthy labcyinth... heaped with offal...
choked with ruins. t 56
While recovenng fiom his fever Burton learned that John Steinhaeuser, who was slated
to be the expedition's third member, had been delayed in Aden by his own illness and had to
abandon the project. This wis singuiarly unfortunate, for if Steinhaeuser had accornpanied
Burton and Speke into the intenor he might have acted as a buffer between two different
individuals and saved - or at least alleviated - the subsequent breakdown in their relations.
Burton later admitted as much in Zanzibarwhen he wrote that "the absence of Dr.
'
in
Steinhaeuser lost the East African Expedition more than can be succintly t ~ l & " ' ~adding
another work that in Steinhaeuser's absence he had "a companion and not a friend, with
whom 1 was 'strangers yet."*158As it was, for the next twenty-one rnonths Burton and Speke
were to be in each otheis nearly constant Company, and the differences between the two
men, as well as the smoldering resenmients Speke harboured over what he saw as his unfair

treahient during the Somaliland expedition, would be exacerbated by their quarrel over the
Nile sources into open açrirnony after their return to England
Part of this celebrated w g l i n g was due to their respective perceptions. As will be

examined in a separate section in the next chapter, Burton harboured a special abhorrence
regarding what he called "the Afncm," but was strangeiy involved with them on both sides
of the continent: learning their languages, questioning them, studying them, and taking his
rnyriad notes on every aspect of their ~ i v e s . Speke,
' ~ ~ who was sornewhat rnilder in his

attitudes but still viewed Africans as inferior peoples, held himself primly aloof fiom what
he derisively called Burton's "scribbling-mania."160 In any event he wouldn't have been able

to participate to any great extent: his language deficiency was just as pronounced on this

joumeÿ as it had been on the Hom of Afnca- Unable to speak either Arabic o r Swahili with
any fluency, the only members of the expedition with whom he was able to converse were

Burton and the remarkable Sidi Mubaral; Bombay, who knew some Hindustani. 161 This lefi
Speke out of much of the decisionmaking process and al1 of Burton's ethnological enquiries.

Moreover, Speke's view of Afncans was tinged with more than a little Victorian
condescension. He frequently compared Afkican and English ways of life to the detriment of
the former. At one time, afier having given a handful of beads to a child, Speke was piqued
that the youngster showed no signs of gratitude, remarking to Bombay that an English child

would have run off at once to show his mother "what fine things the kind gentleman had
given him." No matter

- and no thought - that the child had in al1 likelihood never seen a

European before and was perhaps temfied out of its wits. Likewise, of Afncan and Arab
polygarny, Speke w o t e pompously that these people "who have so many wives seem to find
little enjoyment in that domestic bliss so interesting and beautiful in Our English homes. 162
11

Burton, on the other hand, sampled everything the natives had to offer: their food,their
intoxicants, and apparently, their women. He wrote slyly that Wagogo women "are well
disposed towards strangers of fair complexion, apparently with the permission of their
husbands," and at Ujiji, o n the shores of Tanganyika, he noted enigmatically that while his

days were "dreaxy, dismal," it "had its enjoyrnents. There were no post-offices, but this
African Eden had other advantages, which, probably, I might vainly attempt to describe. 163
1q

Likewise, afier the expedition returned to England, Speke almost certainly spread nimours
that Burton had kept women on the caravan, in effect acting like a powerfd çhavkh toting
dong a personal

aon

If this is so,then Speke, the archetypical Victorian

prude, would have found Burton's involvement with Africans difficult to understand, or even
condone, throwing hel onto an already kindling fire.
At fist, however, there appears to have been only cornradeship, and the knowledge that

they were the first known Europeans to traverse uncharted temtory. Along with Dr.
Steinhaeuser's cancellation there were other delays, and it was a full six months before
Burton and Speke could leave Zanzibar for the joumey inland, sailing for Kaole, south of
Bagamoyo, on June 16, 1857. From here they departed on a twenty-one month journey which
saw them endure nearly every hardship imaginable.
The paîh they travelled was not an unbroken wilderness, king a well-worn caravan
route taken by Arab slavers into the interior since 1825. Nevertheless, neither man was
experienced enough to lead a large caravan of what eventually became more than onehundred and thirty men and some thirty pack-mules loaded with equipment. In the past
Burton's successes had al ways k e n when he had travelled alone or with a small coteneof
companions. Sitnilarly, Speke's travels in the mountain ranges of lndia had been
accomplished with a minimum of bearers and servants, but in Afîica he was hardly able to
communicate with the porters at ail. Desertions were endemic fiorn the start; before they
returned to the coast in 1859 every man on the expedition had deserted or tried to desert
except for Bombay and Burton's two Goanese servants he had brought with him fiom India.
No less fnistrating were the misunderstandings, petty thievery, and the inevitable ioss of
men due to illness. The local chefs, suspicious as to the caravan's tme intentions

- most of

them found it incomprehensible that anyone would come so far to see a lake, no matter how
large it k a s said to be - demanded exorbitant tribute for safe passage across their lands. At

the very village on the coast where they assembled their supplies for the journey inland
Burton overheard two locals discussing the fate of his caravan. "Will he ever reach it?" one
of them asked, meaning the Sea of Ujiji. "Of course not," the other replied, "what is he that
he should pass through Ugogi.9"'

Moments iater, when word came that the son of the

local chief had been drowned when a hippopotamus overturned his boat, a villager railed at
Burton, "Be honest! and own that this is the first calamity which you have brought upon the
countr): by your presence. 166
11

After the expedition left the coast they proceeded along the caravan route to the Arab

village of Kazeh, in Unyanyembe, through a dry, red cliff area with an abundance of trees
and scrub brush. They then came upon an expanse of swampy jungle, crossing Fetid, mile-

long bogs through waist-high water while tripping constantly over submerged roots and treetrunks. Once out of the jungle, however, they emerged onto savannah-land where the air was
fresher and the travelling easier. Crossing the three ranges of the Usagara Mountains in the
Great Rift Valley, they saw hordes of game bounding across the landscape: lions, elephants,
zebras, gazelles, gnus, and antelope. "Truly delicious," Burton wrote later, "was the escape
from the nebulous skies, the fog-driving gusts, the pelting rain ... to the pure sweet mountain-

air... and to the aspect of clear blue skies, which lent their tints to highland ridges well
wooded with various greens." 167
But both leaders soon fell ill. Speke, being younger, was able to shrug off his

preliminary symptoms but Burton was quickly laid low and remained intermittedly ill for the
duration of the journey; Isabel Burton wrote that en her husband endured twenty-one
separate attacks of fever.

Burton had quinine and morphine in his medicine chest but put

most of his faith in a concoction called Warburg's Drops, a popular mixture of opium,
quinine, and aloes. As a result, he suffered excruciatingly. His mouth became full of ulcers,
while his feet and legs grew so swollen that he was forced to ride on one of the mules; later
he became so ill that he had to borne in a litter. In his delirium he became convinced that he
'a territory located about halfbay to Lake Tanganyika-

could fly, or was two different people, or \vas king confionted with men with heads
protniding fiorn their breasts. 169 Soon Speke was also suffering from malaria, as well as an
eye inflammation so severe that he became nearly blind and had to be led by his bearers.
Thefi and desertions were the most pressing concerns, reducing their pace to a snail's
crawl. The thefi of trade goods by the porters reduced their stocks alarmingly; one bearer
who deserted took with him the expedition's sweying books, the Nautical Almanac for
1 858, and rnost of the pens, ink, and stationary. "O

Insects destroyed the bedding and ate the

supplies, scorpions infested the native huts where they sometimes stayed. Through it all,
Burton doggedly recorded everything he saw, experienced, or heard about. The researcher

reads his srccount fascinated by the literary structure, alternating chapters detailing the
horrors of the expedition's progress with clinical pages reiating to fauna, flora, native
customs, East African diseases, indigenous musical instruments, weapons, and methods of
intoxication, al1 presented with the empirical detachment of a modem anthropologist.
Final ly, on November 7, 1857, afker one-hundred and thirty-four days and more than six
hundred miles fiom the Coast, the expedition reached the settlement of Kazeh, now Tabora in
present-day Tanzania By now both Burton and Speke were so incapacitated that they could
not go on. The chief of the settlement,

Snay bin Amir, was one of the richest slave

dealers in East Africa and thus had no love of British efforts to halt the trade, but he was also
a hospitable and cultured man who treated the Englishmen courteously. After his previous
dealings with Afncans Burton was particularly glad to be back among the Arabs again:
Contrary to the predictions of others, nothing could be more encouraging than the
reception experienced fiom the Omani Arabs; striking, indeed, was the contrast
between the open-handed hospitality and the hearty good-will of this tnily noble
race, and the niggardness of the savage and selfish Afncan - it was heart of flesh
after h a r t of stone. 17'
They remained in Kazeh for five weeks, fiom November 8 to December 14, 1857, hinng
new porters to replace the wholesale desertions and allowing everyone time to strengthen

themselves for the journey's resumption. Dunng this spell Speke showed Sl,&h Snay a copy
of the "slug"map made by Rebmann and Erhardt and asked him where Lake Nyassa was

located. The slave-trader replied that Nyassa was a separate body of water fiom Ujiji

- also

called Tanganyika in those parts and meaning, "the meeting-place of the waters" - and lay to
the south. According to Speke, he then mentioned that northwards lay stdl another lake,
much Iarger than Ujiji, called Ukerewe, and advised the Englishmen to m a c h in its direction
rather than continuing west to Tanganyika From this new information Burton and Speke
understood that the missionaries had been wrong in their contention that the fabled "Sea of
Ujiji" \vas one vast inland lake. In fact there were at least three distinct lakes, any one of

which could hold the key to the Nile's source.
Speke wrote later that he was immediately eager to go north to see this hitherto-

unknown sight which he suspected could contain the source, but the route was said to be
dangerou, and "Captain Bunon preferred going west." 172 The Arabç told the two men that
the northern lake reportedly had several rivers running both into and out of its nonhem end,
but whether any one of them was in fact the Nile was unlinown. Likewise, whether

Tanganyika was linked by a waterway to either the Ukerewe lake or the Nile was also a
mystery. Burton took a chance that the western lake, by virtue of its position lying south-west

of Ukerewe, was the more likely candidate, and decided to press on.
One notices in Speke's rendition of this first stay in Kazeh a reversal of roles in his text
which makes it appear as if he had become the energetic and decisive leader and Burton the

sick and useless subordinate. He wrote that while "Captain Burton got desperately il1... 1
picked up al1 the information 1 could gather fiom the Arabs, with Bombay as an
inteq~eter."''~He quietly denigrated Burton's linguistic talents by stating in a footnote that
"1 may as well mention that neither Captain Burton nor myself were able to converse in any

Afncan language until we were close to the coast on the retum jomey. " 74 This could
hardly have k e n the case, for as we have seen Burton spent some of his convalesence in
Zanzibar learning Swahili, and as he could already speak Arabic fluently he had little
di ficulty in communicating with the Arabs at Kazeh, and was in fact preparing a vocabulary
and grammar of the Unyamwezi language with

Snay's help. At the veiy least, he

would have been able to communicate haltingly with the local inhabitants, and easily with
his Arab hosts.
Similarly, weak and il1 as he undoubtedly was at Kazeh, Burton's own words belie
Speke's portrait of him as someone lying at Death's door. Burton recorded in

Reeionc;that during two long stays at the settlement

Snay "never

failed to pass the evening with me, and fiom his instructive and varied conversaton was
derived not a little of the information contained in the fol lowing pages;" thereafier follow

thirty pages of te.- devoted to facts and figures concerning western Unyayembe, the temtory
containing the settlement. 75 Even if sorne of his data came fiom Speke's efforts, this was
hardly the work of a prostrate invalid. It is hard to ignore the fact, as many biographers of
both Burton and Speke have noted, that where Speke's self-interest was concerned he was not
above twisting the facts to suit his own purposes.
Outfitted almost entirely with new porters, the caravan lefl Kazeh in the middle of
December and continued to make its way west. Again Burton was struck down by fever:
I had been sufferïng for some days... 1 was obliged to lay aside the ephemeris
by an unusual sensation of nervous irritability, which was followed by a general
shudder as in the cold paroxysm of fevers. Presently the extremities began to
weigh and to b u n as if exposed to a flowing fire, and a pair of jack-boots, the
cornpanions of many a day and night, became too tight and heavy to Wear. At
sunset the attack had reached its height. 1 saw yawning wide to receive me
"Those dark gates across the wild h t no man knows." The whole body was
palsied, powerless, motionless, and the limbs appeared to wither and die; the
feet had lost al1 sensation, exept a throbbing and tingling... the a m s refused to
be directed by wi Il, and to the hands the touch of cloth and Stone \vas the same. l 76

He became resigned to his fate:
However, 1 was easily consoied. Hope, says the Arab, is woman, Despair
is man. If one of us was lost, the other might survive to carry home the results
of the exploration. 1 had undertaken the j o m e y in the "nothing-Iike-leather"
state of mind with the resolve either to do or die. 1 had done my best, and
now nothing appeared for me but to die as wvell. 177
He recovered, but the crisis brought paralysis to his legs as well as partial-blindness, and
for the next eleven months he was unable to walk without assistance. He was now k i n g

transported entirely on a litter. Meanwhile, Speke's eyes had become so inBamed that the
further they marched the worse his vision became. Still they staggered on, slow but resolute,

among the low-lying hills of the Unyamwezi, across the Ruguvu and Unguwe Rivers until,
on Febmaxy 13, 1858, almost seventeen months after leaving England, they clirnbed a hiIl so
steep that Speke's mule âropped dead of fatigue before reaching the summit. At the top
Burton gazed down through the trees:
"What is that streak of light which lies klow?" 1 inquired of Seedy (sic) Bombay.
"1 am of the opinion.," quoth Bombay, "that that is & water."1gazed in dismay;

the remains of my blindness, the veil of trees, and a broad ray of sunshine
illuminating but one reach of the Ide, had shrunk its fair proportions. Somewhat
prematurely 1began to lament my folly in having risked life and lost health for so
p o r a pnze, to cune Arab exaggeration, and to propose an immediate r e m
with the view of exploring the Nyanza, or Northern Lake. Advancing, however,
a few yards, the whole scene suddenly burst upon my view, filling me with
admiration, wonder, and delight
Burton and Speke were the first Europeans to reach Lake Tanganyika, "the meetingplace of the waters;" at 12,650 square miles and a maximum depth of 4,700 feet one of the
larges? and deepest fieshwater lakes on earth. Burton's triurnphant description was hearîfelt:
Nothing, in sooth, could be more picturesque than this fint sight of the Tanganyika
Lake, as it lay in the lap of the mountains, basking in the wann tropical sunshine.
Below and beyond a short foreground of rugged and precipitous hill-fold ... a
narrow strip of emerald green... shelves roward a ribbon of glistening yellow sana
here bordered by sedgy rushes, there cleanly and clearly cut by the breaking wavelets.
Farther in front stretch the waters, an expanse of the lightest and softest blue... and
sprinkled by the cnsp east wind with tiny crescents of snowy foam. The background
in front is a high and broken wall of steel-colored mountain, here flecked and capped
with pearly mist, there standing sharply penciled against the azwe air... . Tmly it was a
revei for sod and sight. Forgetting toils, dangers and the doubtfulness of r e m , 1 felt
willing to endure double what 1had endured.. .179
By now, however, Speke's eyes had become so bad that he couid see little of the lake's
proportions, "nothing but rnist and glare before my eyes," and had to be led down the

embankment to the village of Ujiji, later scene of the famous Stanley-Livingstone meeting in

'

1 87 1. 80 Here the expedition's rnernbers were delighted to find foodstuffs they hadn't tasted

in months: tomatoes, eggs, poultry, plantain and fiesh rnilk. In Ujiji they heard of a great

river caIled the Rusin flowing out of the northem end of Tanganyika; this, Burton believed,
could be the Nile or a connecting stream. But the Mllagers refused to help them explore the
lake and Burton's health began to deteriorate rapidly. For two weeks he lay on the earthern

floor of his hut, too weak to ride, too il1 to converse, and his eyes too painfid to read or write.
Speke's eyesight, although still bad, had improved to the extent that Burton sent him off
across the lake to hire an Arab &w,

reputedly the only sailing-craft on the lake. With it they

expected to be able to circumnavigate Tanganyika and investigate the Rusizi.
Speke was gone for most of a month while Burton lay in his hut by the shores of the lake
and recovered. Each evening he tried to sit outside and look at the waters, as if taking
strength frorn them:
It reminded me of the loveliest glimpses of the Mediterranean; there were

the same "laughing tides," pellucid sheets of dark blue water borrowing their tints
fiom the various shores beyond; the same purpte light of youth upon the cheek of
the earlier evening, the sarne bnght sunsets, with their radiant vistas of crimson and
gold opening like the portais of a world beyond the skies; the samc short-lived
grace and loveliness of the twilight; and, as night closed over the earth, the sarne
cool flood of transparent moonbeam pouring on the tufi heights and bathing their
sides with the whiteness of virgin snow. 81

'

Speke returned from his journey across the lake on 29 March to report that the Qbow

could only be hired following a three-month wait and payment of what arnounted to five
hundred dollars. In the meantime Burton had k e n told by Arab merchants at Ujiji that they
coufd have the &OW whenever they pleased and at a reasonable cost. His Fnrstration at the
younger man's inability to procur the boat at al1 was ill-concealed, an apparent repetition of
Speke's failure in Somaliland. "1 was sorely disappointe&" Burton wrote. "He had done
literally nothing. 1 82
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At the same time, it was doubtful if Burton could have remained imtated with Speke for
Long. One night on the far side of the lake Speke's tent was invaded by a horde of beetles, one
of which ran into his ear and began to dig away "like a rabbit at a hole. Is3 A penlolife

eventually dislodged the insect but wounded the inner ear, causing infection, eating a hole
between the ear and nose so when he used a handkerchief Speke's ear whistled so loudly that

the porters laughed. To his surprise, however, this new infection seemed to draw away the
inflammation from his eyes and his vision began to improve markedly.
More positively, Speke brought news from Arab slavers on the far side of Tanganyika
that a large river did flow out of the lake to the north. Intrigueci, Burton now procured two
large dugout canoes

- one sixty feet long, the other fort. - from a local chief, depleting their

stores to almost nothing but "resolved, at al1 costs, even if we were reduced to actual want, to
viçit the rnysterious strearn."184 With their ponen they crossed the lake to the western side

in the canoes, then paddled north, avoiding a tribe calleâ the Wabernbe reputed to be

cannibals. Everyone on board obeyed a strict mle not to throw anything overboard, even their
own excrement, lest it attract crocodiles.

At Uvira, d l 1 two days rowing from the Rusia, they leamed to their chagrin that

instead of flowing out of Tanganyika as Speke said he had been toi4 the river flowed into
the lake, an influent, and thus could not possibly be the Nile. Burton was disgusted by the

turn of events:
I felt sick at heart. 1 had not, it is true, undertaken to explore the Coy Fountains
by this route; but the combined assenions of the cogingeand the false
Msawahili (sic) had startled me ftom the propneties of reason, and this was the

-

result !
Bombay, when questioned, declared that my companion had misunderstood the
words of Hamid bin ~ula~yarn,"
who spoke of a river falling into, not issuing
the Ide; and added his own conviction that the Arab had never sailed north of Ubwari
island. S a m who at Ujiji had described... the mouth of the deversoir (sic) and its
direction for two days, now owned that he had never been beyond Uvira, and that
he never intended to do so. Briefly, 1 had been deceived by a strange coincidence of
deceit. 85
Burton still wanted to inspect the Rusizi for himself, but his rowers refused to travel
rurther north in fear of the Wavira, whose reputation for cannibalisrn exceeded that of the
Wabembe. No entreaty, threat, bribe or appeal to their manhood could move the boatmen; by
this time Burton's mouth had becarne so full of ulcers that he could barely speak at all, his

'it appean Burton is using this obscure term in a "cheating" or "untnithhil"manner.
the slaver Speke had visited on the western shore of Lake Tanganyika.

rilt

tongue so swollen that for two weeks he subsisted solely on liquids, and it became necessaxy
to return to Ujiji. Disconsolately he wrote later, "It is a characteristic of Afncan travel that
the explorer may be arrested at the very boum of his journey, on the very threshold of
success, by a single stage, as effectively as if al1 the waves of the Atlantic or the sands of
Arabia lay between- 186
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Desperately low on supplies, they paddled south, the cames full of offal, their guns
useless with rust, what food there was soaked through and through. Ironically, on the retum
voyage both Burton and Speke began to recover somewhat from their respective iilnesses.

Speke still suffered fiom ear trouble, but by now his eyes had so improved that his vision was
nearly normal. Burton's hands, which previously had not b e n able to hold a pen, began to
get their sense of feeling back. His legs were d l 1 partially-pmlyzed, but the ulcers in his

mouth had healed to the point where he could eat whole food again. "Perhaps mind had also
acted upon matter; the object of my mission was now affiected, and this thought enabled me
to cast off the burden of grinding care with which the imminent prospect of a failure had
brfore solely laden me." 87
The expedition finally reached Ujiji in the middle of May afier a month touring
Tanganyika Here they discovered that the expedition's steward, Said bin Salim, had sold off
most of the remaining goods on the assumption that his employen had died on the voyage
north. At once Burton replaced him with the honest Bombay. but the damage had been done.
They were now faced with the prospect of retuming to the Coast almost ernpîy-handed
through a territory where, as Burton put it succinctly, "'baggage is life."'188 Begging was out
of the question since the natives rehised to give "a handful of grain without return," and it
seemed possible they might actually starve before they got paiiway to Zanzi'bar. 89 The
situation was growing desperate when, on May 22114 musket-shots announced the anival of
strangers at Uj iji. Miraculously, this was a caravan laden with supplies Burton had ordered
months before, and which he had long since given up hope of ever seeing, "unexpected good
fortune, happening at a crisis when it was redly wanted. 190
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Unfortunately, the new supplies camed the wrong kind of ammunition and ody enough

food and trade goods to ensure the expedition made it back to the Coast. They were now
forced to abandon plans for an intensive survey of the southern two-thirds of Tanganyika,
with a r e t m to Zanzibar by way of Lake Nyassa and Kilwa to the south. At the end of May

the expedition lefi Ujiji and Tanganyika for the return journey, and Burton loolied for the last
tirne on the "meeting-place of the waters:"
1 shall long remember the rnoming of the 26th of May, whkh aîforded me the Iast
suntise spectacle of the Tanganyika Lake. The charm of the scenery was perhaps
enhanced by the reflection that my eyes might never see it again. Masses of brownpurple cloucis covered the quarter of the heavens where the sun was about to rise.

Presently the mists, ruflled like ocean billows and Iuminously fringed with Tyrïan
purple, were cut by filmy rays, while, fiom behind their core, the interna1 living fire
shot forth its broad beams, like the spokes of a huge aerial wheel ... . At last
Dan Sol... disclosed himself in his gJoq and disperseci with a glance the obstacles of
the vaporous earth: breaking into long strata and little pearly flakes, they soared high
in the empyrean, whiie the all-powerful luminary asswned undisputed possession of
earth, and a soft breeze - the breath of morn, as it is called in the East awoke the
waters into life. 191

-

The supplies which had arrived at Ujiji included scores of letters from England, India,
and Zanzibar. Isabel Arundel1 had sent dozens of letters, including newspaper clippings and

journal articles which she knew would interest Burton. From these Burton and Speke first

Iearned of the 1857 Sepoy Rebellion and its harsh afiermath, as well as personal news,
including word that Burton's father had died at Bath in September of the previous year. Since
his mother had died during the journey to Harar in 1854, this was the second tirne Burton had
received word that one of his parents had passed away while he was travelling in far-off
lands. "Such tidings," he wrote reflectively, "are severely felt by the wanderer who, living
long behind the world, and uoable to mark its gradua1 changes, lulls, by dwelling on the past,
apprehension into a belief that

home has known no loss, and who expects again to meet

each old fàmiliar face ready to smile upon his retum... . 192
1q

At Yombo they collected more porters and pushed on ta Kazeh. Once they reached the

settlement Speke wanted immediately to travel north and explore the Ukerewe lake,
described by the Arabs as both broader aod longer than Tanganyika. But, he wote later,

To this Captain Burton at first demurred. He said we had done enough, and he would
do no more; but finally gave way when 1 said, I f you are not well enough when we
reach Kaze' (sic) 1 will go myself, and you can em loy the time in taking notes fiom
the travelled Arabs of al1 the countries around. i

93

It is apparent that by this tirne relations between the two men were beginning to
deteriorate badly. The long penods spent in each othets Company, as well as the
accumulated effects of illness and the strain of travelling, had begun to take their toll. In
addition there were character clashes. According to Burton, Speke's attitude had altered
during the course of the expedition, and he was now becoming a Iittle hard to live with:

Even at the beginning of our long absence fiom civilized life 1 codd not but
perceive that his former alacrity had vanished: he was habitually discontented
with what was done; he lefi to me the whole work of management, and then he
complained of not k i n g consulted He had violent quarrels with the Baloch.. .*
Unaccustomed to sickness, he could not endure it himself nor feel for it in
othen; and he seemed to enjoy pleasure in saying unpleasant things - an
Anglo-indian peculiarity. Much of the change he explained to me by confessing
that he could not take interest in an exploration of which he was not the
commander.194
In Kazeh, Burton wrote, Speke began to antagonise their Arab hosts with his sense of

...his presence at Kazeh was no longer desirable. To associate at the same time
with Arabs and Anglo-Indians, who are ready to take offense when it is l e s t
t ytheir & and whose morgue of color induces
intended, who expect s e ~ ~ l ias
them to treat al1 skins a shade darker than their own as "niggers," is even more
difficult than to avoid a ru ture when placed between two fkiends who have
quarreled with each other.Y93

For his part Speke was becoming rather tired of Burton. The extensive hunting he had
hoped to indulge in during

had not materialised as Burton did not stop for spon except

when the expedition was low on rneat, and his commander's obsessive questioning and notetaking now becarne irksome. Part of this may be attributed to Speke's relative lack of
education and his inability to understand Burton's ethnological investigations, but some
portion must also be attributed to Burton's own native arrogance; there was more than some

'zanzibaris who fonned part of the guides and porters.

truth in Speke's cornplaint to Norton Shaw that Burton "is one of those who never

be

wrong, and will not acknowfedge an error, so that when only two were together talking
becomes more of a bore than a pleasure... he use to snub me so unpleasantly when talliing
about anything... ." 96

Given their circumstances, Burton's reluctance to travel to the northern lake fiom Kazeh
was logical and responsible. The extra stores they had received fiom the coast were not

enough for the entire expedition to travel northward; an extended march under full porterage
would in all probabilty deplete them entirely. Likewise, Burton's paral yzed legs were finaif y

beginning to heal and he wanted several weeks' rest at Kazeh before resuming the march to
the coast. Furthemore, there were a m a s of ethnological and geographical notes to be
written up and sundry, required reports to be sent to the Royal Geographical Society.

Nevertheless, there was some truth in Speke's assertion that Burton felt he had "done
enough." It has been noted previously that after attaining a goal Burton had a marked
tendency to give himself up to a p e n d of relative inactivity and relaxation to recuperate and
wite up his notes. From his viewpoint the expedition had succeeded in its primary objective:

he and his cornpanion had partially solved the enigrna of the missionaries' inland sea and

now, dangerously low on supplies, it seemed as if there was nothing to do but r e m to
Zanzibar, perhaps to retum at a later time with a better-equipped expedition. l 97 The march
north W h the full caravan rnight well have seemed like an irrelevant journey

- a sideshow,

as it were - after the discovery of Lake Tanganyika. 19*

There was, however, nothing to prevent Speke fiom rnarching north with a few bearers

while Burton recovered in Kazeh. From Arab repons the northern lake certainly bore
investigation, and a "flying trip" would not only be useful for additional data but also remove
an increasing personal irritant from Kazeh. Without much persuasion on Speke's pan, it

seerns, Burton allowed him to go, writing to the Royal Geographical Society on June 24,
1858 that "Captain Speke has volunteered to visit the Ukerewe lake, of which the Arabs give

great accounts."W9 When Speke reproduced this letter in his book, WhatLed to thie

Discoverv ofthe Source of the Nile, Burton wrote angrily in the margin of his own copy, "To
get n d of him!ll-700
Speke lefi Kazeh with twenty porters and ten guides, including Bombay as interpreter,
on June 9th. What Burton could not foresee was that by allowing Speke to trôvel north alone,
he was committing the gravest error in judgement of his entire career. Speke had repeatedly
asked hirn to accompany him io the Ukerewe Lake and h e had just as repeatedly refused?*'
The younger man's previous failures in Afica had not indicated that he would do anything

extraordinary, or that the march north wouid be anqthing but an addendum to their main
achievement; Le. the discovery of Lake Tanganyika. It is tnie that at Kazeh Burton was far

more incapacitated than Speke, and rightly worried about the state of their supplies, but he
let his habit of procrastination interfere with his desire for glory and immortality and lost the

main chance of his life.
Above al1 else, however, as a geographer Burton was thwarted by his own self-

confessed "amateur barbarianism;" i.e. his passionate curiousity regarding the indigenous
peoples h e encountered on his travels, and the impulse to inquire into their lives. This was
not a case of not carhg over-rnuch about adding to the world-map; as we have seen, Burton's

original intention in travelling in Arabia was to traverse and chart the "Empty Quarter," while
part of the Somaliland expedition's duties was to conduct surveys of the temtories, and

Burton's concept of a grand overland expedition to Zanzibar included mapmaking en.
But it appears that what most fascinated him in Afnca was its peoples and their "primitive"

lives. At Kazeh the pieasure he t w k in ethnological inquiries superseded his desire for
geographical farne, and cost him one of the crowning geographical glories. Kazeh becarne a
way-station for Burton to recover, study, write and reflect, effectively robbing him of the
Nile prize, although he would not be convinced of it for many a year.202
Speke marched north at a fûrious pace, no doubt as happy to be fiee of Burton as Burton
was glad to see him go. The further the 1ittle party travelled north, towards the Equator, the
lusher the vegetahon became, with ever-increasing abundance of rnango, papyrus, and palm

trees. Sixteen days d e r leaving Kazeh, Speke and his followers arrived at the southem edge
of a large body of water extending beyond the horizon- A local inhabitant was questioned:
On my inquiring about the lake's length (Speke wrote), the man faced to the north, and
began nodding his head to it; at the same time he kept throwing foward his right han&
and making repeated snaps of his fingers, endeavoured to indicate something
immeasurable; and added that nobody knew, but he thought it probably
extended to the end of the ~ o r l d ? * ~

No one from the area Ccnew how far the lake extended or how broad it was, and since
there was no communication with any other people beyond the horizon, nobody could say
what Iay on the other side of the water. Speke took an elevation reading and found to his joy
that the altitude was higher than that of Tanganyika Since water runs downhill, this rneant
that Ulcerewe had a greater probabilty of containing the Nile's source. Now, in a brilliant

-

flash of intuitive insight, Speke decided correctly

- that he had arrived alone at the

principal feeder of the White Nile:
1 no longer felt any doubt that the Lake at my feet gave birth to that interesting

river, the source of which has k e n the subject of so much speculation, and the
object of so many exploren. The Arab's tale was proved to the letter... . I had now
the pleasure of perceiving that a map 1 had constmcted on Arab testimony... was
so substantially correct that in its general outlines 1 had nothing whatever to a1ter?O4
In honour of the Queen Speke chnstened the lake Victoria, and celebrated in typical

sportsman fashion by shooting some geese swimming on the water. He and his men spent
just three days by Victoria's shores, when the lack of supplies sent h e m back to Kazeh.
Convinced beyond reason that he had discovered the source of the Nile, Speke announced it
to Burton at breakfast the moming afier his arrival. Questioning by his commander, however,
demonstrated that the younger man's evidence was flimsy at best. Burton Iater wrote
dismissively:
At length Jack had k e n successfûi. His 'flying trip' had led him to the northem
water, and he had found its dimensions surpassing our most sanguine expectations.
We had scarcely, however, breakfasted before he announced to me the startling
fact that %ehad discovered the source of the White Nile.' It was an inspiration
perhaps.. . . The fortunate discoverer's conviction was strong. His reasons were
weak, were of the category alluded to by the darnsel Lucetta, when justifjmg her

penchant in favour of the lovely gentleman,' Sir Proteus '1 have no other than a woman's reason 1 think him so because 1 think him so'
and probably his Sources of the Nile grew in his mind as his Mountains of the
Moon had grown under his hand-705
Burton's criticisms were valid. Speke had spent only seventy-nvo hours at the southern
end of a lake, not knowing whether it was a single sheet of water or one of a chain of lakes.
As they had discovered with the Rusizi River at Tanganyika, native reports could not be

relied on to be accurate, and in any event the natives thernselves admitted that they had no
idea of how large or how small the lake was. Moreover, since Speke had not
circumnavigated the lake or even travel fed far fiom his landing-point, he couldn't know for
certain if any river flowed out of the northern end, let alone the epic Nile.
Speke's comrnents regarding their discussion were terse. "Captain Burton greeted me on
arriva1... . I... expressed regret that he did not accornpany me, as I felt quite sure in my mind
that I had discovered the source of the Nile. This he naturally objected to... and thereafter the

subject was dropped."206 Burton's version was equally to the point:
Jack changed his manners to me from this date. His difference of opinion was allowed
to alter companionship. AAer a few days it became evident to me that not a word
could be uttered on the subject of the lake, the Nile, and his & o u v a generally
without offense. By a tacit agreement it was, therefore, avoided, and 1 should never
have resumed it, had Jack not stultified the results of the expedition by putting
forth a claim which no geographer can admit, and which is at the same time so
weak and flimsy, that no geographer has yet taken the trouble to contradict it?'

Burton later remarked that this was "the point whence our paths diverged.''208
Nevertheless, whatever his personai fears that Speke had grabbed the Nile laurels for
himself, there is some evidence that Burton's opposition was genuine, that his initial reaction
to Speke's claims were based largely on Speke's lack of hard evidence for his contention.
Twice - once in a letter written to Norton Shaw from Aden folIowing the expedition and
once in

- Burton admitted the strong possibility that the

Ukerewe lake was the source or at least the principai feeder of the ~ i l e . * OHad
~ not a series
of circurnstances contributed to what evennially amounted to open geographical warfare
between the two men, Burton might have continued to support the idea of Ukerewe as the

main source; as it was, his major problem with Speke appears to have been the latter's

absolute conviction, on insuficient evidence, that he had discovered the source of the Nile.
Speke wanted to retum north to the lake at once but was dissuaded by Burton, who

pointed out that by this time their supplies were almost nil. Wisdom after the fact is the bane
of autobiography, but Burton recorded that he said to Speke:
1 am a much older man than y o k Jack, and 1 am not getting better. You will be
il1 again, and 1 unable to nurse you, and we shall both be down at once, much
m e r from home, our money and stores giving out, our followers discontented.
Consent to our return, and we will go home, recruit ow health, report what we
have done, get some more money, r e t m together and finish our whole journey. 210

It is apparent from this quotation that Burton still viewed Speke as a subordinate

cornpanion, by Burton's lights underqualified and geographically lazy. He did not see him
as he might have done had he been less dismissive and more perceptive

-

- as an ambitious

rival. In fact, it was not until he returned to London that Burton discovered just how much of

a n'val the younger man had becorne, or how much he had underestimated him.
In Speke's mina however, what Burton was proposing was tantamount to inûigue. It was
not hard to see that once they returned to England the older man would be likely to usurp
Speke's part in Ukerewe's discovery and claim command of a new expedition, this time
aimed solely at Lalie Victoria. Whether or not this was actually true - and if Burton still saw
Speke as decidedly the lesser part of the leadership he may well have felt that he was the

proper person to command an expedition Victoria-wards

- the suspicion that Burton was

secretly plotting to wrest the discovery of the Nile's source was planted in Speke's mind, as
his later actions indicate. However, with their supplies nearly gone and their leave almost

expired, they had no choice but to return to Zanzibar, so Speke agreed to return to the coast
with Burton, although at least one researcher believes that he was privately intent on
reaching England before the older man? l
The caravan left Kazeh early in Septernber on the last part of the r e m journey. It took
four months to reach the coast a n 4 as before, both men became desperately ill, only now

they carried the added strain of muhial suspicion with them. At Hanga Speke ;estruck

do\m with a malady the Aficans called "the little irons:" excwiating pain originating in the

chest and spleen areas, accompanied by seinires aimost hydrophobie in nature. He becarne
delinous, "haunted by a crowd of hideous devils, giants, and lion-headed demons, who were
w~enching,with superhuman force, and stripping the sinews and tendons of his legs down to
the ankles... 1imbs racked by crarnps, features drawn and ghastly... he began to utter a
barking noise... which so altered his appearance that he was barely recognizable... . 12
1
1
2

Throughout these spasms Burton never lefi Speke's side, nursing him as best he could in
the wtlderness. What Speke wzn't aware of, however, and what Burton may never have told

hm, \vas that during his delirium the younger man finally spewed forth al1 the resentrnents
and gmdges he had stored up against Burton since their meeting at Aden in 1854:
During Jack's delirium he let out al1 his little grievances of fancied wrong,
of which I had not the remotest idea. He was vexed that his diary (which
1 had edited so carefully, and put into the Appendix of Tirst Fwtsteps
in Eastern (sic) Africa') had not been pnnted as he wrote it - geographical
blunders and all; also because he had not been paid for it, I having lost
money over the book myself... . He was awfully grieved because in the thick
of the fight at Berberah, three years before, 1 had said to him, Dont step
back, or they will think we are running.' I cannot tell how many more things
1 had unconsciously done, and 1 crowned it by not accepting immediately
his loud assertion & he W o v e r e d t h e c e s of _the Nile;; and
1 never should have hown that he was pondering these things in his heart,
if he had not raved them out in
Burton's undoubted shock at Speke's bittemess did not prevent him fiom tending to the
younger man through the worst of the crisis, even after Speke wrote an incoherent letter of
farewell to his farnily"'

The p i n s eventually lessened, although it was shll some weeks

before Speke could lie on his side without discomfon. He grew steadily better; at one point
he was coherent enough to say, "Dick, the knives are sheatbed."215 When he was fit enough
to travel Speke was placed in a hammock and the caravan went on its way, reaching the Coast

on Februaq 2, 1859, almost a year after having first sighted Tanganyika M e r a brief
excursion to Kilwa they sailed to Zanzibar, nearly two years since they had first lefl for the
interior. Colonel Hamerton had died in their absence, and his place as British Consul had

been taken by Captain Christopher Palmer Rigby, Burton's old Ianguage-examination rival

If Burton and Speke were now less fnendly than before, Burton and Rigby loathed each
other with a passion. Like Edward Henry Palmer, Rigby represented the Establishment side
of Richard Burton, but without the mutual respect and admiration. His formidable language
skills and talent for politicking had brought hirn up the professional ladder faster than the
professional rebel Richard Burton, who preferred to operate out of the mainstrearn. But as a
bureaucrat Rigby was given to malicious intrigue against those he preceived as nvals, and it
is probable that he viewed Burton as a rival ever since the latter defeated him in the Gujarati
exam in India in 1843. As we have seen previously, Rigby may have had a hand in scotching

Burton's Arabic language examination in 1853 following the Mecca pilgrimage; at Zanzibar
he definitely misdirected Burton's important manuscript on the island to the Indian
Governrnent ffom the Royal Geographical Society for which it was intended. As a result
Burton believed his manuscript to be lost for over a decade, and one of the best works on
Zanzibar wïtten in the nineteenth centwy was not published until 1872, nearly fifieen years
later than it rnight have
Now, as British Consul at Zanzibar, Rigby was intensely involved in the unstable
political situation on the island and did not relish having Burton around looking for fresh
oppominities for giory.217 To make matters worse, alrnost irnmediately Rigby and Speke
fell into each other's Company like Greeks. Rigby w o t e back to England:
Speke is a nght good, jolly, resolute fellow. Burton is not fit to hold a candle
to him and has done nothing in cornparison with what Speke has, but Burton
will blow his t m p e t v e v loud and get al1 the credit of the discoveries. Speke
works. Burton lies on his back al1 day and picks other people's brains?18

Burton wanted to wait in Zanzibar for fiesh leave and additional financing for a return
inland, but found little support fkom Rigby:
...the Consulate (Burton wrote) was no fonger bearable to me. I was too conversant
with local politics, too well aware of what was going on, to be a pleasant cornpanion
to its new tenant. 1 was unwilling to go, because so much remained to be done...

but the evident anxiety of Consul Rigby to get rid of me and Jack's nervous
impatience to go on, made me abandon my intentions.'19
Burton and Speke sailed for Aden on March 22, where they stayed for a few days at the
home of John Steinhaeuser. At once Steinhaeuser became conscious of Speke's agitation and
nervous desire to return to England; according to Burton Steinhaeuser repeateàiy warned him
"that ail was not r&~ht."*~*
Nevertheless, when H. M. S. Furinvs sailed into Aden and the two

explorers were offered immediate passage to London Burton declined to go, deciding a few
more days' rest in Steinhaeuser's house would fürther restore his health. Speke, however, was
so eager to return home that it was agreed that he should return first, with Burton following
at his convenience. Taking leave of each other, Burton later wote of their parting in Aden:

...the words Jack said to me, and 1 to him, were as follows: '1 shdl hurry up,
Jack, as soon as 1 cm,' and the last words Jack ever said to me on earth were,
to
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This was nearly as great an error as allowing Speke to travel to the Ukerewe lake by

himself. Among its passengers the Furiouscarried the Earl of Elgin, returning from his
diplornatic mission to China, and his secretary, the joumalist and travel writer Laurence
Oliphant. Oliphant had met Burton and Speke separately before but only casually.
Nevertheless, he was known for having a peculiar oenchantfor sundering fiiendships, and
now played a key role in exacerbating the problems between the two explorers.222

Although Speke wrote to Burton eom Cairo reiterating his promise to wait for his
commander before going to the Geographical Society, Oliphant seems to have picked up on
Speke's anxiety regarding Burton and the m-erewe lake and successfully played on his fears.
Sornehow - it is doubtfil if the actual facts will ever be known - OIiphant persuaded Speke
not to wait for Burton in London, but to visit the Royal Geographical Society first and
audaciously put forth his claims regarding the Nile before Burton had a chance to seize the
glory for himself As Burton later put it obliquely, on board the

John Hanning Speke

"was exposed to the worst influences, and he was persuaded to act in a manner which his

own moral sense must have afierwards strongly condemned, if indeed it ever pardoned
it- ~ 2 2 3
A letter Burton wrote to Norton Shaw from Aden suggests that he did not expect Speke

to remain away fiom the Royal Geographical Society entirely while he was in London, but he

still must have believed that his cornpanion would wait for his arriva1 before they presented
their findings f ~ m i a l lNow,
~ . ~thanks
~ ~ to Oiiphantfsinfluence and his own dread of losing
the Nile daim, Speke ignored his assurances to Burton and gave his self-interest fke-rein.
The day afier the WQUS
landed at Southampton Speke went to see Sir Roderick Murchison
at the latter's London home. At once Speke announced that he had discovered the source of
775 "Sir Roderick, 1 need only
the Nile, and "set on f w t the scheme of a new exploration."--

Say, at once accepted my views ... seized the enlightened view... and said to me, 'Speke, we

must send you there again."*226Speke was then directed, "rnuch against my inclination," to
lecture before the Society's members at Burlington House.227
Almost overnight news that the source of the Nile may have been discovered spread and
Speke became the lion of the hour, a seeming paragon of English virtues who had solved one
of geography's great mysteries. Speke cvas Young; he \vas handsome; his people came fiom

roots stretching back to Norman tirnes; he served in the Indian army - now held in higher
public regard than previously because of its role in quelling the Mutiny - and thus was part
of the backbone of the Empire; a clean-living, passionate sportsman in a nation which

worshipped the ideal of the amateur gentleman. To Roderick Murchison and others at the
Geographical Society, as well as to the public at large, he rnust have seemed made to order
for heroism, certainly more than the brilliant but iconoclastic Richard Burton. "Those were
the days," Burton wrote later, "when the Society in question could not afford to lack its
annual lion, whose roar was chiefly to please the ladies and to push the institution.n228
When Burton arrived in London on May 21, just twelve days after Speke's i n t e ~ e w
with

Murchison, he found Speke's name on everyone's lips and himself left largely out of the
limelight:

...everything had k e n done for, or rather against me. My companion now
stood forth in his true colours, an angry rival. He had doubtiess k e n taught
that the expedition had owed to him al1 its success: he had leamed to feel
aggrieved, and the usual mentai alchemy permuted to an offense every
friendly effort I had made in his favour. No one is so unforgiving, 1 need
hardly Say, as the man who injures a n ~ t h e r . ~ ~ ~

In Burton's mind Speke had not merely acted in bad faith as a subordinate, influenced by
Oliphant's machinations; h e had betrayed him as a friend and companion, almost as a
brother. Almost fifteen years later, in a specially-written chapter Burton inserted in Zanzibar_
City IslandCo=

he remembered their almost fiatemal relationship in Africa:

The few books - Shakespeare, Euclid and so forth - which composed my
scanty library we read together again and again: he learned fiom me to
sketch the scenery, and he practiced writing a diary and accounts of
adventure, which he used to bring for correction. These reminiscences
forcibly suggest to me the Arab couplet
'1 taught him archery &y by day When his arm waxed strong, 'twas me he shot.230

-

Burton was not completely forgotten in London. Two days after his amval he was
awarded the Royal Geographical Society's Founder's Medal for his discovery of Lake

Tanganyika Even here, however, Speke must have been on many mincis, for Murchison
spent much of his congratuiatoiy address praising Speke's discovexy of Lake Victoria, at one

point remarking in words which must have stung Burton to the quick:
Let us hope that whsn re-invigorated by a year's rest, the undaunted Speke
may receive every encouragement to proceed fiom Zanzibar to his old station
and there carry out to demonstration the k7ew which he now maintains, that the
Lake Nyanza is the main source of the

'

Although under the circumstances Burton made a generous appraisal of Speke's
contributions to the expedition's success, he privately determined to forestall his former
companion and apply for a new expedition himself. That same spring, both men proposed

k s h expeditions to the Royal Geographical Society fiom different starting-points. Burton
planned on approaching Lake Victoria in disguise fiom the Juba desert, while Speke
proposed starting fiom Zanzibar to Kazeh and then marching north as before. At first both
proposais were accepted, belying Burton's contention that he had been forgotten by the

Society, but ill-health prevented him frorn fixing a definite starring-point and in late June a
Council meeting of the Society recornmended that Speke be given command of a new Nile
expedition and the sum of =,500

for expenses, one and one-half times the sum alloted the

Tanganyika e ~ ~ e d i t i oLikewise,
n . ~ ~ ~David Livingstone had aiready been granted D O 0 0 to
mount an expedition to Lake Nyassa and was preparing to l a v e for Afnca.
Burton was devastated, not only by his inability to r e m to Africa, but by some financial
dificulties which were begiming to trouble him. In Zanzibar the expedition's former
steward, Said bin Salim, had begun to visit the Consulate, repeatedly demanding further
payment beyond his original earnings which, he maintained, he had been promised before the
s t a r t of the expedition. This Burton had categorically refused to do, pointing out that Salim

had sold off many of the expedition's trade goods to line his own pocket and had to be
replaced with Sidi Mubarak Bombay.
Pnor to his death, Colonel Hamerton had promised many of the porters a reward fiom
public fun& if they behaved themselves on the expedition, but Rigby reflsed to honour his
predecessor's verbal pledge and appeared to support Burton's contention that many of the
bearers who had tried to desert or stolen fiom the caravan deserved nothing beyond their
original wages. In England, however, Burton found that Rigby had conducted a persona1 and
secret investigation into the payment problem and formally complained to the lndia Office
that Burton was causing the British Govemment to lose face with the Africans by not
keeping his word conceming additional payrnent As a result Burton found himself officially
rebuked by the India Office on January 14, 1860 and close to k i n g held liable for the entire
sum prornised to Salim and the

In the end Burton was not held responsible for

the additional wages, but still had problems with Speke conceming the payment of a debt.

The z l O00 alloted to the Tanganyika expedition had been used up almost immediately
and expenses eventually ran to an additional x2000.Burton had dug into his own fun& to
supply this amount, with Speke promising to payX 600 of this s w n once they retumed fiom
Afhca. In London, however, Speke delayed payment of his share, firstly because he hoped

that the India Otfice could be induced to pay the additional £2000 Burton had incurred, and
secondly because he felt Burton owed him half the royalties fiom E b t F o o t s w

Africa although his edited diary had only appeared in an appendix.-734
Burton was infkiated by Speke's attitude, guessing correctly that the India Office would
not absorb the personal expenses he had incurred in financing the Tanganyika expedition,
and knowîng that he personally had not made money fiom the Somali book. An increasingly

an=

correspondence now k g a n between the two men, with their salutations descending

h m " D a r Jack" and "Dear Dick" to "Dear Speke" and "DearBurton" to

Gossip

began to circulate concerning Speke's unwillingness to pay his debt to Burton; eventually, as
the talk began to get out of hand, Speke wrote to Burton a week before leaving on his own

expedition in 1860, stating formally that he had directed his brother Benjamin to pay the

s600 in whatever manner Burton desired. Burton replied j u t as formally, giving
instructions as to how the sum was to be paid and oficially ending the affair, but M e r
drïving a wedge between the two rnen.'j6
The growing breach benveen the two explorers was not the only misfortune Burton
endured on his return. Upon arriving in England he leamed that his brother Edward had been
invalided home from India afler having been beaten about the head by a band of natives.
Sunstroke had exacerbated his condition; he was now nearly catatonie and had to be
confined in a Surrey sanitorïum. During these months Burton must have k e n at one of his

lowest ebbs: his career as an explorer was in iimbo, his parents were dead and his beloved
brother permanently incapacitated, and the East India Company was marking him down in
their black book for the second time in five years.
Fortunately, he \vas able to find d a c e with the ever-faithfùl Isabel Arundell, who had
waited for him unflinchingly during three years of absence. The &y afier his arriva1 in
London he sought her out at the home of one of her fnends. By coïncidence she happened to

be there at the tirne, and was shocked by his change in his appearance:

1 shall never forget Richard as he was then; he had had twenty-one attacks of
fever, had been partially paralyzed and partially blind; he was a mere skeleton,

with brown yeilow skin hanging in bags, his lips drawn away from his teeth. 1
used to give him my arm about the Botanical Gardens for fiesh air, and sometimes
convey him almost f a i n ~ in
g a cab.. to our house.237

Alarmed by his low spirits, Isabel wrote Iater that she tried to effect a reconciliation
betw-eenSpeke and her M.Through the medium of a mutual fiend, she and Speke

exchanged several messages and met at least once. Speke, she remernbered, was sad but
and T don? know how it ail carne about- Dick was so

unrepentant. He said, "1 am so SOT,

kind to me; nursed me iike a woman, taught me such a lot, and 1 used to be so fond of him;
but it would be too difficult for me to go back now. Ir238

Isabel's mother was still adamant about her daughter manying "that man," and
stubbornly refused her consent to a match. Still il1 fiom malaria, moody and depressed over
the course his 1i fe was taking, Burton decided to leave England altogether and visit Sa1t Lake

City in North America to study Monnonism, then at the pe& of its notoriety. Before he left,

however, he brought out his book on the Tanganyika expedition,
Central Afn'ca - A P i c w of E-

in which he made public his feelings conceming

John Haming Speke:
The history of our companionship is simply this: - As he had suffered with me
in purse and person at Berberah, in I855,I thought it but just to offer him
the opportunity of renewing an attempt to penetrate into Afnca. 1 had no other
reasons. 1 could not expect much fiom his assistance; he was not a linguist French and Arabic k i n g equally unknown to hirn - nor a man of science, nor
an accurate astronomical observer... . During the exploration he acted in a
subordinate capacity... among a party of Arabs, Baloch, and Africans,
whose languages he ignore4 (and) he was unfit for any but a subordinate
capacity. Can 1 then feel ouienvise than indignant, when 1 find that, afier
preceding me fiom Aden to England with the spontaneous offer, on his
part, of not appearing before the Society that originated the expedition
until my return, he had lost no time in taking measures to secure for
himself the right of working the field which 1 had opened, and from that
&y he has placed himself e
as the
of an expedition
in which he signed h i r n s e l f n s w 3 . . .239
'

This heartfelt tirade was not the only evidence of his growing Mmosity towards Speke.
Except for a single reference in the Preface, not once did Burton cal1 Speke by narne in his

book. Instead, he referred to him throughout only as "my cornpanion," further emphasising
the younger man's underling status. By now Speke and his new travelling-cornpanion, the
gentle, self-effacing soldier-botanist James Augustus Grant, had lefi for Zanzibar on their
owvn Nile expedition.
Burton, with almost nothing to show for his pioneenng trek into Central Africa and his
owvn significant geographical contributions a mere afterthought, wuas granted sick-leave by
the army and in April 1860 - the sarne month as Speke and Grant lefi for Afnca - lefl
England abrupt1y for North America. As he had wlth his farnily before leaving for Arabia and

his fianche prior to departing for Afnca, he avoided saying goodbye to Isabel Arundel1 in
person, leaving her a note stating that he would be gone for nine months. There was also an
ultimatum attached: during his absence she was to rnake up her mind between him and her
mother; if she had not decided by the time he retumed then he would return to India and
thence to other explorations.240

America and -Marriage

Burton's intentions in visiting the Mormons were multifold: not only was he eager to be
out of England with his tife and career at a seeming standstill, but he wished to add Salt Lake
City to the lin of "holy" cities he had visited and expand his experience of comparative

religion. Farniliar with Muslim polygarny, he \vas curious to see firsthand an Amencan
variety, and in the inevitable book he wrote about his experiences,

A k w s d x S s R s Mo-
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n he was quick to dispel myths about the

system, maintaining that whiIe the Mormon household was ofien described as "a hell of
envy, hatred, and malice, a den of murder and suicide," in reality "the temper of the new

(world) is so far superior to that of the old country, that, incredible as the statement may
appear, rival wives do dwell together in amity... . 1 believe that many a happy English home'

1
is far storrnier despite the presence of monogamy.1124

He sailed for North Arnerica aboard S. S. Canada on April2 1, 1860, landing at Halifax
and apparently travelling for a time through Lower Canada before turning south through New

England into the United

tat tes.?^^ For at least part of the joumey he was accornpanied by

his friend John Steinhaeuser, who probably joined him in America and returned to Aden
before Burton left for Mormon and Indian t e r r i t o ~ y in
. ~fact,
~~n e

of thebegins

with Burton's journey by stagecoach fiom St. Joseph, Missouri, to the Mormon capital and

thence to San Francisco, but he is known to have visited Washington and obtained letters of
introduction to military comrnanders in the West fiom the Secretary of War, John B. Floyd,
as well as hearing Senator Charles Sumner speak soon afler his r e m to Congress follouing
a vicious assault in the Senate Chamber. Burton also appears to have visited the American

South sometime beîween early May and early August, writing later that he and Steinhaeuser

wandered over "every state in the Union" during their Arnerican tour.244
Burton was not the first nor the last celebrity to visit the Mormon capital during the
middle years of the nineteenth century. Many others, including Jules Remy (18551, Mark
Twain ( 186 1), and Ralph Waldo Emerson ( 187 1) came before and after him, indicative of
the fascination the Church of Latter-Doy Saints exerted on Victorians of al1 nationalities. The
United States had watched the Mormons trek west in 1847 and by the Great Salt Lake build a
thriving community with converts numbering in the tens of thousands. Close to 30,000
converts alone had emigrated fiom Northem Europe to Salt Lake City during a twenty-year
period; the Mormon "Prophet," Brigham Young, presided unchallenged as virtual ruler over
an immense territory in the western part of the continent.
Travelling by stagecoach, Burton and his fellow passengers crossed paths with the Pony
Express and several of the Plains Indians before arriving at Salt Lake City on 25 August.
Although he spent a relatively s h o period
~
among the Mormons -just nineteen days

- he

conducted a detailed study of their society which resulted in what one commentator - a
former Mormon henelf - refen to as the best book on Monnonism published in the
nineteenth c e n t u ~ y . ~
History,
~*
social structure, econornics, religious observances,

polygamy, everything relating to Mormonism was included. Burton even managed to
interview Brigham Young, an astonishingly young-looking fi@-nine, wïth "none of the
weaknesses and vanity which characterise the cornmon uncornmon man."246 Burton seerns
to have gotten on well with Young, maintainkg that as far as Mormonism went, Young's
contribution to the faith was that he "gave point, and energy, and consistency to the
somewhat disjointe4 turbulent... fanaticisrn of Mr. Joseph

mi th."^^' At one point Burton

half-facetiously asked to becorne a Mormon himselfl, however, the sophisticated and wellread Young demurred, remarking suavely that he thought the Captain had "done that sort of
thing once before.1,248
From Utah Burton travelled across the Rockies to San Francisco, o b s e ~ n the
g various
Indian peoples along the way, as well as the remnants of the mountain men. It will be seen

here that Bwton's extensive travel expenence prornpted him increasingly to compare
ethnologies. The American Indian, he wrote, r d e their horses "like the Abyssinian eunuch,
as if... bred to be part of the

A section on the practice of scalping contained

cornparisons with other cultures who scalped such as certain Afncan peoples and the early
Fran ks and hglo-saxons.

The Christianised Indian, like the Chnstianised Hindu Burton

had seen in India, he considered to be a degraded specimen.'We must first be humaniseci," he
noted, "then civiliseci, and lastly Christianised; and... 1 doubt his suMving the ~ ~ e r a t i o n . " ~ ~ ~
As in India he was cognizant that the impact "civilisation"had on indigenous peoples was

profound and often harsh, and was not unsympathetic to the inevitable destruction of the
indigenous way of life. Conceming the plight of the Sioux or Dakota peoples:
The Dakota... have the means of prolonging an able resistance to the advance of
western settlers... (but) encroachrnent will continue, and battle and murder will be
the result... . It is needless to say that many of the Sioux look forward to the
destruction of their race with al1 the feelings of despair with which civilised man
would contemplate the extinction of his nationality. How indeed, poor devils,
are they to live when the paleface cornes with his pestilent firewater and smallpox.
r and pen work to be interpreted under the gentle auspices
followed up with
of fire and steel?

RF

He noted that the Indians - again, as with some of the Christianised East indians he had
seen on the Subcontinent - who had the rnost interaction with the whites won lapsed into

drunkeness, thievery, and prostitution, and he predicted that as immigration increased the
Arnerican aboriginals would be scattered to the worst parts of the continent.253 Even the
newly-organised Mormons did not escape Burton's comparkons: the sexual continence of
pregnant and nuning Mannon women was likened to that of the Iews and "some of the

From San Francisco Burton observed preparations for the 1860 presidential election

-

the one which would elect Abraham Lincoln and help plunge the United States into the

Arnerican C i d War - before retuming to England ria Mexico and Panama. Ln London, with

enough material to produce a seven-hundred page book fiom a mere hundred-and-one days
in the Amencan West, he sought out Isabel Arundel1 and reiterated his ultimatum regarding

their engagement. Lady Burton wrote later:
As soon as we met and had our talk, he said, "1 have waited five years. The first

three were inevitable on account of my journey to Afî-ica, but the last two were
not. Our lives are being spiled by the unjust prejudices of your mother, and it is
for you to consider whether you have already done your duty in sacrificing two of
the best years of your life out of respect for her. If
you rgally let me go, minci,
1 shall never corne back, because 1shall know that you have not got the strength
of character which
wi fe must have. Now, you m u t make up your mind to
choose between your mother and me. If o u choose me, we rnany, and I stay;
if not, 1 go back to India and on other Explorations, and 1 return no more. 1s your
answer reôdy?" 1 said, "Quite. 1 many you t h i s day three weeks, let who will say
nay .11255
Richard Francis Burton and Isabel Arundel1 were manied in secret on the morning of 22

January, 1861. at the Bavarian Catholic Church in Wanvick Street, London. Since Isabel was
a Catholic and Richard emphatically not, special dispensation had to be obtained from the

Church in order for her to marry outside her faith. Burton unhesitatingly agreed to al1 the
conditions of the dispensation, remarking on the

allowing Isabel fiee practice of her

faith, "Practice her religion indeed! I should rather think that she M.A man without a

religion may be excused, but a woman without a religion is not the woman for me. 19256

Later, at a wedding-breakfast held for the newlyweds at the home of a mutual fiend, Dr.
George Bird, the doctor tried to needle %chard about his unsavoury reputaîion. When Burton
was describing the

at Berbera which produced the scars on his c heeb, Dr. Bird tried

to trap him: "Now, Burton, tell me; how do you feel when you've killed a man?" The

response was a quizzical "Oh, quite jol ty, doctor! How do you?"-'57
A11 of the immediate Arundel1 family with the exception of Isabel's mother were told of
the elopement soon after the ceremony. M n . Arundel1 only learned inadvertently of the

mamage hvo weeks later, when a pair of Isabei's aunts saw her go into Burton's bachelor
lodgings in Bury Street and told her mother. At once Mrs. Arundel1 w o t e to her absent
husband bemoaning the tragedy which had befallen the family, prompting Isabel's
exasperated father to write back tartly, "She is married to Dick Burton and thank G d for
it."258 Later h e sent her the note Burton had wrïttento hirn the day after the ceremony:

My dear Father
I have committed a highway robbery by rnarrying your daughter Isabel
at Warwick St. Chape1 and before the registrar - the details she is writing
to her mother.
It only remains for me to say that 1 have no ties nor liasons of any kind,
that the rn-age
was perfectly legal and "respectable." 1 want no money
with Isabel; 1 can work and it will be my care that Time shall bring you
nothing to regret.

Yours sincerely,
Richard F. Burton-' 5 9

-
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Chapter Five
Consul

Burton's 1861 marriage to Isabel Arundel1 marked an important tuming-point in his life,

for it now meant that he had responsibilities to someone whose weifare he was obliged to
take into consideration. Although his treatrnent of his wife would at times be both

thoughtless and inconsiderate, Burton saw the necessity of altering his roving lifestyle and
consequently sought out a consular position with the Foreign Ofice in order to supplement
his army pay. Before ieaving for Afica on the Great Lakes Expedition, Burton had told his

h n c é e that if he succeeded in sofving the mystery of the "Sea of Ujiji" - and presumably,
locating the source of the Nile

rote

consulship of Dammus, keeping his -y

- he would return to England and apply for the
pay as a supplement. l The expedition with Speke,

then, was to be his penultimate achievement as an explorer before he settled down to a
diplornatic career and a more conventional lifestyle.
Although British army rules forbade its oficers fiom seeking consuIar positions,
exceptions had been made for others - Christopher Palmer Rigby at Zanzibar and Charles
Cole at Jiddah to name but two - and Burton was sure that the old rule about offlcers not
accepting employment West of the metidians of the Cape of Good Hope and Egypt would not
be enforced in his case.2 In this he was wrong, and he learned with disrnay shortly aAer
accepting an offer of the consulship of Fernando Po that as a result the arrny had struck his

n a m e off its rolls, resuiting in loss of pay and pension afrer nearly twenty years of service.3 It

- Burton had received as an inheritance
upon his father's death - figures range From almost noîhing to upwards of zl6,000
- but the
cost of his expeditions - for which he and Speke paid part themselves - some bad
is not known for certain how much - if anything

investments, and the cost of maintaining his invalid brother Edward at an asylurn in Surrey
meant that in addition to his consular pay Burton and his new wife had Iittle to live on.4

At thirty-nine Richard Francis Burton was a famous man, celebrated both for his esploits

as an explorer and traveller and as an authority on Afnca and the eastem regions of the
British Empire. Although not politically powerful himself, he had a nurnber of influential
friends who aided and championed his career. Chief among these were Monckon Milnes,
later Lord Houghton, Colonel William Sykes, Deputy-Chairman of the Board of the East
India Company, and Lord Stanley, later the 15th Earl of Derby.
Milnes, in particular, acted as a kind of patron to Burton, inviting him to many of his
famous literary breakfasts at his manor, Fqston. It was here, in the summer o f 1861. that

Burton met the young Algernon Charles Swinburne, then just twenty-four and b e g i ~ i n ghis

career as a pet. Burton and Swinburne becarne intirnate friends almost immediately, sharing
with Milnes a taste for poetry, the exotic in general, and erotic literatwe in particular. In

addition, Milnes used his influence to help s m w t h the newiy-rnarried Burtons' way into
society, persuading the Prime Minister, Lord Palmerston, to give a party where Isabel was the
belle of the ball, and introduced Burton to luminaries he had not known previously.5

Likewise, Burton's mamage to an Arundel1 had the effect o f elevating him to a social
plane he probably would not have known othekse.

Catholic or not, wealthy or not, Isabel's

fam i 1y were considered axistocratic and were counted arnong the prominent old families of
England. She was close to her uncle and godfather, Lord Robert Gerard of Garswood, while
the current Foreign S e c r e t q , Lord John Russell, was a family fnend; it was Lady Russell
who presented Isabel at Court on the occasion of her marriage, settling the propriety of her

elopement with ~ i c h a r d . ~
For Isabel, mamage to her beauwas the iùlfilment of a ten-year dream, but it may
have k e n as much a sense of living vicariously through her husband's dynarnism as it was

love of Richard himself, although her devotion cannot be questioned "1 wish 1 were a man,"
she w o t e shortly before her mamage, "if I were, 1 would be Richard Burton. But as 1 am a
wornan, 1 would be Richard Burton's wife? A h her mamage she dedicated her iife and
considerable energies to furthering her husband's career, badgering the Foreign Offlce

incessantly about better postings and longer leave for Richard, seeing his various works
through the press when he was abroad, ensuring that his subscriptions to the various learned
societies he \vas a member of were kept upto-date (something Burton was ofien neglectfd
of hirnself), and lceeping his narne before the public by writing to the newpapers and journais
about his myriad activities, giving one the impression that she acted as much as Richard

Burton's agent as she did his wife.
In March 1861, thanks both to his own fame and friendships and his new Arundel1

connections, Lord John Russell offered Burton the British consulship of the Spanish island of
Fernando Po, twenty miles off the west coast of Afica in the Bight of Biafia, paying a
relatively modest X700 a year. Ceded to Spain in 1778, initial efforts to develop the island
had failed and Britain was allowed to assume administration in 1827, but it reverted to
Spanish control in 1û44. Fernando Po kvas notorious for its unhealthy cl imate: of 250 Spanish

soldiers stationed on the island in March 1862, 78 died of Yellow Fever alone; most nights
the troops staîioned at Santa Isabel slept on hulks in the harbour to lessen their chances of
contracting something on land.8
In a letter to Milnes, Burton described this first consular offer as a "governmental
cnimb," but with few other prospects open to him at the age of forty he accepted it in hopes

of better things down the r ~ a dEven
. ~ so, Fernando Po was not considered a fortunate
stepping-stone in a diplornatic career: besides the dangers fiom disease it was known
euphemistically in officia1 circles as the "Foreign Oflice Grave." Burton himself described
the island dismissively to Milnes as a kind of "Juan Hemandez affair," but recognised that it
was probably a temporary posting. 10

He felt worse once he actually landed at Fernando Po's capital, Santa IsabeI (Clarence to
the British), "the very abomination of desolation," confessing in his fim West African book

to feeling "uncommonly suiciâal" his fint night in the capital!

'

Because of the climate

Burton categoncally forbade his new wîfe to accornpany him to the island, or even to travel
with him on the voyage out as far as the toun'st spots of Madeira or the Canary Islands.

Instead, Isabel \vas to remain in London with her parents, with the possibility of coming out
later, and then only to visit him on l a v e at Madeira or Teneriffe. l 2
"1 am surpriseci," Burton wrote facetiously years later, "at the combined folly and

brutality of civilized husbands, who, anxious to be widowers, poison, cut the throats o r

smash the skulls of their better-halves. The thing can be as neatly and quietly, safely and
respectab1y, effected by a few rnonths o f Afncan air at -bar

or Fernando Po. .. ."

In

another work, perhaps more personally, "There is no place where a wife is so much wanted

as in t h e Tropics; but then cornes the rub - how to keep the wife a1ive."l4 Then too, aAer
seven months of matrimony he may have become somewhat disillusioned with marital life;
the month before sailing for Afnca he wrote to Milnes fiom Liverpool that his wife was

"fretting herself into a fever which, as you may imagine, greatly adds to the pleasure of
depanure. " l Richard and Isabel Burton, barel y newlyweds, would be separated for almost

eighteen months before his first leave.
Burton arrived at Femando Po at a period when West Afnca was at a crossroads in its
history, a time of immense change for the maritime states of the Niger Delta region. The
slave trade, hitherto a staple of many West Afkican economies, was in the last stages o f

European suppression and quickly giving way to trade in tropical export products such as
cocoa, cotton, r u b k r , ground-nuts, but most especially palm-oil, in high demand as a
machine lubricant and as an ingedient in the manufacture of soap. The political scene in the

region had k e n in a state of flux for almost forty years: the collapse of the Oyo Empire in
the 1820s following intemal political strife and the invasion of the Fulani

fiom the

north had f k e d the western Fon kingdom of Dahomey fiom a long subservience; under King

Gezo (reigned 18 1 8 - 1858) it rose to the position of a powerful military state, blocking
Ashanti expansion to the east.
Simultaneously, Oyo's collapse created a power vacuum within the Yoruba interior,
prompting a nurnber of smaller, successor states to engage in a senes of civil wars as they

attempted to fil1 the void. At the sarne time the Delta ports saw their authority waning from

imperial pressures by the French and British; access to the "Oil Rivers" - the Niger Delta resulted in some early toeholds of European colonialisrn dunng this p e n d with Lagos
declared a British colony in 1 86 1 and Porto Novo becoming a French protectorate in 1 863.
Burton's three-year tenure in the Niger Delta coincided with this reorientation fiom slave
exportation to legitimate trade and new reiations with Europe at the expense of the
Arnericas. AI though he spent three years at Fernando Po, tiom 186 1 to 1864, Burton was
only infrequently at his consulate at Santa Isabel, establishing a pattern he would foilow
throughout his foreign service career, i.e. spending the bulk of his time travelling about the
hinterland wïth only occasional visits to wherever the consulate was located. During this
initial period of diplornatic seMce Burton used Fernando Po as a kind of springboard to
travel about the Delta Coast and interior, leaving most of the routine consular work to ActingConsul Edward Laughland, by profession a tradingagent, and Vice-Consul Frank Wilson,
while he travelled about the Bight of Biafra and Afncan mainlandA brief catalogue of Burton's excursions in West Africa illustrates his p r o p e n s i ~for

wandering. Within a week of Ianding at Santa Isabel late in September 1861 he was off
esploring the Niger Delta. In Octokr he found an escuse to accompany Commodore

Norman Bedingfield on an officia1 mission to the Egba capital Abeokuta, norîh of Lagos
(now part of present-day Nigeria), where he spent three weeks. The following month he
explored the B r a s and Bomy Rivers, retmed to Santa Isabel, and in December led a small
climbing party to the Cameroons Mountains, subsequently sending a report to the Foreign

Office recommending that a sanitoriurn be established on the temperate heights.
In the early spring of 1862 Burton travelled to the Gabon in search of goriIlas, at that

time the source of much sensationalist speculation in Europe. Accounts of their ferocity and
alleged kidnapping of women for mates had been rampant for years until Paul Duchaillu
published one of the first reliabie accounts of the g o d a in its native habitat in his

E
-

(186 1) and brought back the first

- albeit

mutilated - carcasses for display in Europe and North America. Even Duchaillu's work,

however, emphasised the goriila's supposed savagery, and Burton was detennined to have a
look for himself. With several companions he set out for the Gabon, intent on shooting a
gorilla and sending the carcass intact to the British Museum, and then visiting the Fang
people upriver, farnous for their supposed cannibal feasts.
The hunt for the elusive gorilla was unsuccessful. Burton saw only one beast but did not
kill it, and had to make do with the carcass of a chimpanzee he procured fkom the Mpongwe

people, parts of which he sent on to the British Museum pickled in a keg of nini. Thereafler
he and his companions travelled further up the Gabon River and spent a &y with the Fangs
before returning to the coast. l6
In both instances Burton appears to have been as intent on debunking the popular
mythology surrounding both beast and man as h e was in studying them. The gorïlla, he
noted, was hardly the paragon of ferocity he was painted in Europe. From his own
observations and information gathered !tom the natives Burton concluded that the gorilla's
çavage reputation was largely fictitious. "The Gorilla," he wrote, "is a poor devil ape, not a

'hellish drearn-creature, half man half beast'... . His tremendous rgar does not shake the
jungle; it is a hollow apish cry, a loudish huhh! huhh! huhh! explosive like the puff of a
stearn-engine... . He never gives a tremendous blow with his immense open paw... . However

''

old and male he rnay be, he runs away with pecul iar alacrity.. . ."

Refemng to the vogue in

Europe for hunting the animals, Burton concluded that "though powerfully weaponed with
tigerish teeth, with 'bunches of muscular fiber,' and with the limbs of Goliath, the gorilla, on
the seaboard at least, is essentially a coward; nor can we be surprised at his want of pluck,
considering the troubles and circumstances under which he spends his harassed days."l 8
Likewise, the Fang were not the degraded, barely-human monsters of popular myth.
Burton found them to be light-skinned, fine-limbe4 and surprisingly mild in demeanour.
Their cannibal feasts, he pointed out, were not standard practices, but solemn religious
rituals performed only after the conclusion of a campaign against a rival people, and were

contïned to prisoners-of-war. They were restricted to men and perfonned in secret; following

the feast the cooking-pots were ceremoniously broken. The practice of cannibalisrn arnong a
primitive people did not surprise Burton; he believed fiom reports that it existed in the areas
of the Brass and Niger Rivers, and provided his readers with examples fiom other Atncan

societies and world cultures which were alleged ta have practiced cannibalism. Cannibalism,
Burton believed, like human sacrifice and polygamy, should not be dismissed as human
aberrations, or sensationalised as prwf of imate savagery, but rather was an almost
inevitable religious step along the path to a higher state of civilisation. 19
Other travels followed in rapid succession. In Au*

1862 Burton visited the kingdorn

of Benin; in April of the following year, after leave in Madeira and England, h e toured some
of the Delta ports, as well as making an unofficial flying-trip to Kana, the "country capital"
of the powerful Fon kingdom of Dahomey, to which he would retum in November 1863 on

an ofTicial mission to dissuade King Gelele fiom conducting the traditional New Years' (i-e.
concomitant with the Christian New Year) h m a n sacrifices. From August to September of
1863 he was off in the Congo, travelling up the Congo River by steamer, canoe, and foot as

far as the Yalallah Rapids. In late November he went to the Dahomean capital of Abomey on
his officia1 mission, retuning to Santa Isabel in March of 1864. The following rnonth Burton
was granted four months leave

in England; while in London Lord Stanley appointcd him

British Consul at Santos, Brazil. This time lsabel was allowed to accompany him; they left

for South America early in 1865.
It may appear at first glance that Burton was seriously neglectful of his consular duties
while in West Africa, and it is tnie that much of the office-work was left to Laugfrland and

Frank Wilson while their Consul was off traipsing about the mainland. Burton does,
however, appear to have occasionally rnixed sorne official business with his travels inland.
His excursions were usually followed by detailed reports to the F. O. on the regions he
*~
he sometimes used
travelled through and the state of trade in the Delta r e @ ~ n . Similady,
his travels on the mainland to advance consular work, whether collecting some outstanding

debts fiom King Pepple of Bonny (grudgingly given), or keeping a watch on the labour
trafic h m the mainland to the Spanish plantations on Fernando pa2'

Burton's main consular contribution during this period, however, was his reformation of
the West Afncan Equity Courts, which had k e n set up on local initiative at Bonny in the
1840s (and later initiated at Old Calabar and the Cameroons ports) and wvere at the time the

only existing institutions for airing grïevances between Europeans and Africans. Hitherto
these Courts had been m in a notoriously ad.mamer, with results that seldom satisfied
either parties and tended to foster, rather than alleviate, tensions between traders and the

Burton, who had seen how the European traders would not "pull together" in their own
13

interests and sometimes resorted to piracy and murder in order to gain their way,-- was
determined to d o away with the old system, and his revision o f procedure in May 1862
(approved by the Foreign Office in September) provided for, among other things, a
courthouse. regular monthly meetings of chiefs and supercargoes* under an elected

chairman, a fixed scale of duties o n tonnage of trade goods, standard rents for warehouses,
and general protection of lives and property. In disputes the British Consul was to be the

final arbiter. 23
Burton's system was a good decade ahead ofits time. Although the new agreement
worked well in Old Calabar, in the Cameroons ports it was too ofien ignored (where, Burton
w o t e to John Russell, "al1 signed the agreement but no one adhered to it"), and it was not
until the 1870s that a systern very rnuch like Burton's evoived into standard practice.24
More imporîantly for our purposes, Burton's West Afncan penod resulted in the
publication o f a number of works which stand not only as a testament to his work-mania but

are useful indicators of Burton's attitudes towards the various Afican peoples he
encountered, as well as being valuable records of the West African scene during the
transitional period bzhveen the decline of the slave trade and the rise o f imperial interests
'offken in merchant ships managing the sales of cargoes.

and commerce in regional goods. In sequence of joumeys these works were W
-

West A f n c m L i v w l to Ferna& Po (1863), Burton's account of his voyage out to
West Afnca and his short stays at Sierra Leone, Lagos, Benin, and the Bonny River region
before amïvingat Fernando Po, A
10 Gorilla- 1

the
-lC

b

s Mo&
( 1 863), Two Trips
. .
Co@ ( 1876),A m i o n to Gele

o

k

m

Dahome~sicl(l864),and a collection of nearly 2,300 African aphorisms, Wit and W i s h
from West Afnca ( 1 865).
It is in these works and other travel books, as well as in his pnvate correspondence and

officia1 memoranda_ that we may perceive certain essentials regarding Burton's attitudes
towards indigenous peoples - and in particular Afncans

- as they stem fiom his general

world-view and anthropological beliefs. While on leave in England early in 1863 Burton
helped James Hunt found the Anthropological Society of London (ASL), which evolved later
into the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. A brief examination of
the early history surrounding the founding of this institution is in order here as the views and
attitudes of the ASL reflect much of Burton's owm thinking, especially pertaining to his
vehement disiike of Afncans, which will be examined in a separate section.

The Anthropological Society of London
The Anthropological Society of London was a secessioniçt ofihoot of the EthnologicaI

Society of London (ESL), which itself had seceded from the old evangelical Aborigines
Protection Society (APS) of the 1830s. With deep roots in the abolitionist and philanthropie
movements, the chief w

n d'être of the APS was ovenvhelmingly humanitarian, w-itness its

cornmitment to act as a watchdog group over the process of overseas colonisation and the
neamient of indigenous peoples in colonial areasZ5 To facilitate this vigilance, one ofthe
APS's primary objectives was the collection of authentic information conceming the

character and habits, wants and needs, of "uncivilised" peoples abroad, in order to
disseminate this information

- first to the home govemment and then the overseas

administrations - in hopes of changing the character of European colonisation for the
better.76 While its main intent was clearly humanitarian, it was perhaps inevitable that sorne
of the APS's ethnological inquiries constituted what may be considered a protoanthropological bent, and within a few years some members began to feel that the

humanitarian nature of the Society detracted fiom the dispassionate, scientific study of the
natural history of h ~ m a n i t ~ . ~ ~
Accordingly, in the early 1840s this group set about constructing a separate organisation
dedicated solely to that study. Thus the Ethnologxal Society of London (ESL) was founded
in 1843 for the purpose of prornoting the science and study of humankind without the

evangelical bent of the APS. In tone, however, the Ethnological Society did not veer
ovemuch from the humanistic precepts of the older organisation - in fact, a number of
members continued to hold dual affiliation - defining as its objective the desire to ascertain
whether humanity might not have sprung corn a common source, and thereby tie all peoples
toçether in a single ethnological unit. In other words, to monogenistically establish a linking
affinity between the races?*
After a slow start the ESL increased its activities and influence to the extent that post-

1 836 ethnology was favoured with a special subsection (Section E, held jointly with

Geography) at the annual meetings of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, as well as a display at the permanent Crystal Palace in south London. Aside fiom

the standard selection, reading, and publishing of papers, some of the Society's more popular
pastimes incl uded evening meetings spent in the examination of a 1iving "aboriginal,"

generally Chinese, Kaffir, Inuik, or Polynesian seamen fiom merchant ships anchored in
London, and atternpts by mernbers to discern their common char acte ris tic^.^^
By the mid- 185Os, however, the Ethnological Society endured a pend of sharp decline.
The reasons are obscure,'* but by the end of the decade it began to revive again as new

currents asserted themselves in European intellectual circles. Among these was a growing
em phasis on the importance of physicat characteristics in differentiating the races based on

the demonstrably false assumption that race and culture were indivisable, as well as an
7

increased interest in the antiquities of European racial groups.'

'

This latter nerd not concern

us here as it lies outside the scope of this study, but the former is of interest since it provides
a historical context for Richard Burton's ethnological investigations dunng this penod, as

weli as his personal attitudes towards the indigenous peoples he encountered abroad.
Much of this activity can be traced to the decades-old debate between the monogenists

(those who argued for a common, original source of humanity) and the polygenists (those
who advocated separate, multiple sources of human types). In its earliest days the ESL was

heavily under the influence of prominent monogenists like James Cowles Prichard
(1 786 - 1848), whose belief that white skin progressively derived fiom black and was thus
indicative of superior status did not prevent him fiorn being a champion of hwnan rights and

a fervent opponent of slavery. His R e s e a r c h e s i n t o o P h v s i c a l -

of Mankind 8 113)

remained the standard monogenist textbook throughout the middle years of the nineteenth

Similady, the polygenists had their o w advocates such as Charles White of Manchester,

who argued in 1799 that there were four separate and distinct races of humanity, in
ascending order of intelligence Afncans, Amerindians, Asians, and Europeans. Afiicans,
White maintained, had the smallest brains and the largest

of the four racial groups,

a prime indicator of their inferior status3* By the early 1850s other figures such as the Scots
anatomist Robert Knox, author of the influential TheRaçes of M a ( 1850), were espousing
Anglo-saxon race-consciousness and arguing that the difTerences between certain of the
races were

SC

marked that it entitled hem to be categorised as separate species, particularly

hirnself had been blackballed by the ESL when he began laturing on
~ e g - r o e s . 'Knox
~
racial issues in the 1840s, but was made an hono-

fetlow in 1858 as a new generation of

race-conscious members became active within the Society's ranks. By the early 1860s some
polygenist members of the ESL, particdarly the young firebrmd James Hunt (1 833 - 1869),

were at increasing odds with the mor,ogenist members of the Society over diverging views
concerning the Negro and the general question of racial diversity.j4
At the same time techniques of physicai anthropology, in particular the pseudo-science
of phrenology (whereby an individual's racial makeup - and by forced extension their
intelligence - could be determined by cranial examination), were making a strong impact
among polygenists both in Britain and on the Continent, where eminent French
anthropologists such as Count Joseph Arthur de Gobineau and Paul Broca, founder of the
. I

#

1

iete -d

de Park in 1859, were promoting the racist cause. Broca, in

particular, \vas a proponent of the phrenological concept that head shape is the primary
indicator of mental ability, and founded the

ad,e- & /

codd no longer tolerate the preracist stance of the older *été

de P~

because he

des Observate-

J'Homme.Using Broca's organisation as his model, Hunt considered that a similar
secessionist body could be organised around the polygenist rnembership of the ESL in
London, and with a number of others, Burton among thern, broke away from the
Ethnological Society early in 1863 and founded the Anthropological Society of London.
Hunt was without doubt one of the greatest proponents of the tacist-polygenist camp in
Britain. A firm believer in Negro intellectual, social and cultural inferiority, he spent much

of his anthropological energies attempting to prove the Negro to be a separate and inferior
species of humanity

- if not a distinct species of animal altogether -

cranial

measurements and cultural observations by African travellers like Burton. In the very first
article published in the Society's Review Hunt called into question the Negro's right to be

deemed human at all; subsequent articles asserted that the analogies between the Negro and
the ape were f
a more numerous than between Europeans and the ape, and that no pure

Negro ever advanced beyond the mental level of an intelligent European boy of fourteen?
European civilisation, Hunt maintained staunchly, \vas not suited to the requirements and
character of the Negro; they would be better off as slaves in America than as fieemen in a
society like Sierra ~ e o n e . ~ ~

To modem sensibilites this qualifies him eminently as a member of the Victorian crank
species, but Hunt also asserted, not unreasonably, that the ESL was too narrow in its
scientific scope, being concemed chiefly with the snidy of the history of the races, and which
had become bogged down in speculative arguments regarding plurality or unity issues in

racial history. Anthropology \%-ritlarge, he argued, \vas a cross-disciplinary pursuit involving
the science of the entire matter of humanity's origin and development, and which employed
the expertise of other scholarly disciplines such as anatomy, archaeology, botany, chemistry,
geology, physiology and philology in its enquiries. In this regard, then, anthropology \vas the
true scientific study of hurnanity in al1 its myriad aspects?'

Richard Burton joined the Ethnological Society of London in 1861, just as the conflict

between the monogenists and polygenists \vas reaching its boiling point. Like Hunt he was a
fim believer in African inferiority, and with Hunt appears to have k e n one of the guiding

lights in the secessionist movement within the ESL. Certainly within the Anthropological
Society itself he remained one of the dominant figures; when it was founded on January 6,
1863, Burton held the chair at the inaugural meeting, during which gathenng Hunt was
elected the ASL's first President and Burton its first Vice-President. In 1867, while ig

absentia in Brazil, Burton was elected President, and was Vice-President of the ASL's
successor, the Anthropological Insitute of Great Britain and Ireland, at the time of his death
in 1890.

Burton referred to the new organisation as a "refuge for destitute truth;" within four
years membership had swelled from the eleven in attendence at the inaugural meeting to well
over t i ~ e - h u n d r e dBy
. ~ ~1867 the membenhip list included the likes of Swinburne, William
Winwood Reade, Monckton Milnes, the Earl of Clarendon, Lord Stanley, and

- perhaps not

surprisingly - former Jarnaican Govemor Edward J. Eyre; Charles Darwin and Max ~ Ü l l e r
w r e Wonourary Fellows. In spectacularly short order the ASL emerged as a formidable racist
opponent to the humane Ethnological Society.

The founding of the ASL resulted in an eight-year conflict between the largety
polygenist "anthropologicals" and the largely monogenist "ethnologicals" before the two
groups finally merged into a single body in 1871. One may perceive here aspects of a battle
between "positive" and "negative" forces regarding ethnologicai issues during this period.
While the ESL adhered to its humanitarian principles, the ASL acted not merely in scientitic

opposition but in large part as a racist goad, particularly during the heated fray surrounding
the Govemor Eyre controveny of 1865- 1 8 6 d 9 Certainly the boistemus "anthropologicals"
did not always adhere to established scientific etiquette. Despite the complaints of the

Christian Union across the Street

- or perhaps in anticipation of them - the ASL proudly

displayed an articulated "savage" skeleton in its fiont window dunng meetings. Likewise,
some members of the Society's inner circie, inctuding Hunt, Burton and Swinburne, ate

occasionally in a madcap dining group Lmown as the "Cannibal Club." where rnembers were
gavellcd to order by use of a mace in the shape of a Negro gnawing on a human thigh bone;
Swinburne dubbed the irnplement "&ce ~ H o m o " 4 0
The Anthropological Society of London continued under Hunt's dominance until his

premature death in 1869 at the age of thirty-six. Atternpts to amalgamate the two societies
had been made prior to Hunt's passing and his death appears to have removed the major

stumbling-block; negotiations ensued until a merger was finally effected late in 1870 with
the compromise name The Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. The first
meeting of the new Institute took place on January 3 1, 187 1.4
Whatever his persona1 feelings regarding monogenism and the "ethnologicals," Burton
kvas in favour of the merger, writing to the new Institute's Director, E.W. Brabrook, that "the

two societies should always have been one," and subsequently seeing his name placed on the
Anthropological institutetsCouncil in 1872 and 18 d 2 Originally, Burton had hoped that
the ASL would act as an organ for the publication of anthropological studies deemed too
explicit for the moreconventional Ethnological Society, especially his own studies of
indigenous sexuality; during the 1860s he did see some of these researches, such as his

"Notes on a Hermaphrodite," published in the ASL's

m.as well as other

anthropological articles of a more rnainstream nature4' It seems, however, that some of the

ASL membership grew fnghtened of such enquiries and shed away; years later, in his
introduction to The BoQk of t h Tho&

N

w a Ni&, Burton recalled causticaIly,

"Hardly had we begun when 'Respectability,' that whited sepulchre full of al1 uncleanness,
rose up against us. 'Propriety' cried us down with her brazen, blatant voice and the weakkneed brethern fel l away.

"''

When the ESL and the ASL finally merged in 1871 he had hopes that now no area of
anthropological enquiry would be proscdxd within the new Institute. But in-fighting
between the "ethnologicals" and the "anthropologicalsl'resulted in yet another schism early

in 1873 when a group of dissidents, including Burton and with his strong support, b d e
away From the Anthropological institute to fonn the London Anthropological Society (LAS).
As before, Burton felt that the "ethnologicals"' innate timidity was again rearing its ugly

head: in explaining his reasons for seceding to the Institute's Director he noted, "the dead1y
shade of respectability, the trail of the slow-worm, is over them a 1 1 . " ~ ~
This new rebel body continued to meet for nearly hvo years, publishing one issue of its
o w journal,. -

Nevertheless, with limited support the LAS eventually

succumbed and by the end of 1875 members were petitioning to rejoin the Anthropological

Institute; fiom that point onwards the newly-remerged Institute continued with no further

sign of the controversy which had so flavoured its early history, and Burton remained a
contributing member until his death.

Like most Englishmen of the period Burton held Europeans in general, and AngloSaxons in particular, to be the present culmination of civilised progress and aspirations.
While acknowledging in his previous books the destructive elernents of foreign domination
and its potentially negative impact on indigenous peoples, Burton appears to have had little

doubt that this domination would - in the long run - be beneficial in varying degrees to al1

parties concerned, even if it meant ernploying harsh and even brutal methods in its
His experiences among the indigenous peoples of India, Arabia, and Africa gave him, he
believed, greater howledge and insight into the culture and characters of these same peoples
than many of his contemporaries, and if he was frequently cntical of his countrymen's
ignorance of those cultures, as well as aspects of his own society, Burton's empirical
experiences reinforced in his own mind this sense of European superiority over other races.
"...I hold as a tenet of faith," he recorded in his first West Afncan book, "the doctrine of great

ethnic centres, and their comparative gradation. I believe the European to be the brains, the
Asiatic the heart, the Arnerican (Indian) and Afican the arms, and the Australian the feet, of
the man-figure," a rigid racial hierarchy which contradicts Burton's stated belief in graduated
human progression (see below), and again points to a core ambiguity to Burton's racial
theories.47
Part of this was doubtless linked to Burton's bellicose enjoyment of belonging to a

dominant people (and perhaps lessening his own confessed sense of marginality), but his
essential anthropological beliefs - the conviction that humanity progressed through
successive stages of savagery, barùarïsm, and civilisation, and that progress involved a series
of necessary, graduated, cultural-religious steps such as fetishism, human sacrifice,

cannibalism, polygamy, polytheisrn

along the road to higher states of existence

at least partly out of his innate curiousity and his desire

- grew

- even need - for explanations

regarding the state of the indigenous societies he encountered.
It may well be, as another commentator has w-ritten, that Burton belonged to that

perennial group of mid-Victorian anthropologists seeking answers to questions they were
already convinced about, but what is interesting about his answer-seeking was that he was
willing to go to extreme lengths to garner as complete a sociat picture of an indigenous
n ~ willingness,
.~~
running parallel with Burton's
culture as he was capable of c ~ r n ~ i l iThat
racist excoriations, resulted in the presentation of these cultures as complex social entities

eminently worthy of study in relation to European societies. His ethnological studies,
stripped of their dogrnatic theonsing, are detailed - ofien astonishingly so - detached, and
generally perceptive portraits of numerous cuitures as they s t d in a particular historical

tirne-frame; field-work augmenteci by the investigatofs extensive general knowledge and
experience.
These progressive stages in hwnan development fkom primitivisrn to the higher civilised
States, Burton believed, could not

be artificially induced or accelerated by the infusion of

brei~gnconcepts or institutions within an indigenous culture. Whatever civilisation may
think of them, they are de

to the culture and a necessary part of social evolution.

o
f
"And where. .." he asked rhetorically in n e -

"in the history of the world do

we read of a people leaming civilisation h m strangers, instead of working it out for
themselves, through its several degrees of barbarisrn, feudalism, monarchy, republicanism,
and d e ~ ~ o t i s r nSirnilarl
? " ~ ~ y, in two separate places in a diffèrent work, "It must be
remembered... that almost al1 races have had, in religion and policy, human sacrifice and
servitude; that the latter is the first step taken by human society, and that without it no
people... has ever risen above mere savagery," and again, "Any Encyclopedia will show that
human sacrifice, like slavery, is almost universally a concomitant of a certain stage of

civilization, and that with the increase of knowledge it disappears forever."50
Certainly as regards humanity in general Burton was essentially a pessimist. His vitriol is
nowhere more evident than when he is excoriating a "primitive" race such as Afncans, yet
hi s books contain invective passages against many other goups, i nci uding Europeans,

representative examples being the English, Irish, Welsh, Arnerican Federal ists, dernocrats
and egalitarianists in general, Fenians, missionaries, philanthropists, freemasons, women,
publishers, and a host of others literally too numerous to mention here.
"All who believe in 'progress' are socially anti-slavers, as ive are al1 politicatly

Republicans," Burton wrote in one of his West Afncan books, at the same time cautioning,
"We must be wise and virtuous before we can hope to be good republicans, and man in the

mass is not yet 'homosaaiensi' he is not wise, and certainly not vimious.

k
point in The Book of t

Likewise, at one

aa
n
d
ahe remarked cynically, "The more 1

study religions the more 1 am convinced that man never worshipped anything but hirnself "52

Burton appears to have b e n aware of his innate pessimism, otherwise he would not have
confesseci reflectively grj-uw& to the New World in 1860, "What a misanthrope 1 am."53
It was largely because of this pessimism that Burton despised the missionary and

philanthropie movements in Britain and elsewhere, believing that they operated fiom a pair
of false premises regarding native peoptes: the first king the waste of much energy and
expertditue in attempting to sentimentally "redeern" an alien people when so much suffering
remained at home, and the second the inherent anthropoiogical ignorance in attempting to
Europeanise a primitive people not yet prepared for civilisation.
This apparent ignorance he attributed to the "general failure" of the English missionary
enterprise in Afhca, convinced that the "sentimental"philanthropist in England would not be
half so obliging once he actually set foot in Afnca and had to deal directly with Afncans:
It is not a little instructive to see the effect of Am'ca upon the exceptional
philanthropist - as a rule, he so loves al1 men, himself included, that he avoiâs
the land as a pestilence. When visiting the "DarkContinent," h e finds those
living amongst negroes al1 convinced of the African's absolute inferiority; he resists
the evil influence as long as nature permits, and he lapses usually into the extreme
contrary (condition) to that with which he commenced. He bepins by treating his
blacks as men and brethren, he ends, perhaps, with cruelty to thern; whilst he
has secured their contempt by degrading himself to their level in attempting to raise
thern to his o ~ n . ~ ~
With dubious authority Burton conîrasted the English philanthropist with the Arnerican

Southem slaveholder, who "knows the African and is known to him; hence in Afhca he
manages the negro better than any other white man."55 Frorn his tour of the southem states
immediately prior to the Civil War Burton concluded that slave labour was presently (i-e.

a 1860) necessary to the South as white labour \vas impossible in the cotton, tobacco, and
sugar states. The Southemer, who might lament slavery, nevertheless finds himself bound to
it by the law of self-preservation; thus the South is caught "between the horns of a dilemma,

slawry or min, and she necessarily prefers the

"If this be me," he goes on to Say,

"surely the Abolitionist should quaiifi himseif by six months' work in Louisiana and the
negrophile by a year of Wandering in West Africa,' before they venture upon their peculiar
s t a t e r n e n t ~ . He
" ~ ~was convinced that a slave in the antebellum South was betîer treated than
most blacks within M i c a itse1fs8

Li kewise, Burton decried the "armchair" theoriser who had the impudence to pronounce
on weighty rnatters with little or no experience of indigenous culture. Time and again in his
travei books Burton stressed his own empirical experience in investigating indigenous

peoples, particularly Africans, contrasting it with the philanthropist who had never witnessed

AFncan peoples in their native habitat, and yet presented himself as an authonty on the
continent's inhabitants. Phrases like "personal experience of the Afican" abound in Burton's
travel books, emphasising not only his own qualifications as a traveller who had studied
Afncans extensively on their home-turf, but his personal triurnph over the features and codes
of an indigenous people white resisting the tyranny of the mediocre r n a j ~ r i t y ~ ~

Touching the AFncan, it may be observed that there are in England at least two
distinct creeds: 1. That of those who know him; 2. That of those who do not.
This may be predicated of (sic) most other moot points: in the negro's case, however,
the singularity is, that ignorance not knowledge, sentimentality, not sense, sway
the practical mind. Hence, at euery division, non-howtedge has on its side a
majorïty, and a çomething inherent in the unthinking looks upon this as a test
of tnith, when the contrary is more ofien the case. For a!l things, mie, great,
and good form an imposing minority.60
There is little need to spell out what Burton was suggesting: that Burton and those like
hîm; 1.e. those commentators who had actually travelled in Afnca and lived and studied

among Afncans, were alone qualified to pronounce on matters relating to Afnca and its
i ndigenous inhabitants, and al1 others who opposed those pronouncements were operating

from deficient personal knowledge, disqualifjmg them from passing j udgements or even
uttering opinions. Hardly surprising then, that Burton dedicated his first book on West Afiica

to those h e deerned "the mie fiends of M c a ; not to the 'phiianthropistfor to Exeter ~ a l l . ' ~ ~ ~

He was not, of course, the only Afncan explorer to perhaps love Afnca and loathe its
denizens. John Hanning Speke believed that "the curse of Noah sticks to these his
wandchildren by Ham ... .* They require a govenunent like ours in India... ."@In later life

C

Count Samuel Teleki remarked to Frederick Jackson that he regarded the "black man" as
"one big m ~ n l r e ~H, "e ~
m~Stanley thought nothing of blasting out of existence any Afncan
who sot in his w ~ , and
6 ~Sir Samuel Baker, one of the darlings of the anti-slavery brigade
for his efforts to suppress the slave trade in Equatorial Africa had nothing but scorn for
Ahcans he encountered while conducting his own search for the Nile's source. In his A

m

Great Reservoir of the Nile, Baker went to Burtonesque lengths to denounce what
he considered the general selfishness and savagery of the AFn'can:

I wish the black sympathisers in England could see Afkica's inrnost heart as I do, (for)
much of their syrnpathy would subside. Human nature viewed in its cmde state as
pictured amongst Afiican savages is quite on a level with that of the brute, and not to be
compared with the noble character of the dog. There is neither gratitude, pity, love,
nor self-denial; no idea of dut.; no religion; but covetousness, ingratitude, selfishness
and cruelty. Al1 are thieves, idle, envious, and ready to plunder, and enslave their
weaker brethren.65
Before, during, and to some extent after the eight-year division within the British
scientific community between the "ethnological" and "anthroplogical" factions, Richard
Burton published a number of passages in his travel books which amply illustrate his abiding
dislike of Aficans. Previous passages in this study have exarnined Burton's Eurocentric-butambivalent attitude towards indigenous peoples he encountered in his travels such as Indians,
Arabs, and Native Amencans, and his subsequent attempts to communicate his findings and
analyses to the Metropole

the written medium. It is now time to examine this intense

dislike of Ahcans, what effects it might have had on the metrupolitan consciousness, and to
ivhat degree this previous ambivalence continued.

-

*.faphiteand Hamite: traditional terms derived from two sons of Noah Japheth and Ham
considered to be the forebearen of, respectively, the Indo-European and African peoples.

-

Burton and the Africans

While Consul at Fernando Po Burton made two journeys to the Fon kingdom of
Dahomey (now Benin), then at the peak of its notoriety in Victorian Europe. Between 1726
and 1730 Dahomey had been conquered and made tributary to Oyo in Yorubaland, but at the
same time began to establish its own dominance within the Adja country and to establish ties

with European slaven on the coast. With no comparable export like the golddust the
Ashanti used to trade for European firearms, Dahomey \vas compelled by circumstance to

continue its deep involvement in the dectining slave trade, a state monopoly which gained
the kingdom the guns needed to maintain its military strength.

Oyo's collapse fieed Dahomey fiom its subservience in 1822; subsequently atternpts by
King Gezo and his son and successor, Gelele, to gain access to the palm oil regions east of
the kingdom resdted in a number of wars between the Fon and the Egba at Abeokuta for

slaves, temtov, and access to European imports on the coast. The last of these conflicts
came in March 1864, almost immediately afier Burton lefi Dahomey at the conclusion of his

mission to the king, and resulted in such a resounding defeat for the Dahomeans that they
never again launched a major military offensive, although they remained a formidable

presence in the region until becoming a French protectorate in 1894.
Dahomey's reputation in Europe \vas a classic case of image-projection. "Savage
Dahomey" \vas a byword in Europe for al1 that was perceived as barbarous and uncivilised in
Afnca. The Dahomeans did not practice cannibalism, but aside fiom periodic slave raids

within Yoruba which aroused abolitionist sensibilites the kingdom had an almost
unparalleled renom in Europe for bloodthirstiness, thanks largely to the traditional practice
of multiple human sacrifices following the death of a king, as well as similar executions

perforrned during the annual New Year's Celebrations at the capital, Abomey. Furthemore,
the existence of a large military force which included an army of fernale wamioa

-

"Arnazons" - only served to heighten this sense of savage exoticisrn in European eyes.

Burton's mission to Abomey was merely the latest in a series of official missions which
had attempted to dissuade the king fiom participating in the slave trade and continuing with

hurnan sacrifice. The first and shorter of his two journeys, spent at Kana fiom May 18 to
june 17, 1863, was what might be considered to be in the nature of a short reconnaissance
only. Seemingly unknown to the Foreign Ofice, he spent only a few weeks in "murderous"
Dahomey and does not appear to have been initially impressed, writing sardonically to

Monckon Milnes on May 3 1, 1863, "1 have been here three days and am generaliy

disappointed. Not a man killed, or a fellow tortured. The came floating in biood is a myth of
rnyths.. . . The victims are between 100 and 200 a year instead of thousands. At Benin.. . they

crucified a fellow in honour of my coming - here nothing! And this is the bloodstained land
of Dahome (sic)!!... . Disgusted with the tarneness of the place... .166

The second and longer journey, from late November 1863 to March 1864, was an
officia1 Foreign Ofice mission to King Gelele, with the aim to deter him from continuing the

sacrifices and end his participation in the slave trade. On a diplornatic level this mission can
bs counted a failure, although its chances for success were slim from the ~ t a r t . ~Although
'
Burton told the king upon entering Dahomey that he would not rernain if the sacrifices were

cam-edout in his presence - and during his stay he did manage to secure the release of ten

prisoners awaiting execution

- the only concession he received h

m GeleIe was that the

esecutions were carried out at night, the first on New Year's Eve and continuing thereafler
for a nurnber of what were temed "the evil nights."68 Within five days, Burton estirnated,

eighq victims were slaughtered; although Europe resounded with tales of 2000 victims a
year, he estimated dwing his time in the capital that it did not exceed 500 .-

69

During the months awaiting his official audience with the king Burton spent the bulk of
his time cornpiling enough notes on Dahomean culture and society for a detailed,
. .
two-volume work published in 1864 under the title A Missionto GelIslçl.In this work he undertook to present a

full picture of the kingdom as it stood in

1863 - 1864, and like his passages on the gorilla and the Fang in TWOTrips to Gori-

and_t&eBurton was at pains to corrcct European misconceptions
surrounding Dahomey and the "customs." The sacrifices, he pointed out, while real and
appalling enough, were specifically religious in nature, being designed to convey both
servants and messages to the dead, in parhcular the late king, Gezo. The victims were

invariably criminals or war-prisoners, heavily intoxicated at the time of their executions and
decapitated quickly. Mutilations, mostiy genital, were carried out only after deatb.70

What is striking to the modern reader is the singular lack of sensation in Burton's
account, and the sophistication with which he analysed many features of Dahomean society.
Besides the traditional "custorns" he devoted pages to the rites of circumcision, infibulation,
and tribal scarring. The famous "Amazons"Burton estimated at around 2,500; al\ were

official wives of the king and insistent that they were no longer females but "males." For his
part Burton suspecte& in a somewhat Freudian perspective, that a life devoted to a

preoccupation with killing or death acted as a kind of substitute sexuality, a transference of
the sexual impulse:
...al1 the passions are sisters. 1 believe that bloodshed causes these women (the
Amazons) to remember, not to forget, LOVE;at the same time that it gratifies
the less barbarous, but, with barbarians, equally animal feeling. Seeing the host of
women who find a rnorbid pleasure in attendtng the maimed and dying, 1 must think
i t is a tribute paid to sexuality by those who object to the ordinary means. 71

As a military force Burton knew that the Egba at Abeokuta respected the Amazons as
formidable fighters, but at Abomey he found them laughable in drill, and far fiom the
standard pictures of classical female wam'ors. "They manoeuvre with the precision of a flock
of sheep, and they are too light to stand a charge of the p r e s t troops in Europe... . I

rspected to see Penthesileas, Thalestrises, Dianas... 1 saw (instead) 016ugly, and squarebui l t fiows, tnidging 'gnimpily' along, with the face of 'cook' afier k i n g much hagg'd' by
'the missus.11'72
It wasn't until 13 February 1864 that Burton was able to gain a private audience with

Gelele and convey his message to the king, who listened politely but dernurred fiom

discontinuing either the sacrifices, which he argued were ancient national custorns he could
not stop even if he wished to, or the slave trade, an important source of his revenue he hinted
he would cease only if he had a sizable annual subsidy fiom the British Govement. The

king pointed out that those victims put to death were al1 criminals and war-prisoners; if he
did not sel1 others of their station into slavery he would have to kill them as well, which he
imagined the British would like even less.73 While Burton wrote that he exhoned Gelele that
Dahomey needed births, not deaths, the king remained intractable. Feeling "a sense of

hopelessness... it was like talking to the winds," Burton took his leave of Dahomey on 15
~ e b r u a r Shaking
~ . ~ ~ hands with the Consul, Gelele rolled his head

- in exasperation, one

suspects - and rernarked, "You are a good man, but too ang~y."'~
Burton's subsequent book on his mission to Dahomey was the most detailed account of
the kingdom up to that time, in effect an anthropological rna~ter~iece.'~
Nevertheless, aiso

included in this work is a chapter which perhaps more than any other illustrates Burton's
racist perspective regarding Africans. Entitled "On the Negro's Place in Nature" in obvious
reference to a p a p a James Hunt published in the Mernoirs of
Londm in 1863, this document distils in twertty-hvo pages most of Burton's prejudices and

pseudo-scientific beliefs regarding the African peoples, arnong whom he had spent the better
part of ten years.

Like Hunt, Burton kvas punled to see Afncan children develop at what appeared to him
to be an accelerated mental rate compared to children in Europe, then seem to stop as they

grew into their teens. The explanation, Burton believed with Hunt and others in the ASL, lay
in the phrenology of Negro craniums. Developing Negro cranial sutures, they claimed, closed

earlier than those of Caucasians, retarding brain growth, and accounting for their "child-like"

tat te.^^ This iç a prime illustration of the "anthropologicals" attempting to force a square peg
into a round hole, as well as Burton mistaking his empirical observations, for there has not at
any time before or since Burton's years in Africa any scientific evidence that Afncan children

develop intellectually &ter than any other children, and then stop at or near puberty.

Burton viewed Afncan religion as a prime indicator of the Afican's primitive
childishness. "The negro," he maintained, "is still at the rude dawn of faith - fetishism - and
he has barely advanced to idolaûy, the effect of deficient constnictiveness. He has never
grasped the ideas of a persona1 Diety, a duty in life, a moral code, or a sharne of lying. He
rarely believes in a future state of reivards and punishments, which, whether t - e or not, are
infallible indices of human progess."78 Thus, to Burton, Afncans are bound by biological
imperatives to be infenor in relation to the higher races, and thus efforts to "civilise" them
were misguided if not actuaily foolish, since improvement enwas impossible within
the framework of their present existence.

He did differentiate between what h e temed the "pure" Negro he saw in East and West

A h c a and the "noble" or "semitised" Afiicans he obsewed in Somaliland and Zanzibar (i-e.
the Swahilis), believing the latter io be of superior stock because of the infusion of "semitic"
characteristics from Arabia, and the introduction of lslarn as a civilking force." For
Africans in generaI, however, Burton had little but scorn and when in a vindictive mood
lumped them together in one pejorative category with no reference to nation or location.
"ln intellect," he noted in n e Lal<eof C

m "the East Afncan is sterile

and incult, apparently unprogressive and unfit for change- Like the uncivilized generally, he

observes well, but he can deduce nothing profitable from his perceptions. His intelligence is
surprising when compared to that of an uneducated English peasant; but it has a narrow
bound, beyond which apparently no man may pass."80 The Dahomeans, he asserted in
language similar to passages about other West Afncan peoples, are "a mongrel breed, and a
bad (one). They are Cretan liars, cretinsat learning, cowardly and therefore cruel and

bloodthirsty... a 'flatdent, self-çonceited band of bahrians,' who endeavour to humiliate al1
those with whom they deal; in fact a slave race

- vemtin with a sou1 apiece."81 Generally,

Burton believed, Afncans, who have "never invented an alphabet, a musical scale, or any
other element of knowledge... mentally remains a child," and enwill not improve
beyond a certain point, "and that not respectable."82

Concomitant with African %achwardness" was an innate sel fishness and love of cmelty
for its own sake which offered ample proof of African primitivism. On both sides of the
continent Burton was appalled by the casual cruelty he witnessed among many of the

indigenes,and quickly categorised it as a racial characteristic. "The cruelty of the negro is,

like that of the schoolboy, the blind impulse of rage combineci with want of ~ ~ r n ~ a t h ~ : " ~ ~
It is a curious ethnological study, this peculiar development of desbuctiveness in the
Ahcan brain. Cmelty seems to be with him a necessaq (sic) of life, and al1 his highest
enjoyments are connected with causing pain and inflicting death..- . 1 can hardly believe
this abnormal cnielty to be the mere resdt of uncivilization; it appears to me the effect
of an anested development, which leaves to man al1 the ferocity of the carnivor, the
unreflecting cruelty of the child."

Burton's special revulsion, however, \vas reserved for the Europeanised Afncans he saw
at Sierra Leone and Fernando Po, and those of mixed blood. While he generaily despised

Africans in their natural habitat. he infinitely preferred them to those who had been
influenced by their contact with Europeans. Soon afier assuming his duties at Fernando Po
Burton was approached by a "Europeanised" African who clapped him on the back and
offered to shake hands. The new Consul had him thrown out of his office. 85
He reacted with horror to the sight of recaptives and their descendents in Sierra Leone

acting as la~wersand judges in Freetovm, believing that in court cases involÿing Europeans
and Africans Ewopean defendants were habinially found guilty as a matter of course.86
Mulattos - he included quadroons and octaroons in this categorisation

- he called "the worst

class of all," convinced that they were congenital liars and troublemaicers due to their
suspicious and insecure natures: 87 "The 'bar-sinister,' and the uneasy idea that he is
despised, naturally fills him (the Afhcan of mixed race) with ineffable bile and bittemess.
lnferior in point of &to Europeans, as far as regards

to Afncans, he seeks

strength in making the families of his progeniton faIl out" 88
Burton was aware that the degradation and cruelty he perceived in Afica was largely the
result of centuries of the slave tracte, but he failed to perceive how much the trade had
affected Afiican society and economy. While adrnitting in n
i
eof C

M

Bfnca that "much of this moral degradation (of Africans) must be attributed to the working,
through centuries, of the slave-trade; the tribes are no longer as nature made them; and fiom
their connection with strangers they have derived nothing but corruption," he went on to state
in the same work that in East Africa, at least, "the honors of slave-driving rarely rneet the

eye," and thought the philanthropie belief in the absolute abomination of slavery

condition throughout the East, he held, was infinitely better than that
o ~ e n t a t e dA. ~slave's
~
of a poor fiee man, who was often forced to starve while a slave ate his mastefs food.90
Philanthropic efforts may be sincere and even laudable, but they carried their own dangers
for Afncans; the slave squadrons of West Africa, the pride of the humanitarian movement,
i nadvertently aided in the captives' untimely deaths by intercepting slave-ships at sea, forcing

them to be tossed overboard alive and often ~ h a i n e d . ~ ~
At the end of W

e Rems-

Burton offered his thoughts on the

state of Africa and slavery, fiising his imperialist precepts with his dislike of both Afncans
and the slave trade together in a single passage:

At present the Atiican will not work: the purchase of predial slaves to till and harvest
for him is the great aim of his life. When a more extensive intercowse with the maritime
regions shall beget wants which compel the barbarian, now contented with doing
nothing and having nothing, to that individual exertion and that mutual dependence
which renders serfdom a moral impossibility in the more advanced stages of human
society... then we may expect to witness the extinction of the evil. Thus and thus ody
can "Rachel, still weeping for her children," in the evening of her days, be made happy...
the extinction of slavey would be hailed with delight by the great mass througtiout the
length and breadth of Eastern Afica. This pople, "robbed and spoiled" by their
oppressors... hate and fear their own demon Moloch, but they lack unanirnity to fiee
their necis fiom this yoke. Africa stilI "lies in her b l d , " but the progress of human
society, and the straiter bonds which unite man and man, shdl eventuafly rescue her
from her old pitiable fate.92
Fine words. Even so, his own program for improvement in Afnca veered dangerously
close to an endorsement of desslavery, what may be tenned lwsely "essential slavery."
This \vas to be a system of "fiee emigration" whereby Aficans were to be exported forcibly if necessary

- from their homelands to regions within or without the continent and

employed as low-paid labour in great works designed by the "higher" races for mutual

benefit. In this gorge-raising scenan'o. first expressed in
and later expanded in Two Tfips to G

G

in W A f r i c a in 1863

-

theoof thirteen

years later, Burton \vas only parroting previous schemes for emigration, such as the three
agencies established at Sierra Leone in 1844 or the French attempts by Regis and Co. in 1852
and 1853. In scope, however, he may be said to have been tmly ahead of his time, a
theoretical precunor to the later diggings in South Afnca by imported Chinese labour during
the early years of the twentieth century.
"1 unhesitatingly assert...," he wrote in Two Trips to Go-

"that the world still

needs the black hand... slave-exportation is practically dead; we would not revive it.... . It is

for us to flnd something which shail take its place, and which will satisfy the just aspirations
of those who see their industry and energy neuîralized by want of labour. 1 need hardly say
that ail requirements would be met by negro-ernigration... ."93 Exportation would reduce
A h c a n savagery by lessening the frequent warfare between the tribes and save the lives of

prisoners-of-war condemned to death, whiie improving Afncans by removing them fiom
their savage homelands and employing their labour in developmental schemes necessary for
the advancement of civilisation.94
As far as foreign irnproving agents within Afnca itself went, we have seen how Burton

was opposed to European institutions imposed on -cari societies and his dislike of

evangelical-philanthropie attempts to convert Africans. Where he veered sharpest fiom his

countrymen, however, lay in his belief that if there was to be a hope for Afnca fiom an
"outside" agent it lay in the slow but steady advance of Islam within the continent. Writing in
wanderings in W

w he noted, "1 would record my sincere conviction that El Islam has

wought immense good in Afnca; that it has taught the Afncan to make that first step in
moral progress... and that it prepares hirn for a steady onward career... what other nation,
what other faith, can boast that it has worked even the smallest portion of the enduring
benefits done... to Africa by El ~ s l a m ? " ~ ~

Nor was this the only instance. Lecturing before an audience in Brazil a few years later,
Burton kvas even more explicit in his preference for Muslirn encroachment in Africa than
Christian:
And here wve may stand to view a gleam of light which the Future casts across the

benighted Regions of the Dark Continent. Slowly but surely the wave of Moslem (sic)
Conquest from the North and the East roils down towards the Line. Every Moslem is
a propagandist, and their traders, unlike ours,cany conversion with them. This fact
European missionaries deny, because they do not Iike it: they would rather preach to
Heathens than to Modems, whom Locke described as unorttiodox Christians. They
even d e ~ the
y superiority of El Islam, which forbids the pagan abominations of childmurder, human sacrifice, witch-bming, ordeal poisons, and horrors innumerable. But
we who look fonvard to the Advent of a Higher Law, of a nobler Humanity, hail with
infinite pleasure every sign of pro~ess.96
Most Victorian Bntons of any political stripe might readily have dismissed Burton's

endorsement of Islam in Afnca as yet another one of his bohemian eccentricities and not
taken it seriously, but we can be reasonably certain that a major effect of his public

theorising was to reinforce and propagate existing Afi-ophobic prejudices within Britain.
With his status as a bonstraveller and prolific writer the Metropole listened seriously to
Burton's pronouncements on the primitivism of the Afncan peoples he encountered, although
his strictures against the missionary societies won him few accolades.97

After he retumed from the Great Lakes Expedition and published his massive report
(454 pages) in the Royal Geographical Society's

including a blistering attack on East

Africans in Chapter X[iI which was reprinted largely intact in Chapter X K of

s of C e n t r a l . the Society's then-President, the Earl of Ripon, \vas prompted to
remark in his annual address to the Society that
The nature of every-day life arnong the negroes of Eastern Afnca as pictured in
numerous lights in Captain Burton's pages, is one that cannot fail to leave a painful
impression on al1 lovers of the human race. It is not only the reckless crueIty of the
people that shocks us, nor their slave-dealings nor marauding propensities, nor
their degrading superstitions and incurable indolence, for we are N l y prepared to
accredit any rude race with al1 or any of these qualities, but it is the picture of one
unbroken spread of wlgar, disuniteci, and drunken savagery over the entire land,
connected apparentiy with fewer redeeming quaiities than are possessed by any
other race... . In fact, it is bard to discover a single irait in (the) East African character,

as described by Captain Burton, upon which we are able to dwell with pleasurable
recol1ection.-. . His description leaves us with the idea of a fever-sticken country
that is skirted b a wide, low-lying belt of ovenvhelming vegetation, dank, monotonous,
and gloomy... . 6 8
One notices in îhis passage references to both the wide-spread degradation of East
Afnca as well as the use of Burton as an acceptably reliable source: "as pictured... in Captain
Burton's pages;" "as described by Captain Burton." In fact, Burton's status withïn the learned
societies as an authority on Afnca and Afncans may have exceeded that of other travellers

due to his linguistic ability. That is, his talent for and habit of relying as much as possible on
himself in communicating with an indigenous population, thus acting as an effective medium
between the Metropde-perceived "real" Africa and the Metropole itself Knowing that
Burton had returned from outlying regions with a mass of detail regarding the indigenous
inhabitants he has gaîhered largely through his own efforts, his pronouncements wouId have

been received by those in a position of knowledge ancilor authority as, if not entirely
unquestionable, at Ieast to be considered with serious attention.
This can be seen as well in the occasional use of Burton's knowledge and experience by

officialdom: while in London in 1865, shortly before embarking for Brazil, he was called as
an expert witness before a Parliamentary Select Cornmittee for questioning on West African

settlements. His testimony calted for Britain to forego irnproving prograrns and abandon
ekqant consulships at Lagos, Badagri, and Palma, keeping a single consulship protected by a

steamer.99
Burton's bigotry towards Africans is indisputable, and fiequently far more rnalicious than
his considerations of other indigenous peoples he encountered. Certainly his cornparisons of

Afncans with his beloved Arabs leaves little doubt that while Arabs may be slavedealers and
responsible for the decimation of signifrcant parts of the continent, in demeanour.hospitality,

and civilised s i e t y they stand far above Af?icafs indigenous population. His relief at

of Ce-

has already been noted. O0

while his clear preference for Isalm over Chrisitanity in AFrica

Even within this Afiophobic vilifkation, however, there is evidence of an occasionally
gentler aspect to Burton's racist perceptions. Although it is infiequent enough to be rnildly
startling to the researcher who happens upon it, it points again to Burton's underlying
ambivalence regarding both indigenous societies and his own, a conviction not only that the
"proper study of man is man," but that primitive or non-European societies are themselves

complex organisations needful of investigation and at times even of emulation.'
As has been noted in the previous chapter, one of Burton's more attractive qualities as an
investigator and witer is his abiding sense of social relativity, the awareness that cultura1
cornparisons and perceptions work both ways, and that civilised Europe did not always act in
a manner far in advance fiom that of alleged savages:
Nations are poor judges of one another; each looks upon itself as an exemplar
to the world, and vents its philanthropy by forcing its infallible system or systems
upon its neighbour. How long is it since popular literature has begun to confess
that the British Constitution is not quite fit for the whole human race, and that the
Anglo-saxon has much to do at home before he sets out a-coionelIing (sic) to
regenerate mankind ,101
.
At one point in his work on Dahomey Burton paused to caution the reader against rash
j udgements against Dahomean atrocities

- which admittedly he described in graphic detail -

when their own nation was not entirely free of barbaric practices:

We can hardly find fault with putting (African) cnminals to death, when, in the Year of
Grace i 864 we hung four murderers upon the same gibbet before 100,000 gaping souk
at Liverpool, when we stning up five pirates in front of Newgate ... when our last but one
Christian king hung a staning mother of seventeen, with an infant at her breast, for
lifting a yard of linen frorn a shop counter. A Dahomean visiting England but a few years
ago wouid have witnessed customs almost quite as curious as those which raise out
bile now.
At ti mes there is a distinct "stranger-in-a-strange-[and''sensation in Burton's travel books
when he paused to muse on what the

must think of his incessant questioning and

note-taking, as well as their own attitudes to Europeans travelling and studying within their
'1 am refemng here largely to Burton's later involvement in helping the Kama Shastm
Society publish various works of Man and Arabian erotica in Engtish as vehicles for sexual
education, and which will be examined in the final chapter.

land. Cornmenting on the Amencan propensity to see al1 Amerindian peoples as identical, he
wrote ironically in The City of the'7 have little doubt that to the savages al1 white
men look alike,"lo3 while in one of his West African works he noted with relish that "The
African wll Say, The white man is an old ape,' and doubt that he is human... . Thus Ive

observe, that whilst the Caucasian doubts the humanity of the Hamite, the latter repays the
compliment in kind"lo4 In the same work he rernarked with ironic humour that evil spirits

in Afi-ica were white and ugly, while by the same nile they were black and ugly in Europe,
and in his last book on Afn'ca he pictured with evident pleasure a band of Afncan explorers
in England, puttering amund a Squire's manor and seriously inconveniencing the family with
their investigations and inquiries. 105
Burton ivas willing to admit in print his frank admiration for distinguished Africans like
Samuel Crowther who had advanced t h e m s e l v e ~and
, ~ ~even
~ in his private correspondence
there was the occasional sense of "gnidging respect" for an Afncan who had impressed him,
such as an 1863 letter from Lagos to Monchon Milnes in which he remarked, "Those who

talk of the benighted Afncan should have seen the envoy who conveyed to the Governor the
ultimatum of the Ashanti king. There \vas not a European on the Coast to compare with him
in dipity, self-possession and perfect savoir--

touching the object of his mission. t 07
UV

Moreover, during his years at Fernando Po - the perÏod of his greatest racist utterances

- Burton spent some time in compiling from the works of British and French missionaries, as
well as his own studies, a collection of 2268 West Afncan proverbs he published in 1865
Wiçdnm from West Afna. Many of these have a succinct grace

under the title Wit

which must have channed him immensply or he would not have seen fit to publish them in
book form. Representative examples include Running about grws no sc110lar.s-- The Child

I I U I ~ Sil who gives

il

ail it wunts -- When the mouth sturnbles, r i i s worse than thefoot

Arobo& is rwice ofool

-

--

hiowning udf;erceness p r o not
~ manliness. O8 At one point in

the Preface Burton paused to muse again on the relative merits between so-called "primitive"

and "civilised" peoples:

The fact is, civilisation takes too much ont0 itself There is more of equality between
the savage and the civilizee (sic) - the difference k i n g one of quantity, not of quality than the latter will admit. For man is everywhere cornmensurate tvith man. Hence, whilst
the avera e Englishman despises the ~orÜba,the Yoruba "reciprocatesnwith hate
and feu.b9

In another passage in this same Preface Burton revealed what may have been one of his

essential attitudes towards Afiicans. Shorn of the characteristic cant and bigotry which
colow other passages in his travel books, it emerges as a near-confession that in the final
analysis he found Afncans in general a baffling enigma:
It seemed to me that the readiest, indeed the only, way of understanding the negro is
to let h m speak of himself in his own words... . The African has long been confessedly
a puzzle. That the Japhite - we will retain these usefui but conventional and
provisional terms - cannot enter into the mysteries of Hamitic organisation, is easily
proved by the vast scale of different gradations ranging between the two extremes,
which make the negro in European opinion either an angel of light or a goblin damned
Those who have observed hirn the longest, indeed, seem to have elicited ody a series
of contradictions... . "Joy and sorrow," we are told, "reckless gaiety and gloomy
despondency, exaggerated hopes and distracting fears, unbridled passions and humble
meekness. .. furious hate and cordial fnendship, atheistical unconcem and bigoted
superstition... ." What can be made of such a definition or a description like this?' Io
A better question might be, What are

to make of this? Given Burton's belief that

AFricans were the most inferior and "anested" of the world's races

- and perhaps not even

human at that - coupled with the evident violence of many of his passages castigating thern,
it would seem that his more reasonable considerations of Africans, and by extension other

indigenous peoples, points to a mind in perpetual intellectual flux regarding indigenous

societies and their inhabitants; conventionally dogrnatic much of the time but not inflexibly
rig~d,with a core belief-system he adhered to in his analyses but modified - sometimes

geatly so - by a mind capable of shrugging off personal prejudices as it was influenced by
his observations and experiences.
This accounts both for the contradictory nature of many of Burton's wri tings, as well as
his own mercurial attitudes towards the peoples he comected with and studied during his

travels. A racist theoriser of the first order, he was not so dismissive that, unlike some of his

contemporaries, he resorted to biblical clichesor casual imperialist precepts in his
considerations of any groups generally considered inferior by the Metropde. 11 1
Rather, Burton seems to have known instinctively that it \vas only by the committed
study of the entire spectmm of a Society's cultural cornponents that one may amve at some
manner of rational comprehension of that society and thereby add to Metropole knowledge -

hence the rnyriad foomotes and appendices which supplement his works adinfin
Unwieldy and undisci pl ined as most of his travel books are, the scope of Burton's
investigations and the comparative knowledge employed therein point to his commitment to

serious ethnological study. The discernible tension in Burton's travel books behveen his
racist-imperialist codes yersm his intense, even passionate involvement with the Other
cannot be viewed in any light other than this commitment.
As far as the seeming contradiction in Burton's perception of Afncans is concerned

- Le.

the vigorously-stated belief that Afncans are incapable of advancernent at variance with the
implied suggestion that a fonn of advancement may be effected by, within Afica, the
Islamic encroachment, or failing that, the removal of Afn'cans from their domicile

-a

partial resolution may be postulated by a consideration of Burton's concept of
anthropologicai evoiution as it concerned Afncans and his own bellicose nature.

To recapitulate: to Burton, Amcans - ive.Eirça the mid-nineteenth century - are
presently incapable of advancement to the level of Asiatics or Europeans because they are at
the beginning of the ''rude dawn of faith;" Le. the first stage of the evolutionary journey
which has produced more advanced peoples at their respective positions on the ladder of

civilisation.l 1 Arguing fiom an evolutionary standpoint, Burton sees no hope for Africans
to progreus within foreseeable generations to the point where they are on a level with those

Europeans who wish to "civilise" them simply because they lack the required mental &
with which to make the evolutionary jurnp, as demonstrated by Afiican phrenologic
structure. l3 Such a progression cannot be effected by the efforts of a few advanced

individuals like Crowther because the gulf between Africans and Europeans (or Asians, for
that matter) Iooms too large in the current epoch.
Nevertheless, within the Afncans' current state, and strictly relative to that state, Burton
appears to see some admittedly marginal room for improvement, although it is noteworthy to
record that, like the philanthropists he decried so vigorously, he stated that this progression
rnay be effected only by an outside agency, whether Islamic conversion and a concomitant
nse in Afican s t a t u through the intervention of what Burton terrned the "Saving Faith," or
the interference of the "higher races," i.e. Europeans, to employ Ahcans outside their

homeland. This wi11 not magically advance Ahcans to a point where they are level w-ith the
typical nineteenth century European, American, Muslim, or Asian, but will have the effect of
at least lessening their degraded state and propelling thern along the road to a higher level of
being. The higher races \MI1 benefit from a cheap labour force; Afncans will benefit ultimately - from the spur Europeans \vil1 provide.
As far as Burton's opposing concept of the general incapability of Afncan advancernent

goes, we may reJegate much of this to his explosive temperament and general moodiness. It
is noticeable that when his anger \vas ascendant, Burton's considerations of any people

tended to become abusive and to largely take over from his rational self', when h e was in a
better mood, he was more reasonable and dispassionate, although at all times he appears to

have presented his data to the Metropole in the form of strict rewrtape. Depending on his
mood, Burton's African books may contain passages of vitrolic condernnation or a

comparatively mild consideration of the various peoples he encountered. Of the two West
African books published in 1863 - WaCameroons

-

in West

in W

e

a and

ais notable for Burton's castigations of

the natives he saw at the various ports of cal1 a r o m to Fernando Po, while
the m e r o o n s Mountainç and, two years later, Wit and Wisdpm from West

are

relatively good-humoured and generous in their appreciations of West Afiican societies.

Similarly, Burton's view of indigenous removal fiom Afnca does not appear to have
been envisioned simply because he felt the backwardness of the populations required it, but
because he saw Atnca itself as part of the problem. The squalor, backwardness, and cruetty
he perceived on both sides of the African continent he attributed at least partly to Afica's
inhospitable climate and general savagery. A firrn believer in the efliect climate plays on a
people and their society, Burton acknowledged in one of his West African books that while

an English nawy, allegedly able to "work out" 2.5 Frenchmen, would certainly outwork or
outfight upwards of a dozen Egbas: "And how can it be othenvise in these malarious, feverstricken, enervating, efferninizing lands?"

''

This rnay have been a factor in his advocation

of an emigration policy, as well as his tacit acknowledgement that Afnca for any people is
detrimental. "There is a time to leave the Dark Continent," he wrote reflectively in 1881,
"...when the id& fi% begins to manifest itselE.. . Madness cornes from Africa'.. . ."

For al1 his clear dislike it may be that in the final analysis Burton simply felt uncertain
about the African peoples he encountered, confused by what he saw as contradictions in their
natures which were at odds with his expressed belief in African inferiority, and thus passages
in his works dealing with Afncans contain an ambivalence similar to those found in other

works dealing with other peoples. Burton's Afiophobia, while real enough and relative to
those societies he felt an afinity for, particularly Arabs, never descended entireiy into
outright dismissal, but in fact is the most striking example of his continued intellectual
fluidity and fiagrnented perception regarding the indigenous peoples he encountered in his
travels.

Tbe Nile Controversy

At the sarne time as Burton was manying and entenng the foreign service, John Hanning

Speke and James Augustus Grant were making an epic journey to the northern end of Lake
Victoria in search of the Nile's outlet. Following the old trade route to Kazeh Speke had
taken with Burton in 1857 - 1858, they then tumed north to the southwestern shore of Lake

Victoria in present-day Uganda, travelling through the three kingdoms o f Karagwe, Buganda,
and Bunyoro, none o f which had previously been visited by Europeans. For months in
Buganda they were held as virtual prisoners by the powerfùl kabaka.or king, Mutesa,
although they were within forty miles West o f the reputed Nile source. Eventually allowed t o
1eave, they travel led east along Lake Victoria's northem shore towards the supposed effluent.
Before arriving at their destination, however, Speke sent Grant north to Bunyoro with most

of the porters t o wait while he travelled d o n e with Sidi Mubarak Bombay and a few bearers
to the source, an inexplicable and questionable decision which would corne back to haunt

hirn in England. l 6

With his srnaIl party Speke soon reached a river he took - correctly

- to be the Nile and

tumed south towards its headwaters. On July 28, 1862 he amved at the point where Lake
Victoria ernptied itself into the Nife, a squat waterfall about twelve feet high and nearly six
hundred yards across. Speke named the outlet the Ripon Falls, afier the President o f the
Royal Geographical Society, and later wrote triumphantly if a bit pompously, "The
expedition had performed its functions. 1 saw that old father Nile without any doubt rises in
the Victoria N'yanza (sic), and, as 1 had foretold, that lake is the source of the holy river
which cradled the first expaunder of our religious belief " l7
After a month he rejoined Grant at Bunyoro, where they spent six weeks living as semiprisoners at the court of King Karnrasi before they were again allowed to leave unmolested
and, instead of following the river downsueam, marched nonh overland, ignoring reports o f
A

a lake to the west the natives called the W Mge, or "Dead Locust Lake." Arriving at
Gondokoro in February 1863 they expected to be met by John Petherick, Vice-Consul to
Khartoum who had been contracted to sail up the Nile fiom the Sudanese capital, trading and
mapping for the Royal Geographical Society enand meet Speke and Grant with boa&
and supplies at Gondokoro. Instead, the two explorers were greeted w m l y by the wealthy
sportsman and traveller Samuel White Baker and his Hungarian wife Florence, travelling on
their own, independent expedition upriver to find the Nile's source.

Within a week al1 four were joined by Petherick and his wife, returning fiom ivory-

trading in the West while they waited for Speke and Grant. It was at this j uncture that Speke
demonstrated aimost simuitaneously two salient characteristics of his complex personality.
When Baker appeared crestfallen over the Nile prize seemingly having disappeared from his
grasp. Speke generously offered him a map he had constructed of the western lake fiom

native sources and advised him to strike out in that direction, in fact giving Baker the
opportunity of helping to solve the Nile nddle by uncovering the White Nile's second major
outlet, the

w t e r he christened Lake Alben after the PrinceConsort. In return

Baker allowed Speke and Grant to use the boats he and his wife were using to sail upnver so
the expiorers rnight reach Khartoum in relative speed and cornfort.

At the same time, Speke let it be known in no uncertain terms that he considered that
Petherick had broken faith with him by not k i n g at Gondokoro to meet himself and Grant.
Like his dismissal of Grant in Buganda before seeing the Nile's outlet this was peculiarly

unjust and can only be explained by a streak of vindictiveness in the explorer's charactePetherick had sent b a t s and supplies upnver to await Speke and Grant months earlier, and
had only left Gondokoro to go trading when the explorers were overdue by nearly a year and
almost aven up for dead. Petherick and h i s wife had been deiayed themselves for almost a
year by shipwreck on the Nile, and only made arrangements to go trading when they amved
at Gondokoro and found the supplies untouched.
Nevertheless, Speke made no secret of his displeasure at Petherick not being present
when he and Grant arrived, and proclaimeci loudiy that Petherick had not done his part in
aiding the expedition. In England Speke becarne so venomous in his attacks on the trader,
publicly accusing him of participating in the slave trade, that Petherick found on his own
return that his consulship had been revoked and his reputation lay in tatters. Almost
immediately he prepared to sue Speke for criminal libei, an action which never took place
through circumstances unforeseen by al1 parties. 118

With Baker's b a t s Speke and Grant travelled down the Nile to Khartoum. Here Speke
received a telegram from the Royal Geographical Society inforrning him that he had been
awarded the Society's Gold Medal retroactively for his discovery of Lake Victoria during the

expedition with Burton From Khartoum Speke sent a telegram to the Society's secretaries
announcing, "Inform Sir Rodenck Murchison that al1 is well, that we are at latitude 14~30'
upon the Nile, and that the Nile is settled. 19
111

While this famous telegram radiated confidence, the question of the Nile sources was far
fiom settled; Speke had left himself too wlnerable on too many geographd points for the
matter to be surnmarily put to rest, as he probably hoped. These disputations were numerous,
but the major complaint was that Speke had not circumnavigated Lake Victoria - in fact, had

only visited the water at its two extreme ends on two separate occasions - and so could not
say with exactitude that it was a single body of water. Similady, by not travelling with the

river completely downstream fiom Lake Victoria and thereby visiting the western lake,
Speke still did not have i d u t a b l e proof that his lake was the true, major feeder of the Nile;
with Baker still in Africa the impact of the

N-

lake was unknown and likely to

remain so for some time to corne. Moreover, Speke's cavalier treatment of Grant, coupled
with his slanderous a b w of Petherick, would tarnish both his reputation and his discoveries
in England.

While in Afnca Speke learned of Burton's a m k on him in Theof Central
Afiica and becarne determined that in his book on his expedition with Grant he would defend
his theones regarding the Nile assiduously, even savagely, if need be. Burton was at

Fernando Po when he received word of Speke and Grant's success in Afnca, and reçorded

later that in England some circuitous attempts were made to repair the breach which existed
between himself and his former cornpanion:
His (Speke's) brilliant march led me to express... the most favourable opinion
of his leadership, and indirect messages passed between us suggesting the
possibility of a better understanding. Again, however, either old fancied injuries
still rankled in his heart or he could not forgive the man he had injured... or,
which is most probable, the malignant tongues of '€tien& urged him on to a

renewal of hostilities, and the way to reconciliation was for ever (sic) barred. This
\vas the more unhappy as he had greatly improved under the influence of a
noble ambition justly satisfied. and d l his fiiends were agreed that success
had drawn out the best points in his character. I2O
Speke and Grant arrived in England in June t 863 to tremendous public acclaim,

incfuding messages of congratulations fiom Queen Victoria and a specid meeting of the
Royal Geographicd Society in Piccadilly where the crowd gathered to hear the explorer
speak was so great that several windows in Burlington House were broken.

This gratifjang triumph was shortlived, however. Histor). has proven Speke's theory
regarding Lake Victoria k i n g the White Nile's major feeder to be correct, but in 1863 his
assertions were increasingly met with scepticism due to his faulty

- some might even say

lazy - geography. By not circumnavigating the lake and by marching overland with Grant to

Gondokoro, Speke rehinied to England with no definitive proof that it was the Nile itself
which flowed out of Lake Victoria. Indeed, the explorer was so perplexed about the smaller
rivers he crossed travelling north that on his subsequent map he decided that Lake Victoria
had to have four or more outlets which combined upriver to form the Nile - an extreme

hydrog~aphicaluniikel ihood. Speke's altitude measurements were carelessly taken and open
to question, while at one point on his map he had the Nile ninning uphill for almost one-

hundred miles. There was still the question of the westward lake to be considered, a iake
Speke had heard of from native reports but had pointedly ignored; on his map of the region
he referred to the "little"

lake only as a "backwater" of the Nile. I 2

What was just as damaging, Speke's continued attacks on Petherick and the revelation in
his Nile book that he had cheated Grant out of seeing the river's alleged outlet did his

reputation no good in Britain. His reluctance to publish his account of the expedition in the
Royal Geographical Society's Jounialbefore his contractai book with Blackwood's came out
annoyed Society members, who had sponsored him to the hilt; when Speke did deign to

publish his account in the Society's organ it was hurried and dealt chiefly with the
hydropathy of the Upper Nile. Considering the care and precision with which Richard Burton
had published his account of the Great Lakes Expedition in 1859

- it occupied nearly an

entire volume of the R. G. S. Journal - some members of the Society began to wonder if they
had made a rnistake in backing Speke. 12*
By the summer of 1863 Burton had not only rescinded his earlier concession that Lake

Victoria might be the major feeder of the White Nile, but was openly championing Lake
Tanganyika as a more likely source. Burton argued that although he and Speke had k e n
infonned in 1858 that the Rusizi River flowed into the northern end of Tanganyika, and not
out of it, neither man had actually seen the influent for themselves, leaving the door open to
the possibility that a link existed benveen Lake Tanganyika and the Nile. If in fact a

connection existed between Tanganyika and the nimoured

A

then by virtue of its

more southerly position, "Burton's lake" would be considered the Nile's principal feeder.
As 1863 moved into 1864 so did British geographers begin to align themselves into what

became essentialiy pro-Burton and pro-Speke camps. Burton's champions were nurnerous,
among them the distinguished geographer and African traveller Charles Beke, as well as
James Macqueen, author of a series of rnalicious articles on Speke in the M o m d v c r t i s e r

regarding his allegrid behaviour at Mutesa's court. These practically accused Speke of
keeping a personal harem while in Buganda, as well as outlining the explorer's numerous
geogaphical f0ib1es.l~~
For his part Speke had the loyal and unqualified supporî o f James
Grant, as well as Burton's old enemy, former-Consul Rigby of Zanzibar, who had k e n at
' ~ ~ however, a more
Southampton to welcome Speke and Grant back fiorn A f r i ~ a . Soon,

significant figure appeared on the scene and the conflict between Burton and Speke moved
towards a climax

David Livingstone retumed to England in July 1864 after six years travelling in eastem
and southem Afkica. His wife MW had died during the journey and Livingstone retumed to

London vowing never again to travel in Afnca. Once in England, however, he found himself
drawn into the Nile conflict between Burton and Speke. Although he had exchanged some
tnendly letters with Speke and loathed Burton for his iconociasm, Livingstone now allied
himself with the Burton camp, knowing correctly fiom personal expenence that such Speke

assertions as a large river flowing into Lake Tanganyika fiom Lake Nyassa to the south were
false: the river actually flowed out of Tanganyika and flowed southwards into Nyassa At this
time Livingstone had never been to Tmganyika but he knew the water system around Lake
Nyassa intimately and insistai that there was no large river which flowed into Nyassa fiom
die northem area where Lake Tanganyika was located. 125 Like Burton, Livingstone was

convinced that the primary source of the Nile was to be found south of Lake Victoria
During the months in England following his expedition with Grant, Speke wrote two

books on his African experiences, Jounial of o-tf

Sowce of the Nile (1 863)

and What Led to the Discovery of ttae S o u e of the( 1864). While the first dealt entirely
with his recent journey to the Nile's source, the second was a f u more personal work, k i n g
an account of Speke's two African journeys under Burton's command in 1854 - 1855 and
1856 - 1859. Ln this second book he lashed out fiequently at the man whom he felt had
offended and slighted him time and again for close to a decade. Every grievance was there:
Burton's hasty remark during the fight at Berbera, his clear disappointments at Speke's failure
to c a q out his assignments, his bareIy-concealed exasperation at the younger man's
linguistic deficiencies which resulted in miscommunication between the porters and himself
The reliving of these experiences proved so bitter, and the gossip surrounding his actions

in Afnca so pervasive, that in the summer of 1864 Speke wrote a letter to his publisher, John
Blackwood, in which he appean to have forgotten James Grant's undying devotion and stated
bluntly, "1 shall never travel with a male cornpanion again in wild country," he wrote, "and
certainly never again think of writing a personal narrative since it only leads to gemng
abused." l 26
In August Burton retumed fiom Fernando Po on what was to be his final l a v e fiom his
West Afncan consulship, and it was noted that for the first time the three preeminent
African explorers of the &y

- Burton, Speke, and Livingstone - were in London together at

one time. That Septernber, the annual meeting of the British Association for the
Advancernent of Science was scheduled to be held in Bath, Somerset, and someone

- it is

not known who - suggested that it would be a grand idea if Burton were to debate publicly
with Speke at the convention as to their respective theories regarding the Nile. Furthemore,

since Dr. Livingstone was also in England it was proposed that he act as a kind of impartial
referee between the two antagonists. This idea was quickly endorsed by the Royal
Geographical Society, which held its own annual meeting as Section E of the British
Association; invitations were sent out to both Burton and Speke to appear together on the
podium at Bath.

Aithough he was a halting public speaker and was still M n g trouble with his hearing
and eyesight darnaged on his two previous expeditions, Speke accepted his invitation almost
at once, apparently eager for combat with his former commander. 12'

For his part, Bunon

was hesitant. Unlike Speke he was an experienced, even eloquent public speaker, logical,
iritty,

unhurried, and capable of devastating W. Nevertheless, he did not want to

be seen publicly fencing with a younger man he had once befiiended and at fint thought of
declining According to Isabel Burton, however, Laurence Oliphant once again intenered in
Burton and Speke's tangled relationship, telling her husband that Speke had remarked that if
Burton d a r d to appear on the platform at Bath, he

- Speke - would kick hirn. "1 remember

Richard's answer," Lady Burton recalled. "'Well, rhat settles it. By God, he shall kick me;' and

so to Bath we ~ e n t . Atter
" ~ accepting
~ ~
the invitation to speak at the convention Burton set
about polishing his theory that Lake Tanganyika was the m e source of the Nile, then
travelled to Bath with his wife and settled back to await the contest.
The debate was scheduied for three o'clock on Friday, September 16, 1864, at the

incongruous setting of the Bath Mineral Water Hospital. Burton and his wife stayed at a
small hotel near the railway station, while Speke was lodged with relatives at Neston P a k ,
about ten miles fiom the town, across the Wiltshire border. The day before the contest was to
be held there was a preliminary meeting of Section E at the Mineral Water Hospital which
both Burton and Speke attended. Here the two men saw each other for the first time in
almost five years. Isabel Burton remembered the scene vividly:

The first day we went on the platform close to Speke. He looked at Richard and
at me, and we ôt him. I shall never forget his face. It \vas full of sorrow, of yearning,
and perplexity. Then he seemed to tum to stone. After a while he began to fidget a
great deal, and exclaimed half alouci, 'Oh, 1 cannot stand this any longer.' He got up
to go out. The man nearest him said, 'Shall you want your chair again, sir? May 1 have
it? Shall you corne back?'And he answered, 'Ihope not,' and lefi the hall. '-'O

The following aftemocln Burton and his wife retumed for the debate. As they entered the
meeting-roorn Burton noticed a large group of people in the rooms of Section E silently
passing around a note, but thought nothing of it. At three o'clock he and Isabel were waiting

on the platfonn for the debate to begin. Although the room was packed to the raften none of
the parties of the scheduied contest were present or were anlwhere to be seen: neither Speke,

Livingstone, nor the Society's current President, Sir Rodenck Murchison. Finally, after a
delay of almost thirty minutes, Murchison entered the room and announced to the audience

that at four p. m. the previous day, thirty-seven year-old Captain John Hanning Speke had
lost his life as the result of a shooting accident while hunting; while clambenng over a stone

wall the shotgun he was canying had inadvertently discharged in his chest. He livea only a
few minutes and died before help could be brought.

Vislbly shaken, Burton was asked by Murchison to read something to fiIl in the gap in
the proceedings. Burton happened to have a paper on the ethnology of Dahomey with him
and now read this to the audience "in a voice that trembled," disposing of the impromptu

lecture "as briefly as he ~ o u l d Later,
" ~ ~in ~London, Isabel Burton wTote that her husband
"wept long and bitterly, and I was for many a day trying to comfon h i ~ n . Eight
" ~ ~years
~
later, in Zanzibar:C[slan Burton w o t e a heartfelt essay on Speke, admiring
but highly critical in places, ending the chapter with the reprint of a poem - really a eulogy -

he claimed had been written by his wife for the February, 1869 issue of w f s A&gaz&,
but which most Burton scholars believe was in fact written by himself. 133 This poem,

twenty-three stanzas of six lines each, finished with verses depicting the controversy over the
Nile and Burton's reflections on Speke's premature death:
And deeper and deeper grew the glwm
When the serpent tongue had potver to sting,

While o'er one of us hung the untimely doom,
A wintets night to a &y of spring;

And heart fiom heart parting fell away
At the fiat of Fate by her iron sway.
It seems as though from a foamy dream
1 wake, and this pallid mask behold,
And I ask - Can this be the end supreme
Of the countless things of the days of old?
This clay, is it dl of what used to be
In the Afnc land by the Zingian

Speke's "untiinely doom" - and the persistent nimours that he had comrnited suicide

rather than face Burton on the pladonn at Bath - did not intempt the controvesy over the
Ni le source, or still Burton's insistence that Lake Tanganyika was the primary feeder of the

river. Afier reading in Theobituary of Speke that the explorer would go down in
history as the discoverer of the Nile Burton lashed back, writing to the newspaper that
although "The sad event... must seal my mouth concerning many things," he pointed out that
as long as the dimensions of the

A

lake remained unknown, the possibility existed

that there was a connection between Lake Tanganyika and the ,-

and thus the

question of the Nile sources remained unanswered 135
To this end, on November 14, less than two months following Speke's death in Somerset,

Burton read the paper on the Nile he had intended to deliver at Bath before the Royal
Geographical Society in London, in which he outlined his theory concerning the Nile and
Lake Tanganyika. Shorily aftenvards this speech was published, along with James
Macqueen's articles on Speke fiom the

Ad-

in a small volume entitled

Nile Basin. Although Burton was at pains to state in the Preface that "hedid not stand forth
as an enemy of the departed," and that "no man can better appreciate the noble qdities of
energy, courage, and perseverence which he (Speke) so eminently possessed than 1 do,"The
de Rasin was a vulgar and ill-timed attack on both Speke's memory uja Macqueen's
reprinted articles) and his contention that Lake Victoria was the true source of the Nile. 136
Nevertheless, while the work was almost universally deplored by the critics, most of
Burton's geographical points were valid. 13' Quite aside h m the major fact that Speke had

not circumnavigated the lake, by travelling overland with Grant to Gondokoro he had left
almost one-hundred miles of the river untraced fiom where it would ultimateiy be shown to
flow into and then out of the

A

N e . It was fa more likely, Burton contendeâ, that Lake

Victoria was in actuaiity several srnalier lakes fed by numerous small strearns, and that Lake
Tanganyika flowed north into the

A

fiom which the entire White Nile flowed

The return of the Samuel Baicers from Afnca in 1865 and their news conceming the L&a

- "Lake Albert" - that it did indeed provide another major reservoir of the Nile,
rein forced Burton's argument tbat a comection might exist between Tanganyika and Lake
Albert &the Rusizi River. it was left for other exploren to disprove his contention and
confirm Speke's intuitive belief in Lake Victoria king the prirnary source of the White Nile;
it was not until 1875, following Stanley's circurnnavigation of Lake Victoria, that Burton

admitted that Lake Victoria was one vast lake, although he still hoped for a connection
between Lake Tanganyika and the

A

Stanley's subsequent charting of the Lualaba

River as it merged with the Congo and flowed West to the Atlantic Ocean put paid to
Burton's aspirations; he finally admitted his mistake in print in 1881, although it will be
notcd that this admission was contained in a footnote to his biography of the Portuguese
pet-soldier Camoens, drnost an afterthought to the greatest geographical controversy of his
iife. 138

The undoubted trauma Burton experienced over Speke's death and the unresolved

controversy regarding the Afiican lakes were not the only personal problems he endured
during this time. Before leaving for Dahomey Burton had thoughtlessly signed a certificate of
sale brought to him by Acting-Consul Edward Laughland, who had sold the estate of a

deceased African trader at a Sierra Leone auction for #280, consisting chiefly of a repaired
schooner, the W.Laughland then used most of the proceeds to meet his own petsonal
debts and claimed it was for sale expenses, leaving just z29 for the trader's hein.
A Sierra Leone lawyer who had been trained in London, William Rainey, acting on

behalf of the hein, complained to the Foreign Office, which made an official inquiry afler

the Burtons had left for Santos and found the former consul liabie for the full amount-

Shortiy after arriving in Brad, Burton found his salary stopped by Whitehall until the
Hamet's sale amount was reimbursed. Isabel Burton took up her husband's cause and

- not

for the last time - conducted a lengthy conespondence with the Foreign Office which

eventually resulted in a compromise: Burton's long-standing claims for repairs to the
Fernando Po consulate - made at his own expense for L275 when he arrived at Santa Isabel
in 1861 - would be granted against the arnount taken by Laughland. Despite a feroçious

leiter from Burton blaming the entire episode on lawyers, missionaries, freed Aficans and
"Negro-worshippers," his appeal carried no weight and he found that he was still held
responsible for the incident. His salary was recomrnenced early in 1867. 139
It may be that because of these unhappy episodes, sometime during this period Burton
wrote the first of his two long poems, and which depicts him at his most misanthropie and
despiring. Shortly before leaving for South America he published anonymously 200 copies

of a 12 1-page satire entitled -ne

using as a pseudonyn "Frank Baker," taken fiom his

middle name and his mothefs rnaiden narne. Purportedly a night-time conversation in Fleet
Street between a drunken scholar, Dr. Polyglott, and a paving-stone which in the gloom
resembled the face of an East Indian, Burton called the poem a "pestilential lampoon," using
the two conversational characters to express his cynicism, agnosticism, outrage, recall old
loves, larnbast English concepts of marriage and family life, and criticise British foreign and
domestic policy. 140

Once Isabel Burton learned that her husband was responsible for this work she became
temfied lest word get out that he was the author and his reputation at the Foreign Office already unhappy with him over the

incident and the lack of time he spent at h i s

consulate - be damaged m e r . She sought Monckton Milnes' advice, who sympathised
wïth her fears and suggested she buy up as many copies as she could and destroy them. This
she did at once, so only a few copies were preserved. 141

As a poetical work Stonecannot be descnbed as remarkable for anything other than
A

Burton giving vent to his many bete noires; rnost of the stanzas are doggerel and not a few
are ribald to the point of obscenity. Nevertheless, it is valuable as a work which obliquely

demonstrates Burton's opinions and reactions to his life and times as he grew into middIeage, and the palpable sense of disappointment he felt during this period concerning his career
and prospects. Also included in this work are lines where Burton again reflected on his sense
of marginality, commenting both on his misanthropy and wanderlust:

But see, this exile, when returned
To al1 for which his sick heart yearned,
Growls, gnimbles, damns, until once more
Escaped fiom dearest native shore,
Self-banished as he was before:
has suer us-like,' he star&
Once more for hatefûl "foreign parts. ,. 142

Brazil
Li ke the Niger Delta when Burton held the consulate of Fernando Po, BraziI in 1865 was
at a turning-point in its history, midway between the declaration of independence fiom

Portugal in 1 82 1 and the republican revolution of 1889 which toppled the imperial W

.

With the bloodless recognition of Branlian independence by Portugal in 1825 and the

abdication of Emperor Dom Pedro I in 1 83 1, Brazil under his son, Dom Pedro II (reigned
1840 - 1889), made steady economic progress, but it remained distinctly a plantation society

consisting chiefly of a strip of coastal port cities and hinterland with a vast, undeveloped
interior. In the mzin the population was composed of arktocratic landowners and wealthy
merchants who controlleà the militw and the bulk of the wealth, slaves who worked the
plantations, fieedmen, and a small h a n class of professionals and bureaucrats.
The Brazilian slave trade had been virtually abolished in 1850 when ships o f the Royal
Navy entered Brazilian ports to enforce suppression; three years later the Emperor agreed to

'the traditional name of the legendary Wandenng Jew.

thz cessation of the tradc and by the end of the decade it was finished. Slavery within Brazil

itself was abolished completeiy in 1888 by imperial decree, but the Emperor's power had
been weakened dmnatically by a wholesale defection of landowners, army, clergy, and
professional classes and with abolition came unrest. Facing the very real threat of civil war
and a republican revolution, Dom Pedro II abdicated in 1889; on November 15 of that year a

republic was declared with Manuel Deodoro da Fonseca as its first president.
During this sarne period Imperial Brazil was also seeing a geographic, economic, and
political redirection fiom the sugar plantations of the northeast to the coffee-growing
regions of the provinces of Rio de Janeiro, S(io Paulo, and Minas Gerais, in effect splitting
Brazilian society between a slave-owning plmtocracy in the north and a progressive,
capitalist class in the south. An 1850 Land Law erisured that the plantocracy retained control
of access to the interior, resûicting European immigration to this same region and for the
time k i n g maintaining a certain

m.
Nevertheless, foreign - and particularly British

- investment capital was needed to provide the infiastructure required by the coffee growers
and gold and diarnond miners in the south, ensuring that foreign interests had to be respecteci
and placated, espeçially in the ami of abolition.

When Burton arrived at Rio de Janeiro late in 1865 Brazil was in the second year of its

-

six-year war ( 1864 1870) with its allies Argentina and Uruguay against the Paraguayan

dictator Francisco Solano Lopez - the War of the Triple Alliance. Partly rnotivated by féars
of temtorial loss, partly by a form of crude imperialism on the part of the Brazilian Emperor,
and part1y by the labyrinthine political manoeuverings of Argentina, the war would strip

Brazil of men and money and place her in m e r obligation to British interests for the
foreign loans needed to continue the conflict, quickening calls for slaveryls abolition and
increasing tensions with the plantocracy.
Moreover, the war had the added effect of jumpstarting Brazilian industrialisation with
the need for munitions, textiles, and related war-materials white spmïng general
technological progress: telegraphs were wnstnicted for improved communication, roads and

rai 1ways were built for troop rnovement and supply Iines, and the immense Brazilian
watenvays were developed and navigation on them irnproved Thus Richard Burton arrived
at Santos when Brazil was in a state of latent metamorphosis, a nation where a number of
forces were simultaneously combining to redirect its poli tical and economic destiny less than
a quarter-century on.
Burton's consulship at Santos (1865 - 1869) followed much the same pattern as his
tenure at Fernando Po. That is to say, he spent as little time at the consulate as possible,
preferring to navel about the interior and other parts of South Amerka, and like his years in
West Africa these excursions resulted in the production o f travel books describing his

experiences, including orthe
~ h Battle-Fields
e
of -P

etc. (1869) and

( 1870).

What is significant about this p e n d however, is the increasing use of translation Burton
utilised as his primary means of expression. One notices during these years a distinct shift in

Burton's communications as he changed fiom writing chiefly about his own experiences with
extra-Metropole societies to acting as an English-language conduit for the writings of those
deceased fiom other cultures, whether Portuguese for Camoens, Hindi for a collection of

classical Indian folk tales, Arabic for Theor Latin for the Roman pets he
began to translate in eaniest in his final years. Finding Santos too pestilential and backward
for their liking, Burton and his wife moved to the town of SZo Paulo, fi@

miles West of

Santos, 2,500 feet above sea-level, and then having only a population of 25,000. 143 They

converted an abandoned convent into a spacious home with a large study for Richard and a
private chape1 for Isabel, and for the fim extended p e n d in their mam'age lived together as
man and wife.
There has been much speculaîion sumunding this union; while some observen believe
it to have been an essentially loveless affair on Burton's part, others have found what they

feel to have b e n sufficient evidence of mutual affection and regard 144 Such speculation is

largely outside the scope of this study, although it can be surrnised fiom anecdotal evidence

published in Lady Burton's biography and occasional references in Burton's own works that
at the very least each partner harboured a respect and regard for the other. Isabel Burton's
abiding love and obsession with the dark young officer she met as a girl at Bouiogne is wellknown and admitted even by her detractors. 145 Burton's feelings are sornewhat more
enigmatic; published evidence of his love is filtered largely through Lady Burton's
hagiographical account of their life together, but these seem genuine and there is
corroborating material elsewhere. 146 As most affectionate couples do they gave each other
pet names: "Puss,""Zoo" or "Zookins"for Isabel - Arundell fmily names - and "Jemmy"

for Burton, and generally addressed their letters to one another "my darling. 147
1'

Even if his passion did not match that of his wife's, certainly Burton respected her
enough to allow her to act on his behalf i
nwith the Foreign Office, London
publishing firms, and even the Learned societies he belonged to in England, an unusual
freedom in an age and Society noted for gender-restrictions. His famous admonihon, "Pay,
pack, and follow" when he was about to go abroad may easily

- and accurately - be seen as

the casually tyrannical dictates of an immensely self-absor&d man, but it can also be argued
that Burton simply found Isabel competent to do so and was satisfied enough with the results
to continue the arrangement. In Brazil he encouraged his young wife to learn languages,
taught her how to fence and wield indian clubs, and entnisted her with the eye-maiming task
of making clean copies of his nurnerous manuscripts. He seems to have had no qualms in
allowing her to act as a kind of distaff sunogate when he was absent, a m u e n t situation in
their married life.
If Isabel made any protests regarding these absences, they are not record& lndeed, for

her part she seems to have gone to lengths to keep pace with her protean husband, leaming
Portuguese in B r d and Arabic in Syria, becoming a competent rider, and col laborating with
Burton on the translation of a pair of Portuguese manuscripts,
d of Rrazil. by J. De Alencar, and -1

De

Cenhuy, by J. M. Pereira Da Silva, both published in 1886. After their time in Damascus she

published on her own two popular travel books, IMC&& of S
J 2nd ( 1875), and A. E

s

I
.
.
I n h (1 879), accounts of her life abroad with

Burton in the Ottoman Empire and later travels to India to revisit Richard's old Indian Army
haunts. Although not as detailed or scholarly as Burton's own works, they were well-received
by critics and may be seen as rnarking her flowering as a writer and public figure in her own
right
As regards the potentiaily-prickly subject of religion, Isabel's fervent Roman Catholicism

Burton found dternateiy arnusing, irritating, and even baffling, but there is no evidence that
he made any attempts to dissuade her fiom free practice of her f ~ t and
h even made some

concessions to it: wearing the crucifix she had given him before he lefi for Afiica on the
Great Lakes Expedition, and making no protest when they purchased funeral plots in the
Catholic cernetary of St. Mary's in Monlake. 14* Lady Burton recorded that when one of her
brothen died soon afier their marriage her husband gave her E Sto have a mass said for his
souk on one occasion when Burton did accompany her to Mass she remembered hearing him
weeping quietly in the pew next to her. 149
On the other hand, Georgiana Stisted recalled how weary her uncle looked when his wife
was in one of her talkatively reverential moods, intimating that Burton found mamage to

Isabel sornething of a living purgatory. lS0 It m u t be adrnitted that there are any nwnber of
instances where Burton did not appear to take his wife's feelings regarding his solo
excursions into account, leading one to suspect that some of these jouneys were as much a
process of Richard escaping his wife as it was him indulging his wanderlust, but the recent
discovery of a number of letters between the Burtons demonstrate that if their married was
not the idyllic state some romantically-inclined souls have wished it to be, it was perhaps far
more of a traditional love affair than what other cornmentators have believed. l5 l

For the first two years of their stay in Brazil the Burtons were relatively content,
travelling between Sâo Paulo, the consulate at Santos, and the social whirl of Rio de Janeiro.
At the Emperor's residence at Petropolis, thirty-six miles across Rio bay fiom Rio de Janeiro,

Pedro II treated Burton and his wife with deference and respect, even to the point of giving

them precedence over his rninisters at one dinner and attending two of Burton's public
lectures on his travels in Arabia and Afnca.
It was while he was at SZo Paulo that Burton began work on a number of long-term

projects which point the way to his slow shifi fkom specialising in the travel-book mode to an
increasing concentration on translation and scholarship; in this sense Brazil may be
considered to be an equinox for Burton's career as a communicator, with equal parts devoted
to travel and scholarship, and both given back to the Metropole in his books. For a tirne he
worked on a grammar of the Tupy-Guarani
language (never completed) and began a massive
translation of the complete works of Portugal's national poet, Camoens. Likewise, he began
A r a b i a n N i g h t s he had started with

serious work on the translation of

John Steinhaeuser nearly fifieen years before, and translated fiom Hindi eleven of a
collection of Indian folk stories called 7
or m - f i v e T&s of a
I

I

published in 1870 under the title Vikram V

e -In style and tone these

fantasy tales resemble his later, larger translation of The A&an&g&
a precursor to his.-

and may be seen as

152

Thanks to the suspension of his salary by Whitehall, or perhaps in simple defiance of
Foreign Offlce rules, Burton speculated heavily in coffee, cotton, lead, gold and diamond
mines while in Brazil, forming his own mining Company and floating shares on the London
Stock Exchange. The British Minister in Rio, Sir Edward Thornton, rebuked Burton severety
for his il legal participation in trade and made a formal complaint to London. Anyone else
might have legitimately seen his career ruined, but he had a powefil m'end in the Foreign
Secretary, Lord Stanley, who interceded on his behal f. 53 As it was, Burton gained nothing
fiom his speculations: the mining ventures Iost him rnoney and for the second time in his
short diplornatic career he had greatly displeased his superiors.
After eighteen months Burton grew predictably bored and asked for an extended local
leave to make a tour of Minas Gerais province to inspect the mineral deposits and advise on

railway routes. At the same time he aiso wanted to spend part of this journey travelling down
the S b Francisco River, ptïcularly a stretch fiom Sabara to the Paulo Affonso Falls which
had never been successfully navigated. Isabel Burton joined him for the first part of this

journey, travetling through the Brazilian outback by horse, descending the great Mono Velho
gold mine in a shaky basket, a "distinctly Dantesque" enterprise which suggested to Burton
"a sort of material Swendenborgian hell." 154 Here Isabel sprained her ankle badly, forcing

her to return to Rio fiom Santa Antonio da Roca with several servants while Burton
continued down the Sâo Francisco River.
With three native companions he made the 1500-mile voyage down the SZo Francisco

on a raft made of two long canoes bound together. As with the begiming of his

to

Medina and Mecca Burton grew reflective as he began another plunge into the unknown,
confessing before heading downrïver frorn Santa Antonio da Roca, "What made me think of
the Nile story told by Mr. Curzon, of the white man paddled by dark Arnazons adomed with
barbaric gold down streams unfiequented by the traveller?" as well as to feeling "an unusual
sense of Ionelines as the hndly faces faded in the distance...

."'

55 Compared with his

previous explorations the journey was relatively uneventful; the diamond mines he inspected

m

m were âisappointing but he was mesmerïsed by the falls at Paulo Affonso:
The general effect... is the "realized" idea of power, of power tremendaus, inexorable,
irresistible. The eye is spellbound by the contrast of this irnpetuous motion, this
wathful, maddened haste to escape, with the fiail steadfastness of the bits of rainbow,
hovering above.. . . The fancy is electrified by the aspect of this Durga of Nature, this
evil working good, this life-indeath, this creation and construction by destruction ... .
1 sat over the "m
till convinced it was not possible to becorne "one with the
waters:" what at first seemed grand and sublime at last had a feeling of awe too intense
to be in an way enjoyable, and 1 left the place that the confusion and emotion might
pass away.156
With his companions Burton continued d o m the S

~ O
Francisco

to the Atlantic. rejoining

his wife at Rio f i e r four months and then both returning to S& Paulo and their routine lives.
The river-voyage did nothing to assuage Burton's boredom, however, or his fnistration a t
what he perceived as his stalled career. At S30 Paulo he took to drinking heavily, contracting

hepatitis in the spring of 1868 which in turn brought on severe pneumonia which neariy
kiiled him. When he recovered he told Isabel he COJdnt stand it any longer, that corne what
may he was going to resign the Brazilian consulate. Shortly a f t e m d s he sent her to London

with a nurnber of books to see through the press, asking her to use her influence at the
Foreign O s c e to try to get him another port.'51
In the meantirne Burton had been awarded sick-leave and planneci to spend it in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. First, however, he made a side-trip to Montevideo, Uruguay, and the

Parana River region in Argentina, intent on seeing the war Paraguay was waging against the

combined forces of Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. This farnously savage conflict - its
exact causes still obscure and arguable - was popularly held to have been ignited by

Paraguay's dictator, Francisco Solano Lopez, but in fact was prompted by a variety of factors,
not Ieast of which was the tension caused by the existence of two opposing political models

in neighbouring Paraguay and Argentina: Argentins's policy of fiee trade and laissez-faire
v e r s u Lopez's concept of state control and the reduction of foreign investment.

1 860s Argentina under Presidents ~ a r t o l o m éMitre ( 1862

- 1 868) and Domingo

Sarimento (1 868 - 1874) was a newly-united liberal state at odds with a variety of foes
within and without: the powerful caudilloand former President Iusto José de Urquïza living

in the province of Entre Rios; blancos and

(literally "whites" and "reds"), power-

seeking Uruguayan political factions, of which a number lived in exile in Argentina;
Paraguay itself, and, within Argentina, the conservative montoneros who lived in the interior.

An 1863

rebellion within Argentina called for a restoration of the former

under ex-Pres ident Urquiza; curent-President Mitre responded by arming exi led
and despatching them across the River Plate to destabilise fragile Uruguay. This inevitably

involved Brazil, fearful that its cattle-rich province of Ri-OGrande do Sul might secede if
Uruguay ceased k i n g an independent state. One war had already been fought with Argentina

over Uruguay in 1817. at which time Brazil annexed the territory, but Uniguayan
independence was granted by the Peace of Montevideo in 1828. Through Bartolomé Mitre's

manoeuvrings, Brazil was prevailed on to switch her enmity against Paraguay with Uruguay

and Argentina as allies once Lopez, deathly afraid of Paraguay being absohed by the rnilitary
might of Imperia1 Bratil, Molated their borders in 1864.
When the conflict finally ended in 1870 four-fifths of the Paraguayan population had
been killed: 22 1,000 survivors were lefi fiom a previous population of over one and onequater million, and of that only 30,000 were male. Although Burton described the

Parapyans as "a palaeozoic humanity," "an automaton that acts as peasantry and soldiery,"

their social progress retarded by the Jesuits, he greatly admired their fonitude in prolonging a
Sloodthirsty conflict against ovenvhelming forces: 58
Seldom has aught more impressive been presented to the gaze of the world
than this tragedy; this unflinching stniggle maintained for so long a period against
ovenvhelming odds, and to the very verge of racial annihilation; the bulldog tenacity
and semi-cornpulsory heroism of a Red-skin Sparta... her western fiontier, has been
defended with a stubbomess of urpse, a savage valou, and an enduring desperation,
rare in the annals of mankind.

lfb

Besides witnessing the battlefields for himself between August 15 and September 5,
1 868, Burton also used his leave to i n t e ~ e w
assorted generals and statesmen, including

former Argentine president Justo JO&de Urquiza and the pan and present presidents
Bartolorné Mitre and Domingo Faustine Sarmiento. In his subsequent book,

of P

fio-

w ( 1870), Burton recounted not just his eyewitness account of the war

- effectively adding war-correspondent to his Iist of credentials - but included sketches of
significant South Amencan places he visited during this period: Montevideo, Buenos Aires,
Rosario, Corrientes, the lately-fallen Paraguayan fortress of Humaita, and contributed a short
sketch of Paraguay's dictator, Francisco Solano Lopez, who fled north at the end of the
decade to avoid capture by Allied forces but was killed in the conflict.
AAer touring the battlefields Burton entered Buenos Aires, where he lingered for much
of the remainder of his leave, visiting Argentine notables and consorting with the young
Wilfnd Scawen Blunt as well as the famous Tichbome Claimant. Blunt's later assessrnent of

Burton was doubtiess tinged with his own radicalism, but remains an illuminating portrait of
the older man at loose ends:

In his talk he affecteci an extreme brutality, and if one could have believed
the whole of what he said, he had indulged in every vice and committed every
crime. 1 soon found, however, that most of these recitals were indulged in
and that his inhumanity was more pretended than real.. . .
1 came at last to look upon him as less dangerous than he seemed, and even in
certain aspects o f his min4 a 'sheep in wolf s clothing.' The clothing, however,
was a very cornpiete disguise, and as 1 have said he was not a man to play with,
sitting alone with him far into the night, especially in such an atmosphere of violence
as Buenos Aires could then boast... . Burton was a grim k i n g to be with at the end
handy to his hand.
of his second bottle, with a gaucho's

a

It is not known precisely when Burton first met the Tichbome Claimant; according to
BLunt, Burton was ofien in the Claimant's (actually a butcher named Arthur Orton fiom New
South Wales) Company in Buenos Aires, even proposing to explore Patagonia and attempt
the first axent of Mt. Aconcagua with him. At first Burton seems to have believed the

Claimant's story unreservedly - perhaps because the Tichbomes were, like the Anindells,
one of the prominent

English Catholic families - but in 1871. during the Claimant's trial for

imposture in London, he recanted Called as a wimess for the defense, he gave him no aid
whatsoever. 161

Burton's plans to explore Patagonia and the western Pampas came to nothing, but near
the end of 1 868 he did leave Buenos Aires with two companions, travelling across noRhem

Argentina, first to Cordoba and then on to Mendoza. From Mendoza they crossed the Andes
through the dangerous Uspallata Pass into Chile. Here, according to Burton in what may have

k e n one of his ta11 tales, he and his companions spent Christmas Day 1868 fleeing from
either bandits or Indians in the mountains. Whatever the mith of the matter, the party
eventually made their way to Santiago, then proceeded to the port-tom of Valpmiso to take
passage to northem Chile, arriving at Arica just months after the devastaîing d q u a k e of
August 1868. At this point the Party separated and Burton travelled on alone to Lima, Pecq
having journeyed through five South Arnencan countries and crossing the Andes within five
rnonths. 16*

Damascus
It was while he was loitenng in Lima in Febniary 1869 that Burton learned to his

surprise that Lord Stanley had promoted hirn to the consulship of Damascus, the capital of
the province of Syria, then part of the extensive Ottoman Empire ruied by the Turks. It will
be remembered that this was the position Burton had told his fian& he aspired to before

leaving for Afnca with Speke in 1856, so the promotion was the culmination of a longcherished dream. 163This rnakes it al1 the more inexplicable, then, that afier he took the fim
boat for Buenos Aires and caught up with his mail in March

- confirming that Stanley had

awarded him the Damascus consulate in December 1868 - Burton made a second journey to
the Paraguayan banlefields between April4 and April 18, gathering additional notes on the

conflict for his book.

In fact he did not return to England until the first of June, six months after his
appointment. This procrastination could have proven costly, for the same month as his
appointment Disraeli's Tories fell to Gladstone's Liberals and the Earl of Clarendon replaceci
Stanley as Foreign Secretary. At Whitehall Clarendon told Burton bluntly that the Turks were
leery of having hirn in Damascus because of his 1853 & thinking it might offend their

Musiim subjects. Likewise, Christian missionaries in Damascus were wary at having
someone so loudly anti-missionary acting officially on their behalf.
Conscious of the pnze ciangling before him, Burton pledged himself to act with "unusual
prudence," then immediately requested a further six weeks of sick-leave. 164 This was
granted - atthough in what spirit it is impossible to say - and after holidaying in France with
Isabel and Swinburne, Burton and his wife went on to the French Alps and then crossed the

mountains to Turin. Here Burton left directly for Darnascus
appointment

- arriving nearly a year afier his

- while Isabel retumed to London for almost three months to "pay,pack, and

foIlow."
Burton's consutship at Damascus came at a time when the Ottoman Empire was
experiencing increasing difficulties in maintainhg its position as an international power, and

internal problems which threatened its shaky cohesion Turkish military strength had been
drclining since a combined allied fleet of Venetians, Spanish, and Ausîrians defeated an
Ottoman f l e t at Lepanto in 1571. A series of wan with A&a

and R w i a in the eighteenth

century further weakened the Ottomans at a time when the military advantage was beginning
to shift in favour of Europe due to economic, technological, and organisational progress the

Turks lacked. Within the Empire Islam grew conservative and ossified, the economy was
relatively stagnant corruption became rampant at every level of administration, and the
absence of fixed d e s of succession prornpted perpetual intrigue and factiondism at
Constantinople.
By the end of the eighteenth century the most senous extemal threat to the Ottoman
Empire was tsarin expansionism; continual Russian pressure loa the Turks their holdings in
the Crimea and southem Russia and f k e access to Ottoman waters had to be granted to

Russian shi ps seeking year-around access to the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, as the
nineteenth c e n w progressed the loss of Ottoman temtorial integrity was slowed when some
European Powers

- particulariy Britain, which emerged increasingly as the self-interested

champion of Turkish temtorial maintainance

- saw a bulwarked Ottoman Empire as a

bartîer to Austrian and Russian ascendancy within Turkish domains; the Crimean War of
1 854

- 1856 demonstrated how far western, Christian, Europe was prepared to go to bumess

Nicholas 1's Islamic "sick man."

Besides international pressures placed on the Ottoman Empire by extemd Powen the

Turks had internal problems which exacerbated the situation. Their reliance on a millet
system of organising Turkish subjects along theocratic lines - recognising them according to
their religious-ethnic affiliation - denied the Empire a uniQing sense of broader allegiance
to an imperial system; its denizens were more likely to admit a primary allegiance to a
community o r a city trade rather than to the goverrunent in Constantinople. Likewise, their
spiritual loyalry was reserved for their respective religious leaders rather than a far-off

Muslim sultansultan
What nationalism there was within Ottoman domains was felt by Balkan or

Arab peoples conscious of nationalist victories in other parts of Europe, but not to nebulous

ideas of Ottomanism which had never been promoted; attempts at nationalist expression
were met with savage repression. The result was a loose organisation of heterogenous groups
which worked against the cohesiveness other imperial

had achieved through

methods of propaganda and indoctrination, an empire containing a number of disparate
moups, few of which harùoured intense feelings of loyalty to the Ottoman -i

leaving

u

the Empire prone to political- ideological, and eventually economic, aggression fiom
without.

Certainly reform efforts were attempted during the ~

m(reorganisation)
t
period of

1839 - 1876, but in the face of conservative opposition and inertia these proved inconclusive.

-

of Mahmud II ( 1808 1829) and Abdul Mejid ( 1839 - 1861) saw the

While the

establ ishrnent of a srnail class of intellectuals, administrators, and politicians
Ottomans"

- "Young

- educated in European languages and conversant with European concepts of

government and liberalism, and seeing no contradiction between a return to a simplified
form of Islam and liberal democratic ideals, the inept -of

Abdul A n i z (1 861

- 1876)

and lavish spending of foreign loans brought the Ottoman Empire to the brink of bankruptcy
in late 1875; the granting of a constitutionai assembly by Abdul Harnid II (1876 - 1909) in

1876 was followed by the Russo-Turkish War of 1877 - 1878 and the ioss of Ottoman
provinces in the Caucasus. The new svltan quickly demonstrated that the institution of an
assembly was rnerely a political expedient when he suddenly dissolved the parliament in
1 878 and sought to centralise power in his own hands while promoting pan-Islam throughout

the Muslim world.

Syria had been part of the Ottoman Empire since the early sixteenth century. With

French backing it was invaded by the Egyptian

Mohammed Ali in 1831 and ocçupied

by Egyptian forces until the London Convention of t 840, which compelled the

to

relinquish Syria to the Ottomans but installed him as hereditary d e r of Egypt under nominal
Turkish suzerainty. Like their other Arab possessions, the Ottoman method of governing the

province was to maintain a large m i l i w and civil presence in the larger urban centres like
Aleppo and Darnascus, M&

only minimal diffusion in the countryside. During Burton's day

Syria's population couid be said to have consisted chiefly of three classes: an urban class of
townsfolk composeci of Turkish administrators and military
Ottomanised Syrians loyal to the

as well as

and supportive of taxation, an agarian class outside

the towns somewhat more independent, and the hedPvingroups, mled by
independent

who tended to ignore the authorities and spent much of their time

raiding other bedouinz. the farmers, and occasionally the smaller towns. These last operated
almost at will; when punitive Turkish forces were despatched fiom the garrjsontoms to deal

with hedournraiders the latter simply rnoved into the desert lands east of Darnascus,where
they knew the Turks would not follow.

Thirteen-gated Damascus was the capital of Syria, a crossroads of the Middle Eastern
trading routes and one of the key cities in the overland route to India, as well as king a
compendium of competing faiths, interests and ethnic groug: besides k i n g a centre of

sufism there were Muslirns of al1 schools, Sephardim and Ashkenazim Jews, Roman
Catho lic and Orthodox Chnstians of different persuasions, numerous Protestant
denominations, as well as Kurds and D n w s who lived in the mountains outside the city.
Wi thin Damascus itself the different groups and s e t s lived within their own walled enclaves,
but this did not prevent fiequent outbursts of sectarian violence; less than a decade before
Burton's arriva1 3,000 Christians in the city were massacred and the Christian quarter burned
to the ground by Musiim extremists.
As Consul Burton's task was to lwk after the interests of the thirty-plus British subjects

living in the area as weil as sundry merchants and visiton under British protection, promote

trade, and keep the British Ambassador to the Sublime Porte at Constantinople, Sir Henry
El liot, appraised of Turkish doings in the city. The chain-of-command ran upwards fiom

Burton to the Consul-General in Beirut, less than eighty miles away, to the Ambassador at
the Porte. The Turkish Wali. or Governor, of Syria, Mohammed Rashid Pasha, was in office

-

at Damascus for five years ( 1866 1871)

- a long tenure by Turkish standards - but was

considered comipt even by the fluid criteria of the Ottomans; ttuee years afier the Burtons'
amival - and barely a month following Burton's own recall

- Rashid was recalled to the

Porte in chains and assassinateci in 1876, an illustration of Burton's description in The

of goverment in the Ottoman Empire as one of "despotism tempered by
assassi nation. 165
11

Un1ike his previous posts in West Africa and Brazil Burton was determined to take his

work in Syria seriously, and for their first year in Damascus the Burtons' li fe went well. The
normally-bellicose consul took care to avoid trouble and make hirnself popular with leading
figures. Within a few months of Burton's arriva1 he had visited and befkiended most of the
important religious leaders and &@&

in the are* and soon earned a name for hirnself by

defending the rights of the poor who came under British protection, as well as his curt refusal
(unlike his immediate predecessor, Richard Rogers) to accept bribes. He and Isabel broke
precedent by giving receptions where peoples of al1 races and creeds were invited; eventually
even the rnissionaries in the city came to respect him for his honesty. They became good
friends and m u e n t visiton to the camp of Jane Digby el Menb, furmerly Lady

Ellenborough, whose notorious career had ended in Syrïa with her rnarried to a

shavkhPerhaps more significantly, Burton returned to the old habit of native disguise he had
employed in India and Arabia, making clandestine visits to the bazaar to gauge the people's
mood and gather what information he could on Turkish political intrigues. What he learned
he then passed on to the Consul-General in Beinif S. Jackson Eldridge - a man his

-

Damascus subordinate described as doing "nothing and is very proud of what he doesn for
eventual passage to Whitehall.

a-1

It appears, however, that few of these

ever

found their way to London, for before k i n g advanced to the Foreign Office they f i m had to

be sent to Constantinople, to be vetted by the British Ambassador to Turkey, Sir Henry
Elliot, and it was here that Burton ran into trouble.

What Burton could not have known - at least at first

- was that Arnbassador Elliot was

a covert enemy who worked for obscure reasons to subvert Burton's authority in the Syrian
capital. l 67 Mer his recall Burton learned that before his mival in Damascus Elliot had
wamed the Syrian W& that the new Consul had been specitically wamed by his govemrnent

to "be extremely careful to avoid doing anything calculateci to give offense," effectively
putting Bunon on probation with the Onomans. 168This must have had some effect, for early

in 1871 Elliot passed on to Lord Granville

- who had succeeded the late Lord Clarendon as

Foreign Secretary - a note announcing that Rashid Pasha had formaIly requested Burton's
recall. This does not appear to have satisfied the Wali, because there is evidence that he
plotted to have the British Consul assassinated rather than take hîs chances on Burton k i n g
recal led or transfemed.
In late May 1871 Burton asked Rashid Pasha for permission to visit the Druses, a sect in

the mountains hostile to Ottoman rule. This was granted, but afler Burton lefi the city the

Wali sent a letter to Isabel Burton, enquinng as to her husband's r e t m date and route from
the mountains. Isabel, who had remained behind in Damascus because of illness, became

alarme4 and sent a coded message to her husband in a medicine bottle. Burton took the
warning seriously and hid in the mountains, watching the desert trail from a rocky crest with
his companions. Within a few hours a hundred honemen and two-hundred dromedary riders

rode up in the desert, apparentiy looking for someone on the plains. Isabel Burton went on to
say that the US
face was a study when Burton later rode into the city unharmed It was

revealed later that Rashid had altered Burton's letter requesting permission to visit the Dnises
to make it appear as though he was involved in some kind of plot against the authorities and
sent the forçery to Constantinople.
Later that same year Elliot intimated to Granville that he tfiought Burton over-salaried at

X 1O00 a year and that the p s t should be reduced to a vice-consulship. An officiai, C. M.
Kennedy, was sent to Syria to investigate the possibility; his report recommended that

Damascus, along with Aleppo and Jenisalem, should be designated vice<onsular

appointments only under the supewision of a Consul-General at Beirut. 17* Granville
hesitated before taking this step, however, especially as there had been no official complaints
against Burton and therefore no pretext for his removal. Ambassador Elliot, however,
continued to agitate for recall, writing that "his (Burton's) presence tends to unsettle the
public mind at Damascus, and to keep alive a sentiment of insecuri ty... it would be very
desirable that he should be removed whenever an opportunity for it might offer (itselt)."lil
Such opporninities were not long in coming. ironically, it was Burton's very attempt to
remain fair and impartial which initially got hirn into trouble with his superiors. When he

made efforts to protect memben o f a new Christian sect from imprisonment, Muslims
accused him of prejudice against Islam, while his flat refusal to help Jewish moneylenders in
Damascus - technically under the protection of the British Consulate - imprison destitute
Christian and Muslim paupers for their inability to repay their loans resulted in letten fired
off to influential members of the Jewish cornrnunity in London, who in turn complained to
the Foreign Otfice that B m o n was an anti-semite. 17* It did not help rnatters that this last

accusation had some basis in fact, for both Burton and his wife were characterisitcally antisemitic in a society and a class prone to such sentiments. 173
Isabel Burton, especially, seems to have let her new status go to her head. An inveterate

snob, her account of their life in Damascus is rife with passages suggestive of someone
tactlessly naive. "Our lives were wiicî, solemn, and romantic," she wrote breathlessly in one
place, remarking with a touch o f condescension that "A consul in the East as mvoye of a
Great Power is a big man, and h e ranks almost as high as a Minister would in Europe... an
honoured profession ... 1 felt like a Minister's wife, and was treated accordingly." l 74 Her
proselytising, while probably not to the extent reports in London believed it, alarmed
disti nguished English Jewish leaders like Sir Francis Goldsmid, London's Chief Rabbi, who

wrote to Lord Granville, "1 hear that the lady to whom Captain Burton is married is believed
to be a bigoted Roman Catholic, and likely to influence him against the Jews." 175 Lord
Redesdale visited Damasfus during the Burtons' tenure and was appdled by Isabel Burton's

behaviour, particularly during a visit to a m o q u e where she made a pmying Muslim get up
and make room for her to go up to the tomb of a saint'71

Moreover, the Wali. dready womed about Burton's refusal to accept grafi and gowing

- he discharged every man on his staff found taking bribes and had been
instrumental in helping to prevent a second massacre of Christians in 1870 - watched with
influence in the city

mounting suspicion both Burtons' involvement with the Shazlis, a Muslim sect which had
secretly converted to Christianity in the spring of 1870. Rashid Pasha was certain that this
had to be some English intrigue propagated by a diplomat who was ofien absent from the city
with no good reason (by this time Burton had taken up a serious interest in archaeology and
frequently went on expeditions to the mountains). 177
For his trouble with the moneylenders the Foreign Office gave Burton a waming, and it
appears that this, coupled with the recommendation that Damascus be converted to a vice-

consuiship, initiated plans to transfer Burton elsewhere as soon as an opportunity presented
itself; thus far he had been the subject of cornplaints fiom the Twkish governor, the
moneylenders who looked to Britain for protection of their interests, and even his own
Ambassador in Constantinople. However praiseworthy his intentions, it is difficult to see
how the Foreign Office had any other choice but to regret Burton's presence in Darnascus and
cast around for a chance to take him out of S-Mia When the blow came, however, it was

delivered unexpectedly, and in a particularly insensitive manner.
In April 1871 the Burtons decided to visit Palestine for Easter, remaining in the Holy

Land until May. in Nazareth a begging Copt tried to enter Isabel Burton's tent while she was

still in bed. Her servants threw him ou5 whereupon he retaliated by pelting them with Stones.
Som he was joined by several men leaving a nearby Greek Orthodox church. Richard and a
fiend tried to stop the fighting but were stoned themselves until Burton pulled a pistol from
his belt and fired a shot into the air, dispersing the crowd.
The Greeks fled, but when Burton went to the local police and demandeci the

imprisonment of several people involved in the incident several Greeks swore before the law

that he had fired into a crowd of children after he and his wife had desecrateci the church.
The subsequent trials in Nazareth ended Nne months later in jail sentences for three of the

Greeks and exoneration for the Burtons, but the fictitious Greek version of the events

reached London before Burton's officia1 report was received, causing no small consternation.
It appeared to the F. O. that Sir Henry Elliot's dire predictions about Burton's officia1

presence in the Ottoman Empire had proven me; consequently, on May 25, 1871, Lord
Granville wrote to Arnbassador Elliot informing him that he was at liberty to tell the Turkish
governent that the British Consul at Damascus would be transferred and the consdate
reduced. 178
The Burtons returned to Damascus early in June. On July 8 Granville gave Burton a

direct order not to Ieave Darnascus, but he disobeyed and went with his wife and a fiiend to
Bludan, in the mountains. It was here, in August, that a message arrived unexpectedly saying

that Thomas Jago, the Vice-Consul at Beirut, had arrived in Darnascus with orders to take
over the consulate, as henceforth Darnascus would be represented only by a Mce~onsulat a
reduced salary. Incredulous, Burton hurried off alone to the city where the news was
confirmed He then sent a note to Isabel saying that he hzd been recailed and instructed her

to follow him to Beirut. At once he left Damascus, writing in his journal:
August 18th - Lefi Damascus for ever, started at three am. in the dark, with a big
lantern; al1 my men crying; alone in
of diligence, thanks to the pigs. Excitement
of seeing all for the last time. Al1 seemed sorry; a few groans. The sight of Bludan
mountains in the distance at sunrise, where 1 have lefi my wife. Ever &?
Felt sofi.
Dismissal i orninous, at the age of fi@,
without a month's notice, or wages, or
character. 1%

Shortly thereafier Isabel joined hirn in Beinit. When he left for England she returned to
Damascus for the arduous task of packing; at the same time she set about compifing a long

catalogue of messages of regret from eminent Jews, Muslims, and Christians living in the
ci- and region. Once Burton amved at Southampton he went directly to his sister's house in

London and awaited his wi fe's return, licking his wounds and pondering a most uncertain
future.
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178. Quoted in Brodie, 259.

Chapter Six

Trieste and Later Writings

For the rest of 1871 and the winter of 1872 Burton was at loose ends, angry over his
recall and deeply wonied about his career in the consular service. For some tirne after
returning to England he appears to have fallen into a depression, staying with his sister's
family in NowUod for a time but making no attempt to defend himself with the Foreign

Office. "He had made no defense - had treated the whole thing deen bas." Isabel
Burton recalled. l Georgiana Stisted remembered vividly her uncle's low spirits. "Never had
we known him so wretched, so m e r v e d ; his hand shook, his temper was strangely

irritable ... . He could settle to nothing; he was restless, but would not leave the house; ailing,
but would take no advice - it \asindeed a rnelancholy spectacle."*
Isabel Burton arrived in London fiom Damascus on October 14 and immediately began
to badger the Foreign Office for explanations. She had brought with her fiom Damascus a
thick packet of fimeight letters from many of Burton's friends and acquaintances in Syria,
extolling his character and honesty as Consul and demanding his reinstatement. Some of
these she later reprinted in her m e r Life of S

y

y as well as in

her biogaphy of her husband, including some surprising endorsements fiom Christian
4

missionaries in Damascus.'
When the Turkish Wall Mohammed Rashid Pasha was himself recdled a month afier
Burton's departure and replaced by the more liberal Subhi Pasha, more letters arrived in
London praising Burton and begging for his retum. One which Isabel Burton reprinted in

r hfe of S

v the

was signed by eight Muslim merchants and

divines who wrote, "And we saw no bad in him, and he loved the Moharnmedans and those
who were under him. And there never came fiom him anything but tnnh,and he always
wal ked with justice and hated none but

Burton had not been entirely idle during the weeks awaiting his wife's return. The lost
manuscript on Zanzibar had miraculously reappeared after neariy fi fieen years and he was
now putîing the finishing touches on the Preface, as well as adding a poignant and personal
chapter on John Hanning speke.' The first lines of Burton's Preface hinted at his
melancholy:
1 could not have believed, before Experience taught me how sad and solemn
is the moment when a man sits down to think over and to write out the tale
of what was before the last Decade began. How many thoughts and mernories

crowd upon the mind! How many ghosts and phantoms start up fkom the brain the shreds of hopes destroyed and of aims made futile; of ends accomplished and
prizes won: the failures and the successes aiike half forgotten! How many loves
and Fnendships have waxed cold in the presence of new ties! How many graves
have closed over their dead during those short ten years - that epitorne of the
The day after his wife's arriva1 in London he completed the Preface and then wrote a
detailed defense to Lord Granville at the Foreign Office, explaining his actions in Syria and
demanding to be shown the conespondence which precipitated his recall. The Foreign
Office fudged, particularly since the newspapers were now beginning to ask questions as to

precisely why Burton had been recalled fiom Damascus; according to Isabel Burton, fortyeight articles - many of them leaders - appeared in English and colonial newspapers

questioning the F. O.'s decision. 7
Isabel Burton defended her husband at Whitehall and among her fnends as vigorously as
a lioness defends her cubs. Laura Hain Friswell remembered vividly that, when she was a
chila her mother had a conversation with M n . Burton where the latter flashed her eyes and
waved her hands energeticaily as she spoke about "poor,dear Richard" and his troubles with
the Governrnent, although when the sympathetic Laura later saw Richard Burton in the flesh

she grew alarmed and wondered why such a "bold bandit" needed anyone's help with

anything.8
When Isabel Burton finally managed to gain an audience with Granville she was told he
wvould be happy to consider anythmg she might like to put before him in her husband's
defense. At once she began compiling a statement about Burton's recall which the Foreign

Office issued in March 1872 as a Blue Book: n
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Consula
Thistdocument answered every charge against Burton in Damascus and
not incidentally revealed much of Sir Henry Elliot and Consul-Generai Eldridge's
involvement in Burton's troubles in the Ottoman Empire. At almost the same time the
Foreign OfTice commissioned its own, separate, investigation of Burton's case which, after
sifiing through the various cornplaints, accusations and explanations, conc l uded that the
charges against him were shaky at b a t 9

Nevertheless, in a note to Burton dated 25 October 187 i Granville offered no forma1
apology, but again used the consular reduction as the deexcuse for his recall:
1 a m wtlling to give you credit for having endeavoured to the best of your ability

and judgement, to camy on the duties of which were entrusted to you. But having
corne to the conclusion, on a review of the Consular establishments in Syria, that
it was no longer necessary to maintain a fùll Consul at Damascus... your withdrawal
from that residence necessarily followed on the appointment of an officer of lower
rank and at a lowered rate of salary, to perfonn the Consular duties of that place. Io
This did not satis* either of the Burtons, but since Damascus had been officially

reduced with Burton's recall they could do nothing- Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that
in Burton's November 1 reply to the letter quoted above he indicated to Granville that he had
recommended in July of that sarne year that Damascus, and not Beirut, be designated the
residence of the Consul-General since it was the headquarters of the province and the
residence of the Turkish governor. In the same letter Burton remarked that he hoped
Granville's explanation regarding his recall assureci that his fiiture employment "will be of a
nature to mark that I have not forfeited the approbation of Her Majesty's Govemment... ."
During this period the consulship of Teheran becarne vacant but was given to Ronald
(later Sir Ronald) Thompson rather than to Burton. Granville's best offer was the consulship

of Para, in northem Brazil, paying n 5 0 a year, but this Burton tumed d o m as an obvious

~ ~the winter
dernotion, witing in his journal "Toosrnall a berth for me d e r D a r n a s c ~ s . "As
of 1 87 1- 1 872 dragged on the Burtons' financial situation worsened; at one point their

resources had dwindled to

5 in sovereigns.

'

For a time they stayed as guests at

Ganwood, the home of Isabel's uncle Lord Gerard, then with the Stisteds in Edinburgh
before returning to Garswood for three months fiom March to May 1872, effectively saving
them from real penruy. 14

Things began to improve slowly in the spring of 1872, when Burton w u contracted by a
British mining speculator to travel to Iceland to conduct surveys of the sulphur deposits,
promising him ~ z o O Oin addition to his expenses if the deposits looked promising. Burton
spent three months in Reykjavik over the sumrner of 1872. His report was favourable, but
the money and the exploitation of the resources did not pan out and apart fiom his expenses

al1 Burton gained fiom the journey was a hvo-volume study of Iceland, Ultima T m .

His clinical, occasionally cynical account is in marked contrast with the awestmck
enthusiasm exhibited by William Morris, who visited the countiy at almost the same tirne. l 5
With his stated love of hot climes Burton fomd the endless snow and ice - itself a desert to be a horror, and the inhabitants as cold as their climate. The women of Reykjavik he
categorised as "hard and uncompromising," reminding him of "'those chilly women of the
north who live only by the head'...(and who) gorgonize us into statues," while the volcanic
Mt. Hekla was only "a commonplace heap... a mere pygmy compared to Andine peaks," and

the farnous geysers "a gros hurnbug."16While his "life-long habit of observation" resulted

in a work which seemed to examine every minute aspect of Icelandic geography and culture,
the impression this time is that Burton was merely going through the motions of
investigation, generally finding that most features of [celand, his one exploration of a
northern climate, failed to measure up to other, warrner vistas he had visited in his travels. 17
Nevertheless, Burton's continuai use of the comparative in Ultima Thule and other
works demonstrates again an aspect of his travel books which has been noted above (p. 203)
and which, aside from the wealth of detail, helps to differentiate them from those works of

other travel witers who operated fiom the single, static 1-am-here-and-this-is-what-1-see
perspective; Le. the sense that Burton is not, in classic romantic fashion, merely exploring
himself in new surroundings, but at moments appears to be indulging in an extended

conversation with himself, employing personalised, comparative geographical experiences
to define and catalogue his current encounters for hîs own edification as well as that of the

reader.
This wealth of utilised experience produced in his books not only descriptions of the

regions through which he was travelling, but what were in essence compendiums of
comparative knowledge on the subject, a tendency which became more pronounced as
Burton's li fe progressed until it reached its' pendtirnate expression in his translation of
Ara&

N

u a compilation not merely of translated folklore but, iia the extensive - and

fiequently wayward - annotation, of Burton's personal knowledge of the world he had corne
into contact with during his wandering career. His fiequently-expressed personaï opinions
notwithstanding, as a communicator Burton was concerneci not merely with seMng as a
conduit to Metropole sensibilites with information and opinions gleaned fiom his travels and
experiences, but also acting as a kind of permanent, personal repository of comparative
information, which he then employed in his books and articles in order to place the subject
at hand in a wider perspective.

So the aboriginal peoples of the North Amencan plains are contrasted with the
and Afiicans Burton had seen in previous travels, and Arabs wmpared to Afncans, and the

English contrasted with aspects of Indian and Dahomean culture, and the landscape of

Iceland viewed from the perspective of other journeys in other surroundings. Burton
recognised that the average reader would be hard-pressed to compretiend geographical
cornparisons of two or more sights they had not witnessed for themselves, writing in

Thule that in Western Iceland the Kleifaven or "cliff-water" reminded him strongly of the
Lake of Hums in Syria, "the picturesque contrasts of cultivation and desert contrasting with
the lava-bound water, and the memory-laden Stream which once found a mouth at Rome,"

while in the same work h e adrnitted almost sbeepishly that "those who have seen much of
the world make themseives unintelligible and unpleasant (myself alas!) by drawing parallels
between scenes unknown or unfamiliar to k i r ~ u b l i c . " ~ *

While Burton was in Iceland the British consulship of the port of Trieste, then part of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, became vacant and Lord Granville wrote to Isabel Burton in
hopes of persuading her to convince her husband to accept it, intimating that this was his
final offer. l 9 Triene paid

ber G t h r 100 expenses compared to thex 1000

Burton received at Damascus and was clearly a drop afler Syria. By this point, however, the
Burtons had no options left so Richard swallowed his considerable pride and accepted the
offer, telling his wife that he would remain with the diplornatic corps as long as there was a
chance of gaining Morocco.20

At this time Trieste was a small city of about 150,000 at the head of the Adriatic Sea
With Napoleon's dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806 al1 Habsburg estates were
fused into a single empire under the last Holy Roman Emperor, Francis XI, who had assumed
the title Francis 1, Ernperor of Austria, in 1804; thereafter the Habsburgs attempted to

contrai the Gennan Confederation which had replaced the old Holy Roman Empire fiom the

time of the Congress of Vienna to the Austro-Prussian War of 1866. Industrialisation
brought development, especially in the areas of railways and communications, but an
economic decline in 1847 engendered dissatisfaction with the Austrian govemment,

-

particularly in light of the refusal of the Emperor Ferdinand 1 ( 1835 1848) to ded
successfully with new forces of liberalism, nationalism, and socialism; a French revolt in
Paris in February 1848 sparked a sirnilar revolution in Vienna the following month by
..
students, workers, and the ;
this foundered by Oçtober due to lack of

organisation, but not before forcing Mettemich from office and initiating Austria's first
elected parliament. Ferdinand subsequently abdicated in December and was replaced by
Franz Joseph 1 ( 1848 - 19 16).
The new Emperor d e d over an extensive region çonsisting of Austria, Hungaxy, and

Bohemia, as well as parts of Italy, Poland, and the Balkan regions, with a multinational
population which included not only Germans but Hungarians, ttalians, Poles, Czechs,
Romanians, and South Slavs. The Empire was held together by force: during the reigns of

Francis 1 and Ferdinand 1 periodic revolts in Italy had been crushed mthlessly and the Polish
town of Cracow annexed. During the 1848 uprising Magyar revolutionaries under Lajos

Kossuth managed to wrest Hungary away from Ausbia completely but were defeated the
following year with the help of Russian forces. Nevertheless, Austrian power declined
~
as the Habsburgs suf5ered military defats in Italy,
steadily throughout the next t w decades

when the kingdom of Piedmont combined with France to destroy Austrian rule in 1859, and

again in 1866 when Austria fought a disastrous seven-weeks war with Pnissia which
effectively ended the A h a n right to have a Say in the fuîure of the German Confederacy,

marking a Pnissian ascendancy and seeing Bismarck's goal of pan-Gennan unity well
undenvay.
With the end of the Austro-Pnissian War Franz Joseph was no longer able to resist
Hungarian demands for complete autonomy in their part of the empire, bringing about the
(Compromise) of 1867, whereby the empire was r e c o n s t i ~ e das the AustroHungarian Empire containing a Dual Monarchy. Franz Joseph remained Emperor but in

addition was crowned King of Hungary; the power of the imperial government in Vienna
were shared wi th a Hungarian counterpart in Pest (after 1872, Budapest). The suggestion of

a common legislature was rejected as an &ont to Hungarian autonomy; a Dual Monarchy
meant separate constitutions, legislatures and administrations, as well as distinct Hungarian
and Austrian military forces. Issues involving financial, foreign and military &airs were

handled jointly; the ministers involved with these common concems were responsible to
equal delegations from the two parliaments sitting altemately in the two capitals. Dual

expenses were covered by customs duties and contributions ftom each monarchy;
agreements concerning currency, trade, and transport issues were renewed every decade.
However, this co-operative system did not still cries fiom other ethnic groups within the
Empire for increased national recognition on a par with what the Hungarians had been
gwen; Czechs within Bohemia, in particular, wanted a similar system whereby Franz Joseph

would be crowned King of Bohemia but rule as Emperor. A succession of crises in the

Balkans in the 1870s pushed Aumia into an uneasy alliance with Russia and G e m y for
. .
mutual protection; the Dreikaiserbund or Three Emperors League, was established in 1872
but expired in 1887 with the formation of the Triple Alliance.

During the 1880s and early 1890s Prime Minister Eduard von TaafFe placated the

Czechs and other ethnic groups with minor concessions but stopped short of full automony;
his aim, he remarked in a farnous phrase, was to keep al1 subject natiodities "in a balanced

state of mild dissatisfaction" and avoid the more extreme expressions of nationalism. For a
time this pdicy succeeded, but &er von TaafTe's resiption in 1893 nationalist dissent

becarne increasingly vocal within and without the Empire; the declaration of war against

Serbia in 1914 was an attempt to stamp out a dangerou nationalist movement supportai
frorn outside the Dual Monarchy.
The Burtons found Trieste to be a compendium of these nationalist feelings. isabel

Burton recalled that during their time in the city an Austrian would hardly give his hand to
an Italian in a dance; an Italian refiwd to sing at a concert where an Ausûian sang, and if an
Aushian threw a ball, chances were an Italian wouid throw a bomb into it. Isabel managed to

establish a neutral d o n i y by forbidding mention of politics or religion.21
Trieste was the westernmost port of the Habsburg monarchy, near the Italian border, and
situated almost directly across the Adnatic Sea fiom Venice; its polyglot population
contained Austrians, Slavs, Greeks, Jews, Italians and Gypsies, al1 of whom either resided in
the town or its environs. Despite its size and small salary, the post carried some minor
importance as a kind of jumping-off point between western and eastem Europe, but was
generally described as a third-rate seaport and a Foreign Office sinecure; the duties were
negligi ble and those assigned there were seldom, if ever, reassigned.22

- not to mention the cavalier attitude
with which he had treated his posts at Fernando Po and Santos - the Foreign Office simply
It is probable that after Burton's escapades in Syria

wanted to wash their han& of him and found Trieste the perfect answer. There may have
have been an aspect of departmental coverup as well, particularly since the evidence

compiled afier Burton's recall indicated thaî although he ofien trod more heavily than his
immediate superiors would have liked, his actions in Syria had at rnost warranted a transfer,
but not the ignorniny of a r e ~ a 1 1As
. ~ such,
~
Trieste may be said to represent the final stage

of Burton's career. Except for ever-frequent absences he would remain in the port until his
death in 1 890, his professional career in the consular corps for al1 intents and purposes
finished.
If Burton had gone to lengths to take his work in Syria senously and seen the result blow
up in his face, then at Trieste he appears to have thrown up his hands and treated the
consulate as a paying hobby, r e s e ~ n ghis real energies for writing and wanderuig wi th
numerous books and articles, fiequent leaves, some final expeditions to Arabia and Afnca,
and s t r a i g h t f o w d absences-without-leave to keep himself occupied. There is no evidence

that he had even the most cursory contact with the British Ambasador to the Viennese
Court, but instead seems to have dealt directly with London; to enswe even greater

independence Burton paid his vice-consul half his own salaq to delegate for him during his
rnany absences.24 At first Burton seems to have considered Trieste as a ternporary p s t

before he was rehabilitated and resurneà his upward rise in the consular corps, and did not
whoiiy abandon attempts to have himself transferred to a better situation. Isabel Burton
pressed among her influentid fiiends for better consulates and a K. C. B. for her husband;

likewise, there are a number of instances where Burton attempted to have himself moved out
of the port, to be made Governor of the Gold Coast, or created Slave Commissioner in the
Red ~ e a ?

But as time went on and it became apparent that Whitehall had no intention of
promoting him, Burton's bittemess at his exile became palpable. One letter to Monckton
"'26 Even more bluntly,
Mil nes dated March 2, 1875 is headed "Trieste (+~ora=~ur~atory).

wind, a strong northeasterly gust which strikes
' ~ u r t o nis refeming here to the annual
Trieste every winter, sometimes blowing people into the sea. Isabel Burton wrote tbat during
their time in the port the
would occasionally overturn a home and cab or even a train.
See Life, II, 18.

on December 6, 1883, he wrote in his journal in red ink, "To-day (sic), eleven years ago, I
came here; what a shame!!!"" Frank Harris,who visiteci the explorer in Trieste, wrote that
he found
...the desert lion dying of the cage; dying of disappointment and neglect; dying
because there was no field for the exercise of his superlative abilities; dying
becsuse the sou1 in him could find nothing to live on in Trieste; for in s ite of
his extraordinary gift of speech, Burton was at bottom a man of action.f 8

Such, at least, is the portrait Harris paints. Actually, while there is little doubt that
Burton felt his confinement at Trieste keenly, he was hardly dying for want of a field for his
abilities. In fact, the eighteen years Burton spent in the port were in many ways the rnost
fantastically productive period of his life, resulting in a mass of heterogenous publications
ranging from an Engtish translation of the cornpiete works of the Portuguese epic p e t
Camoens and an accompanying two-volume biography and commentaq-(
)-

Italian peninsula

to archaeological diggings on the

(m)
to a seminal treatise on the history of the sword (The

Book of the Sword) to the famous translations of erotica like me

w,and The NI&&.

In al1 during these years Burton either wrote, translated -

either by himself or with a collaborator - supervised the editing of, or annoîated and wrote

an introduction for, some twenty-fve different works consisting of forty-six volumes. Some
of these, like m a r -: C

( 1872) and Two Trips to G-

of l 876), were written largely in former years but for one reason or
another were only published later, while certain of the translations, particularlyhis work on
Camoens and Theas well as The
had been started years, even

decades, earlier, but were only completed when Burton had nearly unintempted time to
work in Trieste.
In this sense Trieste, for al1 of its professional disappointments, was in reality a b

n to

Burton's literary career and conûibuted mightily to his posthurnous fame. He was fi*-one
when he assumed the consulship; except for the joumeys described below his active life was

b e g i ~ i n gto slow down and serious travel of the sort he had undertaken previously would
only have meant m e r delay w i h projects he may not have had the time to complete.
In fact, while at Trieste Burton was usually at work on a number of different projects at
the same time. Certainly his work habits indicate how he was able to be so prolific with his

pen. His college fiend, Alfred Baie Richards, recalled that in the Butons' first home in îhe
city - a flat of ten rooms at the top of a hotel - Richard's study was set up with eleven deal-

tables placed at intervals around the chamber, each one containing the manuscript and
materials for a different work-in-progress. When Burton grew tired or bored with one project
he would simply get up fiom the table and move to another where he resumed work on a
different volume, the literary equivalent of William Moms' famous studio where he raced
around the chamber working on different projects s i r n u l t a n e o ~ s l ~ . ~ ~
It would be a mistake, however, to view Burton's years at the port as one long spell of
writing while he railed against his fate. Certainly in the beginning he was no more intent on
remaining "chaineci to his post... doomed by perverse fate to an isolation that must be almost

(as) irksome as the rock of St. Helena to Napoleon," than he had been in West Africa or
South ~ m e r i c aDuring
. ~ ~ his first decade in the Austro-Hungarian Empire Burton made a

number of joumeys which, if they were paie imitations of his earlier expeditions to Mecca,
Harar and the Great Lakes of Centrai Afnca, were still major undertakings. These included a
six-month trip with Isabel Burton to fndia in 1876 to revisit sites of his East India A m y

service, two expeditions to the land of Midian in search of gold in 1878 and 1879, and
another expedition witb Verney Lovett Cameron to the Kong Hills on the Gold Coast
(present-day Ghana) in 1881 with a view to promoting gold-mining operations. Certainly the
change fiom the travel book mode to translation we have percieved during Burton's
Brazilian period accelerated once he was assigneci to Trieste, but the journeys descriid
below have some interest as they represent Burton's final expeditions and produced what
would become his last travel books, coming during a period when his anthropological

'

interem also undenvent sornething of a change3 For that r-n

they will be dealt with in

a section of this study separate fiom considerations of his later writings and translations.

Final Joumeys
In 1 875, after three years in Trieste, Burton asked for and received permission for a sixmonth leave to return to India and revisit the scenes of his rnilitaxy seMce on the

-

Subcontinent corn 1842 1849. On this journey Burton took his wife with him; i t was here,
on the outward voyage to Bombay, that he began the never-completed task of dictating his
autobiography, one of the few such bgments to corne directly fiom Burton's pen. The past
seems to have preoccupied him on this trip; not only was he returning to India for the first
time in decades and dictating his mernoirs, but rn ro-

he looked for old friends and

acquantainces at Jiddah and Aden, and fiom the Red Sea booked passages for himself and
Isabel aboard a pilgrim ship returning to Bombay, laden with the Faithful who had
completed the & - perhaps an attempt to recapture the sensations of the Golden Wire he
had sailed the Red Sea on during his own

twenty-three y-

bef~re.~~

In India the Burtons stayed for a time at the home of Richard's fiiend Forster Fitzgerald

Arbuthnot, a member of the indian Civil Service whom Burton had met in India either
during his bnef period wiîh his regiment in 1854 while he was between expeditions, or

during Arbuthnot's furlough in England in 1859 - t 860. They had become fast fiends and
Burton seems to have regarded Arbuthnot as another of his surrogate younger brothers, but
beyond that they certainly had cornmon

Monckton Milnes a taste for erotic Iite-e

inter est^.^^ Arbuthnot shared with Burton and
and, like Burton, believed that many of the so-

called "erotic" works of the East were not pornographie in the conventional sense of the

word, but were in fact sober treatises on the art of love and relationships written by highlyrespected
British society.

for puritanical societies, and which in translation might be beneficial to

Ir. London during 1873 - 1874 the two men had attempted to publish an English

W s s 0 s under the

translation of the Hindu erotic classic
title

but had been ~ n s u c c e s s f u l It
. ~may
~ have been during this later visit to

Bombay - the last time the two men met face to face before Arbuthnot's retirement to
England in 1879 - that Burton and Arbuthnot discussed ways and means of publishing in
translation unexpurgated classics of indian and Arabian literature which would be
considered pnuient and even actionable in Britain, and which led less than a decade later to
the formation of the Kama Shastra Society of London and Benares (see betow).

From Bombay the Burtons travelled to Karachi and other parts of Sind, then to
Hyderabad in the Deccan and Bombay again before visiting Goa, their 1 s t destination before
returning to Trieste. Burton's account of his Indian joumey with his wife was published in
.1877 as Siad Re-.
This was not strictly speaking a new work, for the bulk of it was
mereiy an annotated reprint of

The J&appy V&y

from 1851, with

occasionally new passages inserted in the text noting the changes in Indian life, army and
govemment in the t h e decades following Burton's sewice with the East India Company- In

many p!aces the work is confusing: Burton's curious mingling of old incidents with his
current impressions without bothering to denote which events were happening when resulted
in one of his less coherent travel books; the work's c h e f interest lies in the view the

reçearcher gains regarding Burton's feelings concerning his past at age fi@-five:
How small and mean are the dimensions which loom so large in the pictures stored
within the brain... . How strange are the tncks of Memory, which, often hazy as a
dream about the most important events of man's life, religiously preserves the merest
tri fles! And how very unpleasant to meet one's Self, one's "Dead Self' thirty years
younger.135
In Sind he reflected on the lost scenes of his youth:

The mess-house, to which so many recollections attach, still stands... but the front is
converted into an open stable for human beings. Here lived the actors in the famous
"Phuleli (River) Regatta;" there W- hatched al1 the troubles which prevented us
feeling too happy. Yonder is the house which fell down, nearly cnishing its inrnate
(Burton) and his Munshi ... . Here T- played Peeping Tom upon his father and motherin-law: there B- (again, Burton) temporarily buried the "young person" when the police-

master gave orders to search the house. 36
One change Burton did note during his visit was the hardening lines separating the
British rulers fiom the indigenous peoples. "A few years ago we might have travelled

dressed partly as natives," he wrote, "now Young India, by which I mean Anglo-Mia, would

certainly wax very violent if he (sic) saw us, and disclaim grandiloquently against our
'morbid propensities' and our 'contemptible sacrifice of nationaiity in aping Asiatics. 11137
His barb should not be taken to denote that in middle-age Richard Burton was becoming
an incipient enemy of the & what he deplored was not the fimness of British nile but the
widespread British inabi 1i ty or general unwilhgness to diRerentiate arnong the different
classes and varieties of

by personai study and investigation. In the passage quoted

below it is notable that at the same time as Burton decried the cultural ignorance of the

British he reiterated his catalogue of ethnoiogical classes:
...to the Engiish eye, people are al1 black, or ali brown like a flock of sheep; they

have generally not l e m i n g enough, or education enough, or discrimination enough
to make a difierence between the high-caste Indian, or the pure Arab gentleman who
is noble like themselves, and the Sierra Leone Negro, who, if you were to shake hands

with him once, would smack your face the first time he feIt cross, and requires not
kickin and beating, but absolutely to be kept, in a moral sense, to a state of wholesome
awe.3%
Despite warnings fiom the Foreign Office about taking part in commercial ventures
while on diplornatic service, Burton was continually on the lwkout for opportunites to make

himsel f independently wealthy. During his years at Trieste he made a number of attempts to
enrich himself, searching for gold in Arabia and West Afnca, and even tqing to promote a
concoction which was to be called "Captain Burton's Tonie ~ i t t e n . As
" ~with
~ his other
commercial ventures these enterprises succeeded only in losing him money. One, however,
resulted in a significant contribution to the geography of Midian, in northem Arabia.
Returning fiom India at the end of May 1876, the Burtons stopped in Cairo long enough
to allow Richard time to investigate the possibility of initiating gold-mining operations in
the Midian area o f Arabia During his 1853

to Medina and Mecw he had been told by

W W a l i Alioghlu Arslanoghlu that on the return fiom an earlier pilgrirnage in 1849 he had

corne across a gold deposit in the Midian desen which had never been d e v e ~ o ~ eAt
d .the
~~
time Burton had dismissed the idea of seeking the gold out himself but never forgot the

u

s tale, kaowing from the Bible, Ptolemy, and other sources that the Midian region of

northern Arabia had once been the site of large mining operations in classical times.

In Cairo he planned to put an ambitious scheme to exploit the alleged resource before
the Khedive, Ismail 1, requesting permission to make a preliminary, sponsored expedition to

Midian to scout out the terrain. The famously profligate Khedive refiised to see Burton at
this time but did not reject his plans outright and the following March granted him a
personal interview in Cairo. Here Burton persuaded the d e r to allow him to travel to
Midian with the eighty-two year-old

Wali, a French mining engineer, and several other

Europeans in tow to conduct a quick inspection. This f
im expedition lasted a mere three
weeks, fiom March 3 1 to May 2 2, 1877, and while the team discovered numerous ancient

ruins and diggings and retumed with twenty-five tonnes of specimens for testïng in London
and Paris, the actual gold discovered was too smaI1 to make mining profitable.

While waiting for the test resuits, however, Burton persuaded the Khedive to underwrïte a
second, longer expedition which tmk place between December 19, 1877 and Apnl20, 1878.
From Muwaila they explored, surveyd and mapped previousl-uncharted areas along a sixhundred mile path, in the process discoverhg evidence of more than thirty ruined Midianite
cities and sending the Royal Geographical Society detailed topographical surveys of the
region, bringing back what Burton called "details of an old-new land which the civilized
world had clean f ~ r ~ o t t e nBunon's
. " ~ ~ appendices at the conclusion of lhe Ci-

Midian contain lis& of the plants, insects, and reptiles he brought back with him tiom his
first expedition to Midian and sent on to BritaÏn. On the second expedition they brought

back even more: besides the surveys referred to above they returned with nwnerous fossils as
well as flora, fauna, and insect specimens, artifacts fiom the ruins, and evidence of mineral
deposits such as salt, sulphur, saltpeter, and quartz, as well as signs of crude oil which, if

Burton had k e n prospecting thirty years later, rnight have made him the wealthy man he so
nished to be.
But they found little gold ismail had not advanced Burton any money on this second
excursion but had instnicted hirn to send his bills to Cairo where he promised they would be
honoured upon Burton's retum. Now the Khedive, with his treasury nearly empty and his

own reign rapidly coming to an end, refused to reimburse the traveller for his expenses when
he retumed to Egypt. When Ismail was deposed in June 1879 and replaced by his son Tewfik
Burton retmed to Cairo and for six months tried to recover the money he had lost in the t w ~

Midian ventures - apart from his own money, he had spentz728 provided by his wife and
an undisclosed amount provided by Isabel's uncle Lord Gerard

- or at the very least persuade

the new Khedive to underwrite a third e ~ ~ e d i t i oTewfik
n . ~ ~ granted Burton an i n t e ~ e w
in

January 1880 but he was unsuccessful either in gaining support for another expedition or
reirnbursment for his previous expenses, leaving him to eat "his heart out in impotent rage
and disgust at his bad lu&" and as always poorer than b e f ~ r e . ~ ~
There was more to this period in Egypt than just official fnistration. Burton spent some
time in the Company of William Robertson Smith, the Scottish archaeologist-philologistand
- .
later author of K
i
n
s
h
i
D( Mariae 885). Together they explored the
Natron Lakes regions northwest of Cairo and the ruins at El Faiyam, coming across a slave
caravan rnarching down the Nile oases from s u d a d 4 Despite his former assertions that the
excesses of slavery were over-exaggerated, the horrors Burton saw in this caravan made a
deep impression on him. Many of the captured slaves, he wrote, were castrated boys bound
for the haremsof Arabia and other parts of the Ottoman Empire. The extent of the reviving

trade in Egypt shocked him; fiom tesearches in Cairo and Alexandria he estimated that
threequarters of the population of the Sudanese province of Darfur alone had been taken as
sIaves, and other areas similarly decimated.45
Back in Trieste he began a correspondence with Granville on how best to deal with the
slave situation in Egypt, asking to be made temporary Slave Commissionet in the Red Sea

with a gunboat and a salary of between ;il600 and#2OOO per year, with a return to his
.~~
Burton's feelings about Trieste, one is
consulship at the end of a two-year t e ~ t u r eKnowing
immediately suspicious that he was grasping at another opportunity to get himself out of the
port, but his writings on the Egyptian slave trade are detailed and explicit and his records of
the horrors of the trade appear ~incere.~'Despite the attention now being given in Britain to

the East Afncan slave trade following the end of the American Civil War and the practicd

end of the Atlantic trade, Burton's pians were rejected out of hand by Granville and the
Prime Minister, William E.Gladstone, who refused to commit themselves to any sort of

Egyptian intervention. Two years later they would be forced to intercede against their wills
during the Arabi Pasha

Burton's own cornmitment to his Midian enterprise during this p e r d may not have
made him rich, but it could have indirectly saved his life. During the two years he was
immersed in the Midian project Colonel Charles George Gordon - "Chinese" Gordon of
Taiping f m e - was Govemor-General of the Sudan and offered Burton the govemorship of
the province of Darfur:

You now, 1 see havex600 a year, a good climate, quiet life, good food etc.... but
I cannot think entirely satisfied with p u r present small sphere. 1 have therefore written
the Khedive to ask him to give you Darfk as Governor-Generd (sic), with;51600
a year... . Now is the time for you to make your indelible mark in the world and in these
c~unmes.~'
Drearning of Eldorado in Arabia, Burton refûsed Gordon's offer, replying "You and I are
too much alike. 1 could not serve under you nor you under me. 1 do not look upon the
Soudan (sic) as a lasting thing. 1 have nothing to depend on but my salary and i have a wife,

and you do n ~ t . This
" ~ prornpted
~
Gordon to wrïte back icily on October 19, 1877, " ~ 1 6 0 0 ,
or indeed El 6,000, would never compensate a man for a year spent actively at Darfùr. But 1
considered you-.. one of Nature's nobility, who did not serve for money. Excuse the mistake

- if such it is."*'
This nasty retort was not the end of their correspondence, or of Gordon's attempts to
recruit Burton for Darfur. In Cairo Gordon met Isabel Burton, awaiting Richard's tetuni fiom

his second Midian expedition, and offered her husband a 0 0 0 if he would throw up Trieste:
By*that tirne Burton
then7in a letter of August 8, 1878, Gordon upped his offer t o ~ 0 0 0 . ~

was back in Trieste, disillusioned with gotd-mining and seriously out of pocket, but *ll he

politely refused. With that Gordon gave Darfur to a man named Rossit, who died after only
three and a-half months residence in the province, then to the Austrian soldier Rudolf Car1
von Slatin. Thereupon Gordon resigned as Govemor-General. Later, during the Madhist
uprising, von Slatin surrendered to the

was forcibly converted to Islam, and served as

a slave for twelve years. Gordon retumed to Sudan himsel f in 1884 to evacuate the Egyptian

gamson at Khartoum but was killed in the seige of the city in January 1885, leaviog the
region in the han& of the Madhist forces until Kitchener's victory at Omdurman thirteen
years later.53
Despite the Midian

Burton was not finished with his search for gold Late in

1 88 1 he was off to the Kong Mountains of the Gold Coast with the Atncan traveller Vemey

Lovett Carneron at the behest of the Guinea Gold Coast Mining Company. Their assignrnent
was to survey the company's concessions and make treaties with the local chiefs; Cameron

\vas responsible for the surveying while Burton dealt with the tribal leaders. Two months

into the excursion Burton developed fever and decarnped for Madeira, where he wrote to the
Foreign Office asking to be made Military Govemor of the Gold Coast with a detachment of

West Lndian troops to supervise the proposed mines; Whitehall's response was a prompt
order to get out of the concession irnmediately on threat of dismissal, resulting in a labyrinth
of lawsuits ending with Burton having to reimburse the mining company for the expenses
they had advanced h i d 4 Even the inevitable two-volume book written with Carneron on

his GoId Coast visit was largely a retread of his earlier West Afncan books; not withstanding

some recycled Afrophobic rantings, it is a testament to Burton's apathy and disappointment
regarding his present situation and a low note with which he ended his preoccupation with

Subsaharan Africa.

Nevertheless, even if the p e r d of Burton's last expeditions resulted in little more than
headaches and empty purses, the shifting nature of his intellectual interests is still apparent.
It has k e n noted in the previous chapter that while he was stationed in BraziI Burton had

first begun to work seriously on translation. Now, in his fifties and in professional exile, he
began to redirect the path of his anthropological concems as he turned for a time to

archaeology, in effeçt temporarily transfemng his curiousity regarding humanity from living
to dead cultures.55 We have seen how as a young officer in Sind Burton had jeered at the
antiquarians digging for signs of lost civilisations and came to regret his d e r i ~ i o nWhile
.~~
stationed at Damascus he began the serious examination of ancient relics and to record their

importance as artifacts of extinct cultures, and spent part of his time in Egypt trying to
regain the money he lost on the Midian expeditions visiting old ruins in the West. Although
he was never much more than a serious amateur in a field which was then producing world-

renowned archaeologists such as Heinrich Schliernann, A. H. Sayce and Arthur Evans,

Burton's later researçhes resulted in some contributions to the young discipline.
These are reflected chiefly in

(1 871), the account of the Burtons' time

in Damascus, large parts of which were written by Isabel Burton and a family fkiend, Charles

Tyrwhitt-Drake, at that time a member of the Palestine Exploration Fund. Burton's most
significant contribution to this work consisted of his examination of the four black basalt
stones with inscriptions found at the Syrian town of Hama: the farnous "Hamath Stones."
Burton's reproduction of the inscriptions in Unem>lored

helped to publicise the stones

in British scientific circles even as Burton himself theorised that the Hamath inscriptions

were a link between picturewriting and alphabetic ~haracters.~'In turn his reproductions
intngued the British archaeologist William Wright, who obtained permission from Subhi
Pasha to conduct a proper examination of the stones, making accurate casts and then
shipping them to London. Like Burton, Wright was convinceci that the inscriptions were
Hittite in ongin but neither he nor Bmon was able to decipher their meaning. It was not

until the 1930s that the Hamath inscriptions were finally decoded and the BurtodWrÏght

thesis regarding their ongin was proven correct.58
In the same work Burton afso brought to public attention the story of the discovety of
the Moabite Stone, likewise a slab of basalt covered with inscriptions which had been found
by a missionary on the shores of the Dead Sea in 1868. These maricings descnbed the victoq

of Mesha, King of Moab, over Omri, King of Israel, in the ninth century B. C.Charles
Simon Clermont-Ganneau, the French Consul at Jerusalem, translated the inscriptions which
demonstrated that the depiction found in the Bible (2 Chronicles 20: 22 - 23) \:as false, that

in fact it was the Moabites who had defeated the Israelites, and not the other way around;

thus the inscriptions on the Stone were the first to relate an event also found in the Bible,
although the outcome was not identical- This amused the agnostic Burton no end; in
LJnex&red Syria he wote with barely-suppressed glee that "in the Book of Kings we tread

upon enchanted ground, whereas in the stele, we find a chapter of realistic, local, and

contemporary chronicle. The former offers... a phenomenon so inexplicable as to be quasimiraculous; the latter deals throughout with the world as we still know it. And the
unprejudiced will find no difflculty in answering the question, Which is history, and which is
the romance of hi~tory?"*~

Whi le these were Burton's major findings he continued to examine ancient artifacts
while stationed at Trieste, digging on the Isnlan peninsula of the Adriatic Sea and then, in
the spt-ingof 1873, in the pre-Roman necropolis o n the proper!y of a Count Gozzadini in

Italy, publishing as a guidebook the findings of the ItaIian scholars L. Calori, Ariodante
Fabretti, and G. Capel lini concerning the ancient Etmcan civilisation. This work, Etnrsçan

k b k g g (~1876), not only catalogued their findings but tried unsuccessfully to decipher the
Emiscan language, which as of this witing still remains unknown. Although the book ivas a
mere compendium of current theories on the Etniscans and their civilisation, it did earn
Burton the respect of wortd-renowned archaeologists like Schliemann, who Msited him at

ries te.^*

The reviews of

however, were negative to the point of

hosti 1ity, prompting its author to abandon archaeology and concentrate on other projects.61
A kind of &to Burton's extra-European travels in Afnca and Arabia came in 1882,

when his fnend E d ~ a r dHenry Paimer of Cambridge, Professor of Oriental Languages and

former member of the Palestine Exploration Fmd, was sent on a secret seMce mission to
Egypt in t h e wake of the Arabi Pasha upnsing. Palmer had been instnicted to use his
influence with *shavkhs

in Egypt to secure the Suez Canal and prevent them fiom

joining Arabi's forces. With two European companions he disappeared into the desert
carrying B O 0 0 in gold to buy

allegiance, but was murdered with his companions

on August I 1. 1882 and their bodies dwnped into a gully.62
When word of Palmer's disappearance reached London Gladstone's govemment ordered
Burton to proceed to Egypt and locate the three Englishmen. At once he left for Cairo, but
had hardly landed a?Aiexandria when he leamed that the bodies of Palmer and his two
companions had been found by Colonel Charles (later Sir Charles) Warren of the Royal
Engineers and his own mission terminated; when Burton wished to remain in Egypt and
search for Palmer's murderers he was ordered back to Trieste immediately. Witb that
abortive search for a fnend in the desert Burton's travels in Afnca and Arabia ended. Except
for some brief speIls spent in North Africa near the end of his life he was never to set foot
outside Europe again.63

At

the same time as he was conducting these find jowneys Burton was putting the

finishmg touches on a number of long-term literary projects which, unlike his final travel
books, were polished labours of love and enthusiastic expressions of his fascination with his

respective subjects, a funher indication of his growing dependence on scholarship and
literature as his primary means of communication. An intimate fnend of Swinburne's,
Burton had always wished to be h o w n as a poet, althougb there is suggestive evidence that
he felt insecure or cautious about his poetical efforts and went to lengths to disguise many of

them. We have seen how he likely used his wife's name as a cover when publishing his
in 1869, while his single

posthumous stanzas on John Hanning Speke in W f s

previous long poem, the iconoclastie Wne T& had been pubiished under a pseudonym
taken from his middle name and his mother's maiden name to protect him against possible

reprisals fiom the Foreign Offlce.
Now, no doubt conscious that Edward Fitzgerald's adaptation of Omar Khayyam's

Bulxiiyza ( 1 859) had become one of the best-known poems of the Victorian Era, Burton
returned to something similar he had been working on since his return fiom Mecca, a
distillaton in poetical form of his essentially agnostic philosophy,

..

Abu

El- Yezdi. a 1av of the( 18 8 0 ) Here
~ ~ ~he again used a pseudonyrn to conceal his
identity, publishing the poem not only as the work of the fictional flaJI Abu El-Yezdi, but
also disguising his own role as the alleged translator, using the initials of his favoured nculi

de plunile, Frank Baker, to designate the translator only as "F.
In his Terminal Notes to TheBurton wrote that

B."^^
''UAbu has been known to

me for more years than 1 care to record," a man who preferred to style himself
Hichm-,

a facetious surname meaning 'Of No-Place: Nowhere,' a probable jolie on the

reader since Burton ofien counted hirnself to be of no place or nation in particuiar.66 These
notes convey obliquely a sense of how Burton saw himself as he neared sixty:

(m

Abu) added a store of
To a natural facility, a knack for language learning, he
desultory various reading ... . Briefly, his memory was well-stored; and he had every
talent save that of using his talents ... . He is weary of wandering over the world, and
of finding every petty race wedded to its own opinions; claiming the monopoiy of
with irreverence, and hold him a "lieutenant of
Tmth. .. . Some will charge the
Satan who sits in the chair of pestilence." But he is not intentionaliy irreverent. Like
men of far higher strai who deny divinety the divine, he speaks the things that
others think and hide.

69

The result certainly didn't rivai the Rubaivat as a commercial success, but like
Fitzgerald's beaer-known work Burton's agnostically-flavoured poem remains in print today
and contains some of his best-known lines:

There îs no God, no man-made God; a bigger,
stronger, cnieller man;
Black phantom of our baby-fears, ere Thought,
the lîfe of Life, began.

'nere is no Good, there is no Bad; these
be the whims of mortal will :
What works me weal that cal1 1 ' g M ' what
hanns and hurts 1 hold as 'ill':

Al1 Faith is false, al1 Faith is me:Truth
is the shattered mirror strown
In myriad bits; while each believes his little
bit the whole to own.

Do what thy manhood bids thee do, fiom
norie but self expect applause;
He noblest lives and noblest dies who makes
and keeps his self-made iaws.
All other life is living Dath, a world where
none but Phantoms dwell,
A breath, a wind a sound, a voice, a tinkling
of the c a m e ~ - b e i l . ~ ~
The same year as Burton published Thehe brought out the first volumes of his
marnmoth translation of the complete works of ~ u i Vaz
s de Carnas

foremost epic p e t of Portugal: a translation of Os 1.!ndadcs(-

- Carnoens - the
), Camoens'

and a two-volume accompanying biography-commentary of the poet al1 appeared
between t 880 and 1884.

This was the culmination of a lifelong interest in the Portuguese poet Burton considered
his master and a kindred spirit. While recovering from fever at Goa in 1847 he had begun to
study Portuguese, translating several stanzas of Camoens for the

v.6
It was

here, at Goa, the scene of some of the most important events in Thethat the

romance of Vasco Da Gama and Camoens' own advenîureous life first caught hold of

-

Burton. Later, at Santos, Burton began serious work on a translation of Thewhich,
Iike his work on TheN

w he worked at off and on for many years. At Trieste,

bored and restless, he plunged back into Camoens' life and poetry, producing l&&uds
. .
( 188 1), and the pet's Lvnçks.published
( 18W, Camwns: J-de
separately in two volumes in 1884.

Burton's enthusiasm for and clear sense of identification with Camoens'life is apparent
in his Introduction to his biographical study, as well k i n g suggestive of his own sense of

persona1 failure at his lack of material success:
Opening with the fairest and brightest promise; exposed in manhood to the extremes of
vicissitude, to intense enjoyment and "terrible abysses;" Iapsing about rniddle age into
the weariness of baffled hope; and ending, compmtively early, in the deepest glooms
of disappointment, distress, and destitution, the Student, the Soldier, the Traveller, the
Patriot, the Poet, the mi& Man of Genius, thus crowded into a single career the
efforts, the purposes, the events of ha1f-adozen.
His translation of Camoens'epic was designated "Englished by Richard Francis Burton/
an important distinction given the readability of the text. It 1s apparent that as a translation

Thestands as a kind of "dry run" for Burton's later rendering of
that is, the writer's attempt to produce as literal a translation of a classic work as was

possible in English, with the ease with which it might be r a d a decidedly secondary

like his version of the Niehts.
consideration. For that reason Burton's version of The,
is rife with archaic, Chaucerian words which, atthough he provided readers with a detaiIed

~
reviewers praised Burton for the exactness of his
glossary, still mystified ~ n a n y ' Some
translation of an admittedly difficult work, while others were outright hostile; the

Manchestercarped in its January 17, 188 1 issue that "Captain Burton does not
write the English of today, nor apparently the English which was either written or spoken at
any given p~od."72

The last work mentioned in this trio of Iong-term projects, Theofhtp( 1884), has

been described by one of Burton's biographers as k i n g the most representative

of Burton's "dual nature;" i.e. the schokr melded with the man of action.73 In fact it iç
seriously underrateci as one of the major - and certainly the best known - works of
hoplology (the science of weaponry and related combative accourtements and systems), in
Burton's day considered a branch of anthropology but now evolving into a discipline in its
own ~ ~ h t As
. ' such
~
it can be designated as an original contribution to the fledgling

discipline, although at the time of its publication it appears to have been largely ignored by
the c~itics.'~

Burton's interest in the sword and its mvthos was more than that of an accomplished
fencer. As a boy he had toyed with the idea of melding the Neapolitan and French schools of
swordsrnanship into a single system. Later, he wrote technical treatises on the bayonet and
sword exercise for infantry which he hoped would irnprove on existing ~ ~ s t e r n s . F~ 3~ d

of the Sword was originally projected to be the fim of a three-volume work exarnining the
history and evolution of the weapon fiom neolithic times to the nineteenth century, with the

flrst volume containing "the birth, parentage, and early history of the Sword and subsequent
volumes detailing the sword as it was employed fiom the Fa11 of Rome, the nse of Islam, the
Crusades and the post-Renaissance period; the final volume was to bring the sword uptodate in Burton's own

Although he compiled many notes and illustrations for the entire

series, only the first volume was published before his death, taking the sword from its

earliest configuration in prehistoric times as a length of wood, sharpened at one end and
hardened by fire, to the beginnings of the early Roman Empire when, in the author's
enthusiastically bellicose words, "it enthroned the Reign of Law, and laid the foundation for
the Brotherhood of ~ a n k i n d . " ' ~

Nonetheless, while some passages in the book are distinctly in keeping with Burton's
reactionary, might-is-right social sensibilities ("~he'diffused everywhere the bright lights
and splendid benefits of war and conquest"), there can hardly be a more scholarly treatment

of any combative implement in existence than Burton's book on his favourite ~ e a ~ oinn . ~ ~

'Le. the sword in its generic sense.

one volume he embraced not only the evolution of what he termed "the oldest, the most
universal, the most varied of weapons, the only one which has lived ttirough al1 time," but by placing the sword in a cultural context which sought to integrate it with the societies in
which it appeared - assisted in the expansion of anthropology and the study of artifacts to

encornpass humanity's weaponry.go For Burton the sword was "a seniient k i n g who spoke,
and sang, and joyed, and grieved... an object of affection

l pseudo-mystical passages

...,lr8

which cannot disguise the fact that his work is one of the most integrated and Iearned of his

books, spanning numerou cultures and e p h s as he tracked the deveiopment ci'lhmc

blanche fiom its earliest beginnings to rise of Rome. It is in fact a significant work of
absîruse learning by a master fencer and anthropo~ogist.~~

Moreover, during his years at Trieste Burton contriiuted dozens of articles and long

"Letters-to-the-Editorn-style
pieces to various journals and newspapers which demonstrate as
well as his literary oeuvrethe breadth of his interests: letters and articles on a Diet-systern
political structure similar to the ones which existed within the Austro-Hungarian Empire as a
solution to the lrish Question, Central European politics and the decline of the Ottomans,
diamonds in India, the future of, respectively, Eastern Europe, the northwest fiontier of
India, and

and, what is particularly interesring for our purposes, an 1888 letter to
criticising English and Egyptian interference in Sudan which points up again

Burton's ambivalence regarding i ndigenous peoples and his appreciation of the effects
foreign influences have on indigenous societies. Here his sympathy for the underdog
o v e d e his imperdistic sensibilites as he castigated the English for their support of

Egyptian oppression in the Sudan:
The gievance of the Soudanese (sic) tribes is most reasonable... . To my countxymen
1 would say... . The Soudanese tribes never had any quarrel with you. They knew you
oniy as the folk who came arnong them to shoot big game... . Wth indescribable levity
you attacked these gallant and noble Negroids, who were doing battie for liberty, for
their hearths and homes, and for fieedom fiom the Egyptian taxgather and the Turkish
despoiler.. . you aided in oppressing the weak by a most unholy war. .. with your breechloading rifles and Gatling guns... . Your e m were those of ignorance... seize the
earliest opportunity of showing your magnanimity and corne to ternis with a gallant

enemy ... . And if this step fails... to restore peace, you will have at least offered the best
atonement for the bloody misdeeds of the past... . In advocating this treatment of
Suakin affairs, 1 presume that the public is no longer blinded about our occupation
of Egypt We entered the country for a purpose which, as al1 experts know, was
perfectly Utopian. We shall not teach the Moslems of the Nile Valley our civilization,
nor shall we Christianize even the Christian Copts. We shall remain arnong them upon
sufferance... .84
Burton's exile in the Austro-Hungarian Empire was only relative. As the years went by
and he saw that the door to M e r advancernent in the diplornatic corps was likely to remain
shut, h e took every oppominity he could grab to be away fiom his post. Thanks to several

Iegacies Isabel Burton inherited the Burtons were able to buy a spacious

in Trieste in

1883 which they filled with books, pictures, swords, souvenirs from Richard's bavels, Isabel

Burton's religious paraphenalia, and other

m.
To escape the summer heat they

moved each year to the Slav village of Opçina in the mountains, one how away and 1200
feet above Trieste. Here they spent much of their time in the hot season and most weekends
during the year
Nevertheless, in the nearly two decades Burton was stationed at Trieste there were many
excursions about Europe which are indicative of their wandering lifestyle and Burton's
growing restlessness. In addition to the expeditions noted above it is useful to record a

partial catalogue of the Burtons' European treks during this period: in 1873 they visited
Rome, Florence, and Viema for the Great Exhibition, while the following year they

undertook a tour of Northern Italy where Richard worked on archaeologicai diggings. In
1875 Burton joined his wife in England on l a v e and made bis second visit to Iceland to

research

ppublished the following year.

While in London in 1878 he Iechired before the Spirituakt Society on "Spiritualism in
Eastern Lands," admitting that he believed in unexplaineci phenornenon but emphasising that
they were subject to natural laws yet imperfectly understood, terming the socaileci Sixth

Sense "extm-sensuous perception."85 In 1880 the Burtons visited Oberammergau for the

f
Passion Play, in 1885 they visited England for the publication o
Night and saw Thein its first run, and the following year visited Tangiers and

Gibralter, with Home Leave later in the year. As Burton's health deteriorated they tried to
spend each winter away Corn Trieste: in 1887 they visited Cannes (aloag with the Prince of
Wales they were in the city during the famous earthquake of February 23) and spent the

winter in Abbazia; the following year Burton paid his 1st visit to England and wintered in
Switzerland with his wife, while in 1889 they wintered in North Africa before reniming to
Trieste for the final time.
Although at firçt the Foreign Office would occasionally reprimand their nomadic consul
for his many absences, once the Conservatives retunied to power in June 1885 Burton was
less bothered by his superiors about travels outside his p s t ; when one Englishman in Trieste

complained to the Foreign Office that the British Consul was derelict in his officia1 duties
and should be replaced, Lord Salisbury

- now Foreign Secretary as well as Prime Minister -

replied magnarninously that the Foreign Office considered the consulship of Trieste to be a
gift given to Burton for his seMces to the nation and they declined to interfere with him in
any way.86 This did not stop the occasional journal fiom hammering him hard for his

absences: an 1888 piece in TheReview chided Burton for his excursions, referring
to hirn as "a roving consul," and asking, "We wonder what Consul or other servant of the
Foreign Office ever had such long and fiequent leaves of absence, and spent so little time at
his post (drawing salary al1 the time, it rnay be preswned), as... Richard ~urton?"~'

It may be that, like many of his contemporaries, the Foreign Office did not know what to

make of Burton. Whether he was literally in the right or wrong, his breathtaking lack of

discretion could not be tolerated in a position with possible international repercussions

- his

term of office in sensitive Damascus had proven that - yet at the same time he was hardly
the picture of lazy incompetency. His journeys and expeditions resulted in precisely detailed,
sometimes-penetratingbooks and reports, while his reformatioa of the West African JSquity
Courts - admittedly h s sole lasting contribution to the West African political scene - was a
system far ahead of its time. Likewise, members of the Govenunent were aware that his
knowledge and experience went beyond that of conventional diplomats; Salisbury thought

enough of Burton's expertise and opinions to ask him unofficially to write out his scheme for
Egypt on the spot while he was attending a party at ~ a t f k l dEven
. ~ ~Burton's excursions

about Europe were not simple pleasure-jaunts, for he appears always to have been

researching, inspecting, and working on various books and articles while travelling outside
his consular area: gathering weapons and materials for fbrther volumes of

Rookof &

Sword, searching for books and manuscripts relevant to other literary projects, and general ly
using these journeys as working-holidays. 89
During the 1880s Burton's formerly exceptional health finôlly started to give way and he
began to suffer fiom a variety of complaints, particularly gout and heart trouble. A heart
attack in February 1883 kept him bahidden for most of eight months, aithough fiom bed he

still continued to work away furiously at various things, particularly his translation of The

Book of the T h d N i g h t s . A second coronary at Cannes in February 1887
Iefi him so debilitated that henchforth a personal physician was required to live with the

Butons on twenty-four how-a-day call. This task fell to Dr. F. G r d e l l Baker, a young
English doctor who was convalescing at Cannes fiom his own illness, and who eventually
became Burton's full-time persona1 physician. Except for a short p e n d when he was
replaced by the Canadian Dr. Ralph Leslie, Baker continued to adrninister to Burton until his
de~ith.~'

Even as his physical being began to break down Burton increased his literary output,

returning to interests and projects he had first becorne intrigued by decades before but had
never had the concentrated time to complete. We have seen how the first years of the 1880s

saw the publication of Burton's translation of Camoens, hs philosophical poem
Kasidati, as well as The Ro& of thethree

he had been working on one way or

another since his youth. Now, from 1883 to the end of his iife, Burton became involved in a

remarkabie enterprise which had its roots in his Indian career and culminated in the
translation of books which conceivably could have seen him brought up on charges in

Bri tain for defjmg the Obscene Publications Act of 1857 (cornmonly called "Lord

Campbell's Act" afier its sponsor), but which have proven to be among his most celebrated
and enduring works.

The Kama Sbastra Society Publications
As a young officer in M a Burton had becorne fascinateci by the role sex played in

indigenous life, believing especially that in India there was a veneration and systematic
study of the sexual act as part of the educational process, and which stood in opposition to
the furtive treatment of sexual education in Europe. Likewise, h e appears to have regarded

sexuality itself as a viable ara of anthropological investigation, and insofar as he was able
to in print, he tried to communicate this cultural aspect to his readers as well as the more
familiar descriptions of religion, economics, politics and social structure. Although in his
early career much of this material was deleted by Burton's editors as k i n g either prurient or

in defiance of existing legislation, he alluded to the existence of Eastern works which in
England might be counted pornographie, but which were in reality treatises on the art of
love, ofien distributed to newly-betrothed couples to ease their path into married life. One of

these, Sayyid Hasan Ali's relatively innocuous bwfùl Eniovment of W o m Burton
described in his third book as çomething "the European reader will readily compare to the

R o m c e of the R s " the famous thirteenth c e n m aliegory of courtly love.91
But there was still much in other manuals and popular works of entertainment to cause a
stir in European circles. It was probably while serving in lndia with the East india Company
that Burton discovered that even a work familiar in the West, the collection of folktales

i
econtained tales of seduction, rape, bestiality, and
commonly known as n
homosexual love in addition to the more farniliar stories of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves,
Aladdin, and the sundry voyages of Sindbad the Sailor. As yet Burton did not have the
courage to attempt an unexpurgated translation; in 1856 he wrote of what h e described as
the "moral putrefaction" of T
henoting that while it was "the most farniliar
of books in England, it is one of the least known, the reason k i n g that about one-fifth is

utterly un fit for translation; and not even the most sanguine Otientalist would dare to render
l iterally more than threequarters of the remainder. "92

Many commentators have emphasised Burton's interest in sex as an explanation of
~
the truth of that speculative matter, his concern
certain facets of his c h a r a ~ t e r ?Whatever
could not have been simply an expression of a personalised interest in sex, or an extension
of what his fnend .l.S. Cotton referred to as Burton's lifelong "protest against social

he seems to have felt sincerely that many classic Hindu and Muslim
c o n v e r ~ t i o n s . Rather,
"~~
erotic works had value in the West as dernmanuals of sexual education. In I ~ & Q . I &
a N@u Burton noted

ihe Th

Moslems and Eastern study and intelligently study the art and mystety of
satisMng the physicd woman... . The mock virtue, the most immodest modesty
of England and the United States in the xix century, pronounce the subject fou1 and
fulsome: "Society" sickens at al1 details; and hence it is said abroad that the English
have the finest women in Europe and least know how to use them. Througtiout the
East such studies are aided by a long series of volumes, many of them written by
religious dignitaries in high office... .95
in another passage he warned of the marital unhappiness in Europe caused by the lack

of sexual education and the witholding of information fiorn the young:
How often do we hear women in Society lamentating that they have absolutely
no knowledge of their own physiology; and what heavy price must this M t of
the knowledge-tree be bought by the young first entering life. Shall we ever
understand that i orance is not innocence?... . Respectability unrnakes what
nature made. .. .

96

During his Indian p e n d Burton had collected a mass of Indian manuscripts, some of
which dealt with the erotic. Most of these were destroyed in a London warehouse fire shortly
after his mariage, but subsequently he replaced the manuscripts as best he c ~ u l d ? ~

Sometirne dwing his years with the East India Company army he h x a m e fhends with a
young member of the Indian Civil Service, Forster Fitzgerald Arbuthnot, who shared with

the older man a passion for hdian Iiterature and an excitement at the possibility at
publishing English translations of these works. Although Arbuthnot was not interested çolely
in promoting the publication of erotically-flavoured works from Asia and the Middle East

-

as a member-of~ounciland tnistee of the Royal Asiatic Society, he was instrumental in
initiating a new series of the Oriental Translation Fund in 189 1

- he was as cognizant as

Burton of the value of many of these works as educational treatises, and with him actively
prornoted their translation.98

AAer 1883 Burton abandoned the travel-book mode and except for his lovingly-rendered
study of the sword turned exclusively to the art of translation, and increasingly to the
translation of Indian, Arabian, and Latin works of erotica During the last seven years of his
life he was actively involved in the publication of six works of either a purely or partly

erotic nature. ïhe most fantous of these, and what is generally considered to be his mnpus, the sixteen-volume translation of
Book of thpd-

aN

e
he entitled
w can be included provisionally in this list but

because of its special nature and impact on Burton's later career will be considered
separately.

in order to circurnvent Lord Campbell's Act and possible legal action, sometime in 1882
or early 1883 Arbuthnot and Burton founded together, with possibly Monckton Milnes as

adviser, the Kama Shastra ~ociety*
of London and Benares, a mythical publishing firm with
headquarters either in Benares, India, or Cosmopoli, the ancient narne of the capital of the
island of Alba, off the Coast of Italy in the Ligurian Sea. Actually, the printers were located
in Stoke ~ e w i n ~ t oThis
n . ~protective
~
device took the concepr of the

u m one

step M e r by prornoting the notion that the Society was not located in England at all, but
\vas headquartered safely abroad and was designeci for serious schoiars only, keeping it out

of the reaches of vigilance associations like the Society for the Suppression of Vice, then at

the height of its influence.'O0 The works published by the Kama Shastra Society were for
sale for pnvate subscription only, placing them in a gray area which, if push came to shove,
could be argued lay outside the juridiction of Lord Campbell's Act. 'O' As a M e r
safeguard (exceptingk-

of t
h
e
a Ni&& which Burton published

'Rom the Hindi: "Kama,"the Hindu god of love, and "Shastra," scriptures or doctrines.

under his own name), none of the original Kama Shastra publications were credited to a
translator.
Nevertheless, while it was this mechanism which provided Burton with the outlet he

heit cm be
needed for his publication of his unexpurgated translation of T
argued that the Kama Shastra Society was not the legendary publishing vehicle for erotic
w o k s it has ofien been portrayed. Of the five other works published under the Society's
auspices - T h e K a m a Sutra.The Perfumed Garden. TheBehanstan, and The
Gulistan - only the first three can be descnbed as k i n g predominantly erotic in nature,
belying the myth that the Society was involved solely in the publication oferotic or
pornographie works. Rather, it may be described more accurately as a vehicle for publishing

unexpurgated versions o f those works of Eastern literature not generally translatai in their
complete fiom, not exclusive of the erotic. Certainly Arbuthnot was instrumental in
procurïng unexpurgated translations of Saadi's n e Gui-

and Jarni's

works which have never k e n descnbed as essentially erotic in nature, but were only part of
a series of ciassics Arbuthnot wished to see translated into English. Io*
The fi rst hint of the existence of the Karna Shastra Society comes in a letter fiom Burton

i
eJohn Payne, on 5 A u g w 1882, when
to his fkiend and rival translator o f n
Burton w o t e fiom Trieste, "1 hope you will not forget my ftiend F. F. Arbuthnot, and benefit

him by your advice about publishing when he applies to you for it. He has undertaken a
~ ~ ~ December
peculiar branch of literature - the Hindu erotic, which promises w e 1 1 . " That
he again reminded Payne of Arbuthnot: "My fnend Arbuthnot writes to me that he purposes

calling upon you He has founded a Society consisting of hirnself and myself. The idea is
Rabelaisian. I hope you enjoy it." 104
Whi le Payne appears to have taken no interest in the Karna Shastra enterprise as such,
he does seem to have given Arbuthnot advice about production costs and other business
matten. AAer the abortive publication of

(1-e.)-

Arbuthnot had discovered in India the existence of an older classical work called

in 1873,

m,by the Hindu sage Vatsyay-

and commissioned a rough translation by the Hindu

Dundit Bhagvanlal Indraji, which Arbuthnot then revised and p i s e d on to Burton in Trieste
for polishing and annotation.' O 5 Thus Burton and Arbuthnot can be designated only as
col laborators in mslating and printing The
and other Kama Shastra
publications; fiom extant data it is apparent that a fnend of Arbuthnot's in Lndia, the
Hungarian-bom scholar and eccentric Edward Rehatsek, translated the versions of Thie

and 33i.e Bework at most only a

published by the Society, and that, as kfore, Burton gave the
final revision and possibly annotation. 106

Thewas issued in 1883 and proved an imrnediate success, its very name
having now passed into the EngIish language as representative of Indian eroticism. There

was no trouble fiom the authontes, so in 1885 Burton and Arbuthnot dusted off their 1873
version of Theand had it printed for private subscription under its original
title of Ananga.This also proved so successful that Burton used the Kama Shastra
Society to publish an English translation he had made of a French version of the sixteenth

century Arabic classic The P e r f u d G a r b of &-l-

by the scholar and

bibliographer Isidore Liseux. Theand the Thefollowed in 1887 and
. 1888, while a translation by Rehatsek of B e
was in manuscript at the time of

Burton's death: this latter, however, does not appear to have been published.
The success of the Kama Shastra publications emboldened Burton to publish other erotic

works. With the young soliciter Leonard Smithers he published a three-part version of the
Latin PnaDena in 1890, a collection of explicit Roman verses about the god Priapus
containing the Latin original, Smither's prose translation, and Burton's verse translation in
the same volume; this translation was credited to "Outidanos" (Burton) and "Neaniskos"
(Smithers) only, and like the Kama Shastra works was published privately by the fictitious
Erotika Biblion Society, a device of Srnithers' allegedly 1-ted

in Athew. ' O 7 The same year

as Pnaoena appeared Burton produced a translation of Catullus' Carmina, published

posthurnously in 1894.lo8

Because of the danger of prosecution both Burton and Arbuthnot were at pains to
conceal their participation in the Kama Shastra Society but enjoyed the charade, acting as
innocently mystifiexi as anyone as where the rnysterious Society came fiom or who were the
parties involved 'O9 While Isabel Burton lived in a state of perpetual dread of it king

discovered that her husband was involvd none of the five Kama Shastra Society works
were prosecuted under Lord Campbell's Act during Burton's lifetime, and were successfirl

'

enough to be both reprinted and pirated soon a f k their initial publication. Io

Encouraged by the Society's success with erotic and unexpurgated translations, and
perhaps having made something of a profit - the exact amount is unknown - Burton
decided on a bold gamble. For decades he had been working on and off on an unexpurgated

translation of the AlfLavla Wa-Layla., folktales contained under the c o ~ e c t i n gtitle of
or, as they are commonly known in Europe and North America,
e. -A

Now, seeing that another unexpurgated translation had sold out in a

limited edition for private subscription under the renowned author's narne and had not

brought charges, Burton decided to risk publishing his own version
than his rival's

- even more explicit

- under his own name. The result not only proved to be tinancially and

criticaily rewarding but has become a certifiable classic, the most farnous translation of The

Arabian in English, and may be viewed as Burton's pendtirnate attempt at
communication with the Metropole.

The Book of the Thouand Nights and a Night

In the Foreword to his translation of the work which was published under the title 3ne
Book of the V

N

i

e

h

t

s B a o n recalled that while he was at Aden, in

1852, he and his fnend John Steinhaeuser decided to attempt what would have been the first
"fûll, cornplete, unvarnished, uncastrated" translation of Thein the English

language, with Steinhaeuser translating the prose and Burton the

'

l ' Thereafier,

Burton wrote, he and Steinhaewr worked in a desultory fashion for some years, exchangiog

notes with one another until the latter's deah in 1866. Burton inherited only a few of

Steinhaeuser's notes, but appears to have continued to work intermittedly on his own while
posted to Brad, Syria, and Trieste until late 1881, when he read in an issue of Athenaeum
that John Payne, respected translater of François Villon and later Boccaccio, was about to

publish his own, unexpurgated, translation of
the following year. l 2 Imrnediately Burton wrote to the

for private subscription
giving Payne's project

his full support, but leaving the field open for his own work:

a)

1 (Burton wrote) determined to render every word (of the
with the literalism of
Urquhart's &&&S.
and to Save the publisher trouble by printing my translation at
Brussels. (But) ...my work is still unflnistied I rejoice, thetefore, to see that
Mr. John Payne has addressed himself to a redistic translation without 'abridgements or
suppressions.' I have only to wish him success... . 1 want to see that the book has
fair-play-and if it is not treated as it deserves 1 shall still have to print my own
version. f 1 3

He went on to Say that his own work could not be finished without a minimum of a
year's hard work. l 4 Burîon knew that Payne lcnew Arabic and respected him immensely.
The feeling was mutual; after Payne's first votume was published he wrote to Burton

suggesting collaboration. When they met in London in May 1882 it was arranged that Burton
should read proofs of Payne's subsequent volumes; thereafter a literary fnendship sprang up

between the two men as Payne sent Burton his proof sheets as they came off the press and
offered him a share of the royalties as compensation for his corrections and suggestions.

Payne dedicated Volume i
X of his translation to Burton and thanked him profusely for his
help in his Preface to Volume I, while the explorer reciprocated by dedicating the second

volume of his own version to Payne (the first was dedicated to John Steinhaueser's memory).

After reading Payne's initial volume arid sampies of subsequent proofs, however, Burton
realised that his rival's work needed few changes and he refused compensation, although h e
consistently urged the author to be more explicit in his translation, complaining in one letter,
"You are 'drawing it very mild' Has there been any unpleasantness about plain speaking?
Poor Abu Hasan is (as it were) castrated. 1 should say 'Be bol&(Aunace.etc.)... . 1 should
sirnply translate every word."

''

In another lener he was ernphatic that an unexpurgated

translation must be as literal as possible, explaining, "What 1 mean by literalism is literally
translating every noun ... in its him, so that the student can use the translation. 1 hold the
Nights (to be) the best of class books, and when a man knows it he can get on with Arabs

eveqwhere." 116

Once Payne's nine-vol urne version, with three supplementary volumes, l imited to fivehundred copies, was published between 1882 and 1884 by the Villon Society, Burton saw
that i ts success

- it sold out almost imrnediately and was 100% oversubscribed - left rmm

for another, even more literal rendering of the tales, and he returned to his version with
vigour, writing in his Foreword that fiom the spring of 1879 "the tedious process of copying
began and the book commenced to tzke final fom," although it appears that he had told
Payne in May of 1882 that h e had "only a few notes."

''

Once the Burtons discovered that they would receive only)300 fiom an interested
publisher and Bernard Quaritsch thought Isabel Burton was mad for offering to sel1 him al1
rights f o r ~ 0 , 0 0 0Burton
,
decided to publish the work himself

athe auspices of the Kama

Shastra Society, but under his own name, and gamble not only that he would not be
prosecuted for his expliciteness, but would recoup the printing costs and make a reasonable

profit. An amanuensis was hired to make a c l a n copy of Burton's manuscript for the printers
while Isabel Burton, despite her continu1 fears of prosecution, took over the job of
promotion and mailed out 34,000 circulars to prospective subscnbers as Richard plunged

back into the task of translating what was to be fûllyentitled A Pan-lit

N
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h

e
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By the autumn of 1882 he began to assemble his materials and prepare the first volumes,
but waited until Payne had finished publishing the last of his own version in 1884. In

London during the Iate spring and summer of 1885 Burton did much of his work at the India
Office and in the Iïbtary of the Athenaeum Club in Pal1 Mall, barely stopping to eat during

the day.

' ' The Athenaeurn's Secretary, Henry Richard Tedder, remembered the explorer

working for endless hours at the library's great round table, dressed in a white linen suit with
a tie-pin shaped like a sword. Tedder later referred to him as a man of subtle intellect and
extremely urbane, "a compound of a Benedictine monk, a Crusader, and a Buccaneer.1 9 1 19

In translating T

h

e

a

Burton used not only his

own knowledge of Arabic but nurnerous other versions and manusçnpts, inctuding the

and Breslau

standard Calcutta, or Macnaghten edition of 18 14 in the h d i a Office, the

editions, the English versions of Henry Torrens and Edward M. Lane, as well as Payne's
recent effort, leading to persistent but apparently groundless charges that Burton plagiarised
much of his work from Payne. 120 For the six-volume Suablemental Ni,&&

- stories not

- he relied mostly on the Edward

considered part of the standard

Wortley Montagu manuscript housed with the Bodleian Library at Oxford, a place he
loathed working in but was forced to visit when the curators retùsed to lend the manuscript
to the India Office. IZ1 The volumes of

-B

N

wa

were

printed by the Waterlow Publishing Company and bound in black and gold, the colours of
the Abbaside Caliphate, and contained a circuiar requesting that the work not be exposed for

sale in public places or permitted to fa11 into the han& of any other than students of Muslim
custorns.12* The initial ten volumes were published between Septernber 1885and July
1886, while the six

containing some of the most farnous stones such

as Aladdin and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, were issued, likewise for private
subscnption, between 1886 and November 1888.

Although the tales contained within Thewere, and still are, popularly
considered to be in the nature of traditional children's stories, the work itself is not
considered great literature within the Muslim world, but is essentially popular coffee-house
entertainment, a cornplicated, cides-withincircles series of interco~ectedtaies revolving
around a fiaming-story, namely the efforts of the woman Shahrazad - Scheharazade - to

prevent her cynical, misogynistic husband, King Shahryar, fiom executing her the morning
after their wedding because of his pathological mistrust of woman.

Many of the stories Shahrazad recites have sub-stories contained within them, and a
number of these sub-stories within them, so the translater must not only have the ability to
render the tales into English without losing the texture of the Arabic original, but keep the
integrity of the structure intact while not confusing the readership. Burton's intention in
translating a second unexpurgated version of m e

Nights was at least twofold. As

entertainments and a window into the Muslim world he was enchanted by the stories he had
heard and recited himself on many occasions, '23 ,ting

in the Novernber 26, 1881 letter to

the Athenaeum quoted above that he regarded the Nghts as
The book, mutilated in Europe to a collection of fairy tales... is unique as a study
of anthropology. It is a marvellous picture of Oriental tife; its shiftings are those of
the kaleidoscope. Its altemation of pathos and bathos ... its contrast of the highest
and purest morality with the orgies of Appuleiw (sic) and Petronius Arbiter, take away
the readds breath. 24

In his Foreword Burton stated that the work of translating the tales was "an unfailing
source of solace and satisfaction... a talisman against

and despondency" during his

years of "officia1 banishrnent" in West Afnca and South A r n e r i ~ a . He
' ~ ~wrote feelingly of

the desire in hurnan nature to encounter magic and the supernatural, noting the "strange
fascination exercised for nearly two centuries upon the life and literature of Europe by the

Every man at some... turn of his life has longed for the supernatural powers
and a glimpse of Wonderland. Here he is in the midst of it. Here he sees mighty
spirits summoned to work the human mite's will... who can transport him in an
eye-twinkling whithersoever he wishes; who can niin cihes and build palaces of
gold and silver, gems and jacinths ... here he fi&
magas and magicians who can
make kings of his fiiends, slay armies of his foes and bring any number of beloveds
to his amis... . His (the readefs) brain is dazed and dazzled by the splendours which
flash before it, by the sudden procession of Jinns and Jinnivahs.demons and faines,
some hideous, some preternaturally beautifid; by good wizards and evil sorceters.,. by
mermen and memaids, flying hones, talking animals, and reasoning elephants; by
magic rings and slaves and by talismanic couches which rival the carpet of Solomon. 126

Certainly Burton knew fiom the success of the Kama Shastra publications that there was
a market in Britain for Eastern works which dedt with the erotic in some manner. As stated
previously, the unbowdlerized TheN

u are rife with tales which do not often find

-

a place in the conventional library, and aside fiom Payne's effort of 1882 1884 previous
English versions had been conspicuously edited for content. Even Payne's unexpurgated
translation was careful to avoid excessive cnidity and explicitness, suggesting to Burton that
a fully-translated version in al1 its earthy gradations had yet to be done, and might prove

more popular than Payne's had been When trying to interest Quaritsch in the project Burton
wrote to the publisher, "1 may tell you that the work will be a wonder. Payne was obliged to
'draw it mi Id'. .. . 1 have done the contrary... the tone of the book will be one of extreme

delicacy and decency... broken by the most startling horrors like 'The Lady Who Wouid be
Rogered by the Beaf ... some parts b a t Rabelais hollow. What will Mrs. Gnindy say?"l 27
To John Payne he predicted smugly, "My conviction is that al1 the women in England will
read it and half the men \vil1 cut me." 128

Nzvertheless, it is apparent that there was a second, more personai reason Burton
wanted to publish a new translation. Several references indicate that he was convinced that a
heavily-annotated translation of the Niehtç would not be merely a worthwhile addition to
private libraries, but could act as a kind of deanthropological encyclopedia to Englishspeaking peoples on Muslim manners and mores. including sexual habits not found in other
English translations. Thus his concept of another unexpurgated version included extensive
annotation and aDDenda beyond that which had appeared in Payne's translation.
On August 12, t 884 he wrote to Payne, "1 am going in for notes where they do not suit

your scheme, and shall make the book a perfect repertoire of Eastern knowledge in its most
esoteric f ~ r r n . "He
' ~ elaborated
~
on this in his Foreward, writingthat previous versions had
degraded "a &ef-d'oeuvre of the highest anthropological and ethnological interest and
importance to a mere fairy-book, a nice present for little boys.

,

extreme use of notes

he defended in "a book whose speciality is anthropology" by recalling the previous

di fficulties he had with publishing his researches on indigenous sexuality, hoping that his
unexpurgated translation would be "an opportunity of noticing in explanatory notes many
details of the text which would escape the readefs observation... 1 am confident that they
(the notes) will form a repertory o f Eastern knowledge in its esoteric phase. 131
t'

He certainly wasn't shy about telling his readers what he thought of general British
knowledge of the Muslim world: "This book is t n d d a legacy which I bequeath to my
fellow-countryrnen in their hour of need ... . Apparently England is ever forgetting that she is
at present the greatest Mohammedan empire in the world. " 13* In the same passage he

strongly denounced the "crass ignorance concerning the Oriental peoples which should most
interest her (Britain), (and) expose her to the contempt of Europe as well as the Eastern
world," advocating the instruction of Arabic for imperial officiais, "incomparably more

valuable than Greek and Latin.1,133
Indeed, what distinguishes Burton's translation fiom other EngIish-language versions including Payne's unexpurgated work and Edward Lane's annotated, expurgated version was not merely the explicitness o f the translation but the extentive annotation he provided

his readers with, as well as the massive Terminal Essay on the Ni.&& which takes up 239 of

Volume X's 532 pages. In effect Burton's translation stands as a kind of peak of his attempts
at communicating with the Metropole, the perfect vehicle for presenting a lifetime of

accumdated data on non-British peoples, particularly but not exclusively those of the
Islamic world, as well as his ubiquitous opinions, beliefs, theories and prejudices. His notes
and Terminal Essay are a repository of information not only on Burton's comprehensive
knowledge of Arab and Muslim soçiety, but on the entirety of his experiences in connecting
with extra-European peoples and territones, and then transmitting the data gleaned fiom

them back to the Metropole.
Here he opened the floodgates of his accumulated knowledge, employing himself as the
educated conductor through the world of the Niehts and beyond, a literary Virgil to the
reader's Dante. Indeed, what most strikes the reader about The Book of

md a N

m is the breadth of specialised and comparative knowledge displayed in the

anthropological fmtnotes and sexual appendices used to illuminate and explain the text.
Circumcision, hermaphroditism, methods for making different kinds of eunuchs, the
possibility of trans-species intercourse, venereal disease, polygamy in general and the ~UUU
system in particular, recipes for ingesting hashish and making aphrodisiacs, adultery,
infanticide, euthanasia, binh control, incest, the condom and its origins, the supposed
insatiability of female sexuality, virginal defloration, clitoridectomy. sapphism, flatulence.
swordsmanship, horses, childbirth, demonic possession, murder, torture and punishments in
different societies; there are passages where nearly every linè is annotated with some piece
of arcane or specialised information.

However, in attempting to render an "Englished" version of the

instead of a

smooth, easily-read translation, Burton employai an archaic, pseudo-Chaucerian style which

may have been technically accurate
greater extent in Arabia De-

- C. M. Doughty used the sarne device to an even

- but is as difficult to read as his translation of Qs .&L

Even this is not consistent: Latin and French expressions are used in place of English

equivalents, different spellings are given simultaneously, American and English slang
expressions are dropped into the text at jarring intervals, and some words Burton freely
admitted he coined rnerely because they suited his style.134

Anticipating cornplaints about this style, Burton pointed out in the Foreword that his
purpose was to write "as an Arab would write in English," producing "a faithfùi copy of the
great Eastern Saga-book, by preserving intact, not only the spirit, but even the meuiniaue.
the rnanner and matter," of the stories. 35 Hence, he noteci, "however prosy and long-drawn

out (sic) be the formula, it retains the scheme of the

becaw they are a prime feature

of the original." 136 At the end of the final volume of the

he reiterated,

almoa apologetically, the reasons for his eccentric literary style:
The original Arabic... is highly composite; it does not disdain local terms, bye-words
and allusions... and it borrows indiscrirninately fiom Persian, fiorn Turkish and from
Sanscrit. As its eqw'valent in vocabulary 1 could devise only a somewhat archaical

English whose old-fashioned and sub-antique flavour would contrast with our modem
and everyday speech, admitting at times even Latin and French terrns... my conviction
remains that it represents. .. the motley suit of Arabo-Egyptian... - 137
As with his knowledge, Burton's opinions were strewn throughout the notes and

Terminal Essay willy-nilly, whether parading his DaMinian sensibilities ("our British
Aristotle"), his agnosticism ("The mystery of the cruelty of things can be explained only by a
Law without a Law-@ver1')or his cynicism ("Ml so£alled 'revealed' religions consist mainly

of three portions, a cosmogony more or less mythcal, a history more or less falsified and a
moral code more or l e s pure"). 38 Sirnilariy, his prejudices, particuiarly his Afrophobia,

were present throughout; his revulsion is apparent in the Framing-story, when King Shahryar

and his brother find their wives - young, fair and winsome - consorting with black slaves:
And then sprang with a dropleap fiom one of the trees a big slobbering
blackamoor with rolling eyes which showed the whites, a tnily hideous sight.
He walked boldly up to her and threw his anns around her neck while she
embraced him as warmly; then he bussed her and enjoyed her. On like wise
did the other slaves with the girls till al1 had satisfied their passions. l 3
In a footnote to this passage Burton altuded to what he was certain was the cause of this
orgy, the persistent myth of black sexual prowess, the fact that "debauched women preferred

negoes on account of the size of their parts... . In my time," he recalled, "no honest Hindi
Moslem would take his women-folk to Zanzibar on account of the huge attractions and
enormous temptations there and thereby offered to them. v140

Nevertheless, the text also contained passages of real beauty, as in his famous
description of a woman in the four-hundred and twenty-first and four-hundred and twentysecond night:
The girl is son of speech, fair of form like a branchlet of basil, with teeth like
chamomile-petals and hair Iike halters wherefrom to hang hearts. Her cheeks are
like blood-red anemones and her face Like a pippin: she has Iips tike wine and
breasts 1ike pomegranates twain and a shape supple as a rattan cane. Her body
is well-formed with sloping shodders dight; she hath a nose like the edge of a sword
shining bright and a forehead brilliant white and eyebrows which unite and eyes stained
by Nature's hand black as night If she speak, fksh young pearls are scattered fiom
her mouth forthnght and al1 hearts are ravished by the daintiness of her sprite; when
she smileth thou wouldst ween the moon shone out her lips between and when she
eyes thee, sword-blades flash from the blades of her eyes. l4'

Much of Ihc B
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f m e rests with Burton's

celebrated Terminal Essay on the history and social customs of the

which appeared

at the end of the initial tenth volume and comprises nearly half of the text. The entire
Terminal Essay is nearly 240 pages, much of which deals with a variety of relevant subjects:
the origins and history of the

u.
commentaries on previous translations of the work, a

consideration of the poetry and rhymed prose of the text.
The most famous section, entitled "Social Conditions as Shown in the Nights," nearly
half the Essay's length, is divided into four subsections: Al-Islam, Women, Pomography, and
Pederasty. The first two are standard looks at the subjects as they relate to the stories found
within the

while the brief essay on pomography is notable only for Burton's

continued ridicule of Victorian attitudes towards sex. It is the last section, on pederasty,*
which has earned the essay much of its notoriety, for Burton was delving into an aspect of
the tales which would have been considered distinctly obscene, if not actually abominable,

by most of his Victorian audience.

Although there are only a handful of stories conceming homosexuality in the

Burton's essay covers a broad range of historical and geographical data. He postulated the
existence of a geographic "sotadic zone"" where pederasty was relatively common, a belt
stretching roughly around the circurnference of the earth at the latitude of the Mediterranean.
"Within the Sotadic Zone," he speculated, "the Vice is popuiar and endemic, held at the
worst to be a mere pecçadillo, whila the races to North and South of the limiB...
practice it

only sporadically amid the opprobrium of their fellows... . 142
11

Included in this section is a historical survey of homosexuality fiom the Ancient World
to the nineteenth centuy, with a list of notable historical figures alleged to have engaged in

* ~ h iiss a prime instance of Burton using a specific word in a generic sense. The tales
conceming homosexual love in the
concem pederasty in the usual sense, i-e. boylove; Burton appears to be employing it in his essay as a synonym for al1 foms of
homosexuality.
*After Sotadzs, the third century B. C . Greek famous for his homosexual poetry.

homosexuai activites, including Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Frederick the Great,
Peter the Greaf and Napoleon. 143 He touched bnefly on fernale hornosexuality in the
and noted that Afghan caravans traditionally c h e d a number of male youths cornmonly
known as

-i-safarr, or "travelling wives," to the mortification of Afghan wornen

everywhere.144
1t is perhaps in this essay that Burton made the greatest use of his stock of comparative

information, and is the most indicative of his translation of the Niehts as a compendium of
data he had gathered from multiple societies. His discussion of pederasty was not strictly

limited to Islamic attitudes or the incidences of homosexuality as they appear in the tales,
but ranged fiom ancient Greece and Rome to strictures in the Koran against pederasty to
homosexuality in modem European capitals such as London, Paris, and Berlin and histoncal
punishments for homosexual acts. He theorised at length about causes, jumping fiom the
lack of initiation into sexual practices in strict lands like Persia (the reason, he asserted, why
Negroes are not sodomites) to the role of climate before arriving at the idea that

homosexuality is the result of a fusion of masculine and ferninine temperaments in both men
and wornen. 14* ~lthoughhe could not refrain h m including a number of crude stories, his

finz.1 pronouncement was that as a state homosexuality is an ilIness and requires help. "This

pathological love, this perversion of the erotic sense, one of the marvellous list of arnorous
vagaries... fdeserving)not prosecution but the pitifid care of the physician and the study of
the psychologist." 146
Although the anonymous Kama Shastra Society pub1ications had been printed with no
trouble fiom the authorities, Burton could not be sure that his credited translation of l3l.g
of the

N i g h t s wouid not cause him some personal trouble. At

the end of 1888 h e corresponded with Leonard Srnithers regardng the farnous case of Henry
Vizitelly, a sewnty-year-old London publisher specialising in translations of French
literature. Vizitelly had been charged with publishing an edition of Zola's Laf i n 4

gl O0 and then, when he had the courage to publish it again, was sentenced to three months
in prison, ruining him. Burton was certain that the cheapness of Vizitelly's editions was the

chief cause of his k i n g charged under the Obscene Publications Act, a suggestion that the
as well as its private printing, saved Burton fiom possible

expensive pnce for the
prosecut ion. 147

Nevertheless, he was prepared for trouble, telling his wife, "1 don't care a button about
being prosecuted, and if the matter cornes to a fight, 1 will walk into court with my Bible and

my Shakespeare and my Rabelais under my a m , and prove to them that, before they
condemn me, they must cut half of them out, and not allow them to be circulated to the
public." 148 indeed one of his footnotes in Volume X of the &&&deals exclusively with
what Burton called the imrnorality of the Old Testament; when Isabel Burton printed her
own six-voiurne, expurgated version of her husband's translation for public consurnption,

entitled 1
(also known as the
1

"

"Household Edition"), Burton, who helped and s u p e ~ s e dhis wife's work, kept the excised

material and intended to pnnt it separately as t
149
.

Neither Burton need have been concemed. The critical reception and success of

eT

h

o

0 went far beyond its translatof s wildest drearns.

Although they were itnxious that at a guinea a volume the subscription list would not contain
enough names to cover the printing costs

- especially since they had doubled Payne's Iimited

edition of five-hundred copies to one-thousand - the Burtons saw the subscription list pass
one-thousand names swiftly and then swell to over two thousand applicants, and found
thernselves regretting that they had not set the figure higher.
While some reviews were hostile to the language and nature of the tales in Burton's
venion,l 50 most critics were enthusiastic to the point of ecstasy as the initial ten volumes
were published in the latter part of 1885 and on into 1886.

St. -J

referred

it as "one of the most important translations to which a great English scholar has ever

devoted himself;" the Mominecalled it "simply priceless;" the -ln

-rC

enthused "There is only one 'Arabian Nights' in the worlà, and only one Captain Burton;"

while The S p a I m g L k stated bluntly "It is palpable enough that, until Sir Richard Burton's
wonderful work first s a w the light,

no

'w
l The October 24, 1 885

issue of bn&iEiu published a caricature of Burton by "Ape"(Carlo Pellegrhi) as well as a
brief biography, calling Burton's translation "the most complete, laborious, uncompromising,
and perfect translation of that collection of stories known to us as The Arabian Nights.

119152

Swinburne wrote a laudatory two-verse poem to his fnend published in the Febniaiy 6, 1886
issue of Athenaeurnl53 h i l e - the surest sign of al1 that Burton had made a popular success

- an anonymous verse circulated about London concerning Burton's work:
M a t did he say to you, dear aunt?
That's what 1 want to know.
What did he say to you, dear aunt?

That man at Waterloo!
An Arabian old man, a Nights old man
As Burton, as Burton can be;
Will you ask my papa to tell my marna
The exact words and tell them to me.3154

The extent of his success appears to have ovenrhelmed and puzzled Burton. Although
delighted with the praise and unaccustomed profit, he still could not refrain from a sardonic
directed against the conventional society he altemately despised and courted "1
stmggled for Forty-seven years," he remarked to Isabel Burton around this tirne, "1
distinguished myself honourably in every way 1 possibly could. 1 never had a compliment
nor a Thank you,' not a single fanhing. 1 translated a doubtful book in my old age and
immediately made sixteen thousand guineas. Now that 1 know the tastes of England, we
shall never be without money. 155
19

Given Burton's stated intention that his version of the

was aimed chiefîy at

students of Muslim culture, and that his annotateci translation was structured for
disseminating accurate information about Muslim society to the English-speaking world,

what were the results of Burton's translation on metropolitan sensibilities? Was he successful
in his aims?
Certainly, the agreeable f m e and profit the volumes of Thie E.30~4~
of
a N u brought their author indicate a wiIlingness on the part of a portion of the
literate, English-speaking public to receive Burton's work with atacnty - two-thousand eager
subscribers are more than a little suggestive of an enthsiastic market - but it is apparent
that the work's popular fame as a work of literature does not rest primarily on its

anthropological value. Rather, whatever Burton's aspirations of ethnological instruction, it is
clear that the chief result of his translation was to reinforce prevailing notions of that fluid
term "the East" as an alien region of barbaric splendour, languidness, unchangeability, and -

the chief contribution of Burton's translation to the metropditan consciousness - sensuality.
His very literary style, couched in obscure and archaic ternis, may have ken, as he
intended, a close approximation of an Arab writing in English, but it also has the effect of
irnparting the sense of an unaiterable social realm where the Other exists in a state of
stagnant perpetuity, and to which metropolitan readers can escape figuratively

- as the

author and other travetlers had escaped literally - for a time. Ironically, Burton's hopes that
the notes and appendices would comprise a usehl text for interested students of Muslirn
customs contributes to this perception, for the very comprehensiveness of the annotative
material gives the work an aspect of extreme verisimilitude, reinforcing popular perceptions
of the East as an othenvorldly land of unbridled licentiousness, perhaps needfûl of Western
appropriation. 156
Of course The I h z h f k

was haNiehty the first nor the 1 s t

literary work to promote the concept of an Eastern region in which the system of knowledge
is undentood primarily through the prism of Metropole desires and aspirations, but Burton's
translation, by its vev fame and notoriety, aided in fostenng and re-empbasising popular
conceptions of a region steeped in irnmernorial exoticisrn.'51

It is mie that his version came

late in the translation stakes, after the term "Arabian Nights" had already become

synonymous with a dream-like locality,15*but Burton's emphasis on the sexuality contained
within the stories

- not to mention similar information disseminateci through the footnotes -

could not have done othenvise but fider enlarge the concept of alien social novelty, only
now with the spice of eroticism in al1 its forms thrown in as an aàded treat. His very status as

an authority on the East, and his sometimes-prurient reputation as an investigator into

h
e
in metropo~itan
indigenous sexuality, gave & E3o& of t
eyes, the added bonus of a perceived-presentation of a "me" picture of the Muslim world in
al1 its manifestations, including, and perhaps especially, the sexual.
Moreover, by its very unexpurgated nature and restricted publication
o&

w a not li kely to be easily accessible to any but the most

N-i

interested patron with sixteen guineas to spare. As Burton probably suspected (note the
quotations on p. 337), the chief a p p l of an unexpurgated translation for subscrikrs was its
sexually-charged nature, including the explanatory notes and Terminal Essay. What Burton
accomplished, intentionally or wiintentionally, was to buttress metroplitan perceptions of
the "East" and the Other in a dynarnic, authoritative manner based on a lifetime of interest,
study, and experience connecting with non-British peoples. His primary contribution,

therefore, was to m e r define metropditan preconceptions with an effective ireatise on
sex. 159

This reinforcement, as well as the works of other "orientalist"writers, is discemible in

late-nineteenth and twentieth century popular Western manifestations - themselves
reinforcements of a prevailing idea - of a romanticised East, a distant fairyland of colour,
heat, splendeur, mystery, magic and sex; prime examples include the music of Rimskywas first performed in 1888, the year Burton's final volume of the

Korsakov-(
N

W appeared), staged musical productions such as =rt

S w and

(with a score heavily borrowed from another R w i a n composer of "oriental" music,

Alexander Borodin), literary and film adapûons of such Arabian knock-offs as E. M. Hull's

e Sh& and various cinematic renderings of tales taken either directly fiom, or inspirai

by, or referencing,

lm

Final Years and Translations
The cntical and financial success Burton enjoyed with The Book of
a Night enabled him to live in comfort for his remaining years. The entire sixteen
vol urnes grossed 16,000 guineas; afier the advertising, printing, and distribution costs were

subtracted, the Burtons netted 10,000 guineas, which, since Burton had paid for the printing
hirnself, was saaight profit. l6 Although his official retirernent in the spring of 189 1 was
only a few years away, the success of the &l&
revived Burton's hopes that he might be

given a better post.
Knowing that Sir John Dnrmmond-Hay was won to retire from his position as British

Consul to Morocco, Burton applied for the p s t , and was so certain of promotion that in
January 1886 he and Isabel were in Tangiers, scouting out the location while they celebrated
their Silver Wedding Anniversary. On February 5, 1886 a telegram art-ived at their hotel

addressed "Sir Richard Burton." Incredulous, the recipient tossed it to his wife saying,
"Some fellow is playing me a practical joke, or else it is not for me. 1 shall not open it, so
you rnay as well ring the bel1 and give it back again." Isabel Burton replieci, "Oh no! 1
open it if you don't," and did. 62

On reading it she learned that with the fa11 of the Conservative Govemment Lord

Salisbury had recommended arnong the Resignation Honours that Burton be named
K. C. M. G., a Knight Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George, which the
Queen had approved in January, making them Sir Richard and Lady Burton. Strangely

uncornfortable with something he might have eamed earlier in life fiom his contributions to
geography. Burion said, "1 shall not accept it," to which his wife replied, "You had better
accept it, Jemmy, because it is a certain sign that they are going to give you the place
(Morocco). 163
11

He was not, however, given Morocco. When Lady Burton complained to a friend in the
Cabinet that her husband had been hurt by k i n g passed over, the friend replied facetiously,
"We don't want to annex Marocco (sic), and we know that you hvo would be Emperor and

'

Ernpress in about six rnonths." 64 Burton's K. C . M. G., while perhaps not quite of the
consolation pnze variety some observers have deemed it, still represented the finai
recognition he was to receive from officialdom for his various services. It now becarne
obvious that he was to end his oficial career at Trieste until his retirement; there was to be

no officia1 rehabilitation. In Trieste Burton told his wife bitterly, "There is no rise for me
JIOW,

and 1 don't

anything; but 1 have worked forty-four years for nothinenothine
1 am

breaking up, and I want to go tiee.1,165
The travelling continued. As the years went on Burton's restlessness becarne
increasingly pronounce4 a reflection of his family's wandering about the Continent during
Richard's adolescence. Whenever they arrïved in a new place and registered in their hotel,
Lady Burton recalled, he seemed "to have sucked dry a11 his sunoundings, whether place,
scenery, people or facts before the rest of us had s e t t ~ e d . " Almost
'~~
irnrnediately Bmon

would begin to grow restless, saying to her, "Do you think 1 shall live to get out of this. to
see another place?"167As his health declined M e r Burton became almost totally
dependent on his wife, once confessing to her his despair at his failing powers:
1 have got to hate everybody except you and myself, and it m'ghtens me, b e c a w 1
know perfeçtly well that next year 1 shall get to hate you, and the year after that 1
shall get to hate myself, and then 1 don? know what will become of me. We are always
wandering, and the places that delight y ~ 1usay to myself 'Dryrot,' and the next
place 1 say 'Dry rotter,' and the third place 1 say 'Dry rotte*' and then dacaw.
16*
As his health grew worse Burton asked to be allowed to retire eariy on full pension, but

this \vas refused peremptody by the Foreign Office. 169 Burton was due to retire h m the
consuiar s e ~ c in
e the spring of 1891, when he would have turned the standard retirement
age of seventy. Late in 1889 he and Isabel went to Tunis and Algien, where Burton h o p 4 to
find help from Arabic scholars for his notes and translations on a new, extensively-annotated
version of The
this tirne to be translated directly from Anibic, entitled

The Scenîed G a r d a and containing an added chapter on pedemsty. This proved to be his
last journey. He wrote fiom Tunis to Leonard Srnithers late in December 1889, "Being

among the Moslems again is a kind of repose to me. The aîmosphere of Christendom
(Chrishandom) dominates (demoralises) and distresses (depresses) me." 'O From Algiers
h e cornplained brusquely to John Payne that "the world is growing vile and l&&'1171
At Maloja in August the Burtons met H. M. Stanley, honeyrnooning with his new wife,

Dorothy Tennant. Staniey wrote that Burton seemed much broken in heaith, but he was
nevertheless impressed and saddened by the older man:
He (Burton) is now engaged in writing a book called 'Anthroplogy of Men and
Women,' a title, he said, that does not describe its contents, but which wiil suffice

to induce me to read it. What a grand man! One of the real great ones of England
he might have b e n , if he had not been cursed with cynicism. I have no idea to what his
Anthropology refers, but 1 would lay great odds that it is only another means
of relieving himself of a surcharge of spleen against the section of humanity who
have excited his envy, dislike, or scom. If he had a broad mind, he would curb
these tendencies, and thus allow men to see more clearly his grander qualihes- 172

In Trieste Burton grew increasingly fiai1 as 1890 progressed, but continued to work on
S c ~ t e Garden,
d
apparent1y with mixed feelings. in his journal entxy

his new version of

dont care much about it,

of March 3 l he noted, "Beganor rather resumed

but it is a good potboiler." 173To Dr. Baker, however, he is reputed to have said as he

approached the end of the work in the autumn, "1 have put my whole tife and my life-blood
into that S

c

e

m it is my great hope that 1 shall live by it. It is the crown of my

life." 174 The proceeds were to be put into an annuity for Lady Burton after her husband's
death, but she tietted that this annotated work

- which included the section on

homosexuality omitted fiom the eariier Perfumed C

e

- might run him afoul of the

authorities as the other Kama Shastra publications hadnft. 75
Certainly Burton seems to have h o w n that he was approaching the end of his days. On
August 16 he wrote to W. F. Kirby, "We intend to pass the next summer at home, but the

time is long and Fate is malignant. " 176 Two rnonths later, on October 16, h e told his wife
that a bird had been tapping at his window that moming- "That is a bad omen, YOU

know." 77 Later she found a bit of poern he had written in the margin of his journal entry

for that same &y:
Swallow, pilgrim swallow,
Beautifid bird with purple piurne,

That, sitting upon my window-dl,
Repeating each morn at the dawn of &y
That rnoumfùl ditty so wild and shrill, Swallow, lovely swallow, what wouldst thou say,
On my casement-si11 at the break of day?178
.
On Saturday, October 18, in a curious re-enactment of the time he had nursed a

drowning bullfinch back to heaith as a boy, he discovered a robin drowning in a tank in his
garden and rescued if wanning it in his hands and placing it inside his fur coat until he was
certain it would survive. 179The n e a day he told Lady Burton, "Tornonow 1 shall have

and 1 promise you that 1 will never write another book
on this subject. 1 will take to our biography. 180
finished this (The S-d

Ci-),

11

That evening he went to bed at 9:30 p.m. but woke Isabel and Dr. Baker up at midnight
complaining of foot pain. Lady Burton remained with him as he dozed Once he awoke and
said to her, "1 dreamt 1 saw our little flat in London, and it had quite a nice large room in it."
Isabel Burton offered to fetch Dr. Baker but her husband refused, saying, "Oh no, don?

disturb him; he cannot do anything."181At 4:00 am., however, Sir Richard began to grow
uneasy and again complained of pain. Dr. Baker was sent for and gave him some medicine,

but otherwise could find nothing seriously wrong and went back to bed. By 4:30, however,
Burton began to cornplain that he was unable to breathe; Dr. Baker was again sent for and
found his patient inextremis.

'

At once Lady Burton sent for a priest. 82 Burton cried out, "Oh, P w , chloroform -

ether - or I am a dead man!"Lady Burton, sobbing, said, "My darling, the doctor says it will
kill you. He is doing al1 he knows." At that point her inscrutable, restless wanderer cried out,

"My God, 1 am a dead man," and expired in her arrns. 183
At fint Lady Burton refused to believe it, temfied that her husband would die without

the last rites of the Church. She ordered Dr. Baker to place an electric baîtery on Sir

Richard's heart and insisted that it remain until seven o'clock while she continually felt for a
pulse until a country priest, Father Pietro Martelani, mîved. He told Lady Burton that he
could not give her husband extreme unction because he had not declared himself publicly a
Catholic. With some effort Isabel was able to persuade him that her husband was secretly a
convert and that some life remained in him yet. Dr. Baker, who remained in the room,
appears to have made no protest to any of this scene. Thereafter extreme unction was
administered and the prayers for the dying chanted to Burton's corpse until around 7:ûû a-m.,
although it is clear that he had died more than two hours before. Isabel Burton recorde& "By
the clasp of the hand, and a little trickle of b l d m i n g under the finger 1 judged there was
a little life until seven, and then 1 knew that ... I was alone and desolate forever. *n 184
Burton had two funerals, both Catholic services, one at Trieste that October, and another
in England the following June. 85 Neither Westminster Abbey nor St. Paul's expressed any
interest in receiving the remains; the Dean of Westminster went so far as to let it be known

that there was no room in the cathedral. Instead, remembering how Burton had once said
that he'd like to be laid to rest with her side-by-side in a b e d o m tent, Lady Burton had
constnicted in the Mortlaice cemetary in Surrey a mausoleum built of marble and shaped into

an Arab tent,, with two pedestals laid inside for Burton and herself. Inside the tomb she laid
Burton's favourite walking-stick on his casket, and fiom the ceiling hung carnel-bells which
chimed whenever the door opened and the wind blew.
There were a nurnber of obituaries in newspapers and journais, nearly al1 of them
laudatory and many bemoaning what they saw as the misuse of an exceptional talent. The
Aht-,

afier its consideration of Burton's career, remarked bitterly, "England must

indeed be nch in talent when she can afford to waste in the routine of consular duties a man
of the courage, the capacities, and the vast acquirements of Burton... . The knighthood

'A photograph taken by Dr. Baker of Burton on his deathbed is strongly indicative of uiree
recurrent interests in Sir Richard's Iife. Pimed to the wall directly above the bed was a large
map of Am'ca. Above this hung a sword in its scabbarâ, and above that was pinned a piece
of paper with a saying in Penian, his favourite Eastern language: "Al1 things pass."

bestowed u p n him in 1886 was but an empty honour."186 Black

recorded

"Under happier conditions... Richard Burton might have f~undedan Empire... . It is

somewhat disheartening to think that, because he lived in Our time and gave his seMces to
the Government, he died a Consul at Trieste

- a desert eagle in a cage... ." '*'

The Royal

Geographical Society recognised Burton's communicative contributions, stating that not only
did he pioneer the way into the heart of Afnca, but that Burton was
...a keen and accurate observer, indefatigable in taking notes... a forcible and original
wïter, though it must be admitted that he sometimes pennitted prejudice to diston his
views. He had the faculty of forming and conveying a clear conception of the salient
features of a country, and aithough no specialist in science himself, he was quite alive
to the value of observations and coliections that might prove usehl to science. 88

'

Not every consideration of the late explorer was so glowing. Three years later, in its
review of Lady Burton's

*

.

Jife of Sir Ri&&

F. B u ~ f n gthe -vkw

used the

occasion to give vent to what must have been the thoughts of every agency Burton had ever
k e n employed or sponsored by. The Edinburgh Review rejected Lady Burton's insistence
that her husband's failure to nse higher in his career was solely the work of petty and jealous
men. Instead, the jo*mal noteà, "It was due... to the fact that those in authonty never knew
what dependence was to be placed on him, that they were never sure that at some critical
moment he might not prefer his own opinion to their orders... . That Burton was a capable
man, no one ever doubted. That he was a prudent man, many did doubt and will continue to
doubt."l 89

Epilogue

Lady Burton outlived her husband by six years, dying of cancer in London in 1896.
Despite suffenng increasingly fiom an ovarian twnour, she arrived in England with a tower
of baggage fiom Trieste and tninkloads of Burton's books, manuscripts, and notes. At once
she set about writing her husbands biography, using Burton's unfinished autobiography and

selections fiom his intimate joumals, quotes from his books, articles and letten, newspaper
and magazine extracts, and her own personal reminiscences. The result, published in 1893,

was a massive, two-volume work which sold well and was generally reviewed favourably

while - despite its eccentric nature mentioned in the Introduction

- becoming the

indispensible sourcebook for a life of either Burton ever since.
There remained the question o f the annotated version o f The Sc-

Crilrb to deal

with. Almost immediately following Burton's London fimeral Lady Burton f o n d herself

pestered corn various quarters, including specialist publishers in Holywell Street

- the

center of the London pomographic trade - for permission to print Burton's final work.
Unsure of what to do with the manuscript and feeling pressure as sole executrix of her
husband's will, she resolved to destroy it, along with a number of Burton's other manuscripts

Once word of her action became public knowledge she was vilified in public

and papers.'91

and private, held up as an example of philistinism for which former fiïends like Swinburne

and Ouida never forgave her, a reptation which has haunted her until recently.

Burton's

family, akeady angry over the deathbed scene in Trieste and Burton's subsequent Catholic
funerals and burial, were nearly insensate with rage. 192
Georgiana Stisted waited until Lady Burton's death to publish her pointedly-titled
1
True L'fe
of C

.

m

a Sir-

.

F. Rurtan, a biography of her celebrated uncle which laid

the lion's share of Burton's professional misfortunes squarely at Isabel Burton's door.'91

This was countered in 1897 by the publication of the first biography of Isabel Burton,

written by a friend, W. H. Wilkins, which sought to answer Stisted's charges using large
extracts fiom Lady Burton's unfinished biography and other writings. The literary argument

concerning Isabel Burton's role in her husband's life continues to this &y.

Thanks to the sponsorship of the Royal Geographical Society, the Royal Asiatic Society,
the British Association, the Anthropological Institute, as well as numerous izidividuals such

as Lord Salisbury, W. H. Smith, and Lord Northbrook, Lady Burton was granted a Civil List

pension of

50 a year early in 1891.194 When Burton passed away his salary likewise

died, as well as any hopes of a pension; Isabel Burton wrote that al1 she had in the world at
this tirne was a srnail paîrirnony. 195 There rnay have been more than this; at the time of his

death Burton's estate was valued at just underg190 and isabel had yet to pack r e m to
London, and inter her husband. Nevertheless, by various means, including careful
investments a n d B 0 0 0 she received from H. S. Nichols for the Library edition of her
husband's

as well asr2,000 pined from sales of her biography of ber husband, she

196
rnanaged at the tirne of her own death to leave an sizable estate of over~l1,OOO.

Burton's siblings and close relatives were already dead or outlived him by only a few
years. His brother-in-law, Lieutenant-General Sir William Henry Stisted, died of tuberculosis
in 1876; his yomger niece, Maria (or Minnie), died young and mrnarried in 1878. Maria

Stisted died in 1893, while Edward Burton, mute to the las&passed away in 1895 after
thirty-seven years confinement at the Surrey County Lunatic Asylurn. M e r publishing her
own, partisan biography of her uncle in 1896, Georgiana Stisted, who also never married,

died in 1904. With no issue fiom Richard and Isabel Burton's marriage, there are no
descendents of this branch of the Burton family alive today.

Endnotes - Cbapter Six
1.

Life, 1, 589.

3. Life,1, 589. For examples of these and other letters see InnerL, 309 - 330; also
1,537 - 540; 565; 577 - 581.

5. The circuitous history of this manuscript has been described in Chapter IV, note 216.
The original manuscript was wrïtten during 1856 1857 while Burton and Speke were at
Zanzibar, prior to leaving for the African interior on the Great Lakes Expedition. The
chapter on Speke must have been written in England in late 1871. following Burton's recall
from Damascus and while he was revising the recovered manuscript for publication. As
such. it is interesting to note that his sentiments regarding John Speke, melancholy and
regretful, were composed at the time when Burton was at his lowest professional ebb.

-

7. For examples of the newspaper articles Isabel Burton cited see lnner Life. II, 33 1 - 339.
. 8. Laura Hain Fnswell, i
n
Sev-

@oston: Herbert B. Turner, 1906), 46.

9. The Foreign Office report of this investigation was written by William Owen and Odo
Russell. AAer reading it Granville wrote to Sir Henry Elliot in Constantinople, admitting that
both the report and Burton's defense of his actions in Syria were strong, and suggesting that
trouble might come over his recall. Elliot's reply said that he was sony, but that leaving

Burton in Damascus would almost inevitably have caused serious trouble. Quoted in Lovell,
592. Lady Burton's own investigation, published by the Foreign Office as a Blue Book,may
have been brought out by the F. O. as a sop to public opinion.
10. Granville to Richard Burton, October 25, 1871; Public Record Onice Foreign OWse
78/2259-Quoted in Lovell, 593.
1 1. Burton to Lord Granville, November 1, 187 1;Wiltshire Record Office 2667/26 Box 2
(ii) 7. Quoted in ihidihid

1

mIhid
This poverty was of a relative nature. Isabel Burton kept her Syrian maid,

Khamoor, while Burton maintained memberships at his several clubs and learned societies
even as he and Isabel were entertained lavishly at a number of country-houses. Nevertheless,
their precarious situation was very real. While travelling by train with Richard to visit
relatives, one of their fifieen wereigns fell out of Isabel's purse and rolled between the

floorboards. Aithough she tried frantically to retrieve the coin it remained lost. At that point
she collapsed on the floor of their cornpartment and cried w M e her husband sat down b i d e
her and attempted to comfort her.
14. mie 1.591 - 592. While at Garswood Isabel Burton's uncle gave herX25 as a
was published and it was found that Burton was
Christmas gift; later that winter
owed some backpay from the Foreign Office. That same winter at Knowsley, Lord Derby's
home, Burton was sitting next to the Duke of Edinburgh when the latter offered himLSOO if
he would go to Africa and search for David Livingstone, then believed lost. In one of his
contrary moods, Burton simply drawled, ''Ill save your Royal Highness that expense," and
went back to his soup. Livingstone was eventually relieved by H. M. Stanley. Wright, i.,226 -

377.

a-

1 5 . For a cornparison of Burton and Morris' views on Iceland, see Pamela Bracken Wiens,

"Fire and Ice: Clashing Visions of Iceland in the Travel Narratives of Moms and Burton,"
- .
e J o u d of the W_illiam bbms SocVol. XI, No. 4 (Spring 1996)- 12 - 18.
16. Sir Richard F. Burton, :
or A 2 vols. (London:
William P. Nimmo, 1875), 1,353,653; il, 183. HereaAer
17. Ultima 1, xiii; Brodie, 267. Burton may have disliked Icelanâ, but the precise
observer in him dictated a six-week return to the country in the surnmer of 1875 to collect
more material for UltimaThule.
Burton's two volumes include information on, among many
0 t h things, Icelandic physical and plitical geography, the ethnology of the inhabitants,
education and the professions, the country's relations with Denmark, folklore, flora, fauna,
taxation, and weights and measures.

22. Burton's predecessor, the novelist Charles Lever, was told by Lord Derby upon k i n g
offered the Trieste consulship, "Here's six hundred a year for doing nothing and you're just
the man to do it." Dictionaru_ofNahonalBioeraDhy. 63 vols. (New York: Macmillan and
Co., 1893), Vol. 33, 139.
*

*

24. In a private, unàated letter to Granville on how to deal with the slave trade in Egypt
reprinted in Life (II, 193, Burton mentioned that his vice-consul, Edward Brock, had acted
for forty years on the Trieste Consul's half-pay while he was absent, and would continue to
do so while Burton the present Consul was engaged elsewhere.

-

-

25. LL& II, 45; Burton to Monckton Milnes, December 16, 1873; Lord Houghton Papers,
2 10; L&, II, 195.
Tnnity College Library, Cambridge. Quoted in

26. Burton to Monckton Milnes, March 2, 1875; Lord Houghton Papers, Trinity College,
Cambridge. Quoted in
2 12.
27. Life. II, 272.
28. H

a
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y 175- 176.

29. & II, 5. Isabel Burton reprïnted this article by Bate Richards, first published in a
1 877 issue of me WoM ("Celebrity at Home") in Life.11,4 - 9.

Quoted in Life, II, 229.

30. Article fiom West.-

. .
(1877),
C
r
o
l
d
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M
r
n
e
s
M ~ i h( 1878),
3 1. In sequence these works are Sind Re
. .
..
e 7)
( O 879), and To t
k GQM
&-oC
( 1883).
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32. Brodie, 273; see also Life. iI, 59 60. Isabel Burton spent much of the voyage nwsing
many of the pilgnms, but still twenty-three died in twenty-three days, "not of disease, but of
privation, fatigue, hunger, thirst, opium, vermin and misery. No one would believe it unless
they saw the din and smelt the horrible effluvia." mid., LI. 59.
. .
of N
R i o m Vol. X)(II (First
33. For detai 1s of Arbuthnot's career see
Supplement), 47 - 48. Arbuthnot's first name is ofien spelled Foster, but since he appears to
have named after his maternai granâfàther, Field-Marshal Sir John Forster Fitzgerald 1have
retained that spelling.
. .

of P r o b t e d Works: VoIumg 1 :b&x
(London: Jack Brussel, 1962), 282. Fim published privately
London, 1877. Ashbee stated that after four proofs were run off the printer became alarmed
at the nature of the book and refused to print off the edition. To protect themselves fiom
possible prosecution Arbuthnot and Burton used their reversed initids as the translators, i.e.
A.F.F.andB.F.R..
34. "Pisanus Fraxi" (Henry S. Ashbee), v-

..

*

.

1,257. This quotation is to be f o n d originally
in
.,
~
D Val& V but since Burton saw fit to retain it in S
ind.detisveR feel that he found it
as pertinent in 1876 as he did in the 1840s.

35.

-

37. Ibid.LI, 26 27.
38. Quoted in Life, Ii, 88.
39.

M,II, 44.

Wali, who had last
30. Midian, 243 - 245. Burton does not explain how it \vas that
either discovered or was told that his
seen Burton in Afghan disguise prior to his 1853
old fnend was an Engiishman, but he was clearly aware of it when they met again at Zagazig
in 1877, referring to Burton facetiously thughout this first Midian expedition as Danvay&
W. "Father Dervish."
65.
. .
- .
I I . M i d i a n R e d 1, ix.

43. Ibid., II, 177.
44.

II, 192 - 193.

45. It,idd3II, 208. Burton estimated that not tess than 8,000 mutilated boys between the ages
of four and ten were shipped annually into Arabia, Egypt, and Turkey, their prices fetching
between XX andjS80. Loc. cit. This practice especially seemed to have repulsed him; he
in which he described the process of
retumed to it in a note to the
making a eunuch slave in graphic detail. See,1, 70 - 7211.

47. Burton recorded the prices of slaves at Cairo and Alexandria during 1879 - 1880, noting
that Nubian or Abyssinian girls fetched between XI 2 and x50, dcpending on their
comeliness.
48. In her biography Lady Burton reprinted an article Richard had written on "Howto Deal
With the Slave Scanda1 in Egypt," in which he outlined the revival of the trade within
Egyptian dornains and proposed a scheme for i ts erdication. See Life II, 195 2 i 0-

-

9

Gordon to Richard Burton, June 21, 1877. Quoted in Romançe.II, 654 - 655.

50. Burton to Charles George Gordon, n. d. Quoted in ibid,, 11,656.
5 1 . Gordon to Richard Burton, October 19, 1877. Quoted in

II, 659.

52. Gordon to Richard Burton, August 8, 1878. Quoted in ihid,il, 663.

53. In 1881 the Egyptian govemment was faced with rebellion in the occupied Sudan, led
by the charismatic Sudanese nationatist leader Mohammed Ahmed, who called himself the
Plah& or Expected One. Styling himself a servant of the Prophet with a mission to puri@
Islam, he pledged to expei the Egyptians fiom Sudan and restore the slave trade, in effect reestablishing the Sudanese social structure which the Egyptians had altered dramatically by
- flocked to his cause; in November
abolishing the trade. Legions of followers 1 883 they scored a notable victory over an Egyptian army led by Colonel William Hicks at
Shaykan, capturing artillery, rifles, and machine-guns. With a second front opened up on the
Red Sea in the wvinter of 1883 - 1884 by the Mahdi's follower Uthman Diqna, it was decided

to evacuate the Sudan of al1 Egyptian garrisons and personnel. The task of evacuating the
Sudanese capital, Khartoum, was given to G o r d o ~who arrived in the city in Febniary 1884
and promptly decided to defend the capital rather than give it up to the
forces.
Gordon's refusal to leave Khartoum, and the public outcry in Bntain to save the Christian
warrior fighting against the infidel, compelled the Government to intervene and an
expeditionary force under Gamet Wolseley was sent up the Ni le to rescue Gordon in late
1884, but amved too late; Khartoum was stormed in January 1885 anci Gordon was killed in
the fighting. On hearuig the news of Gordon's death Burton was increduious and for a time
refused to believe it, insisting that he had somehow escaped and would emerge through the
Congo. When Isabel Burton showed her husband an illustration from a London newspaper
depicting Gordon lying deserted in the desert, he exclaimed, "Take it away! 1 canrbear to
look at it. I have had to feel that myself; 1 know what it is." Lif& II, 279 280. For her part
Isabel Burton remernbered Gordon's kindness to her when she was bedridden in London, and
how on his final visit - the last time she ever saw him - he outlined the components of the
Union Jack on her hearth-mg with papers and scisson, explainhg what each cross on the
Jack representd Ibid,il, 177.

-

54.

m,II, 227 - 228. For a detailed examination of this episode see Lovell, 664 - 669.

55. Cf. Brodie, 270.
56. Sind Re-

.

.

ii, 193.

58. See C . W. Ceram, w r e t of -tes

. .

- The Discovery of

(New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1956), 17; 105.

60.

Life, II, 352.

6 1. Typiçal of these was the A

t
,dismissive review of December 16, 1876, which
noted that "...we cannot help feeling that we have before us the offspring of a sudden excess
of anthropological fervour, raîher than the result of quiet, steady research and slow matured
j udgement." Athenaeum. No. 2564 (December 16, 1876), 795. Burton's own copy of
Etnisçan Rolomia, now housed in the Huntington Library, contains a collection of newspaper
and journal reviews. See Brodie, 363, note 19.
62. See Walter Besant,Life
Fdwar-

for an acwunt of
the circurnstances s w u n d i n g Professor Palmer's death while on assignment.

-

63. Life, II, 242 246.
64. LLe,1, 184. Isabel Burton attempted to make it appear as if her husband had written the
entire Ilasidah following his & but Brodie rnakes the reasonable deduction that many of

the poem's s t a r ~ a sdealing with age and decay points to Burton having written at least part of
it when he was in his rniddle years. See Brodie, 277.

in a letter to Leonard Smithers on
65. Burton did admit to king the author of the
is mine afler a fashion, but 1 do not own it before the
August 2, 1888, writing, "The
world, simply because it is tentative and only half of the whole." Burton to Leonard
Smithers, August 2, 1888; Edwards Metcalf Collection, Huntington Library, San Marino,
California. Quoted in Brodie, 277.

70. ibiL 1, 1. Lufs VazdeCmZks-Cmoens- wasbom inLisbonabout 1524and
becarne Portugal's national p e t during the brief period of Portuguese ascendancy. As a
young man he served for two years in the m y in North Afiica, where he lost his right eye,
before attending Coimbra University. Imprisoned for eight months in 1552 for wounding a
man of influence in a brawl, he was îwice exlled fiom Portugal, sewing as a soldier in the
Middle East, India, and China At Goa Camoens wrote al1 or most ofQ&&&s
Pûrtuguese), an epic poem detailing the history of the Portuguese nation, based on the
voyage of Vasco Da Gama Penniless and burned+ut at forty, he returned to Lisbon,
published 0 s in 1572, and died of the plague eight years later. His grave is
unknown.

(m

71.

II, 182.

72. Quoted in Brodie, 28 1.
73. Brodie, 288.
74. Following Sir Richard Burton's death in 1890 hoplology became moribund, but was
reactivated in the 1950s by the combatives arts researcher and writer Dom F. Draeger. It
exists today in the body of the International Hoplology Society, which recognises Burton as
the doyen of hoplology. See D o m F. Draeger, "An Introduction to Hoplology," HoDlos.3 4.

-

75. Writing to a fiiend in 1884, just afker The haf SwQCPhad been published,
Burton commented sowly, "It has the honour of not only k i n g un-read, but also of king
unreviewed what articles have appeared are beneath contempt." Quoted in Byron Farwell,
Burton (Westport, Connecticut: 1979,358-

-

76. These texts were A C

o
0 ( Bavonet 853) and A New Svo
f(1 876). W I e the latter had some support from the Duke of

Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief of the British A m y , to whom it was dedicated by
permission, neither work creaîed much o f a stir in military circles in Britain.

80. Ud,, xv; Draeger, "An Introduction to Hoplology," 4.
81.

-W

Sword, xv.

82. Lovell, 66 1. Burton's working notes for the first volume of The Book of t h e are
with the Edwards Metcalf private collection at the Huntington tîbrary. Following Burton's
death Lady Burton commissicned A. Forbes Sieveking to collate materials for the other two
volumes, with a view to publishing the remaining parts of the ûilogy. Sieveking found the
task impossible, however, and Burton's matenals and notes are now housed with the
Huntington's own collection of Burtoniana
83. Isabel Burton reprinted these particular articles, tying a number of them together, in her
biography. See
ii, 304 306; 496 - 5 13; 523 - 534; 535 - 559.

-

a

84. n e Times. December 28, 1888. Reprinted in Life il, 366 - 367.
85. This lecture was held before the Spiritualist Society on December 2, 1878, and
reprinted in Life, II, 138 15 1. Burton's ter- "extra-sensuous perceptiob" is found on
p. 143-

-

86. Wright, il, 143.
87. Anonymous, "A Roving Consul?" TheReview, LXV (January 28, 1888), 1 1 1.
This quotation was published as part of a review of Francis Hitchman's two-volume
biography of Burton which appeared the sarne year. Pleading extreme circumstances,
Hitchman had managed to persuade the Burtons to allow him to use Richard's unfinished
biography as well as other personal papers and then, in an act of gross plagiarism, simply

altered everything to the third person while refbsing to allow either Richard or Isabel Burton
to approve or correct the prwfs. When the biography was published it appeared as if Burton
was cooperating with the author in harsh criticism of his superiors in the army and Foreign
Office, and whining inçessantly about his officid treatment While the work does not appear
to have darnaged Burton with his superiors at the F. O., TheR e M e a article on the

Hitchman biography took strong issue with the sentiments expressed in the book, publicly
drawing attention to Burton's many absences from Trieste.

-

88. Life. II, 295 296.

89. Many of Burton's leaves while posted at Trieste seem to have been spent working on
literary projects; his 1875 Ieave, as has been noted in the text, was panly spent in Iceland
h s time in England in 1885 was chiefly to work on
gathering information for
f
l
and his visit to Tunis 1n the last year of his
life was to search for Arabic manuscripts of clneScented.
90.

Life. II, 338; 35 1.

93. See Brodie, 335 - 336 and McLynn, 367 - 368, for their deductions that Burton was
either a latent homosexual or bisexual, k d chiefly fiom his writings, in particuiar the
famous section on pederasty in the Terminal Essay of
N m Although the question of Burton's sexuality is somewhat outside the xope of this
study, my own conclusion is that there is no direct evidence that Burton ever indulged in
homosexual practices. However, it must be said that to even this simple statement there is an
ambiguous aspect, for he may have given Algemon Swinburne a "swishing" on at least one
,-S
edited by Cecil Y. Lang, 6 vols., New Haven: Yale
occasion (see
University Press, 1959,[, 124,No. 78), and some researchers have reasonably wondered
how an undercover agent visiting male brothels in Karachi could have refrained fiom
indulging in the acts committed therein without fear of discovery. The best that can be said
regarding this issue is that while there is no hard evidence of homosexual activites on
Burton's part, there is some suggestive evidence of a sadistic or perhaps homoerotic aspect to
his nature,as the incident with Swinburne demonmates. The clear interest in homosexuality
Burton displayed in some of his wrïtings, particulariy the section on pederasty in the
and whch
Terminal Essay to me-3l
psychobiographen such as Brodie and McLynn believe to have been evidence of a personal
inclination, was likely merely another aspect of hurnan activity Burton thought worthy of
detached investigation and discussion.

94. J. S. Cotton, "Sir Richard Burton,"
Supplement), 355.
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of National Vol. XXlI (First

.

.

97. AlanH. Jutzi, "BurtonandHisLibrary," I
nof Sfr-(San
Huntington Library, 1993),98 99.

Marino:

-
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.
98. See "Pisanus Fraxin (Henry S. A s b e e ) , ~ v o f P r o l h & dR d : V o m
GateT a w u h m (New York: Jack Brussel, 1962), 462 463, for a passage by
Arbuthnot which echoes Burton's sentiments regarding the educational value of these works.
*

-

99. Wright, ii, 62.

100. M- J. D. Roberts, "Mords, Art, and the Law: The Passing of the Obscene Publications
Vol- 28, No. 4 (Sumrner 1985), 6 12,621,628 - 629.

Act, 1857,"

101. Ibid,628; see also Lovell, 622; 684.

103. Burton to John Payne, August 5, 1882. Quoted in Wright, II, 62.

104. Burton to John Payne, December 23, 1882. Quoted in W.

106. In an obituary of Edward Rehatsek F. F. Arbuthnot wrote for the@
. .
Asiatic Arbuthnot was explicit in stating that Rehatsek had prepared unexpurgated
translations of Theand Ihe G
a for the Kama Shastra Society. See F- F.
Arbuthnot, "Life and Labours of Mr.Edward Rehaîsek," lournal of t h e a l AsSociety
(May, l892), 592. See also Wright, U, 66; Penzer, 161 162. J. D. Yohaman, writing on the
*

.

-

issue in 1950, believes that at best Burton edited the two works. See J. D.
Yohannan, "Did
- .
Sir Richard Burton Translate Sadi's -?",
Jof
S
a
(October, 1WO), 185 - 188.
107. Soon after the first edition of

appeared Smithers approached Burton about
publishing a second, illustrated edition with Burton's name prominently displayed to induce
sales. Although Burton \vas at first willing, Isabel Burton stepped in and put a stop to the
scheme. appealing to Smithers on the grounds of her husband's career with the Foreign
Office and his looming retirement in the spring of 1891. The second edition was printed
with the original pseudonyms.
108. For this edition of

me C l a m Burton and Smithers followed the sarne structure as

m;i.e. retaining the original Latin, with Burton's translation of the metrical portion

and Smithers' translation of the prose added There are three separate prefaces by Burton,
Lady Burton, and Leonard Smithers.

109. In True Life. Georgiana Stisted recalled how her uncle would make a great show of
mystification whenever the subject of the Kama Shastra Society came up, although his
4406.
family knew full well that he was behind the publishing

m.

-

110. See Penzer, 161 181.
1, ix. This division of labour was not as lopsided as it might appear. Elsewhere
1 1 1.
in his Foreword Burton noted that there are somewhere around 10,000 lines of poetry
contained in the stories.
1, W .
1 12.
No. 2819 (November 5, 1881), 599. The history of T
hein
Europe goes back to the eighteenth century, when the French Arabist Antoine Galland
published Mille et U
n
e between 1704 and 1717.

This expurgated version was immensely popular and quickly translated into a number of
languages, including English by Jonathan Scott, laying the foundation for the general
perception of the work as a series of exotic fairy stories suitable for the entire family. A
complete English translation was begun by Henry Torrens in 1838, but he died &er
publishing only the first volume. His successor, E d w d William Lane, had an extensive
knowledge of Arab l ife and customs but proved too timid to translate an unexpurgated
version. His translation was published between 1839 and 1841 and was designed essentially
for the draw-ng-room. It was not until Payne's nine-volume unexpurgated translation
appeared in 1882 - 1884 that the tales assumed more of their original style and tone.
1 13. Athenaeuril, No. 2822 (November 26, 1 88 1), 703. Burton wrote this fiom Trieste on
November 13.

1 15. Burton to John Payne, May 12, 1883. Quoted in Thomas Wright, 32re Life of John
78.

m.

1 16. Burton to John Payne, October 1, 1883. Quoted in ibid.79.

118. Wright, II, 80.
1 19. Quoted in ibid.,II, 85.

120. 1 am not qualified to adjudicate on thecharges ofplagiarism regarding Burton's
treatrnent of Payne's text, although fiom existing evidence it seems unlikely that Burton
"stole" fiom Payne. Thomas Wright, Payne's biographer as well as a good fiend, insists in
his biography of Burton that the latter plagiarized upwards of threequarters of his
translation fiom Payne's work, although as Burton's bibliographer, Norman Penzer, notes
with some indignation, Wright did not know Arabic or any of the problems of translating
from the lan-e
(Penzer, 3 19). Although Wright employs parallel columns of text from
boih the Payne and Burton versions of Thein his biography of Burton to
demonstrate that Burton had plagarized Payne's work (II, 105 116), these do not indicate
that Burton followed Payne to the extent Wright maintains, although some words and
phrases are identical. Moreover, Burton was meticuIous in his attributions and in
appeared to have gone out of his way in thanking those
the m
da
who aided him, as well as citing those from whom he bonowed or otherwise used portions
of text, including Payne. Fawn Brodie inserted an appendix in
Dewhich
delves into this matter in some detail, noting not only that Burton's translation 1s more exact
and less prone to euphemisms than Payne's in the cruder passages, but that several of his
translated stones actually precede Payne's publication of these same tales. See Brodie, 341 343.

-

12 1. The refusal of the Bodleian to lend the manuscript must have stung; Burton dedicated
N m to the Bodieian's curators, especially Reverend B.
Volume VI of the

Price and Max Müller, wtiting "1 take the liberty of placing your narnes at the head of this
Volume which owes its rarest and taciest passages to your kindly refùsing the temporaxy
transfer... to the care of Dr. R o c Chief Librarian, India Office. As a sop to 'bigotry and
virtuel... 1 had undertaken, in case the loan was granted, not to translate taies and passages
which might expose you... to untnendly comment. But possibly anticipating what injury
would thereby accrue to the Volume and what sorrow to rny subscribers, you were g d
enough not to sanction the transfer - indeed you refused it to me twice and for this step
rny clientele will be (and ought to be) truiy thankfiil to you" He finally had the material
photographed and worked fiom the pictures.

-

122. Wright, The of
123.

-

.

U, 95-

E& Foe- I,26; Life, 1,348. When Burton was stricken with his second heart

attack at Cannes in February 1887, Dr. Frank Baker, also staying at the city at the time, was
enlisted to tell the explorer the seriousness of his condition. Upon meeting Burton, Dr. Baker
told him how critiçally il1 he was, whereupon the older man shrugged and said, "Ah well,
story. Dr. Baker was hired soon
what must be must be," and launched into an
aftenvards by Lady Burton. See Dr. Frank Grenfell Baker, "Sir Richard Burton as I Knew
New Series, Vol. LI (July - December 1921 ), 4 1 1 - 423.
Him,"
124. Atheoaeuril. No. 2822 (November 26, 1881), 703.

127. Quentin Keynes Collection. Quoted in Lovell, 670. Burton's dislike of the mythical
Mrs. Grundy and d l she was alleged to represent was notonous. In June 1882 he wrote to
John Payne regarding t!!e latter's translation, "Mrs. G m d y is begiming to roar; already 1
hear the voice of her. And I know her to be an arrant whore and tell her so, and don%care a
.
damn for her." Quoted in Wright, w f e of SirBurton., 38.
*

128. Wright, 13,54.
129. Wright,

The of J-

130. &&& 1, xi.

134. Ibid.,1, xiv.

80.

138.
V, 170n; Ngh& X, 37n2; ibid, X, 177. Some j o m a l s cnticised
this tendency. The Jan2, 1886 issue of w
e
w (Vol. 61, No. 1575, p. 27)
complained that Burton's notes ofien appeared to have little or nothing to do wiih the text,
U, 45% which espoused Burton's theory that the cognate
citing the footnote in
German pronounciation of the letter "j" was used incorrectly in the pronounciation of semitic
words: hence Jenisalem was pronounceci "Ger-usalem" instead of the proper "Yer-usalem."

147. Burton to Leonard Smithers, November 4, 1888; Huntington Library. Quoted in
Carre- 254.
148. Life, II, 284.

149. Nights. X, 1 80 - 18 1n. The Quentin Keynes Collection has a manuscript in Burton's

hand containing material which had been excised fiom Lady Burton's expurgated
"Household Edition," and which Burton intended to print privately under the titfe of &
ck Book of t
he.
This was never published, although he wrote a draft
preface in which he believed that the British public was "slowly but surely emancipating
itself corn the prurient reticence and the prudish and immoral modesty of the early xixth
centilry." Quoted in Brodie, 3 11.
150. The most famous negative review came fiom the -Review,

which wrote
"Probably no European has ever gathered such an appalling collection of degrading customs
and statistics of vice... . Galland is for the nursery, Lane for the study and Burton for the
sewers."
Vol. CVIIV (July, 1886), 184. The controversy as to whether or
not the Nights are obscene continues to this day, and not merely in Europe and North
Amerka. In the spring of 1985 an Egyptian court, acting on charges from the Ministry of the
Interior, ruled that Thewas indeeû obscene and a threat to

Egyptian youth. Three-tbousand confisateci copies were destroyed and fines were levied
against publishers and distributors of the work. See The -G
I
"1s it lights out for
sex in Thousand and One Nights?" (May 1 1, 1985), and "Court rules classic tales are
obscene" (May 20, 1985).
1 5 i . Sc.Gazl&, September 12, 1885; MoniineSeptember 15, 1885;
oln G u , November 2, 1885; TheJuly 17, 1886. These extracts are

taken fiom a selection of reviews Lady Burton published in Life. Q, 6 17 - 626.
152. Vanity Fair_ No. XXXIV (October 24, 1886), 233.

153. Algemon Swinburne, "To Richard F. Burton, 'On his Translation of the 'Arabian
Nights,"' W F
.e b w 6, 1886. Reprinted in Life. iI, 286.

..
- -fies . 156. Nigel Leask, British
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 2 1.

of F

m

157. See, for example, J. S. Cotton's comment in his obituary of Burton in
Nu.
965 (November 1, 1890), 39 1 - 391: "He meant to teach them (Burton's çountrymen) how far
the East is fiom the West, and how little the East has changed fiom time immemorial."
1 58. Rana Kabbani, -s'

159. Kabbani, F.ur-'s

-M

(London: Macmillan, 1 986), 30.

M m of Orient, 7; 5 1 - 54; 58.

160. It is notable that Douglas Fairbanks Sr.'s silent-screen production of m
f of
Bagdad ( 1924), billed as "An Arabian Nights Fantasy," uses word-for-word part of Burton's
invocation to Theof thg b
a
s its own invocation at the
Dracula (WU),
beginning of the film. Similarly, Francis Ford Coppola's film, -Ss
contains a scene in which two Young, upper-class Victorian women giggle over the erotic
illustrations in an edition of The
by Richard F. Burton.

166.

Ibid..II, 364.

169. Burton sent a list of his seMces to the Foreign Office, asking that if the Treasury
could not withstand retiring him on full pension, that he be added to the Civil List because of
his linguistic and literary seBices. Isabel Burton reprinted Burton's appeal, and the
accompanying list of his senices, in Life,II, 324 - 326. It is fiom this compilation that
researchers have taken the number of languages and dialects twenty-nine tanguages and
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Conclusions

Even in a century notable for numerous polymathic personalities, Richard Francis
Burton stands out as a significant figure, a man of such protean interests and
accomplishments that it seems improbable that a single individual could have learned and
done so much. From his explorations in uncharted Afnca to his voluminously-detailed
writinçs on a multitude of subjects, on initial inspection Burton appears to be a certifiable
mode1 of the Renaissance-inspired "Universal Man," one who attempts to reconcile in
himself al1 manner of knowledge and ability.
Of al1 his achievements, however, Burton's greatest contribution to his era were his
attempts to bring his extensive experiences of the non-European world to the literate
attention of his fellow countryrnen, and in particular to present the complexities of nonEuropean, indigenous peoples to those who remained in the Metropole. These were largely
in the form of multi-volume books and detailed reports and articles for the various agencies
and leamed societies Burton was either employed or sponsored by, or was a mernber of: the

Honourable East India Company, the Royal Geographical Society, the Foreign Office, or the
Anthropological Society of London.
Al1 of these works, whether travel book or translated literature or technical treatise on
weaponry, were exercises in recording practically every scrap of pertinent information on

the subject at hand, and stand as testirnonies to Burton's prodigious curiousity and workmania. Their bellicose personal opinions and beliefs, often vigorously, even violently
expresse4 do not nul1i@ the value of the information gathered, nor do they negate Burton's
minute examination of remote areas and peoples just beginning to be studied in any real
depth by European researchers. Similarly, the frequent over-abundance of detail and data in

Burton's travel books does not abrogate their worth as pioneering ethnological treatises.
!ndeed, many of them are monumental works which the mature student of travel literature or

anthropology may profltably read today.

Burton's singular personality is an enduring force in these workç, as well as in the scraps
ofautobiographical w-riting available to the researcher. Given the manifold arnbiguities
inherent in human nature, it may well be impossible for the historian to decipher definitively
the motivations underlying many of Burton's actions, especially as in his more reflective
moments he is on record as acknowledging contradictions within hirnself which he had little
or no explanation for. This task is made the more difficult by the burning of Burton's private
joumais following Lady Burton's death in 1896. From the few remaining references it is
clear that her husband deposited a significant arnount of persona1 reflection within these
pages and haî, had they surviveci, they would have provided us with details of his imer life
which are now forever lost.
Nevertheless, from the extensive surviving materials - Burton's own writings and
correspondence, other contemporary memoirs, the records of officialdom and the recentlydiscovered Amndell Papers with the Wiltshire Record Otfice - it is possible to arrive at
some reasonable conclusions regarding Burton and his role as one of the premier imperial
cornmunicators of the Victorian era. What is of particular interest to us in this study is how
the circumstances of Burton's li fe, combined with his native intelligence and curiousity, gave

rise to his career as a communicator of indigenous cultures, and what these communications

may have consisted of.
It is apparent from passages in Burton's autobiographical writings, as well as in his
recorded actions, that he was a product of both his innate personality characteristics as well
as the effects of the varying environments he was raised in. This is not as trite as it sounds;

certainly the above is true of al1 individuals, but the effects of Burton's unusual, even
remarkable, upbnnging appear to have played a particularly significant role in his
development, and impacted greatly on his interaction with extra-European peoples. It is true
that we have to a large extent only Burton's own words with which to form our postdations,
and as he was not above moulding the tnrth for his own purposes some of his statements

must be taken with a spoonful of salf but it is clear that he felt that an effect had been made

and that it influenced many of his attitudes and subsequent actions.
No doubt the fact that Burton and his younger brother and sister were removed fiom
Britain and taken around France and the Italian peninsula as children and adolescents piayed

an important role in al1 their developments, denying them the continuous social interaction

and conditioning they would otherwise have had in England. But it would seem that in
Richard's case the result became much more marked than either with Maria or Edward

Burton. Contemporary gender expectations and restrictions would in al1 likelihood have
blunted the effects of Maria Burton's exposure to European societies and cultures as she
grew into young womanhood

- this in fact appears to have been the case - but Edward

Burton's career before his misfortune in India is of some interest as it stands in contrast to
that of his celebrated brother.

We have seen how - again, chiefly according to Burton's reminiscences - Edward

Burton followed his older brother in most of his endeavours, even to the point of leaving
Cambridge without a degree and entering military service in India as Richard had done at

Oxford. However, Edward Burton joined the 37th Regiment, a "Queen's" regiment, and did
not enlist with the Honourable East India Company's m y as his brother did, gaining a
social acceptance within military circles oflen denied those employed by "John Company."

Likewise, Edward Burton's military career followed along far more conventional lines
than did that of his brother. He became a regimental surgeon and avid big-game humer, the

latter an activity Richard came to dislike intensely, perhaps associating it with the English
way of life. It can be expected that had Edward Burton not become incapacitated early in his

Iife, he would have continued along these conventional paths and lived out his days as one of
the cowitless burrawho made up the minions of the Raj during the High and LateVictorian periods.

Richard Burton, however, took a decidedly different career path, working on the
periphenes of the imperial enterprise; always a part of it, occasionally a heroic part, but

seldom an integral or orthodox component. His sharp criticisms of his employers and
superiors embroiled him fiequently in quarrel and controversy, while his insistence on
delving into aspects o f indigenous life deemed unsavoury by his contemporaries did little to
sofien a public reputation for "dangerous" behaviclur and views: early nicknarnes such as

"Rufian Dick" and "the White Nigger" suggest the perception of a les-than-stellar
reputation; a reputation, it must be said, that Burton perversely enjoyed to the point of active
embellishment.
While ceminly not ruiconscious of the need for what has corne to be known in our owri

time as "public relations," it seems safe to say that the lion's share of Burton's own problems
were stricrly o f his own making. It is apparent fiom his unfinished autobiography that Burton
believed his professional misfortunes were extensively the result o f his foreign upbringing,

or the

o f an increasingly-egalitarianand rniddle£lass British society to extol and

reward mediocrity and conventional i ty. The latter is a convenient excuse, but does not
withstand scnrtiny as the single explanation for the vicissitudes of Burton's life. Bad luck,
enmity, and circumstantial accidents corne to all; the reaction to these inevitabilities is the

respnsibility o f the individual. Burton's social immaturity was at least as much a factor in
his professional problems as any outside elernents. Those who insist on rebelling against the
system must be prepared for the consequences; Burton's problem was that he expected to be
adrnired - even applauded

- for his rebel f iousness, and was incensed and puzzled when it

had the usual, opposite effect. If, as he believed, he did enter public life a t a disadvantage

due to his lack of English social conditioning, it could not have been an insurnountable
disadvantage, since examples abound o f individuals who were reared a t least partly in extraBritish territories and still mawged to carve out successful careers for themselves within
rnainstrearn British society

- Alfied Milner and Rudyard Kipling to name but two.

Nevertheless, the importance of Burton's unconventional rearing lies in a significantly
different are* and one which undoubtedly had positive repercussions on his later career.
Blended with a native intelligence, curiousity and

- it must be said this was also a very real

cornpurient - the genetic advantage of farnously dark, exotic looks, the continual adolescent
movement about the Continent formed in the young Richard Burton what has been described

in this study as a "fluid identity;" that is, the acquired ability to simulate or mimic the
langage and manners of the indigenous peoples one cornes in contact with due to a

loosening of a single, strong national identity. The young Burton appears to have leamed
quickly that fluency in the ling3laof the region he was inhabiting, as well as asswning
at least sorne of the habits of the indigenous peoples, made life easier and more pleasant,
and he went to Iengths to acquire proficiency in local languages and an understanding of

local manners and customs.
This early, unconscious, training in identification allowed Burton to pursue indepth

examinations of the peoples and societies he encountered during his m i l i q and diplornatic
career, and which he then cornmunicated to the Metropole y h his written works. This is
most evident in the examples of Burton's awareness of social complexity given in the text,
whch 1 believe was a direct result of the multiple exposure to various European cultures he

expetienced during his formative years. Moreover, what Burton's youthful wanderings
induced was a love - as time went on even a need - of travel and connections with
indigenous peoples which formed the basis of his later career, and honed his ability to
immerse himself within the culture of those societies he encountered.
A continual theme in Burton's life is that of communication, of the need to cornmunicate

to the metroplitan consciousness what h e fcund and learned on his travels. These

communications took two forms in his writings: the presentation of data collected

- much of

it, as in his works detailing his explorations or investigations into indigenous sexuality, new

and important material

- as well as the dissemination of Burton's personal opinions,

theories, and beliefs. Despite his own prejudices and Eurocentrism, he was especially intent

on presenting the societies he encountered as complex entities, and therefore attempted to
communicate in print as many aspects of those societies as he was capable to an Englishspeaking readership.

In doing so, there are nurnerous instances in Burton's literature where he is able to
connol his prejudices to the extent that he appean to be conscious of worthwhile qualities in
many of the non-European cultures he examines, sometimes to the detriment of European

and British society. Even Africans, figures he abhors and denigrates at length, are not
immune from this acknowledgement of complexity. When Burton's anger takes over and he
loses control of his reasoning, his pronouncements becorne strident and vitriolic; when he is

at relative ease, his deductions and spulations assume a more sophisticated., clinicaI tone.
An essential pessimist regarding the human condition, Burton's appreciation and
understanding of the complexities of hwnan social life resulted in attempts to impart these
complexities to his compatriots. Not ofien an original thinker, his racist perspective, gleaned

not on1y from his social background but also from his empirical experiences, and grounded
in the pseudo-scientific theories of mid-nineteenth century anthropology, renders him a

prime exarnple of the obsessive fascination Victorian explorers and travellers - and by
extension Victorian society itself

- had with what they considered the "outside" world, and

is indicative of the emphasis Burton's generation and later Victorians placed on the politics

of race and raciai issues.
Nevertheless, what is significant about Burton as a racial theoriser is his clear
ambivalence regarding indigenous peoples; given his fiequently contadictory writings on
indigenous societies this study couid just as easily have been subtitled A S

e

A m bivalence. He was ambivalent because he was uncertain; he was uncertain because his
extensive experiences of the non-British world indicated to him that human social life is
steeped in intricacies, and that it is only

~intensive investigation that these complexities

can be untangled and in some way understd. Despite this perceived uncertainty and

acknowledgement of complexity, it must be said that Burton's writings of?en served simply
to reinforce and re-emphasise existing metropolitan perceptions of indigenous Iife, whether
primitive backwardness and inferiority, Eastern sensuality and unchangeability, or innate
European superiority in relation to the Other.

As an imperial communicator we may perceive a progressive, discernible pattern in
Burton's career, fiom the child and adolescent on the Continent who Iearns the languages of
the region in which he fin& himself simply to be understood by the local population, to the

young soldier who exploits a linguistic talent in India for career advancement but fin&
himsel f at the same moment delving deeper into the fabric of Indian social life, to the point
of active immersion as a native himself. This immersion had the result not merely of
distancing Burton from his pers but also of bringing him into closer contact with the
indigenous population and their inner lives, uncovering information he recorded for public
consurnption.
Later journeys and experiences fkther added to Burton's knowledge, and the data
gained from these studies was likewise published in a large nurnber of multi-volume and
heavily-annotated works, often with comparative distinctions concerning other

and

peoples Burton had formerly encountered. This was s h o w to greatest effect in the 1st
decade of his life, when Burton fiised his accumulated experiences of non-European
societies, as well as an extensive general knowledge, into a number of scrupulouslyannotated translations, culminating in an epic, unexpurgated version of

Burton's works incorporate a continuing tension between data presented and his
attempts at fashioning a personalised response to the results of his investigations. From the
simple perspective of data-gathering he was instrumental in disseminating much new
information to the Metropole regarding remote peoples due to his status as an explorer and
unabashed, active investigator into human activity. Eut his attempts at theorising and his
innate awareness of the relative nature of social and cultural systems resulted in a tangled,
inconsistent view of a hierarchical world where there is ample desire and reason to study
indigenous societies, and to take fiom those çocieties aspects which might be beneficial to
the Metropole, and even to be sympathetic to certain of those societies, while at the sarne

tirne never forgemng that the Metropole itself.however much Burton might personally

dislike its conventions, remains the m e s u r e o f power and civilised achievernent to which he
is bound- This tension is never fiilly resolved, as the tension within Burton himself, the

outsider acting as an imperial agent who is at the same time ofien intensely, even
passionately invoived with the Other, was never satisfactorily resoived:

7

There is a tradition within Burton studies that this self-described "amateur barbarian"
was a man born out of his time, a figure more suited for those historical periods which could

best appreciate and ernploy his myriad abilites, and that it was his misfortune to live during
an era wherc his talents were rnisunderstd and undervalued.'

To this the -ter

stands in

finn opposition. Even admitting the restrictions and limitations existing within the Victonan
milieu. 1 believe firmly that the expansive character of the Victonan world, and particularly
that of the imperial enterprise, was the best venue in which Richard Francis Burton was able
to induige his intellectual passions and make the greatest contributions to his age. His

character deficiencies - the arrogance and open contempt for mediocrity and ignorance, the
immature tweaking o f authorïty and inability to follow orders docilely, the conviction one

finds among many of the intellectually superior that the rules somehow don? apply to them,
and. above all, Burton's love of the unconventional and & would have ensured that h e

~vouldhave remained an "odd man out" in any açe. It was to Burton's personal advantage
that the nineteenth century provided opportunites for figures such as himself to explore flguratively and literally - a wider world than that of the Metropole; not merely the British

I

m

e itself, but its fiontiers and outlying regions, a venture whereby a social misfit as

Burton felt himself to be could develop a personal niche for expression and creativity.

In Burton's case the imperial enterprise acted not merely as a n system for personal
oppominity, but aiso as an effective springboard for his excursions into forbidden or

unmapped regions. His eyewitness reports o f what lay "out there" gained him a reputation
and prestige within the Metropole he might not have othenvise received. The M e r away

fiom the Metropole, it seems, the better relations between Burton and the Metropole; it was
only when he entered the mainstrearn of diplomatic seMce that his problems with authority

becarne particularly acute, leading to his recall from Damascu and professional exile to
Trieste.
Once he has been divested of his dogmatic prejudices and reactionary leanings,

however, as an imperial communicator Burton may be seen to embody some of the better
traditions of the Victorian Age: a committed mind working towards a greatsr understanding
of the world around it, reacting violently against insularity and parochialisrn, and insistent on

expanding individual and societal knowledge and experience. In this

the problem of

the perceived "dualisrn" in Burton's approach to those indigenou cultures he encountered

does not significantly detract from his talent for absorbing accurate and extensive
infomation conceming those cultures and msmitting this information back to his own
socieîy.
The core of Burton's compulsive curiouity and passionate "need to know," his
obsession - the word is used here deliberately

- to explore and record aspects of the hurnan

condition in the world he experienced, and then communicate these records to the
Metropoie, is likely to remain as problematic as the perceived sense of fragmentation within

Burton's own identity.4 The galloping egomania and general pugnaciousness cannot conceal
an uncertainty about existence - his own and the social systems he encountered and

sometimes identified with - prompting the need and the will for exploration of al1 aspects
of the intercontinental world, and those who dwell within it.

-

Endnotes Concîusioas

1. See Burton's comment in Nights. 1, x, conceming what he called the "despotism of the
lower 'middle-class' Philister who can pardon anything but superiority, the prizes of
and prime
corn petitive sewices are (today) monopolised by certain 'pets' of the
favourites of that jealous and potent majority the Mediocrities who know 'no nonsense
about merit."'

-

3. See, for instance, Isabel Burton's comment of how she belonged in the mediaeval era and
her husband in the fiiture ("The Reviewer Reviewed," Camoens, IT, 719 720),as well as the
remark by Fawn Brodie in her introduction to The Devil D r i v a that Burton was "trappedin
a century where few men tnily understood his talents... confined and penaiized by the
pruderies of his time." Brodie, 16.

-

4. Examples of Burton's sense of fragmentation have already been given in the text. For the

opinions of various commentators, see Bishop, "The Identities of Sir Richard Burton: The
Explorer as Actor," 125; Brodie, 338; Moorehead, The white Nile, 2 1.
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